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ABSTRACT. Determinants of invertible pseudo-differential operators (PDOs) elose
to positive self-adjoint ones are defined through the zeta-function regularization.

\Ve define a multiplieative anomaly as the ratio det(AB)/(det(A) det(B)) eon
sidered as a function on pairs of elliptie PDOs. We obtained an explieit formula for
the multiplieative anomaly in terms of symbols of operators. For a eertain natural
class of PDOs on odd-dimensional manifolds generalizing the dass of elliptic dif
ferential operators, the multiplicat,ive anomaly is identically 1. For elliptic POOs
from this class a holomorphic determinant and a det.erminant for zero orders POOs
are introduced. Using various algebraic , analytie , and topologieal tools we study
loeal and global properties of the l11ultiplieative anomaly and of the determinant
Lie group closely related with it. The Lie algebra for the determinant Lic group
has a deseription in terms of symbols only.

Our main discovery is that there is a quadratic non-/inearity hidden in the defi
nition of determinants of PDOs through zeta-functions.

The natural explanation of this nOIl-linearit,y follows from eomplex-analytic prop
erties of a new trace funetional TR on POOs of non-integer orders. Using TR we
easily reproduce known faets about nOllcommutative residues of POOs and obtain
several new resul ts. In partieular, we deseri be a structu re of derivatives of zeta
functions at zero as of functions on logarithms of elliptie POOs.

'vVe propose several definitions extending zeta-regularized determinants to gen
eral elliptie PDOs. For elliptie POOs of lIonzero complex orders we introduce a
eanonieal determinant in its natural domain of definit,ion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Oeternlinants of finite-diInensional matrices A, B E Mn(C) possess a Inultiplicative
property:

det(AB) = det(A) det(B). (1.1 )
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An invertible linear operator in a finite-dilnensionallinear space has different types of
generalizations to infinite-dinlensional casc. Onc typc is pseudo-differential invertible
elliptic operators .

A; f(E) --+ f(E),

acting in the spaces of smooth sections r(E) of finite rank smooth vector bundles
E over dosed smooth manifolds. Another type is invertible operators of the forn1
Id +]< where ]< is a trace dass operator, acting in a separable Hilbert space If. For
operators A, B of the form Id +]( thc cquality (1.1) is valid.

However, for a general elliptic PDO this cql1ality cannot be valid. It is not trivial
even to define any determinant for such an elliptic operator. Note that there a,re
no difficulties in defining of the Fredhol1n detenninant detFr (ld +J{). One of these
definitions is

deLFr(Id +J() ;= 1 + Tr]< + TI' (/\2!<) +... +TI' (/\m J{) + .. . (1.2)

The series on the right is absolutely convcrgent. For a finite-dimensional linear opera
tor A its deternlinant is equal to the finite sUln on the right in (1.2) with J( := A - Id.
Properties of the linear operators of the form Iel +J( (and of their Fredholm detenni
nants) are analogous to the properties of finite-dimensional linear operators (anel of
their deternlinants).

]n SOJ1le cases an elliptic PDO A has a well-defined zeta-regularized cletenninant

elet((A) = exp (-a/a~(A(s)I",=o),
whcl'e CA (S) is a zeta-function of A. Such zcta-regularized determinants were invented
by D.B. Ray anel I.~1. Singer in their papers [Ra], [RSl]. They were used in these
papers to define the analytic torsion n1etric on thc deterrninant line of the coholnol
ogy of the de Rhan1 complex. This constl'uction was generalized by D.B. Ray anel
1. NI. Singer in [RS2] to the analytic torsion Inetric on the detenninant line of the
ä-complex on a Kähler manifold.

However there was no definition of a detenninant for a general elliptic PDO until
now. The zeta-function CA(S) is defined in the case when the order d(A) is real and
nonzero and when the principal sYlnbol ad(x,~) for all x E A1, ~ E T;A1, ~ f:. 0, has
no eigenvalues A in some conical neighborhood U of a ray L from the origin in the
spectral' plane U c C :3 A.

But even if zeta-functions are defined for clliptic PDOs A, B, anel AB (so in
particular, d(A), d(B), d(A) + d(B) are nonzero) anel if the principal sYlnbols of
these three operators possess cuts of the spectral plane, then in general

elet(AB) f:. det(A) det(B).

Tt is natural to investigate algebraic propel'ties of a function

F(A, B) := det(AB)j(elet(A) det(B)). (1.3)
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This funetion is defined for SOIne pairs (A, B) of elliptic PDOs. For instanee, F(A, B)
is defined for PDOs A, B of positive orders suffieiently elose to self-adjoint positive
PDOs (with respect to a slTIooth positive density 9 on !vI and to a Hermitian strueture
h on a veetor bundle E, A anel B act on r(E)).] (In this ease, zeta-functions of A,
B anel of AB ean be defined with the help of a cut of the spectral plane elose Lo IR_.
Indeed, for self-adjoint positive A and B the operator AB is eonjugate to A ]/2BA]/2
and the latter operator is self-adjoint anel positive.)

Properties of thc function F(A, B), (1.3), are connected with the following remark
(due to E. Witten). Let A be an invertible elliptic DO of a positive order possessing
SOlne cuts of the speetral plane. Then uuder two infinitesimal defofll1ations for thc
coefficients of A in neighborhoods U] and U2 on AI on a positive distance one fronl
another (Le., 01 n O2 = 0) we have

blb210gdet((A) = - Tl' (b]A. A-]b2A· A-]) . (lA)

This equality is proved in Section 1.1. Here, bjA are deformations of a DO A in
Uj without changing of its order. Thc operator on the right is smoothing (i.c., its
Schwarz kernel is Coo on M X M). Hcnce it is a trace dass operator and its trace is
well-defineel. Note that the expression on the right in (1.4) i8 independent of a cut
of the spectral plane in the definition of the zeta-regularized detenninant on the lcft
in (1.4).

It follows frolll (1.4) that log eletc(A) is canonically defined up to an additional
loeal funetional on the coefficients of A. Indeeed, for two definitions, log det((A) and
log det,(A), for a given A, we have

(1.5)

The equality blb2F(A) = 0 for clefonnations bjA in Uj , 0] n O2 = 0, is the character
istic property of local functionals.

It follows froln (1.4) that

f(A,B):= 10gdet(AB) -logdet(A) -logdet(B) (1.6)

is a loeal (on the coefficients of invertible DOs A and B) functional, if these zeta
regularized deternIinants are defined. Nall1ely, if bjA anel bjB are infinitesinlaI vari
ations of A anel of B in Uj, j = 1,2, [;1 n f)2 = 0, then

(1. 7)

IThe explicit formula for F(A, B) in the case of positive definite commuting elliptic differential
operators A and B of positive orders was obtained by M. \Vodzicki [Kas). For positive definite
elliptic PDOs A and B of positive orders a formula for F(A, B) was obtained in [Fr]. However it
was obtained in another form than it is written and used in the present paper. The authors are very
indebted to L. Friedlander for his information about the multiplicative anomaly formula obtained
in [Fr].
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This equality is deduced froll1 (1.4) in Section 1.1.
For S0111C natural dass of dassical elliptic PDOs acting in sections r(E) of a vector

bundle E over an odd-dimensional dosed 1\1, their detenninants arc Inultiplicative
(Section 4), if operators are sufficiently elose to positive definite ones and if their
orders a.re positive even nllInbers. The operators frOln this (odd) dass generalize
differential operators.

As a consequence we can define (Section 4) detenninants for classical elliptic PDOs
of order zero fro111 this natural (odd) dass. Such detern1inants cannot be defined
through zeta-functions of the corresponding operators because the zeta-function for
such an operator A is defincd as the analytic continuation of thc trace Tl' (A -6).
However the operator A-s for a general elliptic PDO A of order zero is not of trace
dass for any s E C. 2 Also such a deterll1inant cannot be defined by standart methods
of functional analysis because such an operator A is not of thc [onn ld +J(, where
J( is a trace dass operator. Nevertheless, canonical detenninants of operators fr0111
this natural dass can be definecl. Here we use the multiplicative property for the
deterll1inants of the PDOs of positive orders from this natural (odd) elass of operators
(on an odd-din1ensional elosed !vI).

This detenninant is also defined for an automorphislTI of a vector bundle on an
odd-din1ensional 111anifold acting on global sections of this vector bundle. (Note that
the ll1ultiplication operator by a general positive slnooth function has a continuous
spectrum.) The determinant of such an operator is equal to 1 (Section 3).

A natural trace Tr(_l) is introduced for odd dass PDOs on an odd-dimensional
elosed M. A canonical detel"minani det(_1)(A) for aeld dass elliptic PDOs A of
zero orders with given a(log A) is introduced (Section 6.3) with the help of Tr(_l).
The determinant det(_1)(A) is defined even if 10gA does not exist. This det(_1)(A)
coincides with the determinant of A (defined by the multiplicative property), if A
sufficiently elose to positive definite self-adjoint PDOs (Section 6.3).

Let Du be a falnily of the Dirac operators on an odd-din1ensional spinor 11lanifold M
(corresponding to a falnily (h u , ,\!U) of Hennitian Inetrics and unitary connections on
a complex vector bundle on !vI). As a consequence of the 111ultiplica.tive property we
obtain the fact tha.t elet (Du1 Du,J is areal number for any pair (ut, U2) of paralneters
anel that this eletenninant has a form

elet(Duj Du2 ) = e(ul)e(u2) (det (D~1))1/2 (det (D~2))1/2

for any pair of sufficiently elose paraIneters (Ul' U2)' The factor e(u) = ±l Oll the

2Such an operator is defined by the integral (i/271") Ir >'(8) (11 - ..\)-1 d..\l where r := rR,tl is a

SInooth closed contour defined as in (2.30), (2.31) and surrounding once the spedruIn Spec( A) of
A (Spec(A) is a compad set) and oriented opposite to the clockwise, >"(/) is an appropriate branch

of this multi-valued fundiOil. Here l R is such that Spec A lies inside {>..: 1>"1 ::; R./2} and B is an

admissible cut of the spectral plane for A alld ..\(8) := exp ( -sIOg(9)"\), B- 211" ~ Im(log(9)..\) ~ 8.
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right is a globally defined locally constaut function on the space of invertible Dirac op
erators according to the Atiyah-Patody-Singer fornllIla for the corresponding spectral
flows.

Absolute value positive detenninants Idet IA for all elliptic operators A froDl thc
odd dass on an odd-dimensional 1nanifold ~1 are defincd as

(\ det IA? = det (A$ A).

Thcy are independent of a smooth positive density on A1 (and of a Hermltian struc
ture on E). It 18 proved (in Section 4.5) that (I det IA)2 has a form If( A) 12, where
f( A) is a holomorphic multi-valued function on A. 'Ne call it a holomo1'phic dele'r
'rninanl. The I110nodro1ny of f( A) (over a c10sed loop) is multiplying by a root of 1 of
elegrce 2m

, where rn is a non-negative integer bounded by a constant depending on
dirn Al only (Section 4.5).

The a,lgebraic interpretation of the function F(A, B), (1.3), in the general case is
connectecI with a central extension of the Lie algebra Siog(NJ, E) consisting of synlbols
of logaritlu11s for invertible elliptic PDOs Ell~ (M, E) C UoC LO(M, E), Q' E C. (The
principal sY1nbols of elliptic PDOs frOill Ell~ (Al, E) restricted to S· NI are homotopic
to Id.) The algebra Slog( NI, E) is spanned as a linear space (over C) by its subalgebra
C SO(lvI, E) of the zero order dassical PDOs sYlnbols and by the symbol of log A.
Here, A is any elliptic PDO with areal nonzero order such that its principal sY1nbol
adnlits a cut of the spectral plane along SOlnc ray f1'0111 the origin.

'I'he logarithnl of the zeta-regularizeel dctcrnlinant det(B) A for an elliptic PDO
A adtnitting a cut L(o) = {'\: arg'\ = D} of the spectral plane C 1S defined as3

exp (-(~,(O)(O)). There is a more si1nplc function of A than (~,(O)(O). That is the

value (A,(O) (0) at the origin. In the case of an invertible linear operator A in a
finite-din1ensional Hilbert space H we have (A,(B)(O) = dirn H. So (A,(O) (0) is a rcg
ularization of the dimension of the space where the PDO acts. It is known that
(A,(8)(0) is independent of an adlnissible cut L(o) ([\Vol], [W02]). However in gen
eral (A,(8)(0) depends not only on (~1, E) hut also on the ilnage of the symbol a(A)
in CSO(NJ, E)/Cso-n-1 (M, E), Q' := orel A, n := din1 M. If H is finite-din1ensional,
then (A (0) = dirn H is constant as a function of an invertible A E GL(H). Let invert
ible PDOs A and B of orders 0' and ß be defined in r(M, E), let 0', ß, 0'+ ß E IR x, and
let there be aclmissible cuts DA, Bß, and BAß of the spectral plane for their principal
sYlnbols a := ao(A), b := oß(B), and for oO+ß(AB) = ab. Then the function

is additive,

Z (o( A)) := -aCdO)

Z (o(AB)) = Z (o(A)) + Z (a(B)).

(1.8)

(1.9)

3Here 1 ('(0) := a~«(s)I~=o. The zeta-runetion is dcfined as the analytic continuation or the series

L:/\O)'
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The function Z (a(A)) = -(}' ((A(O) + ho(A)), where ho(A) is the algebraic Illultiplic
ity of ,,\ = 0 for an elliptic POO A E Ell~(A1, E) C CLQ(J\1, E), was introduced by
~1. vVodzicki. He proveel the equality (1.9). The function Z(a(A)) was defined by
hirn also for zero order elliptic symbols 0"( A) E SEll~(."'f, E) which are homotopic to
Id. For such a(A) this function coincieles with the rn'llltiplicalive 'residue

,.X(O"(A)) = l res (a- 1 (t)a(t)) dt, (1.10)

where ael) is a sn100th loop in SEll~(l\1,E) from a(O) = Id to a(l) = a(A). The
integral on the right in (1.10) is indepenelent of such a loop. This asssertion follows
fronl the equaIity which holeIs for all POO-projectors P E CLO(M, E), p2 = P,

resP = O. (1.11)

Reverse, the equalities (1.11) are equivalent to the indepenelence of (A,(B) (0) of an
admissible cut L(B) for ord A =I- 0 ([vVo1]). The additivity (1.9) holds also on the space

SEll~(A1,E) ([Kas]). Hence, the function (A(O) as a function of a (log(B) A), where A
is an invertible PDO of order one, is the restriction to the affine hyperplane ord A = 1

of the linear function -Z (a(A)) on the linear space {a (log(B) A)} =: Slog(M, E) of
the logarithmic symbols (defined in Section 2).

It occurs that (~,(B)(O) for ord A = 1 is the restriction to the hyperplane orel A = 1
of a quadratic form on the space 10g(s)(A). Hence the fonnula

Tr(logA) = 10g(det(A))

(true for invertible operators of the fonn Id +J(, where J( is a trace class operator)
cannot be valid on the space of 10garithIllS of elliptic PDOs. (Here, we suppose that
Tr(log A) is some linear functional of log A.)

vVe have an analogous statement for all thc derivatives of (A,(B)(S) at s = O. Namely
for k E Z+ U 0 there is a homogeneous polynoI1liaI of order (/..; + 1) on the space of
10g(B) A such that a:(A,(B) (s) 18=0 for oreI A = 1 is the restrietion of this polynoI11ial to
thc hypel'plane ord A = 1 (Section 3) in logaritlunic coordinates.

These results on the derivatives a:(A,(o)(s)I.,=o as on functions of loges) Aare ob
tained with the help of a new canonical trace TR for PDOs of noninteger orders
introduced in Section 3. For a given PDO A E CL d (A1, E), d 1:. Z, such a trace
TR(A) is equal to the integral over !vI of a canonical density a(x) corresponding
to A. Polynomial properties of a;(A.(O) (s) 1.,=0 follows fron1 analytic properties of
TR(exp(si + Bo)) in sEC and in Bo E CLO( M, E) for s dose ta zero. Here, i is a
10garithI1l of an invertible el1iptic PDO A E Ellb(M, E).

This trace functional provides us with adefinition of TR-zeta-junclions. These
zeta-functions (IR(s) are defined for nonzero order elliptic PDOs A with given falnilies
A -., of their cOIuplex powers. However, to cOInpute (IR (so) (for So ord A rf:. Z) we do
not use any analytic continuation.
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The Lie algebra of the synlbols for logarithms of elliptic operators contains as a
codimension one ideal the Lie algebra of the zero order elassical PDO-SYI11bols. (VVe
call it a cocentral onc-dilnensional extension.) This Lie algebra of logarithmic sym
bols has a system of one-ditnensional central extensions paralnetrized by logarithmic
sYInbols of order one. On any extension of this systenl a Ilon-degenerate quadratic
form is defined. We define a canonical associative systeln of isolnorphisITIS between
these extensions (Section 5). Hence a canonical one-dinlensional central extension
is defincd for the Lie algebra of logarithnlic symbols. The qua.dratic forms on these
extensions are identified by this systelTI of iS0l110rphislTIS. This quadratic form is
invariant under the adjoint action.

The detenninant Lie group is a central CX -extension of the connected component
of Icl of thc Lie group of elliptic SYlllbols (on a given closcd tnanifold M). This Lie
group is clefineel as the quotient of the grollp of invertible elliptic PDOs by thc normal
subgroup of operators of the form Id +K, where K is an operator with a 0 00 Schwartz
kerneion M X M (i.e., a sl1100thing operator) anel detFr(Id +K) = 1. (Here, eletFr is
the Fredhohn eleternlinant.) It is proved that there is a canonical identification of the
Lie algebra for this deterIllinant Lie group with a canonical one-dimensional central
extension of the Lie algebra of logarithnlic sYlnbols (Bection 6). The determinant Lie
group has a canonical section partially defincd using zeta.-regularized detenTIinants
over the space of elliptic symbols (and depending on the sYlnbols only). Under
this identification, this section corresponds to the exponent of the null-vectors of
the canonical quadratic fornl on tbe extended Lie algebra of logarithlnic symbols
(Theorenl 6.1). The two-cocyele of the central CX -extension of the group of clliptic
symbols defined by this canonical section is cqual to the nlltltiplicative anOinaly. So
this quadratic CX -cone is deeply connected with zeta-regularized detenninants of
elliptic PDOs.

An alternative proof of Theorem 6.1 without using variation formulas is obtained
in Section 6.6. Tbis theorell1 claims tbe canonical isomorphislTI between thc canonical
central extension of the Lie algebra of logarithnlic sYlllbols and the deternlinant Lie
algebra.

The lnultiplicative anol11aly F(A, B) for a pair of invertible elliptic PDOs of positive
orders sufficiently elose to self-adjoint positive definite ones gives us a partially defined
sYlnmetric 2-cocycle on the group of the elliptic symbols. \,Ve define a coherent system
of deternlinant cocyeles on this group given for larger and larger domains in the space
of pairs of elliptic sYlnbols and show that a canonical skew-sY1nmetric 2-cocycle on
the Lie group of logarithnlic symbols is canonically COhOlllOlogous to the sY'1127nelric
2-cocycle of the multiplicative anolnaly (Section 6.4). Note that the multiplicative
anolnaly cocycle is singular für elliptic PDOs of order zero.

The global structure of the detenninant Lie group is defined by its Lie algebra
and by spectral invariants of a generalized spectral aSYl11111etry. This asynllnetry is
defined for pairs of a PDO-projector of zero order anel of a logarithm of an clliptic
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operator of a positive order. This invariant depends on the SYIllbols of the projeetor
and of the operator but this depcndenee is global (Seetion 7). The first variational
derivative of this funetional is given by an explieit loeal fornllda. 4 This funetiona.l is a
natural generalization of the Atiyah- Patodi-Singer functional of spectral asymmetry
[APS1], [APS2], [APS3]. The Inain unsolved problem in algebraic definition of the
deternlinant Lie group is obtaining a formula for this spectral asymmetry in terms
of sYI11bols.

The deternlinant Lie algebra over thc Lie algebra of 10garitllInic sYI11bols for odd
dass elliptic POOs on an odd-dilnensional dosed M is a canonically trivial central
extension. So a flat connection on the corresponcling determinant Lie group is defined.
Thus a I1lltlti-valued determinant on odd cIass operators is obtained. It coincicles with
the holOIllorphic deterIl1inant defined on odd cIass elliptic PDOs (Section 6.3).

The exponential 11lap frolll thc Lic algebra of logarithnls of elliptic POOs to the
connectcd component of the Lie group of elliptic POOs is not a 111ap "outo" (i.c., there
are domains in this· connected Lie group where el1iptic POOs have no 10garithIl1S at
al1). There are SOllle topological obstacIes (in Il1tdti-dimensional case) to the existence
of any smooth logarithln even on the level of principal symbols (Section 6).

A canonical deterndnant det( A) is introduced for an elliptic POO A of a nonzero
cot11plex order with a given logarithtnic sytnbol a(1og A). For this synlbol to be
defineel, it is enough that a SIllooth field of adInissible cuts O(a;,~), (x,e) E S*M, for
the principal sYlnbol of A to exist anel a tllap 0: 8$ 1\1 -)- 8 1 = IR./27T"Z to be hOlnotopie
to trivial. This canonical detenTIinant det(A) is defined with the help of any logarithm
B (such that a(.8) = a(log A)) of same invertible elliptic PDO. However det(A) is
independent of a, choice of B. The canonical determinant is defined in its natural
dOlnain of definition. The ratio

ddA)/det(A) =: cLo(a(1ogA)) (1.12)

depends on a(log A) only and defines a canonical (ITIulti-valued) section of the de
ternlinant Lie group. This section is naturally defined over logarithmic SYIllbols of
nonzero orders (Section 6). With the help of do(a(1og A)) we can control thc behavior
of det(A) near the dOlllain where a(1og A) eIoes not exist (Section 8.3). The canoni
cal deternlinant eIet(A) coincidcs with the TR-zeta-regularized determinant, if log A
exists. However det( A) is also defined, if a(log A) exists but log A does not exist.

A determinant of an elliptic operator A of a nonzero c0I11plex order is defined
(Section 8) for a S11100th curvc bctwecn A anel the ielentity operator in thc space of
invertible elliptie operators. This detenninant is the limit of the products of TR
zeta-regularized deternlinants corresponding to the intervals of this curve (in the
space of elliptic operators) as lengths of the intervals tend to zero. This detenl1inant
is independent of a SI1100th para.nletrization of the curve. I-Iowever, to prove the
convcrgence of thc product of TR-zeta-regularizcd determinants, we have to use the

4The same properties have Chern-Simons and analytic (holomorphic) torsion funetionals.
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non-scalar language of determinant Lie groups and their canonical sections. This
detenninant of A is equal to a zeta-regularized determinant, if the curve is At, 0 ::;
t ::S 1 up to a smooth reparametrization. Such a curve exists in thc case when any
log A exists. For a product of elliptic PDOs (of nonzero orders) and for a natural
COIllposition of lnonotonic curves in the space of elliptic PDOs (corresponding to
the deternlinants of the factors), this detenninant is equal to the product of the
detenninants of the factors.

Any logarithnlic PDO-SYIllbol of order one clefines a connectiol1 on the deternlinant
Lie group over the group of elliptic PDO-sYll1bols. The deternlinant Lie group is the
quotient of the Lie grou p of inverti ble clliptic operators. The inlage d l (A) of an eil iptic
operator A in the detenninant Lie group is multiplicative in A. Für any sn100th
curve St in the space SEll~ of elliptic sYlnbols froln ld to the sYlllbol a(A) = Slt=1 its
canonical pull-back St is a horizontal eurve in thc dcterminant Lie group frolll dl (ld).
Hence d} (A) /8} defines a deternlinant (Section 8.1) for a general elliptic PDO A of
any cOlllplex order (in particular, of zero order). This detefIninant depends on a
SI1100th curve St fr0l11 [cl to a(A) in the space of sYlllbols of elliptic PDOs without a
monotonie (in order) condition. It eIoes not change under smooth reparametrizations
of the curve.

For a given 10garitl1l11ie PDO-sYlnbol of order one (i.e., for a given connection)
this determinant for a finite produet of elliptic operators is equal to the product of
their detenninants. (Here, the curve in the space of elliptic symbols in the definition
of the determinant of the producL is equal to the natural COlllposition of srnooth
curves corresponding to the detenninants of factors.) There are explicit forrnulas for
the dependenee of this deternlinant on a first order logaritlullic sYlnbol (defining a
connection on the dcterminant Lie group) anel on a curve St (from Td to a(A)) in a
given hOlllOtopic dass (Section 8.1). lts elependence of an element of the funelalllelltal

group 1r} (SEllg) is expressed with the help of the invariant of generalized spectral

asYl11lnetry. In the ease when St is a (At) (up ta a reparametrization), det("d(A) is
the zeta-regularized determinant corresponding to the log A definding At.

1.1. Second variations of zeta-regularized detenninants. Let the zeta-regular
ized determinant detdA) of an elliptic DO A E Elld (i\l, E), d E Z+, be defined with
the help of a family A(ö) of cornplex powers of A. (Such a fanlily is defined with the

help of an aclmissible cut L(o) = {A: arg A = 8} of the spectral plane, see Section 2.)
Then we have

(1.13)

The function Tl' (81A . A -1 A -") is defined in a neighborhood of S = 0 by the analytie
continuation of this trace from the elol11ain Re S > dirn M / d, d = orel A, where the
operator (Öl A . A -1 A -") is of trace dass. This analytic continuation has a silnple
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pole at s = 0 with its residue equal to

Rcs.,:=oTr (8 I A' A-IA-") = -res (8I A. A- l
) /d,

where res is the nonconl111utative resielue [Wol] I [Wo2]. However at s = 0 the function
8" (sTr(8 I A· A-IA-")) is holomorphic.

The second variation 8281elet, (A) can be written (by (1.13)) in the form

82 81detc(A) = 8" (s~ Tl' r .\-(,,+1)8I A (A - A)-I 82 A (A - A)-1 dA) . (1.14)
21T1, Jr((J)

(Here, r(ln is the silnple contour sUlTounding an adnlissible cut L(B)l see Section 2,
(2.1).) The operator 8I A(A-.\)-182 A is sJll00thing (since its symbol is equal 1.,0

zero as 01 n U2 = 0) anel its trace-nornl is unifonnly bounded for A E f(Ob 1.\1 --t 00.

Thc operator nOrIn Il(A - .\)-111(2) in L2 (M,E) is 0 ((1 + IAI)-I) for A E f(8)' Hence

the trace-norm of 81 A (A - .\)-1 82 A (A - A)-1 is 0 ((1 + IAI)-I) for .\ Ef(Ob and

for s cIose 1.,0 zero we have

Tl' (r A-(,,+1)81A (A - A)-1 82A (A - A)-1 dA) =
Jr«(J)

= r A-(8+1) Tl' (8 1A (A - A)-] 82 A (A - .\)-1) dA. (1.15)
Jr(8)

The function Tl' (DIA (A - .\)-1 D2A (A - A)-I) is holomorphic (in A) inside the con

tour f(o). Hence we can concIudc from (1.14), (1.15) that

8201detc(A) = - Tr (DIA. A- I 02A . A- l
) , (1.16)

anel the formula (1.4) is proved. D
Let us deduce from (1.16) the equality 0102j(A, B) = O. Here, f(A, B) (given by

(1.6)) is the logarith111 of the Inultiplicative anotnaly (1.3).
By (1.4) we have

0102(log det(AB) -log det(A) -log det(B)) = -1'1'(01 (AB)(AB)-1 02 (AB)(AB)-I) +
+ Tl' (DIA. A- 182A. A-1

) + Tl' (DIE. B- 102B· 8-1
) =

= (-Tl' (AoIB. B-102B· B-1 A- I
) + Tl' (81B. B- 102B· B-1

))_

- Tl' (01 A02B . B- 1 A-1) - Tl' (AoIB. B- I A- 182 A· A- I
). (1.17)

The operator A8I B· B-]82B· B-1 is a smoothing operator in r(E) (since its sYlnbol
is equal 1.,0 zero because U1 n O2 = 0). Hence it is a trace class operator anel

Tl' (A8 1.ß. B-182B· B-1 A-1
) = Tl' (8I E. E- 102B· B-1

) •
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(2.2)

(2.1 )

By the analogous reason we have

Tl' (A8I E. B- 1A-182A· A- 1
) = Tl' (8IE. E- 1A-182A).

Since 81E· B-1A- 182 A is a stnoothing operator with its Schwarz kernel equal to zero
in a neighborhood of the diagonal M C-......t Al x Al (because Ü1 n O2 = 0), we see that

Tl' (A8t B. B-1 A- 182 A· A- 1) = O.

Hence the equality (1. 7) is deelucecl. 0

2. DETERMINANTS AND ZETA-FUNCTIONS FOR ELLIPTIC PDOs.

MULTIPLICATIVE ANOMALY

Let a classical elliptic PDO A E Ell~(M, E) C CLd(lvJ, E) be an elliptic operator
of a positive order d = d(A) > 0 such that its principal symbol ad(x,~) has DO

eigenvalues in nonempty conical neighborhood A of a ray Lun = {A E C, arg ,,\ = O}
in the spectral plane C. Suppose that A is an invertible operator A: H(s)(M, E) ~
H(3-d) (M, E), where H(3) are the Sobolev spaces ([Hö2], Appendix B). Then there
are 110 more than a finite nUlnber of the eigenvalues A of the spectrum5 Spec(A) in
A. Let L(8) be the ray in A E C such that there are no eigenvalues A E Spec(A) with
arg A = e. Then the complex powers A(8) of Aare defined for Rez«::O by the integral

A(8) := ~ r AZ(A - A)-ldA,
21T" Jr(6)

where f (8) is a contour r 1,8(p) Ur'O,8(p) Ur2,8 (p), r 1,8(p): = {A = x exp(iB) ,+00 > x 2:: p},
ro,o(p): ={,,\ =pexp(iep), B;:::: ep;:::: B-21T"}, f 2,8(p): ={.-\ =x expi(O-21T"), p:::; X< +oo},
and p is a positive nUlnber such that all the eigenvalues in Spec(A) are outside of
the disk Dp := {A: 1.-\ I ::; p}. The function AZ on the right of (2.1) is defined as
exp(z log A), where 0 2:: Im log.-\ ;:::: 0 - 21T" (i.e., IIn log A = 0 Oll f 1,8, Im log" = () - 21T"
on f 2,8). For Rez«::O the operator A(8) defined by the integral on the right of (2.1)
is bounded in H(3) (1\1, E) for an arbitrary s E IR. (as the integral on the right of (2.1)
converges in the operator Donn on H(s)(Al, E)). Fan1ilies of operators A(o) depend
on (admissible) O.

For -k E Z+ thc operator A(o~ coincicles with (A-1)k ([Sh], eh. [I, Proposi
tion 10.1). Operators ACG ) are dcfined for all z E C by the fOfIllula

Az AkAz-k
(8) = (8) ,

where z - k belongs to the donlain of definition [01' (2.1) anel where A(~k are defineel

by (2.1). It is proved in [Se], Theorem 1, anel in [Sh], eh. 1I, Theorem 10.1.a, that

5 A is an invertible elliptic PDO of a positive order. Hence 0 f/. Spec(A) and Spec(A) is discrete,
i.e., it consists entirely of isolated eigenvalues wit.h finite multiplicities ({Shl, eh. I, § 8, Theorem 8.4).
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the operator A(S) defined by (2.2) is independent of the choice of k and that (2.2)
holds for all k E Z [01' the fanlily A(G)' The operators A(G) for Re z ::; J..~ E Z fornl a

family of bouncled linear operators [rom H(8) (M,E) into H($-d(A)k) (M, E).
The operator A(o) is a classieal elliptie PDO of order zd( A), A(G) E Ell~d(A) (M, E).

Hs syrnbol

b(G)(x, <) = L b~d_j,G(x,~)
jEZt UO

(2.3)

i8 defined in any loeal eoordinate ehart U on NI (with a sInooth trivialization o[ Elu).
Here, d := d(A) anel b~d_j,G(X, t,~) = tzd- j

b~d_j,G(X,~) for t E IR+ (i.e., this ternl is
positive homogeneolls of clegree dz - j). This sYlnbol is defined through the sYlnbol

b(x,~,..\) = L b-d-j(X,~,..\)
jEZtUO

(2.4)

(2.5)

of the elliptie operator (A - ..\)-1. The term b_d_j(X,~,).) i8 positive hOIll0geneolls in

(~, ).l/d) of degree -(d+j). (The paralneter..\ in (2.4) has the degree d = d(A).) The

sYlnbol b(x,~,.\) is defined by the following reClurent systenl of equalities (a(x,~) ;=

LZtuo a_d_j(x,~) 1S the symbol of A, Dx := i-lax)

b_d(x, C..\) := (ad - ..\)-1 ,

Ld-l (x, (, A) := -Ld (ad-1 b_d+ 2t o,;adDx,b_d) ,

i.e., (a( x,~) - .\) 0 b( x, ~, ).) = ld, where the cOlllposition has as its positive hOlTIoge

neous in (~,..\lId) conlponents

L: ~aead-dx,~, ..\)D~ b-d-I(X,~, ..\).
lal+k+l=const Q'.

Here, ad-k (x, ~, .\) := ad-k - Ok,O..\ Id. The terllls b_d- j are regular in (x, ~ 1 ..\) 1 ~ i= 0,
such that the principal symbol (lld - ..\ Tel) is invcrtible.6

6The operators (A - ,\) -1 and A - ,\ in general do not belong ta thc cl asses CL - d (M, E; A) and
CLd (A1, E; A) ([Sh], eh. 11, § 9) of elliptic operators with parameter. Here, A is an open conical
neighborhood of the ray Lun = {'\: arg'\ = O} in the sp~ctral plane such that aB the eigenvalues
of the principal symbol ad(x,~) of A da not belong to A for any (x,~) E T'" M, ~ #; 0. For a
general elliptic PDO A E C Ld(M, E), cl > 0, of the type considered above and for an arbitrary
j > d there are no uniform estimates in ~ E T*M,'\ E A, (~,,,\) i=- (0,0) of Ib_d-j(X,~,'\)1 through
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If Re z < 0, the fonnllia for b(Q)(x,~) is ([Sh], eh. Il, Sect. 11.2V

b;d_j,O(X,~) = -2
i

f A(o)b_d-j(X,~, A)dA. (2.6)
7r Jr(9)

For Re z < k the sYlnbol b(o)(x,~) is deRned as the COlllposition of c1assical synlbolsB

ak(x,~) 0 b(;t(x,~) =: b(o)(x,~), (2.7)

where ak(x,~) = LjEZt UO a%d_j(x,~) is the sYlnbol of roa Ak. The C0l11position on
the left in (2.7) is independent of the choice of k > Re z, k E Z ([Sh], eh. 11, Theo
renl ll.l.a). The cOInponents b:d_j (x,~) of the sYlnbol of AZ are the entire functions

of z coinciding with atd_j(x,~) for z = k E Z ([Sh], eh. TI, Theoren1 ll.l.b,e).
The log(o) A is a bOlluded linear operator froln H(s) (1'1, E) into H(&-e) (!vI, E) for

an arbitrary c: > 0, s E IR. This operator acts on smooth global sections f E f(E) as
follows

(2.8)

For arbitrary k E Z and s E IR operators AZ is a holomorphic fllnction of z from

Re z < k into the Banach space L (11(&) (M, E), H(&-kd) (NI, E)) of bounded linear

operators, d = d(A) ([Sh], eh. II, Theorenl IO.l.e). Bence, the tern1 on the right in
(2.8) is defined. The sYlnbol of the operator log(o) A is

a (log(o) A) = azb(Q)(x,~) Iz;;;;o:= L aZb~d_j,O(X,~) Iz;;;;o. (2.9)
iEZtUO

The operator Aco )Iz;;;;o is the identity operator. Hence its symbol beB) (x,~) Iz=o has a.s

its positive hOlll0geneolls components

(2.10)

(2.11)

V.le see from (2.10) that

azb~d,Q(x,~) Iz;;;;o = d( A) log I~I Id +azb~d,O (x, ~/ I~ I) Iz;;;;o,
azb~d_i,B(.'t,~)lz=o = I~I-J aZb~d_j,B(X,~/I~l)lz;;;;o for j ~ 1.

hold in loeal eoordinatc charts (U,.rc) on lvI. Here, I~I is taken with respect to some
Riemannian 11letrie on TAl (and hence on T- Malso). The term azb~do(x, ~/I~I) on
the right in (2.11) is a.n entire function of z positive hOITIogeneous in ~ df degree zero.

C (I€I + j,,\I I
/

d
) -d-j and of lad-j(x, ~)I through Cl (I~I + 1>'ll/d) d-

j
.

7 Here, >'(8) := exp (z log(8) >.), where 0 - 27T :5 Imlog(8) >. :5 O.
sThe composition a 0 b of the classical symbols a = Lj ad-j and b = Lj bm-j is a 0 b =

L(a 0 b)m+d-j, where a 0 b := Lj (a!)-18ta(x, €)D~b(x,~).
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By analogy, ßzb~d_j,O(X,~/I~I) is an entire function of z positive hOinogeneous in ~ of
clegree zero. So the synlbol of log(o) A locally takes the fornl

ßzb(o)(x, ~)Iz=o := log I~l Id + L: C_j,o(x, ~),
jEZt UO

(2.12)

where C_j,o(x,~) := I~l-J ßzb~d_j,O(X,~jl~l) is a sInooth function on T'" M \ i(M) pos
itive homogeneous in ~ of elegree (-j). (J-Iere, i(A1) is the zero section of T- M.)

The equality (2.] 2) lneans that in local coordinates (x,~) on T- At! the symbol of
log(o) A is equal to d(A) log 1~1 Iel plus a classical PDO-sYlnbol of oreler zero. Thc
space S\og(M, E) is also the space of synlbols of the fonn

(7 = h~ log(o) A + (70, (2.13)

k E C (for an arbitrary elliptic PDO A E CLd(lvI, E) of order d > 0 and such that
there exists an admissible cut L(8) of the spectral plane C :1 .\). COlnparing (2.12)
and (2.13) we see that the space Slog(NJ, E) does not depend on RieInannian Inetric
on TM and on A anel L(o).

Thc zeta-regula,rized determinant detUn A is defined with the help of the zeta
function of A. This function (A,(O) (z) is defined for Re z > dirn M / d( A) as the trace

Tl' (A(o») of a trace class operator9 A(ö). (Here, d(A) > 0.) This operator has a

continuous kernel on At X Al for Rez > dimAljd(A). The Lielskii theorem [Li],
[Kr], [ReS], XIII.I7, (177), [Si], Chapter 3, [LP]' [Re], Xl, claims that for such z the
serics of the eigenvalues of A(ö) is absolutely convcrgent anel that the lnatrix trace

Sp (A(ö)) := L (A(ö)ei' ei) of A~) is equal to its spectral trace10

Tl' (A(ö)):= L: A~:. (2.14)
.\ESpec(A)

Here, (ei) is an orthononnal basis in the Hilbert space L2 (M, E) (with respect to a
smooth positive density Jl on Al anel to a Herillitian lnetric h on E). A bounded
linear operator in a sepal'able Hilbert space is a trace class operator, if the series in
the definition of the Inatrix trace is absolutely convergent for any orthonormal basis.
In this case, the 11latrix trace is independent of a choice of the basis, (Kr], p. 123.
Thus for Re z > diol AtI/d(A) the lllatrix trace of A~) is independent of a choice of
the orthonormal basis (ei)' The Lidskii theorem clainls (in particular) that this trace

9 A bounded linear operator B acting in a separable Hilbert space is a trace dass operator, if the
series of its singular nu mbers (i.e., of the ari th metic square rooLs of the eigenvalues for the self-adjoint
operator B'" B) is absol utely cOllvergent. The operator Ace) is a PDO of the c1ass CL-: d (At, E) with

Re(zd) > dimM. Hellce it has a continuous kernel ([Sh], Ch. (l, 12.1) and this kernel is smooth of
the c1ass C k (k E :.E+) Oll M x M for Re(zd) - k > dirn M.

lOllere, the sum is ovar the eigeovalues Ai of A~), inc1uding their algebraic multiplicities ([Ka],

Ch. 1, § 5.4), the function A(8) is defined as exp (-z log(8) A), 0 - 27T ~ hn(loge8 ) A) ~ e.
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is independent also of Il, and of h. Hence for Re z > diln Ai/ d( A) the zeta-function
(A,(O) (z) is equal to the integral of the pointwise trace of the matrix-va.lued density
on the diagonal ~: !vI l'-Jo NI x Al defined by the restrietion to ~(M) of the kernel
A-z,o(x, y) of A(ö).

The zeta-function (A,(B) (z) possesses a Inerornorphic continuation to the whole C0I11
plex plane C :1 z anel (A,(B) (z) is regular at the origin. The detern1inant of A is a
regularization of the product of all thc eigenvalues of A (including their algebraic
D1ttltiplicities). Thc zcta-regularized detern1inant of A is defined wi tb tbe help of the
zeta-function ll

(A,(O) (z) of A as follows

(2.15)

Remark 2.1. Note tbat if an adlnissible cut L(o) of thc spectral plane crosses a finite
numbel' of the eigenvalues of A, then det(o)(A) does not change. Let A possess two es
sential different cuts 01, O2 of the spectral plane, i.e., in the case when there are infinite
number of eigenvalues A E Spec(A) in each of the sectors Al := {A: 01 < arg A < 02},
A2 := {A: O2 < arg A < 01 + 21T}. Then in general det(o)(A) depends on spectral cuts
L(o) with B= Bj •

Re1na1,k 2.2. If the detenninant (2.15) is defined, then tbe order d(A) =: d of the
elliptic PDO A E Ell~(NJ, E) c C Ld(A1,E) is nonzero. Also [01' tbe zeta-regularized
detenninant of A to be dcfined, its zcta-runction has to be defined. So a holomorphic
family of complex powcrs of A has to be defined. Hence the principal sYlnbo1 adl(AI )

of some appropriate nonzero power Al of A (I E CX
, Al E Ell~I(M, E) C CLdl(M, E))

has to possess a cut L(8) of the spectral plane C 3 A. This condition is necessary for

the holOlnorphic falnily (A1)Z of POOs to be defined by an integral analogous to
(0)

(2.1). ]n this case, log(o) (Al) is definecl. (Note that lcl = 10rdA E lR x.) Hence sorne

generator log A := log(o) (Al) /1 of a, falnily AZ is also defined. Thus the cxistence of
a family AZ is equivalent to the existencc of log A.

On the algebra CS( lvJ, E) (of c1assicaJ PDO-sYlnbols) there is a natural bilinear
fonn defined by the noncornmutative residue res ([Woi], (W02] 01' [Kas])

(a, b) res = res (a 0 b).

Here, a 0 b is the COIl1position of PDO-sYlnbols a, b. This scalar product is non
degenerate (i.e., for any a =I 0 there exists b such that (a, b)res =I 0) and it is invariant

llln the case d(A) < 0 the meromorphic continuation of (A,(9)(Z) is done from thc half-plane
Re z < dim M/d(A) = - dim Al/ld(A)I. (In this half-plane the series Oll the right. in (2.14) is
convergent.)
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under conjugation with any elliptic synlbol C E Elld(M, E) C CSd(M, E), i.e., Cd(X,~)
is invertible [01' (x, e) E S· M. Namely

(cac-t, cbc- 1
) res ;= res (cabc- 1

) = res(ab) = (a, b)res' (2.16)

Ren~ark 2.3. The Iloncomnlutative residue is a trace type functional on the algebra
CSZ(M, E) o[ classicaJ PDO-sYlnbols of integer orders, i.e., rcs([a, b]) = 0 for any
a, b E CSZ(A1, E). The space of trace functionals on CSZOVJ, E) is one-dimensional,
[\'V03]. Nanlely for L := CSZ(Nf, E) the algebras with the discrete topology L/[L, L]
and C are isoillorphic by res. (Note also that res a = 0 for a E CL d( A1, E) of nOll
integer order d. So (a, b)res = 0 for ord a +ord b ~ Z.) The invariance property (2.16)
of the Ilonconl11111tative residlle follows [rom thc spectral definition of res ([W02],
[Kas]).

Proposition 2.1. Let At E Ell~ (M, E)} 0' E IR. x} be a s1nooth fandly of elliplic PDOs
and let B E Ellg(lvf, E), ß E IR.x, ß # -0'. Let the principal symbols (jo (Ad and
(jß(.B) be suffidently dose to positive deJi:nite self-adjoint ones. 12 Set

(2.17)

Then the va7'iation f01'1nula holds

Here, a cut L(1e) of the spectral plane13 is admissible for At, B, AtB and il is suf

ficie'11Jly dose Lo LCtr )' The term (j (log(1f) (AtB)) / (a + ß) - (j (log(1l') B) / ß on the
right in {2.18} is a classica/ PDG-sy'mbo/ fron! CSO(M, E). 11. does not depend on
an admissible cut L(i) dose 1.0 L(Jr)' [[ence, the sca/ar p1'oduct (, )res on the n:ght in
(2.18) is defined. The light side of {2.18} is local/y defined. 14

Rernark 2.4. Thc principal sYlnbols (ja+ß (AtB) are adjoint to (jcr+ß (B 1/2 AtB1
/

2
).

The latter principal synlbols are sufficiently dose to self-adjoint positive definite
ones. The function F(A, B) is called the 'mu/tip/icalive ano'TTl-aly.

First we fonTIttlate a corollary of this proposition.

Corollary 2.1. Let A and ./3 be inve1'Ub/e elliptic PDGs A E El~(M,E) C CLO(A1,E),
B E Ellg(A1, E) C CLß(Nl, E) such that 0:, ß, (0' + ß) E IR. x and such that thei'"

12\tVe suppose that a sl1100th positive density and a Hermitian structure are given on N! aud on
E.

13Note that F (Atl B) is independent of L(ir) by Remark 2.1. In general a cut L(i) depends on t.

14The symbols a (log(9) A) l (J' (AC9)) are locally defined for a PDO Aof an order [rom IR.+ with

its principal symbol admitting a cut L(9) of the spectral plane.
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(2.21 )

principal sY1nbois (Lc.(x, e) and bß(x, e) are s1tfficiently elose to positive definite self
adjoint ones. Then the 1nultiplieative anornaly is defined. lts logarith1n is given by a
locally defined integral

log F(A, B) = -l dt (a (AtA~l) , a(log(;;) (A,B)) /(0: + ß) -

- 0" (log(ir) (Ad) /0) res' (2.19)

[fe'rc, At := 1J(ir)B(it, 17 := AB~)Iß E EIIg(M, E) c CLO(Nf, E). (In partieular, we

ha've Ao := B(/t, Al := A, F (Ao, B) = 1.)

The expression 0" (log(Jf) (AtB)) /( 0 + ß) - 0" (log(i) (Ad) /Q' on the right in (2.19)
is a classical PDG-sy'mbol/1'01n CSO( A1, E). Thus fhe integral fonnula for lhe multi
plicative an01naly has fhe form

log F( A, B) = -l dt (a (log(;;) 11) ,a(log(;;) (7J(;;)B(a+ß)/ß)) /(0: + ß) -

- 0" (log(,r) (1J(ir)BCf/ß)) /0) res' (2.20)

Gperato1's log(jf) 17 and 17(i) are defined by (2.30) and (2.31) belo1lJ,

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is based on the assertions as follows.

Proposition 2.2. Let Q be a PDG f1'om CLO(A1, E) artd let. C, A be PDGs of 'real
positive orde1's sufficiently elose t.o self-adjoint positive definile PDGs. Then I.he
funclion

has a 1neromorphic continuahon to the whole complex plane C :1 s. The origin is
a 'regular point of this function. ft.s value at the origin is defined by fhe following
expression th1'ough lhe symbols 0" ( A ), a (C), 0" ( Q)

__ ( 0" (log(ir) C) _ a (log(ir) A))
P(O) - O"(Q), cl C cl A

01' 01'
res

The sa1ne assertions about P(s) and P(O) are also valid fo'1' Q E CLm(M, E), 1n E Z.

Proposition 2.3. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.2, I,he family of PDGs

!{Il:= -Q (c[t)ordc - A(~rdA) /s E CL lJ (i'1,E)

is a holomorphic15 fanüly 01 PDGs. In pariicula'1', it is hololrto'1'phic ai s = O.

15This family of PDGs is holomorphic in the sense of [Cu], Sect. 3, (3.17), (3.18).

(2.22)
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Corollary 2.2. The pointwise t.race on the diagonal tr !(~(x, x) 0/ the kerne! !(s(x, y)
0/ !{~ is a density on A1 for Re s < - diIn 1\1. This density has a mer01norphic
continuation /l'om. .s < - diIn 1\1 to the whole cO'rnplex plane C :3 s. The residue 0/
this densi/.y at s = 0 is equal /.0

R .}( ( ) - . ( Q (Cs/ordC A~/ordA)) I ( )-,ess=otl s X,X - tl - ('*) - ('*) ~=O x,x -

__ . (- Q (c~/ordC _ A~/ordA)) I -- les x a (-) (-) -
S 11" 11" ~=O

_ . ((log(,;.) C _ log(,;.) A))
- 1esx a Q I C dA'

Ol'( or
(2.23)

where resx is the densi/.y on A1 corresponding io the nonC01nnHdative '1'esl:duc [Wo2],
[Kas]. These asse1'iions jo/lows im;rnedia/.ely fro'rn Proposition 3.4 below.16

Rentark 2.5. The fornulla (2.21) follows [rOln (2.23) since

P(O) = - Res~:;::o Tl' J(3'

Proof of Proposition 2.1. The variation Bt log F (A h B) is

Ot log F (At, B) = Ot (-Os(AtB,(i) (s) I~=o + B~(At ,,* (s) 16=0) . (2.24)

For Re s :;P 1 the operators (AtB)(,*~) and A~"i) are of trace dass. For such s these
operators forn1 smooth in t falnilies of trace c)ass operators. By the Lidskii theoren1
we have for such s

Tl' (A~(,*») = L (A~tjr)ei' ei) ,
i

(2.25)

where Ci is an orthonol'Inal basis in L2(1\1, E). (Here, we suppose that a slTIooth
positive density on At! and a Hermitian structure on E are given.) For Re s :;P 1 we
have

(2.26)

Indeed, A~(;f) is a smooth (in t) fan1ily of trace dass operators. So OtA~(*) is a trace
dass operator. Hence the series

LOt (A~(ir}ei'Ci) == L (OtA~(i)ei' ei)
i i

is absolutely convergeni. Thus the series on the right in (2.25) can be differcntiated
tenn by tenn ([WVv], Chapter 4, 4.7) and the equality (2.26) follows from (2.25).

16This proposition claims that analogOllS assertions are true for any holomorphic (in a weak sense)
family of c1assical POOs. The proof of this proposition is based on the notion of the canonical trace
for POOs of noninteger orders introduced in Section 3 (below).
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For Res ~ 1 the equalities hold

DtTr ((A tB)(i3») = (-s)Tr ((ÄtA~I) (AtB)(:») ,

Dt Tl' (A~(7r») = (-$) Tl' ((ÄtA~l) A~(ir») .
(2.27)

(Here, At is defined as DtAt.) Indeed, for such s we have

DtTl' (A~(ir») = Tl' (- ?i r A-" (At - .-\)-1 At (At - .-\)-1 dA) =
•.:rr JrUt)

= Tl' (-~ r A-" (D,\ (At - .-\)-1) d.-\Ä t ) =
21r Jr(j\-)

= (-s) Tl' (i.. r A-(8+1) (At - .-\)-1 d.-\Ät) =
21r Jr(j\-)

- ( )rr· (A-(S+I)A' ) - ( )T· (A' A-1A-" )- -8 .. 1 t,(ir) t - -s 1 t t t,(ir)' (2.28)

The zeta-function (A~(i») =: (At,{ir)(S) has a meroll1orphic continuation to the
whole complex plane C :3 s anel s = 0 is a regular point for this zeta-function.

So (-$) Tl' (Ä tAt 1 A~ti») also has a l11el'OI110rphic continuation with a regular point
s = O. Bence the equality holeIs

(2.29)

anel the meromorphic function on the right is regular at s = O.
The fornllIla (2.18) is an imn1edia.te consequence of (2.24), (2.27), (2.29), anel of

(2.21). In (2.21) At At 1 is substituted as Q. Proposition 2.1 is pl'oved. 0
Proof of Corollary 2.1. 1. If the principal symbols (Let) bß of A, Bare sufficiently

dose to positi ve defini te self-adjoint ones, then the principal symbol aa (bßr(/0 Iß of 7]

possesses a cut L(rr) along IR_. If a11 the eigenvalues of bß are in a sufficiently narrow

conical neighborhood of IR+, then the principal syn1bol (aa (bß) (1r)/ß) (rr) (bß )7ij of

1](ir)B(jj possesses for a11 0 ~ t ~ 1 a cut L(rr) of the spectral plane. 17

Set At := 1](ir)B(/j. Then Aa = B(jj, F (Aa, .B) = 1, Al = A, F( AI, B) =
F(A, B). We can use the variation formula of Proposition 2.1 anel the equalities

(2.24), (2.27). Note that the operator ÄtAt 1
_ 8t (1]Ci») (1](i») -1 is equal to log(,r) 1/.

Here, 10g(1r) 1] E CLO( 111, E) is the operator

z r )-1- Jr log(~) .-\ . (17 - .-\ dA,
21r rR,~

(2.30)

17This symbol is independent of a choice of an admissible cut L(i) close to LC'If·).
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fR,n- is the eontour ft,R,n-{C:) U ro,n-{C:) U fZ,R,j{C:) U f R, where

r t ,R, n- (c: ) := {A+x exp(i7r ), R 2: x 2: c: } , f 2,R, i ( c: ) := {A= X exp(i (7r - 21r )), c: :::; X :::; R} ,

fo,n-(C:):= {A = c:exp(i<p),1i" 2: <p 2: 1r - 21r},

anel f n is the eircle lAI = R, A = Rexp(i<p), oriented opposite to the cloekwisc
(1i" - 21r :::; <p ~ 7r) and surrouneling onee thc whole spectrU111 in L z(M, E) of the
boundecl operator 1] E C LO(A1, E). The radius c: > 0 is sIllall enough such that this
spectruIu does not intersect the dOluain {A, lAI:::; c:}. Wc have log(;~.) 17 = 8t17(lt)t=0'
where

(2.31 )

The spectnUTI of elliptic POO 17 is eOlllpact. The operator 10g(i) 17 is a classieal POO

frolll CLO(M,E). The synlbol a (log(i) 17) E CSO(A1,E) is equal to (ij27r)Ir+ 10gA'

a ((17 - A)-I) dA. Here, a ((1] - A)-I) is a c1assical POO-synlbol fr0l11 CSO(lvf, E),
the principal sYll1bol ao(17)(:C 1 <), < =j:. 0, has all its eigenvalues in the half-plane
C+ := {A: Re A > O} and f + is a eontour in C+ oriented opposite to the cloekwise
alld surrounding Ollee the eorn paet set U(x,~)ES.M Spee (ao( 11)( x, <)) c C+.

Hence, if the fUllction Tl' (Qt ((A tB)(",r8) - A;'(,r))) for Qt := A. tAi l has an analytic

eontinuation to the neighborhood of the origin and if s = 0 is a regular point of this
analytic function, then we havc [rom (2.24), (2.27), (2.29)

Bi log F (At, B) = -ßtß:J (TI' (AtB)(:) - Tl' A~(i) - Tl' B(;r)) L=o =

= (1 +sB:J)Tl' ((log(,r) 17) (( AtB)(",r:J) - A~(,r))) L=o =Tl' ((log(,r)17) (( AtB)(",r:J) - A~(,r))) 18=0 =

= (1 + sß:J) Tl' (ÄtA;t ((AtB)(;(o+ß - Tl' B(,r)/ß)) 1:J=0' (2.32)

By Proposition 2.1 we have for 0 ::; t :::; ]

Thus Corollary 2.1 is proved. D

Re'171,al'k 2.6. Let At E Ell~(NI, E), 0 ~ t ::; 1, be a smooth farnily of invertible elliptic
PDOs of order a E IR x such that the principal symbols at,a of At are sufficiently elose

to positive definite ones. Let B E Ellg(A1, E) have a real order ß =j:. -(}' and let the
principal symbol bß be sufficiently elose to positive definite self-adjoint one. Let Ao
be apower of B, Ao = B(jj. Set A := Al. By Proposition 2.1 the multiplicative
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anomaly of (A,B) is given by the loeally cIefined integral

log F(A, B) = - t elf (O"(Q,), 0" (log(iC)(A,B)) / (Ci + ß) -

- a (Iog(1f) ( Ad) /Q ) res' (2.34)

Here, Qt := ÄtAt l E CLO(AI, E). Hs synlbol a (Qd is loeally defined in terms of
Cf (At). The r1ght sicIe o[ it is the integral of the loeally defined density on AI. This 18
a fonllula for the llluitiplieative il.llOllHl.ly eorrcsponeling to a general snl00th variation
between B(fj anel A.

Remark 2.7. Thc assertions of Proposition 2.2 that P(s) is regular at s = 0 and that
there exisLs a loeal expression for P(O) is the contents of LctTItua 4.6 in [Fr]. Propo
sition 2.2 is a consequenee of Proposition 2.3, of Corollary 2.1, anel of Remark 2.5.

Proof of Proposition 2.3. The SYlllbols a (Crt)ordC) anel a (A(,)rdA) at s = 0
are equal to Id. These symbols are entire functions of sEC (i.e., all the hOtlloge
neous terms of a(}(8) are entire functions of sEC in any local coordinates on M.)
The fanlily of POOs C('L) := crj)ordC E Ell~ C CLJ.i(A1, E) is holomorphic in thc

sense of [Cu], (3.18). The latter 111eans that for PDOs Ck(/L) := C(J-t) - PkC(p) E
CLJ.i-k (Ai, E) as 8 -+ 0 we have

(2.35)

for s > ReIt - k. (Here PkC(JL) E CL1l(M,E) are the PDOs defined by the illlage
of a(C(J-t)) in CSJ.i(A1, E)/CSfJ.- k - l (f\1"E) and by a'fixecl partition of unity on !vI
subordinate to a fixed local coordinates cover of M.) In (2.35) 11'11(3) is the operator
nonn fronl H(3) (lvl, E) into L2 ( f\1, E) of the operator defined on the dense subspace of

global COO-sections r(E) in the Sobolev space H(6) (A1, E) anel Cdfl): r(E) -+ r(E)
is a linear operator. (In (2.35), as weIl as in [Cu], (3.18), A = (Ab"" Am) is an
arbitrary collection of ordinary differential operators of order one with the scalar
principal symbols, acting on f(E).) Thc subscript A in (2.35) I11eans

IIBII~) := II[Al"", [Am,B] .. ·]11(8). (2.36)

The operators C(fl) and A(fL) := A(;)ordA for fl = 0 are the identity operators.

Hence a(C(O)) = a(A(O)) = Id anel the synlbol S := a~(a(C(,t)) - a(A('L)))I~=o is
a PDO-syrnbol fronl CSO(A1, E). For any PDO S E CLO(1\1, E) with a(5) = S thc
operator J(o + QS is SIlloothing in f(E), i.e., it has a coo Schwartz kernel. (Here,



(2.37)
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is the value at s = 0 of J<8 froll1 (2.22).) Indeed, J(o + QP 2m+IS: H(-m) ----+ H(m) is a
bounded linear operator since by (2.35) it 1S a bounded operator fr0l11 H(8)(M,E)

LO L2(M, E) for s > -(2m + 1). Silllilarly, by (2.35) [All J(o + QP2m+1 S] is a

bounded operator frorn H(8) (lvJ, E) LO L 2(M, E) for such sand for an arbitrary DO

Al: f(E) ----+ f(E) of order one with a, scalar principal symbol. Hence J<o +QP2m+1 5'
is a boundcd linear operator fronl ,f/(8) to ,H(1) for s > -2rn. Applying (2.35) with

highcr COll1111lItators A, we see that J(o +QP2m+lE; is a bounclecllinear operator frolll
H(-m) to H(m).

Operators Gm(J-l) := C('l) - PmC(J-l) and Am(,t) frOln H(~)(M,E) to L 2 (lvJ,E) for
I/LI ::; l' and for s > l' - mare unifonnly boundecl by (2.35). The analogous assertion
is true by (2.35) for higher COll1rnutators of Cm (,t) (or of Am (J-l)) with DOs A j of first
order with scalar principal sYlnbols. (Such type operators are defined in (2.36) and
are used in (2.35).)

For a hololllorphic farnily of PDOs we have a Cauchy integral representation.
Namelyfor f r := {,t,IJ-l1 = r} it holels

C ( ) - _1 lr Cm(z)d
m f-l -. Z,

27r1. rr Z - It

for a family Gm (z) of linear operators 011 f( E). This integral is absolutely C011

vergent in the operator norm topology in thc space of bounded linear operators

L (.H(~)(M, E), L 2 (M, E)) for s > r - 111.. This integral is convergent also with rc-

spect to the selni-norm 11'11~) frol11 (2.36) for 8 > r - 111., where A = (AI, ... , Ak ) ls
an arbitrary collection of first order DOs with the scalar principal sYlnbols. (Indeed,
the Cauchy integral representation (2.37) holeIs also for a hololllorphic falnily POOs
[Al,.", [Ak , Cm(,t)] ... ].)

To prove that I(~ (from (2.22)) is a holomorphic at It = 0 falnily of PDOs, it is
enough to note that for !(m (ft) := - Q (Gm (,t) - Am (J-l)) I J-l we have

(!\m(,t) - !\m(O)) Ilt = -Q (C:;)(p) - A~)(f-l)) (2.38)

for C!;)(p):= (Gm(,t)-Cm(O) -pßIlCml 1l=o)IJ-l2 because Cm(O) = Am(O) (= 0 for
r17. E Z+) and because !(m(O) := -Q (a~Cml~=o - ß~Aml~=o), where a~Gm i8 the
operator Gm from (2.35). The operator C!;)(,t): r(E) ----+ f(E) converges to the
operator a~Cm(/t)I~=0/2: f(E) ----+ f(E) in thc senli-norms

IIC:;)(,t) - a~Cmlti=0/211~) ----+ 0

as It ~ 0 for s > r - 7n because [ar I/tl < 1', p =I 0, we have

(2.39)

(2.40)
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(3.1 )

(3.4)

The operator 8;Cm (fl) ItJ=o/2 is defined as this integral with Jl = O. The integral
in (2.40) is convergent and continuous in p (for sllfficiently sIllall Ipl) with respect to

the selni-nonns ll'll~) for s > r - rn. The assertion (2.39) is true for all s > -mo (It
is enough to substitute in (2.39) Il with sufficiently snlall l/-ll.) Hence the fanlily !(~

from (2.22) is holomorphic at $ = O. D

3. CANONICAL TRACE AND CANONICAL TRACE DENSITY FOR PDOs OF

NONINTEGER ORDERS. DERIVATIVES OF· ZETA-FUNCTIONS AT ZERO

For any classical PDO A E CLC«NJ, E), where Q' E C \ Z, a canonical trace and
a canonical trace density of Aare defined. Indeed, since the synlbol of A has an
asynlptotic expansion as I~I ~ +00

a(x,~) = L CllY-d:v, ~),
kEZt UO

the Schwartz (distributional) kernel A(x, y) of A has an asynlptotic expansion for
x --.. y, x =1= y in any local coordinate chart U on A1 as follows

A(x, y) = L A_n-lY+k{x, y - x) + A(N)(X, y).
k=O,I, ... ,N

Here, 11, = dinl.~1, N E Z+ is sufficiently large18
, A(N)(X, y) is continuous and this

kernel is sillooth ellough19 near the diagonal in U X U. The term A_n-lY+k{x,y-x) is
positive honl0geneous in y - x of degree (-11. - Q' +k) for all pairs (x, y) of sllfficiently
elose x anel y fronl U and for 0 <t :::; 1, i.e.,

A-n-a+k(x, t(y - x)) = t-n- lY+kA-n-a+k{X, y - x). (3.2)

Re1nark 3.1. The (local) kernel A- n - a+ k (:Z;, y - x) corresponds to the integral

J(Lc<-k( x, ~) exp{i( x - y,~) )d~. (3.3)

This integral is defined as follows. The analogous truncated integral

Jp{I~DalY-k(x,~)exp{i(x - y,~))d~

is an oscillatory integral, [I-Iöl], 7.8, since the estilnates hold

ID~De {p{I~I)(La-k(X,~))I :::; Cß,'Y,K{l + lel)Rea-k-hl

for x E J{ C U. {Here, U is a coordinate chart on A1, !( is a. cOlnpact, p(t) is a
COO-function, p{t) == 0 for snla.Il t anel p(t) == 1 for t ~ 1.) This truncated integral

lBIt is enough to take N E Z+ greater than n + Re 0' + 1.
19The kernel A(N) (x, y) is of the dass Cl (U X U) for 1+ di,m A1 + Re 0' < N + 1. Here we suppose

that the coordinate system is defincd in same neighborhood V of U.
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defines a distribution on Cgo (x, y) of order20 ::; I for Re 0' - k - I < - dilll Al, [Bö1],
TheoreIl1 7.8.2.

The integral

(3.5)

is absolutely convergent for Ren - A~ > -n, n := dilll M. All the partial derivatives
in x, y under the sign of this integral are also absoilltely convergent for such G:. So
the kernel (3.5) is smooth in (x, y) for such Re a.

The integral (3.3) is the Fourier tl'ansfonnation e-t y - x =: U of the h01110geneolls
in ~ distribution (la-k( x,~) (depeneling on x as on a paralneter) of the degl'ee a - k.
For Q: - k E {171 E Z, m, ::; - dilll /l1} anel for a fixed x the distri blltion ClCr-dx,~) has
a unique extension to the distribution belonging to 'V (Rn) (~ E {Rn \ 0, n := diln iVI),
[Hö1], Theorenl 3.2.3. The Fourier transformation of aer-k (x,~) is a hOlnogeneous
in u = y - x distribution of the degree (-0' + k - n), [Hö1], Theorem 7.1.16. So
this integral for 0' - k ~ Z+ U°(anel for a fixed x) has a unique extension to the
distribution belonging to 'V (IRn).

Note that Cler-dx, e) is (for a fixed x) a temperate distribution, i.e., it belongs to
S' (Rn). Indeed, p(lel)aa-dx,e) is (for a fixed x) a telnperate distribution, [Hö1],
7.1. For 0' - k rf:, {n~ E Z, 111. :::; -n}, n := dirn 1\1, (and for a fixed x) the distribution
from 'V (!Rn \ 0)

(3.6)

(equal to lel a -
k (l - puel))ao-k(x, elle!) [01' lei SIllall enough) has a unique extension

to a distri bution froln D' ({Rn) with a compact support. (This fact follows frolll [Hö1],
Theoreln 3.2.:3, because (:3.6) is hOlllogeneous in lei for sufficiently small lei.) Hence
this extension of (:3.6) is also a tenlperate distribution. Hs Fourier transformation
provides us with an anaJytic continuatioll in Q: of the integraJ (:3.5) froDl the dOlnain
{Q:: Re 0' > k - n} to 0' E C \ {1n E Z,1'n ::; k - n}. So the Fourier transformation
of aa-k(X, e) is dcfined and belangs to S' (!Rn).

The wave front set for thc oscillatory integral (3.4) is contained in {x, y - x = o,~},

[Hö1}, Theorelll 8.1.9. Hence the kernel (3.4) is smooth outside of the diagonal x = y.
The Fourier transformation (3.5) [roln e to 1t = Y - x (for a fixed x) has its wave
set belonging to {'U = 0, e} ([Hö1]' Theorem 8.1.8) because the wave front set for
(1 - p( I~I) )aa-k (x,~) (x is fixed) belangs to the cotangent space at ~ = O. SO the
kernel (3.3) is sillooth for x i= y.

The canonical tr'ace density aYN)( x) := tr A(N)(x, x) on U is defined as a pointwise
trace of the kernel A(N)' This density does not change under a shirt N ~ N + k,
k E Z+. This density far a large positive N is denoted fUl'ther by au(x).

20A distribution H on Cü(V) (for a loeal eoordinate ehart on Al) is of order I E ~+UO! 1.l E V J/(V)l
if for an)' compact K in V the estimates hold lu(/)1 ~ CI: L1ß:5/ sup laßII! 1 E CÜ(K).
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Proposition 3.1. The denisity au( x) at x E M is independent 0/ a s1nooth coordi
nate systern U :3 x on Al near x.

Proof. Let z = f( Z) be a sll100th change of local coordinates near x. Then according
to Taylor's fonnula we have for X and Y sufficiently elose one to another

A_n - o+k (f(X), /(Y) - f(X)) =

= A_n - o +k (f(X), L a~ j(){)(Y - X)ß / ßl + 1'N(X, V))
l$lol$N

=B-n-er+k(X~,y - X) + B-n- er+k+1 (X, Y - X) + ... + R-n-o+k,(N)(X, Y),

where R-n-o+k,(N)(X, Y) is a local kernel continuolls neal' the diagonal and such that

R-n-o+k,(N)(X, ~}{) = O. (Here, rN is 0 (IX - YI N
) for elose X a,nd Y and rN is

smooth in X, Y.) Hence R(N) eloes not alter the deillsity au. Thus a local change of
coordinates eloes not alter this density. 0

Hence any roo A E CLO(A1, E) of a noninteger order a E C\Z defines a canonical
smooth densi ty a( x) on NJ. 'liVe call a( x) the canonical l'l'ace density of A. Integrals
of such densities provide us with a linear functional on CLc«A1, E) :3 A defined as

TR(A):= r a(x).
JA!

(3.7)

Vve call it the canonical trace of A E CLO(M, E), a ~ Z.

Remark 3.2. Let Rea < -no Then a PDO A E CLO(lvl, E) has a continuOllS
Schwartz kernel A(x, y) anel the elensity a( x) on AtJ coincides with the pointwise
trace tr A(x, x) of the restrietion of the kerneI A(x, y) to the diagonal.

Rcrnar'k 3.3. Let a E lR._, a < -n, anel let the principal symbol O"_c;(x,~) of an
elliptic PDO A E Eng (M, E) c C La (!v!, E) possess a cut L(B) of thc spectral plane
C. Then the spectrum of A is discrete. 21 According to the Lidskii theOl'eln [Li], [Kr],
(ReS], XIII.17, (177), [Si], Chapter 3, [LP]' [Re], XI, the operator A is of trace elass
and we have

Tl' A =Jtr A(a:, x).

Hence in this case we have

TR(A) = 'Tl' A.

21 A is a compact operator in L2 (1\1, E). Hs spectrum is discrete in C\ O. Thc only accumulatiol1
point of this spectrum is 0 E C, [Vo].
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Rernal'k 3,4,. Let A E EIIg(A1, E) c CLa(A1, E) be an elliptic PDO of order Q E IR.+
and let its principal sYlnbol CTa(A)(x,~) possess a cut L(f)) of the spectral plane.
Then the hololnorphie family A(Öl is defined. The operator A~) is of trace dass for

Res· Q > n. For sEC such that s· 0' ~ Z and that Res· 0' > 11. we have22

(A, (B) (s) := Tl' (A (B») = T R. (A (Ö») . (3.8)

This zeta-function has a 11ler0I110rphic continuation to the whole cOlnplex plane. (This
assertion also follows froln Proposition 3.4 below.) The kernel A(B)(X, y) for x # yalso

has a meroI110rphic continuation. Honlogeneous terI11S of the sYlnbol CT (A(B)) (x,~)

of A~) E Ellöa .!(lll, E) C CL-a.!(Al, E) in any local coordinate chart U on Mare

holoIllorphic in s. Hence by the definition of TR and by (3.8), the equality

(3.9)

holds for all sEC such that s . 0' ~ Z.

Hefe we use the weakest properties of a holoI110rphic (local) in z family of PDOs
it has to possess.

Definition. A (Ioeal) falni ly A( z) E CL!(z) (M, E) lS calleel a w-holo'mol'phic
falnily, if in an arbitrary local coordinate chart23 U :1 x, y anel for any sufficiently
large N E Z + the elifference of the Schwartz kernel for A (z) and a kernel corresponding
to a truncateel symbol of A(z)

N

Ax,y(z) - L Jp(I~I)I~lf(z)-ja_j(z,x,~/I~I)exp(i(x - y,c))dc
j=O

(3.10)

is a cm_sI1100th (local) kerneion U x U, where m = 1n(N) tends to infinity as N ~ 00

anel this kerneion U x U is holoIllorphic in z tagether with its partial derivatives
in (x,y) of orders not greater than 1n(N). Here, p(t) is a cutting COO-function,
p(t) _ 0 for 0 ::; t ::; 1/2, p(t) == ] for t 2:: 1, f(z) is (locally) holoI110rphie in z, anel
a_j(z, x, ~/I~I) are holonl0rphic in z functions on S-ll1lu with the valucs in densities
at x. The kernel Ax....!..lL(z) has to be holonl0rphic in z for x, y from disjoint local charts
U 3 x, \I 3 y, U n V = 0.

22For such Re s an operator family A(B) is defined by the integral (2.1) with an admissible for

A cut L(9) elose to L(B)' Note that Afö) = Id -Po(A)! where Po(A) is the projection operator on

algebraic eigenspace of A corresponding ta the eigenvalue ,\ = 0 and Po(A) is the zero operator on
algebraic eigenspaces of A for nonzero eigenvalues.

231t is enough to check these conditions for a fixed finite cover of M by coordinate charts.
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Proposition 3.2. FOT classl:cal PDOs A, B such thai, orel A +orel B 1:. Z the eq'llality
holds

1. e. J

TR(AB) = TR(BA),

TR([A, B]) = O.

(3.11)

(3.12)

RenLaTk 3.5. The eqnality TR([A, Bn = 0 111eans that TR is a trace dass functional.
Note that the bracket [A, B] is eIefined for classical POOs A, B having arbitrary
oreIers. However the equality TR([A, B]) = 0 is valid only if orel A + oreI B ~ Z
(otherwise the TR.- functional is not eIefined).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. O. VVe aSSllIl1e that orcI A, ol'dB E IR. The genera.l Celse
follows by the analytic continllation (Proposition 3A).

1. It is enough to prove the equality (3.11) in the case when A is an elliptic PDO
such that log A exists anel such that exp(z log A) =: AZ is a trace dass operator for
z fron1 a domain U C C. Ineleed, any A E CLO(M, E) is the clifference A = AI - A2

such that oreI Aj = oreI A + lV 1 f./ E Z+, orel Aj > 0, Aj E Ell~rd A+N(M, E), anel auch
that log AI, log A2 exist. It is enough to set

( E )O/2+N (E )O/2+NAI = b" IIJ + c IeI + A, A2 = b" M +c Icl .
(11") (11")

Here, c E IR+ anel 1\' E Z+ are sufficiently lal'ge constants, Q' := ord A, anel b"fJ
is the Laplacian for (At, Ji)) corresponcling to a. Rienlannian J11etric on M aneI a
unitary connection for an Hel'll1itian structure on E. Operators cIefined by (3.12) are
invertible anel possess cOInplex powers (for sufficiently large c aneI N).

Let A be the e1ifference Al - A 2 , where Al, A 2 possess cornplex powers. Suppose
we can prove that TR(AjB) = TR.(BA j ). Then TR(AB) = TR(BA).

2. Let A be an invertible elliptic operator with orel A > 0 anel such that complex
powers AZ are defined. Let us prove that in this case the equality (3.11) holds (nnder
the condition ord A + oreI B # 0). Let So ::» 1 be so large that for Re S > So the
elliptic operators A(1-,,)/2 and A(1-,,)/2Bare of trace dass. By Remark 3.3 for such s
we have

TR (A-" AB) = Tl' (A- sAB) = Tl' (A(I-,,)/2BA(I-s)/2) =

= Tl' (BAA-") = TR (BAA-"). (3.13)

(I-Iere we use the fact that A (1-")/2 is of trace dass anel that A (1-")/2 B is bounded.)

Let q(,,) := LjEZt UO CJ(l-,,)o+ß-j anel T(,,) := LjEZtUO T(l_,,)o+ß-j, Q' = ord A, ß =
ord B, be the synlbols of A1-"B aneI of BA1-". Note that for Re s > So the canonical
trace density of A is also equal to the restrietion to the diagonal Al (in !vI x At) of
the Schwartz kerneis corresponding to A1-sB n1inus the local kernel for a finite sun1
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of homogeneous tel'lllS ill q(s) corresponding to J = 0, ... ,N (wherc N E Z+ is large
enough). This difference of the kerneis is sufficiently smooth near the diagonal. But
it is continuolls on the diagonal anel holonlOl'phic in s also for 0'05 > n +1 - N +Q +ß,
(1- s )0'+ß ~ Z, n := ditn NI. So this eli fference is regular near the diagonal for s elose
to zero, if N E Z+ is large enough. The analogons assertions are trlle also for BA1-"

anel for r(6) when we take the elifference with kel'nels corresponding to a sufficiently
Inuch number of the first homogeneOllS tenns in the sYlnbols r(6)' But the canonical
traces TR(A1-SB) anel TR(BA1-") do not change for Res> So when we subtract
these (positive hOlnogeneous in y - x) kerneis. (Indeed, the kerneIs we subtraet da
not change the canonical trace densi ties Oll M defining the functional TR.) Hence
we can set s =°in the equality (3.13) as 0' +ß ~ Z. So TR(AB) = TR(BA). 0

The use of cOlnplex powers of PDOs in the proof above looks a bit artificial. The
direct proof using only the language of distributions also is possible but we do not
give it here.

Re·mark 3.6. Note that falnilies A -" anel A -"8 for an elliptic PDO A, orel A E IR+,
possessing cOInplex powers anel for a c1assica.I P00 B, are holoIll0rphic ·in s families
of PDOs. So thc assertion (used in (3.1:3)) that TR(A-6B) is hololllorphic in s (for
-8 oreI A + orcl B ~ Z) ean also be deduced frOlll Proposition 3.4 below.

Proposition 3.3. The i.races 0/ a classical elliptic PDO A E CLet:(Al, E)J Q ~ ZJ
and 0/ its transpose tA E CLet: (M, EY

) coincide

TR(A) = TR (tA). (3.14)

(He1'e J E Y is the tensor p'1'oduct of a jibe'1'-wise dual to E veclor b1tndle and a line
bundle 0/ densil'ies on A1.)

Proof. Let A(z) be CL holorllorphic falnily of c1assical PDOs such that A(O') = A,
ord A(z) == z. Then for Re z < - dinl 1\1 we have

T R( A(z )) = Tr(A(z )) = Tl' (t A(z )) = TR (t A(z )) . (3.15)

Proposition 3.4 below elaillls that TR( A(z)) and Tl' eA(z)) are hololllorphic in z
for z ~ {11~ E Z, 111 ~ diln lvI}. (Here, we use that t A(z) is a hololllorphic family.) So
using the analytic continuation of (3.15), we obtain

TR(A) = TR(A (zo)) = TR CA (zo)) = TR CA(z)).

'1'0 produce an analytic fanlily A(z), it is enough to set A(z) := Acz - a , where
C E E11Ö(M, E) is an elliptic PDO possessing cOll1plex powers. 0

Proposition 3.4. Let, A(z) be a hol01norphic in z family of classical PDOsJ ordA(z) =
z I where z is from an open d01nain U C C. Then TR( A( z)) is a l1le1'01nOTphic in z
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function regula'l' J01' z E U \ Z. This fnuclion has no m.o're lhau si'Tnple poles at the
points JE n U. fls l'esidue at mEZ n U is gl:ven by

Resz=m TR(A(z)) = - resA(nl). (3.16)

(He1'e, res is the noncom;Tnutative resl:due, [\'V02], [Kas].) Fol' rn < - dinl1\1 this
function is regular at m E U (by (3.16)).

Analogous asserlions are f1'u e f 0 r holo'morphic Jam ilies A(z) 0 j PDOs such that
ord A(z) =: f(z) is a (locally) holo'morphic Junetion. For TR{A{z)) Lo be a 1nerO'mo'r
phic j1lnction wilh simple poles at f- 1

( {111. E Z, m, ~ di 111 M}) =: SI, it is necessary
that f' (zo) =I 0 for any Zo E 51' [f f(z) satisfies this condiüon, then TR(A(z)) has
si'mple poles with the residues

1
Resz=zo TR{A(z)) = - f'{zo) rescr{A(zo)) (3.17)

Jor f (zo) E -n + (Z+ U 0), n := dilll A1.
The equalitics analogous to (3.16) aud to (3.17) are valid also J01' the densities

Clx(Z) and resx (]' (A (zo)) on the diagonal x E M ~ M x M (c01Tesponding to lhe
canonical tTace TR{ A( z)) und to fhe nonconl,mutative residue res (]' (A (zo))). Na'mely

1
f' (zo) resx cr(A(z)) (3.18)

Re'mark 3.7. 1. For classical PDOs it is natural to introduce a, Jnodified trace func
tional

TRcI(A):= (exp(27r'iordA) -l)TR(A). (3.19)

The additional factor in this definition does not change if ord A shifts by an integer.
(Note that the order of A may differ by an integer on different components of a
manifold.)

For a holOInorphic faInily A(z) of classical PDOs this trace functional is holomor
phic for all z. I-Iere, we do not supposc that f(z) := ord A(z) has nonzero derivativcs
f' (zo) at {zo: J (zo) E z, f (zo) ;::: - cl iIn M}. This statclnent fol1ows from the proo[
of Proposition 3.4.

2. For classical elliptic PDOs it is natural to introduce a trace [unctional

TRrl((A) := TR(A)jr(-(ord A + dimAtl)). (3.20)

For a holonl0rphic fa1nily A( z) of clliptic POOs this trace is holonl0rphic for all z.
(The proof of Proposition 3.4 gives us such astateInent. Here we do not supposc
that f'(zo):I 0 for J{zo) E Z, f(zo);::: -diInM.)
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Re'mark 3.8. The assertion that the nonCOnl1TIutative residue res is a trace linear
functional on the algebra CSz(1\1, E) of integer orders classical PDO-SYlllbols follows
inl111ediately fro111 Propositions 3.2, (3.11), and 3.4, (3.16). Indeed, by (3.16) and by
(3.11) we have

res([A, B]) = - Resz=ordA+ordB TR([A(z), B(z)]) = 0

for A, ,B E CLZ (1\1, E) anel for any holOlTIorphic faInilics A(z), B(z) such that
A(orcl A +orcl B) = A, ,B(ord A +orcl B) = B. (For cxarnple, set A( z) := Acz-ordA-ord B,

B( z) = Bcz- ord A-ord B, where C is an invertiblc first order clliptic PDO possessing
conl pIex powers).

Proof of Proposition 3.4. The positive hOll1ogencous in ~ tenns of the symbol
O"(A(z)) correspond to the positive horllogcncolls in y - x (loca.I) sUllllnands of the
Schwartz kernel for A(z). Namely (in thc notations of (3.10)) the integral

J1~If(z)-ja_j(z,x,e/I~I)exp(i(x - y,e))de

defined in Renlark 3.1 is the positive h01l10geneous of degl'ee -11. - f(z) + j in y - x
(Iocal) kernel. These kernels do not alter TR(A(z)) for f(z) ~ Z (and also for
f(z) E Z, if f(z) < n - j). Note that the kernel (3.10) is s11100th enough near the
diagonal in U x U and is locally holoI110rphic in z. So the canonical trace TR and
the canonical trace density of this kernel are regular in z.

Therefore the singularities of TR( A(z)) are defined by the restrietion to the diag
onal of the kernet

N

L J(p ( je I) - 1) I~ If (z) - j a- j ( z, x, e/ lei) exp(i (x - y, e) )de .
j=O

(3.21 )

1'he kernel (3.21) is smooth in (x, y) ancl holOlnorphic in z [01' f( z) - j + n f:. 0
(becallse p( I~ I) == 0 slnall le I). Narnely the integral (3.21) is absolu tely convergent for
Ref(z) > j - 11. (and thc convergence is unifonll in (x,y,z) for ReJ(z) ~ j - n + c,
c > 0). The corrcsponding integral over 1~1 = const is absolutely convergent for any
z. For x = y the integral (:3.21) has an explicit ana.lytic continuation. It is producecl
with the help of the equality

l x>' dx = 1/ (>' + 1)

for Re,\ > -1. The right side of this equality is mel'ornorphic in ,\ E C.
vVe suppose fr0l11 now on that f' (zo) f:. 0 for Zo such that f (zo) + 11. E Z+ U O. The

residue of the integral (3.21) at z = Zo such that f (zo) = -n + j is

(3.22)
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where d,lS are natural densities on thc fibers of S· M. Note that a_j(z,x,e/lel) leIJ(zo}-j
is positive hOITIogeneous in eof degree -no So we have

1
Resz;;zo TR(A(z)) = - f'(zo) resa(A(zo)). (3.23)

The proposition is proved. 0
Let e[[(M, E) be the Lie algebra. of logarithnls of (classical) elliptic PDOs. As a

linear spaee, eU(M, E) is spanned by its eodimension one linear subspaee CLO(M, E)
of zero order PDOs and by a logarithm I = log(o) A of an invertible elliptie PDO

A E Ellb(ivJ, E) C CLl(A1, E) such that A admits a cut L(()) of the spectral plane
C. The spaee {sI +Bo}, sEC, Bo E CLO(A1, E), of logarithnls of elliptic PDOs is
independent of l. This spaee has a natural structure of a Frechet linear space over
C. The Lie bracket on eU(ll1, E) is defined by

[sd + b., 5 z1+ b2J := [I, SI bz - 5 zbd + [bI, bz] E CLO( M, E) C e([(M, E). (3.24)

The bracket [I, S1b2 - s2bd is'a dassiea.I zero order PDO because

[l, SI b2 - S2 bl] = at (A(o) (SI b2 - szbd A(ön lt;;o E CLO( N!, E).

(Here, A(9) := exp( tl) is a hololTIOrphie in t family with the generator I. The indusion

[/,b] E CLO(M,E) for bE CLO(lH,E) ean be also cledueed from (an obvious) local
indusion of [log lei, a(b)] to classieal zero order POO-sYlnbols and of the description
the eorresponding Lie algebra Slog(M, E) in Seetion 2.)

The exponential Illap froIn eU(M, E) to the eonneeted eomponent Ello(M, E) 3 Id
of elliptic POOs is

sI + Bo~ exp (sI + Bo) E El~(M, E). (3.25)

The PDO A s := exp(sl + Ba) E Ell~(NI, E) C CL~(1\1, E) is defined as A;lr=l, where
the operator A; is the solution of the equation

arA; = (sI + Bo)A;,

A~ := Jd, A6 := exp(Bo).

(3.26)

(3.27)

(Note that A" := A; depends on an elelnent sI + Bo E ([[(1\1, E) only and that A"
does not depend on a ehoiee of I E log (Ellb(1\1, E)). The solution of (3.26), (3.27) is .

given by the substitution

A; := Asr
J~, (3.28)

8r Fr = (A- srBoA~r) Fr, Fo := Id. (3.29)

The operator A.!l1" in (3.28), (3.29) is defined for Re(sr) ~ 0 by the integral (2.1)
with z := sr. This family is eontinued to sr E C by (2.2). The operator A-~rBoA.!l1"
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in (3.28) is a PDO f1'01n CLO(A1, E). The operator exp(Bo) in (3.27) is defined by
the integral

exp Bo := _1. r (Bo - ..\)-1 exp AdA,
21f irR

where f R is a circle lAI = R oriented opposite to the clockwise and surrounding
Spec Bo24 (Recall that this spectrU111 is a cOlnpact in the spectral plane C and tha.t
the operator (Bo - A) -I is a classical elliptic PDO fr0111 Ellg( A1, E) c C LO( IvI, E) for
A E f R since Ba E CLO(lvJ, E).) \·Ve have exp Bo E Ellg(lVJ, E) C CLO(IvI, E).

The existence a.nd the uniqueness of a smooth solution for such type equations in
the space of PDO-SYI11bols is proved in Section 8. So we have the solution a (FT ) of
the equation Oll elliptic sYll1bols

(3.31 )

Let ST E Ellg(1\1, E), 0 ::; T ::; 1, be a smooth curve in the space of invertible
elliptic operators [roln So = Id to SI with a (ST) = a (FT ). Then

where 1'T is a smooth curve in the space CL -CO(A1, E) of s11100thing operators (i.e.,
in the space of operators with sinooth kerneis on A1 X 111). Set U T := 8;1 FT - Jel.
Then U T E CL -00 (lvI, E) is the solution of the equation in CL -00 (lvI, E)

(3.32)

This is a linear equation in the space CL-OO(M, E) of srnooth kernels on Mx M with
known smooth in 1 X 1\11 X lvI coefficients S;l rT ST E CL -OO(M, E). (This equation
can be solved by using the Picard approxiInations.)

Proposition 3.5. The exponential rnap (3.25) is w-holonl,oTphicJ i.e' J fOT any (local)
holornorphic 'map<p: (CN,O) 3 q -? s(q)I+Bo(q) E e([(A1,E)J thefamilyexp(<p(q)) E

Ell~(q)(M, E) is w-holo'Tnorphic.

The function

TR (exp(sl + Bo)) =: T(s, Bo)

is defined for any sEC \ Z and for any Bo E CLO(M"E). Note that T(<p(q)) is
rneromorphic in q with poles at {q: s(q) E Z, s(q) 2:: - diIll M} by Propositions 3.4,
3.5.

24The integral (3.30) is analogons ta the integrals (2.30L (2.31). 'Ve suppase here also thai t,he
principal symbol G"o(Bo)(z, 0 has all its eigenvalues inside the circle j..\1 = R/2 far all (x, 0 E S' 1\1.
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Proposition 3.6. The function TC-"', Bo) is nW1'otno1'phic in (s, BO)25 and has sirnple
poles at the hype/7J/anes s E Z J S .2: - dinl M. We have

Res,,=m T(s, .Bo) = - res 0" (exp (rnl + Bo)) . (3.33)

He1'eJ m E ZJ n1. .2: - dirn MJ and res is fhe noncolnmutative residue ({\No2]).

Proof. This assertion is an immediate consequenee of Propositions 3.5, 3.4. 0

Proposition 3.7. The p'l'oduet A( z)B( z) 0/w-hololn01'phic jal1u:ties is w-holomorphic.

Proof of Proposition 3.5. We ean solve the equation for sYlnbols 0" (A~ (Bo)) of
A; (Bo) := exp (t (si + Ba))

8tO" (A; (Ba)) = 0" (51 + zBa) 0" (A; (Ba)) , 0" (A~ (Ba)) = Td (3.34)

for any (s, z, Ba). These symbols are holOll1orphic in (5,0"(/), Z, 0' (Ba)). (Here we use
the substitution (3.28), (3.29) hut on the level of PDO-symbols. So we don't have to
inverse elliptic POOs in solving of (3.34). This equation is solved above, (3.31).)

Let {Ud be a finite cover of M by coordinate charts, 'Pi be a smooth partition
ofunity subordinate to {Ud, anel let 'l/Ji E er (Ud, 'l/Ji _1 on SUPP('Pi). These
data define a nlap f N frOl11 PDO-symbols to POOs on M. The difference A~ (Ba) 
IN (0' (A; (Ba))) has a SI1100th enough kerneIon !vI X !vI (fol' 1'/ E Z+ large enough),
anel this kernel ]<;/(x, y) is a solution of a linear equation with the right side smooth
enough anel holoIll0rphie in 5, Ba (for 5 elose to a given Sa E C). Here, we choose JI/
depending on Sa. So the kernel ]<~,Bo)(q)(x,y) := !<;/(x, y) is sufficiently smooth on
A1 X A1 and holomorphic in q elose to {Ja, 8 ({Ja) = Sa. The POO IN (0' (A~ (Ba))) is w
holomorphic in 5, Bo by its definition. So A" (Ba) := exp (81 + Ba) is a w-holoI11orphic
in s, Ba. 0

An alternative proof of this proposition is as follows (it uses Proposition 3.7).
1. First prove that A" (Ba) := exp (sI + Ba) is holomorphic in Ba. To prove the

analyticity in Ba for any fixed sEC \ Z, it is enough to prove that

exists anel that we have

{az (exp(ls + zBa))} Iz=a = o.

(3.35)

(3.36)

25That means Lhal. Lhe fUllction is meromorphic in (s, Ba) on any finite-dimensional linear (or
affine) subspace in ((((At!, E). In the independent of coordinates (s, Ba) form Lhis theorem claims
that the function T is meromorphic near the origin on the space of logarithms for clliptic PDOs and
timt T has a simple pole along the codimension one linear submanifolds of integer orders PDOs.
Thc residues of T are given by (3.33).
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Indeed, to prove thc satne assertions for z f:. 0, we can change the 10garithn1 I of
an elliptic operator A of order aue to the lagarithm

11 := I +8-
1zEo

of another elliptic POO Al E Ell~(i\1, E) c CL 1(A1, E). (Note that the principa.1
syn1bols of A anel of A I are the san1e.)

By the Duhalnel principle, we have26

exp(/s + zBo) - exp Is = l dTCIr( exp(T(/~ + zBo)) exp( (1 - T)Is)) =

=l dT exp( T(/S + zBo))zBoexp( (1 - T)Is). (3.37)

\Ve conclude fr0l11 (3.37) that

u, {(exp(ls + zBo))} 1,=0 = ldTexP(Tls)Boexp((l-T)ls), (3.38)

8z { (exp (Is + zBo) )} Iz=O = O. (3.39)

Ta deduce (3.38), (3.39) froll1 (3.37), note that the equation for A;( z):= exp(T(sl+zBo))

8TA;(z) = (si + zBo)A;(z),

A~(z) = [d, A~(z) = exp(TzBo), A;(O) = AH

is solved by the substitution

A;(z) = ASTFT(z),

8TFT(z) = Z (A-"T BoA H
) FT(z),

Fo(z)=Id, FT(O)=Id.

Hence for 8zFT (z)lz=o =: QlJ(T) we have

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

and Q,,(T) E CLO(i\1, E) dcpends s11100thly on T. Thus we have

exp(sl + zBo) - exp(sl) = l dT An (Id+zQ,(T) +o(z)) zBoA'(I-'>'), (3.46)

u, exp(si + zBo)1,=0 = l dT AnBoA,(I-Tl. (3.47)

26 Nate that far any r

exp(r(ls + zBo)) exp(( I - r)/s) E EII~(M, E), exp(r(ls + zBo))zBoexp((l - r)ls) E CL 6 (M, E).
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I-Iere o(z) is considered with respcct to a Frechet structurc on CLO(M, E). This
structure is defined by natural sClni-norJl1s (8.20) on CSO( M, E) (with respect to a
finite cover {Ud of Al) and by natural serni-norms on the kerneis of A - !N(J(A) E
Ck (A1 X M) for appropriate k E Z+ U 0, l\T E Z+ are large cnough. 27

The expression on the left in (3.4 7) is the derivative of thc function with its values
in CL3(lvJ, E) and the operator on thc right in (3.47) is also fron1 CL8(lvJ, E).

2. The farnily of elliptic PDOs

(3.48)

is w-holomorphic in p. Indeed, set l"f := 1+ Bo/,. T'hen All,....,. := exp (J-lI"f) is holo
1110rphic in p, , for , i- O. \Ve have also AJl = AJl"I,=w

Thus it is enough to prove that AIJ is 1O-holomorphic in IL at JL = O. Set A~(z) :=
exp (T (,Ll + zBa)), F,(J-l, z) := exp( -TfLl)A~(z). By (3.41), (3.42) we have

BTFT(p, z) = z (Adexp( -IJTl) Ba) FT(,L, z), Fo(J-l, z) == Id == F, (J-l, 0). (3.49)

We have to provc that the fanlily FT(ll, ] ) 1,;;;;1 is 10-holomorphic in fL at fL = O. The
coefficient z Adcxp(-IJ,I) Ba =: ZV(pT) E CLO(A1, E) in (3.49) is holomorphic in fLT.
Set BIJFT('l, z) = IT (fL, z). (We know that fT exists, if IL i- 0.) Thell

BT!T(,l, z) = ZV(,lT )!T(P, z) +z8IJV(,LT )F,(p, z), !T(,L, 0) = 0 = !0(J-l, z). (3.50)

Let us substitute IL = 0 to the right siele of this equatioll. Then (3.50) takes the fonn

8,!,(O, z) = zBaf,(O, z) - ZT [I, Ba] exp (TzBa) , /0(0, z) = O. (3.51 )

This is a lincar cquation in CLO(M, E) anel it has a uniquc solution. (Thc analogous
assertion is provcd in Sectioll 8.) So /l(O,Z) := 8IJF1(IL,z)IJl;;;;o exists. Hence the
family PI (p, z) is holorllorphic in Il. (In particular, it is holorl1orphic in J-l for z = 1.)
D

Renl,al'k 3.9. The holomorphic in p elependence of AJl (Ba) in the sense of [Gu] (Sec
tiOll 3, (3.17), (3.18)) Ineans that the ilnage of (J (AJl) in C SIJ / C StJ.-N is holonlorphic
in fl (for N E Z+) anel that for any Il E C anel for any n1. E Z+ there exists a lin
ear operator Äm (IL): r(E) -t f( E) such that the asymptotics (analogous to (2.35))
holel28 for s > Re Jl - n1. as 181 -t 0

(3.52)

Hefe, Am('l) := A jt - PmAJl (where PmAIJ E CLtJ.(lv!, E) is the PDO defined by the
ilnage of (J (AIJ) in CSJl(l\l, E)/G'S'll-m-l (J\tI, E) and by a fixed partition of unity
subordinate to a finite cover of Al by Iocal charts).

27'vVe use the notations of the first proof of this proposition.

28With respect Lo the semi-norms 11'11~) frolll (2.36), (2.35).
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This assertion follows froIn the Cauchy integral representation for Am (p,) analogous
to (2.37). The Cauchy integral representation for Am(J-l) (with 0 < r < 1J-l1 in (3.53),
(3.54) below) can be deduced [rom Proposition 3.5. This integral representation
implies the expression of the operator Am (J-l) in (3.52) as of the Cauchy integral of
linear operators in r(E)

(3.53)

Here, r r (Jl) is the contour {z: Iz - 111 = r} orienteel opposite to the elockwise. (This
integral is analogous to (2.37).)

The Cauchy integral formulas for Am(l1) anel Am(J--L) hold anel these integrals are

convergent wi th respect to the operator serni-norms II'II~) for s > r +Re,u - m. (The
same assertion is true for any slnooth simple contour r surrounding once the point
p. and belonging to Dr(J--L):= {z E C: Iz - J-lI::; r}.)

Set A~(J--L, 0) := (Am(J-l +0) - Am(p)) /0 - Äm(J-l). Then for r > 101 we have

(3.54)

This integral converges with respect to the operator semi-nornlS 11'11~) for s > r +
Rep -l1L Its semi-norm 11'1I~) (for any s > r - rn) is 0(181) as 181 -+ O.

The convergence of these integrals in appropriate seIni-norms II'II~) is a consequence
of a holomorphic in p dependence of FI (p, 1) (elefined by (3.49)).

Proof of Proposition 3.7. Let A(z) E CLf(z) (M, E) and B E CL9(Z) (M, E) be
w-holomorphic families (/(z) and g(z) are holonlorphic in U c C). In the notations
of the proof of Proposition 3.5 the kerneis of A(z) - fNO"N(A(z)) =: 1'NA(z)29 and of
rN B(z) are hololnorphic for z elose to Zo and are sufficiently sri100th on M x M for
such z.

The product IN A(z) . IN B(z) is w-holomorphic by the standard proof of the com
position formula for elassical PDDs (see for exalnple, [Sh], 3.6, the proof of Theo
rem 3.4). For N E Z+ large enough (depending on Zo E U) anel for z elose to Zo the
kerneIs of rNA(z)' /NB(z), INA(z)' rNB(z), rNA(z) .rNB(z) are sufficiently smooth
on M x M anel holomorphic in z. 0

29Here, lTN(A) is the image of A in .

CLordA(M, E)/CLordA-N-l (M, E) = CSOro A(M, E)/cgordA-N-l (M, E)
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3.1. Derivatives of zeta-functions at zero as hon10geneous polynolnials on
the space of 10garithn1s for elliptic operators. For an element J = 0:1 + Bo,
a E CX, of dl(J\tJ,E) the TR-zeta-junction of expJ E Ell~(M,E) C CLQ(M,E) is
defined for 8 E C, o:s 1:. Z by

(~~J(S) := TR(exp( -8J)). (3.55)

Let Q' E IR. x and let for A E Ell~(i\l, E) its cOlnplex powers A(O) be defined. (Here,
e is fixed anel the cut LU)) of the spectra.l plane has to be adnlissible for A.) Let

ßßA(o)I.9+o = J (i.e., for any COO-section f E I'(E) we have aß (A(lJ)f) Iß=o = .Jf)·
This equality can bc written as

log(o) A = J. (3.56)

By Renlarks 3.3 anel 3.4 the TR-zeta-function of A coincides for 0: Re 8 < - dinl M
with the classical (-function

(3.57)

By Propositions 3.3, 3.5 the TR-zeta-function (:X~J (8) is meromorphic in 8 with no
1110re than Silllplc poles at 8 E Z, 8 ~ dilll Al. Hence (3.57) holeIs everywhere. By
(3.33) we have

Res 8 =0 ('!x~J( 8) = res ld = O.

So ('!x~ J,( B) ( S) (an cl (:;~ J ( 5)) are regular at s == O. Hence the deri vat ives at 8 == 0 are
defined

(~;~ J (0) := a;(expJ (8) Iß=o :== a;(~~ J(8)Iß=o'
Our definition of thc TR-function differs frolll the usual one in two aspects. Firstly

we consider it as a. fUllction depending on a logarithnl of an elliptic operator anel not
on an operator with an achnissible cut. Secondly, the order 0: should not be real.

Re1na'rk 3.10. The 111ain difference between a TR-zeta-function anel a classical one is
that we do not use an analytic continuation of the TR-zeta-function in its definition.
This function (IR(.s) := TR (A -8) is canonically defined at any point So such that
80 ord A ~ Z. This definition uses a falnily A -lJ of complex powers of a nonzero oreIer
elliptic PDO A. However, if we know a. PDG A -ßo, So ord A f/:. Z, then we know
(lR (80)' For exan1ple, in the classical definition of zeta-functions it was not clear, if
the equality holels

(3.58)

where A -ßo = B-81 , So ord A = 81 ord B rf:. Z, for nonzero orders elliptic P DOs A, B
with existing conl plex powers A-ß, B-ß. For TR-zeta.-functions the equa.lity (3.58)
follows fronl their definitions. These zeta-functions coincide with the classical Olles
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for Re(s ord A) > di111 A1, Re(s oreI ß) > dirn M. Hence thc equa.1ity (3.58) holds for
classical zeta-functions also.

Note that the equality (3.58) is not valid in general, if So ord A = 51 ord B E Z.
lf So orel A is an integer anel if So Ol·d A ~ dirn A1, then (A (8) has a pole at So for a
general eUiptic PDO (1. If such A is an elliptic DO anel if So oreI A E Z+ U 0, then 80

is a regular point.

Re'mark 3.11. The existence of thc c0111plex powers of an invertible eUiptic operator
A E BUg (lvI, E) c CLO: (A1, E) (for a E CX) is equi valent to the existence of a
logarithrn log A.30 This coneIition is not equivalent to the existence of a spectraJ
cut L(tl) for O"a(A). Fol' instance, such a cut does not exist in the ca.se a E C \ IR.
However, if such a cut L(O) exists for Al E EUg(A1, E) C CLC(JltI, E), c E IR x, anel

if A E EUgC
( M, E) c CLO:C( Iv}, E) is equal to Al' then log A defined as 0: log(6) Al

exists.

Theorem 3.1. The /unclion (~;:)J(O) on the hyperp/ane {J = /+Bo, Ba E CL~M, E)}
(where / = log A and A is an e//iplic operat01' /1'01n Ell~(A1, E) C CLl(M, E) such
lhat log A exists)is the 1'cstn:clion to this hyperp/ane 0/ a hornogeneous po/ynomia/
0/ order (k + 1) on the space eU(Nf, E) ;= {J = cl + Ba, cE C,Bo E CLO(M, E)} 0/
/ogarith'ms 0/ e/liptic ope1'ators.

Proof. According to Proposition 3.6 the function sT(s, Bo) := s TR(exp(s/ + Ba))
is equal to the sunl of a convergent near (so, Bo) = (0,0) power series31

sT(s, Ba) = L smQm(Bo).
mEZ+UO

(3.59)

Thc functions Qm(Bo) are holOlnorphic near Ba = 0 (in thc Sa1l1C scnse as in Propo
sition 3.6). Hence we have

Qm(Bo) = L Qm,q(Bo),
qEZ+uO

(3.60)

where Qm,q is a honl0geneous polynolllial of order q on the linear space CLO(M, E) :1
Bo.

30lndeed, let A" be defined. Then for So sufficiently elose to zero and such tImt SoG' E lR.+ the
principal symbol u (AJo) of the operator AJo possesses a cut along IR._ = L('rr) Oll the spectral plane.

So in t.his case, 10&(1) (A"o) is defillcd for a cut L(i) elose to LeK)' Thus JogA := sü1log(i) A"o is

also defined.
31This power series is uniformly convergent in Ba from a neighborhood of zero in any finite

dimensional linear subspace of CLO(A'f, E) 3 Bo.
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The function (~:~J(O) is expresscd through Qm,q(Bo) as follows. For sEC \ Z we
have

s TR (exp(s(l + Bo))) = L .sm L Qm,q(sBo) =
mEZtUO qEZt UO

= L sm+qQm,q(Bo). (3.61)
m,qEZtUO

Hence we have

"'" (k) (()k / ~1 _ "'" + Q ( )s L.J (exP(l+Bo) 0) -8 k. - L.J Sm q m,t} B o ,
kEZtUO m,qEZt UO

i.e., we have for an al'bitrary h~ E Z+ U 0 that

(I.) ( ) _ ~'( I. "'" Q ( )(exP(l+Bo) 0 - k. -1) L.J m,q Bo .
m ,qEZ tUO, m+q::::k+ 1

The function

Tk+ 1{d + Bo) := L cmQm,q(Bo)
m,qE Z t UO,m+q::::k+l

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(where c E C) is a h01110geneous polynolnial of order (k + 1) on c[[( AI, E) = {cl +
Bo,Eo E CLO(Nl,E)}. Hence according to (3.63) (-I)k(k!)-l(~~~(l+Bo)(O) is the
restrietion of this hOInogeneous polynolnial of order (k + 1) to thc hyperplane c = 1.
The theoreln is proved. 0

Proposition 3.8. (~~~J(O) is a hontogerteous funciion on e[((NJ, E) \ CLO(A1, E) 01
degree J.~.

Proof. We have

(exp>'J(S) = TR(exp AsJ) = (expJ(.:\s),

a;(exp,\J( s) = Aka;(exp J (s)( As).

Then substitute s = O. 0

Renl,a1,k 3.12. The hornogeneous function of degrec J.~ on e[[(A1, E) \ C LO(A1, E) de
fined in Proposition 3.8 has the form Tk+l/(ordJ) =Tk+1/a, where Tk+1 is a hOlno
geneous polynomial of order k + 1 on e[[(Jl1, E) deflned by (3.64). So

(;:~(Ctl+Bo)(O) = Tk+1 (a,Bo)/a = k!(-l)k L clll
-

1Qm,q(Bo).
m+q::::k+l, m,qEZt (3.65)

The polynomial Tk+1 (0', Bo) is invariantly defined on the linear space d((M, E) (i.e.,

it does not depend on a choice of I). By (3.65) we conclude that (;:~(Ql+Bo)(O) has a
singularity 0 (0'-1) = 0 ((ord J )-1) as a tends to zero.
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Rentark 3.13. The linear fonn Qo,I(.80 ) (defined by (3.60) depends on a(Bo) only.
It coincides (u p to a sign) wi th the 'T1ntltiplicativc 'l'csiduc - res x a(exp(Ba)) (defined
by (1.10)) for the symbol of exp(Bo). The linear function T1(cl + Ba) depends on
a (exp(cl + Ba)) only. By (3.65) TI coincides (up to a sign) with the defined by (1.8)
function -Z(a(exr{cl+Bo))). Beuce Tt(cl + Ba) possesses the property (1.9).

Proposition 3.9. The terTrt QO,k+t (Ba) in the fonnula (3.63) 101' (~;~(l+Bo)(O) is as
fo llows

(3.66)

Proof. It follows [rotn Proposition :3.6 that

{s TR exp (s I + Ba)} 1... =0 = - res a (exp Ba) . (3.67)

(3.68)
Qm (Ba) = L Qm,j (Ba) .

jEZtUO

Here, the expression on the left is a continuous function of .5 at s = O. (TR is c1efined
for s rt Z anel s TRexp(sl + Ba) is continuous in s at s = 0.) According to (3.59),
(3.60) we have power series at s = 0,80 = 0

s TRexp (sI + Ba) = L smQm (Ba),
mEZtUO

We deduce froln (3.67), (3.68) that

Qo (Ba) = - res a (exp Ba) ,

QO,j (Ba) = - resa (B~) jj!.
(3.69)

In particular,

(3.70)QO,2 (Ba) = - res (B2
) /2 = -(B, B)res/2.

The proposition is proved. 0

Remark 3.14. For all k E Z+ U 0 we have32

Tk+1 (log(9)(AB)) = Tk+1 (log(9)(BA)) (3.71)

for an arbitrary pair (A,B) ofinvertibleelliptic PDOs A E EllO(A1,E) c CLO(lvJ,E)
and B E EIIß (1\1, E) c C Lß(Nf,E) such that log(9)(AB) is defined for SOIne cut L(9)
of the spectral plane. (In this case log(9)(BA) is also defined. lt is enough ta suppose

the existence of log(o) ao+ß(AB) fol' thc principal sYlnbal of AB E Ell~+ß(M, E) C

CLo+ß(M, E). Then 10g(ö)(AB) is elefined for a cut L(8) elose to L(8).)

32The homogeneous polynomial T.l:+ 1 of order k + 1 on dt(AI, E) is defined by (3.64).
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Rerna1'k 3.15. Let A = exp (al + Ao) E EIIg(NI, E), B = exp (ßl + Ao) E Ellß(M, E)
be of nonzero orders. Here we suppose that A, Bare sufficiently elose to positive
definite self-adjoint ones. These conditions are satisfied, if Ao and B o are sufficiently
sInall. Then

log F(A,B) = -T2(al+Ao) /a-1"2(ßl+Bo) / ß+T2((a+ß)I+Do) /(a+ß), (3.72)

where (0' + ß)l + Do := log(i) (exp (al + Ao)exp (ßl + Bo)). Hence (by Proposi
tion 2.1) the expression on the right in (3.72) depends on the sYlnbols a (0:1 + Ao)
and a (ßl + Bo) only.

Re1na'1'k 3.16. Let Al, ... ,Ak be elliptic PDüs from CLO i(l'1, E) :3 Ai (1 ::; i ::; k) of
nonzero orders ai such that their cOlllplex powers are defined. (The latter condition
lneans that some nonzero powers ßi of their principal sYlnbols ao ; (Ai)ßi possess
spectral cuts L(8d') Let ,Bi E C Lßi(M, E) (1 ::; i ::; A:) be a set of k PDüs. In this
situation a generalized TR-zcta-function 1S defined by

(3.73)

This function is defined on thc cOlllplement U to the hyperplanes in Ck , namelyon
U := Ck \ {(SI, . .. ,Sk): Lf=1 (ßi + SiO'i) EZ}. Th1S function is analytic and I10I1

rcunified on U. Indeed, this function is defined by TR for any point s E U without
an analytic continuation in paranlcters s := (Sl"'" Sk) of the holoDlorphic falnily
B1A~l ... BkA:k

• By Proposition 3.4 the expression (3.73) is IllcroIllorphic in s with
silnple poles on the hyperplanes Li (ßi + SiO'i) = rn E Z, 111. 2: - dilll NI. Note that
by (3.17) we have for nl E Z, 111. 2: - dinl-"1,

(Here, Res is taken with respect to a natural parameter z = z(s) := Li (ßi + Siai)
transversal to hyperplanes {s, z(s) = 1n}.) For Li (ßi + Siai) = rn < - dirn M,
rn E Z, the function f{Ai},{Bi} (SI"" ,SI.:) is regular on the hyperplane z(s) = m.

Re1nark 3.17. Let A E ElI~ (-"1, E) c CLo (-"1, E), Q' E IR. x, be an invertible elliptic
operator such that a holol11orphic fa,Inily of its complex powers ArB ) exists. Let

B E CLß(NJ, E). Then a generalized zeta-function of A

is defined on the cOlllplelnent U to the arithrnetic progression, nal11ely on U := C\ {s :
-aS +ß E Z}. Suppose for siInplicity that ß E Z. Then the function as . (A,B,(B) (8)
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is holoDlorphic33 at s = 0 anel for s elose to zero we have

O's . (I~1,(o)(s) = L skFk(A, B),
kEZtUO

(3.75)

\vhere Fk are hOIl1ogeneous polynolnial of orders k in log A with their coefficients
linear in B. Indeecl, by Propositions ;3.4, 3.5 we know that the left siele of (3.75) is a
hololllorphic in s, log A fl1nction (for s elose to zero). Namely we have

s TR (B exp (si +Ao)) = L sk Pk (B, Ao),
kEZtUO

Pk (B, Ao) is a regular in Ao E CLO(1\1, E) anaJytic function. Set

Pk (B, Ao) = L Pk,m (B, Ao),
mEZtUO

where Pk,m (B, Ao) is a hOlllogeneOl1s in Ao polynonlial of order n~ with its coefficients
linear in B. So

.5 TR (B exp (s (I + Ao))) = L sk+m Pk,m (B, Ao),

as TR (B exp (-s (al + Ao))) = L ak(_1)m+k-1 sk+m Pk,m (B, Ao).

Thus the coefficients Fk(A, 13) in (3.75) are hOlnogeneous polynomials of orders k in
log A := Cil + Ao. Namely

Fk(A, B) = (_l)k-l L a r Pl,m (B, Ao),
r+m=k, r,mEZtUO

(3.76)

Note that for ß := ord B E Z, ß < - dinl Al, Fo(A, B) is zero. For ß .2:: - diln M this
tenll Fo(A, B) is equal to - res O'(B). It is independent of A and depends on O'(B)
only.

~1ore generailly, we can clefine this zeta-function for arbitrary log A E e[[(i\1, E) \
CL°(jv!, E) and B E CLZ(A1, E).

Re'mark 3.18. An analogous to the power series expansion (3.75) is also valid for a
generalized TR-zeta-function (3.73). Suppose for simplicity that L ßi =: q E Z,
q .2:: - dirn 1\1. Then

(0'1 S 1 + ... + O'kSk) f{Ad,{B;} (SI, •.. ,Sk) = L S~l •.. S~k Fnt,. .. ,nk ({Ad ,{Ed)
njEZtUO

33For ß rt Z this functian is also holamarphic at s = 0 but in this case, s = 0 is not a distinguished
point rar the TR of the family BA~).
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for si E C elose to zero. Indeed, by Propositions 3.4, 3.5 for Ci E C LO(M, E) we
have

L s;nl ... Sr;:k Pm1, ... ,mk (Cl"'" ek ) ,
mjEZ+UO

where Pm ({Ci}) is a holoI110rphic in Cj regular function on CLO( Al, E)ffik
• So

(alsl +... +aksk) TR (BI exp (SI (all +Cl))'" Bk exp (Sk (akl +Ck))) =

where p~~ ({C j }) is polyholnogeneous in Cj of orders 1nj polynomial with its coeffi
cients polylinear in BI, . .. ,Bk. Thus

(al sl +... +O'kSk) f{A;},{Bi} (SI," . ,sd = L S~l •.• SZk Fnl, ... ,nk ({AiJ, {Bil) ,
njEZ+UO

whcre the coefficients

.FUl ,... ,nk ({ Ad,{Ed) = L O';nl •. •a'!:k P~\';:::~~k (CI, ... , Ck ) (3.77)
mj+T]=nj, mj,TjEZ+uO

are polyhornogeneous in log A j = ajl + Cj of orders nj and polylinear in BI, . .. ,Bk
polynolnials. Thc cocfficient Fo, ... ,o ({Ad , {Bd) is independent of {Ad anel it is equal
to - res (J (BI" .. , Bk). For L ßi = q < - dirn M (q E Z) this coefficient is equal to
zero.

Rentark 3.19. Invertible elliptic operators Ai, A in (3.73), (3.74) can ha.ve different
logarithlns in d[(Nf, E). Let ord A -=I O. Then by ReI11ark 3.7, 2., anel by Proposi
tions 3.4, 3.5 we conclude that

(A,B(S) := TR (BA-~) /f(sord A- ord B- dirn M) (3.78)

is an entire function of S anel of log A E e[[(A1, E) linear in B E CLm(A1, E) anel
depending on a holoI110rphic fan1ily A -8 .34 Note that TR is canonically defined
for S ord A - ord B f/:. Z (and also for 8 ord A - ord B = 112 E Z, rn > dirn Al).
But the proof of Proposition 3.4 givcs us the regularity of (3.78) for all sEC.
T~le value of (A,B(S) for s = mEZ depenels on A, B, 1n but not on 10gA. (Ir
q := -1110rd A + ord B E Z, then thc latter assertion follows from Proposition 3.4,
(3.17). If q ~ Z, then it follows fron1 the definition of TR becase this definition

does not use any analytic continuations.) So the values of (A,B(m) at 1n E Z as of a
function on e[[(M, E) 3 log Aare the salne at a11 different log A (for a given A).

34That is (A,B( s) is defined by log A, B, s.
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So we have a power expansion of (A,B(S)

(3.79)

where Pk (B, Ao) is the sk-coefficient (as S -t 0) for TR (B exp (- (si + Ao))) / ['( sa
ß - n), ß := ord B, n := dirn 1\1. Here, 10gA := 0'1 + Aa, 0' E C, I E e([(M,E) is a
logarithnl of an order one elliptie POO, Ao E CLO(M, E). Note that Pk is an entire
funetion in Ao linear in B E CL(A1, E). Thc series (3.79) is convergent fol' alt sEC.
As weIl as in (3.75) we have

Fk (B, Ao) = L Pk,m (B, Ao),
k,mEZ+UO

where Pk,m are hornogeneous polYIlOll1ials of order 11~ in Ao linear in B, So

- "k+m k-CA,B(S) = L.J S 0' Pk,m (B, Ao) .
k,mEZ+UO

(3.80)

The coeffieient Lk+m=r a k Pk,m (B, Ao) in (3.80) is a hornogeneous polynolllial o[ order
r in (0', Ao) (i.c., in log A) and it is linear in B. Thc values of the convergent series
(:3.80) at s E Z are equal for different log A = 0'1 + Ao E e[[(NJ, E) of A.

The analogous assertion is true for

i{Aj},{Bj} (s) := f{Aj},{Bi} (s) / r (- diITI M - L (Si oreI Ai + ord Bd). (3.81)

Here, f{Aj},{B;}(s) is defined by (3.73), s:= (sl" .. ,sd ECk. The functioll (3.81) is
an entire fUllction of s, {Bd, {log Ad, (However f{Ad,{B;}(s) depends on log Ai anel

not on Ai only.) For s E 7l k the valucs j{Ad,{B;}(S) on {log Ad E e[r(l\i, E)k da not
depend on log Ai anel depend on {Ad only. So this function has the same values at
3011 the points {log Ad E err(l\1, E)k, where the i-th conlponent of a vector {log Ad is
any log Ai,

4. MULTIPLICATIVE PROPEHTY FOR DETERMINANTS ON ODD-DIMENSIONAL

MANIFOLDS

The syrnbol 0"( P)(x,~) o[ a differential operator P E CLd (A1, E), cl E Z+ U 0,
is polynomial in~. Hence (]"k(P)(X,~) is not only positive hornogeneous in ~ (i.e.,
O"k(P)(X, t,~) = tk(]"k(P)(X,~) for t E lR~) hut it also possesses the property

(4.1)

This property of a. sYlnbol a(A) Inakcs sense for A E CL1n(M, E), where 1n. E 7l. The
condition (4.1) is invariant under a change of loeal coordinates on NI, Hence it is
enough to check it for a fixed finite cover of Ai by local charts.
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Oenote by C L(: 1) (111, E) the dass of PDOs from C Lm(Al, E) whose symbols pos
sess the property (4.1) (for 111. E Z). vVe call operators [1'0111 CL(_I)(M, E) the odd
class operators.

Re1na1'k 4.1. Let A E CL{-q(1I1, E), 112 E Z, be an invertible elliptic operator. Let
all the eigenvalues of its principal synlbol am(A)(x,~) have positive real parts for
e=P O. Then 11~ is an even integer, 111. = 21, I E Z.

Re'mark 4.2. Let A E CL(1~\)(A1,E) and B E CL{'-\)(M,E), 1'11.1,1'n2 E Z. Then

AB E CL"r-\)m2 (1\1, E). Ir besides B is an invertible elliptic operator, then B-l E

CL(_n;) (A1, E) a.nd AB-1 E CL(.:1)m2 (A1, E).

The following proposition defines a. canonical h'ace [01' odd dass POOs on odd
dinlensional manifold M.

Proposition 4.1. Let A E CL(:1)(A1, E), mEZ, be an odd class PDO. Let C be any

odd class elliptic PDOC E Ell~q(A1,E)nCL2~1)(M,E)J q E Z+J 2q > 1'11., sufficiently
close to positive definite and selJ-adjoint PDOs. Then a gene1'alized TR-zeta-/unct.ion
TR (AC(*l) l:S 'regular at s = O. lts value at s = 0

(4.2)

l:S independent 0/ C. J1!e caU l:t the canonical trace 0/ A.

Proof. 1. By Proposition 3.4 and by Remark 3.6 the TR (AC(*l) has a Ineromorphic
continuatian ta the whole camplex plane C 3 sand its residue at s = 0 is equal to
- res a(A) (where res is the nOnCOITIITIutative residue, [\iV02], (Kas]). By Relnark 4.5
below, res a(A) = 0 for any add dass PDO A on an odd-dinlensionalll1anifold AI.

2. Let B E Ell~r(M, E) n CL(:l)(M, E), l' E Z+, be another positive definite add
cla.ss elliptic opera.tor. Then by Corollary 2.2, (2.23), and by RelTIark 3.4 we have

TR (AC~j) - TR (AB~j) = Tr (ACcirj) - Tr (AB~j) for Res ~ 1, (4.3)

Tl' (A (C(ii - B(irl)) 1,,;;0 = - (a( A), a (log(ir) C) /2q - a (log(j-) B) /21') res'

(Note that (2.23) is valid for any Q E CLm(A1, E), 1n E Z.) Applying Corollary 4.3
below, (4.14), (4.15), to pairs (CB, B) and (0 B, C), we obtain

log(j-) C/2q - log(ir) B /21' E CL(_l) (lvf, ,E).

Hence on the right in (4.3) we have a product af odd dass sYll1bols. By Remark 4.5
the residue res of this product is equal ta zero (as M is odd-dinlensional). ThllS

TR (AC(*l) 1";;0 = TR (AB0,) 1,,=0. 0
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Retna1'k 4.3. Let A E CL(_l)(M, E) bc an odd dass operator on an odd-dimensional

111anifold M. Then35 exp(zA) E C L(_1)(!vJ, E) n Ellg(M, E) is a holomorphic fanlily
of odd dass elliptic operators of zero orders. By Proposition 4.1

Tr(_l) exp(zA) := TR (exp(zA)C(~)) 18=0 (4.4)

is defined for z E C. It is an entire function of z E C since by (4.4) anel by the
equalities analogous to (2.25), (2.26) we have

ßz Tr(_1)(exp(zA)) = Tr(_l)(Aexp(zA)),

DzTr(_1)(exp(zA)) = O.

The problenl is to cstiInate the entire fllnction exp(zA) as Izl ~ 00. Note that in
general the spectrll1ll Spec A contains a. continuous part. So the nature of the entire
function Tr( -I) exp(z A) is different froIll the Dirichlet series.

Theorenl 4.1. Let M be a'n odd-dil1wnsional sl1~ooth closed n/'anifold. Lel A E
CLr-\) (M, E) anfi ,8 E CL(':1) (!vI, E) be invertible elliptic PDOs (whe1'e ml, m2, 111.1 +
1112 E Z \ 0). Let tJtei'l' principal sYlnbols amI (A) (x,~) and am2 (B) (x,~) be sufficiently
dose to positive definite selJ-adjoint oues. Then det(j-) (AL det(n-) (B) and det(n-) (AB)
are defined (with the help 0/ zeta-funchons wdh the cut L Cir ) 0/ the speetral plane close
io L(1r))' "fe have

(4.5)

Corollary 4.1. Let A E CL(_1)(A1"E) n Ellg(M,E) =: Ell(_I),o(M,E) be an inverl
ible ze1'O ordc'l' elHplic PDO on a closctl orid-dimensional M such I,hat its principal
symbol ao(A)( x,~) is sufficiently dose to a positive dejinite scl/-adjoint symbol. Then
such PDO A 0/ zel'O order has a cOl'recUy dejined detenninan/.. Nanwly

(4.6)

for an arbitl'al'Y inve1'lible elliptic B E CL(: 1) (111, E), m E Z+, such that its pnncipal
sYlnbol is sufficiently dose to a positive dejinite self-adjoint syrnbol.

The corl'ccfness of the definition (4.6) follows fl'ont the ,tnultiplicative pl'operl.y
(4.5). Indeed, for lwo such elliptic ope1'ators B E Ell~nl (lvI, E) n CLr-\) (M, E),
C E Elt;2(J11, E) n CLe-\) (A1, E), 111'1, rn2 E Z+J we have

detpr) (AB) / c1et(1i-)(B) = clet(ir) (AC) / detpr) (C) == clet(i) (CA) / clet(1i-)(C)

as (by (4.5)) we have

det(i)(AB)det(1i-)(C) = clet(n-)(CAB) = det(n-)(B)det(n-)(CA).

35A PDO exp( zA) is defined by (3.30).
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Corollary 4.2. The nntltiplicaUve jJ1'operty holds J01' odd dass elliptic PDOs A, B E
Ell(_1),o(1\1, E) sufficienlly dose to positive definite self-adjoint ones (!vI is closed and
odd-dirnensl:onal). Nantely

(4.7)

1ndeed, let C = Cl C2 be a product of positive de~nite self-acljoint odd dass elliptic
POOs on AtI of positive orelers. Then by Theorem 4.1, (4.5), we have

det(1f)(AB) = det(1f) (ABCt C2 ) /det(ir) (G'tC2 ) =

= det(ir) (C2 A) det(ir) (BCd / det(ir) (Cd clet(ir) (C2 ) = clet(ir) (A )det(ir) (B). (4.8)

Remark 4.4. Let A- be an adjoint operator to A E Ell(~l),o(M, E), 1n E Z, and let
!vI be elose anel odcl-clinlensional. Let A be sufficiently elose to a positive definite
self-adjoint one (with respect to SOllle positive clensity ancl to a Hermitian structure).
Then

(4.9)

Re1nark 4.5. Let A be a roo of the oeld dass CLr-l)(~1, E), 1n E tE, on odd
dinlensional 111anifold. Thcll the noncoll1lnutative residuc of A is equal to zero,
res a(A) = O.

To prove this equality, note that since !vI is adel-dimensional, the density resx a(A)
(corresponding to the nOnCOnlI11utative residue of A) on lvI is the identity zero. 1n
deed, the density resx a( A) at x E AI is represented in any Iocal coordinates U 3 x
on NI by the integral over the fiber S;/vJ aver x (of the cospherical fiber bundle for
M) of the homogeneous cOInponent a_n(A), n := dirn M. Since n is odd, we have

Thus we have to integrate over S;A1 the product of an odd (with respect to the center
of the sphere S;AI) function a_n(A)(x,~) and a natural elensity on the unit sphere
S;M. This integral resx a( A) is equal to zero.

Ren~a1'k 4.6. The equality (4.5) Ineans that the multiplicative anomaly for elliptic
operators (nearly positive and nearly self-adjoint) of the odd elass is zero. To apply
the general variation formula (2.18) of Proposition 2.1 to pl'ove that the ITIultiplica
tive anol11aly is zero, we have to use defol'lllations At belonging to the odd class
CL0-1)(/vJ, E) n Ell~(i\1, E). This is a l'ather restrictive conelitian. Note that for A
anel B [roIn the odd dass adefortnation At in the integral forllltlia (2.20) for the
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multiplicative anOlnaly is not inside the odd dass. For a deformation not inside the
odd dass we cannot conducle frOll1 (2.18) and (2.20) that F(A, B) = 1.

Proposition 4.2. Let the principal sY'lnbol 0/1} E CL(_1)(ill, E) n EI~(A1, E) be
sufficiently clos~ Lo a positive defi:nile self-adjoint oue. Then the PDOs l}(if) and
log(~) l} defined by (2.31) and by (2.30) are from C LO(M, E) and they are odd dass
operators.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. By (2.5) we see that

0"0 ((l} - A)-l) (x,e, A) = (O"O(l})(X, c) - A)-l = 0"0 ((l) - A)-l) (x, -C, A),

O"_j ((l} - A)-l) (X,e,A) = .

= -0"0 ((1J - A)-l) ( L ~arO"-i(1J - A)D~O"_I ((1J - A)-l)) = (4.10)
101+ i+lej 0'.
i~j-l

O"_j (1}(1f)) (x,e):= -2
i

f ~ A(~)O"_j ((1J - A)-l) (X,C,A) =
1r Jr R ,1r

= (-l)j O"_j (1J(jf)) (x, -c). (4.11)

Hence 1J(1r) E CL(_l)(kJ, E).
By (4.10), we have log(~)l} E CL(_1)(ll1,E) since

O"_j (log(~) l}) (x, c) := -2
2

f _log(~) A . O"_j ((1J - A)-l) (x, C, A)dA =
1r Jr H,lf

= (_l)i O"_j (log(~) 1J) (x, -e). (4.12)

The proposi tion is proved. D
The proof of Theoreln 4.1 is based on the assertions as folIows.

Proposition 4.3. Let Al and A2 be invertible elliptic operators 0/ the odd class
Ell~1)(A1, E) := CL{-l)(NI, E) n ElIm(NJ, E), 171. E Z \ 0, such that their pdncipal
sy'mbols al'e suffiGiently close lo positive definite self-adjoint ones. Then

(4.13)
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Corollary 4.3. Let A E CLr-\)(M, E) and B E CL~1)(M, E) be inverlible elliptic
PDOs of the odd class und tel t.hdr principal symbols O'mt (A)(x,~) and O'm2(B)(x,~)

be s'llfficientty elose to posihve definUe self-adjoint ones. Let 7111, m'2, 1nl +m2 E Z \ O.
Then the fo/lowing PDO

(7121 + 711'2)-l log (i1")(AB) -1n~11og(i1")(A) E CLO(lvf,E) (4.14)

is defined and d belongs /.0 CLf_l)(lvf,E). Ey {4.13} and {4.14} tue have also

(711'1 + m.2)-1 log(iT)(AB) - 1'11.2
1 log(iT)(.ß) E CL(_1)(A1, E). (4.15)

Re111.ark 4.7. Proposition 4.2 and its proof are valid for any adnlissi ble spectral cut
B for 0'0(11). Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.3 are valid for any adnlissible spectraJ
cuts for AI, A2 , AB, A, B. (Thc logarithms in (4.13), (4.14) are defined with respect
to these spectral cuts. We do not use in the proofs that the cuts for AI and for A2

in (4.14) are the same.)

Remark 4.8. The proofs of Propositions 4.2,4.3 and Corollary 4.3 are done with using
symbols of PDOs (but not thc PDOs of the fOl'l11 (A - ,\)-1 theIllselves). Hence a

spectral cut L(8) admissible for a ((A - ,\)-1) (x,e) can sllloothly depend on a point

(x,~) E 8·M. However it has to be the same at thc points (x, e) anel (x, -e). Hencc
thi~ spectral cut defines a snlooth luap

(): p. AI := S· NI/(±1) ---+ SI = IR/21rZ. (4.16)

Here, (-1) transforms (x, e) E S· AI into (x l -().

The l1tap (4.16) has to be honloiopic to a trivial one for a smooth fantily of branches
A(ö) over points (x, e) E P- M in thc formltlas (4.11), (4.17) to exist.

The condition of the existcllcC of a field of aclinissibic for the sYl11bol O'(A) cuts
(4.16) hOlll0topic to a trivial field is analogous to the sufficiellt condition of the
existence of a O'(log A) given by Ren1ark 6.9 bclow. So Propositions 4.2, 4.3 allel
Corollary 4.3 are valid in this IltOre general situation of existing spectral cuts for
(J ((A - A)-l) clepending on ]J E P'" At. In this situation there cxists a O'(log A)
defined with thc help of this slltooth field of spectral cuts. These fields of cuts may be
different for AB anel for A (01' fol' Al anel A 2 ) in Proposition 4.3 and in Corollary 4.3.

Proof of Corollary 4.3. Indced, set Al := A(;r\+m2 1 A2 := (AB)(~). Then AI, A2 E

Ell~\()I+m2)(1\1, E). So by (4.13) we have

(1111 + 1112) log(ir) A - 171.1 10g(iT)(AB) = 10g(iT) Al -log(ir) A 2 E CL~1)(A1, E).

o
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. Because Al E CL~1)(A1, E) and A2 E CL~l)(M, E)
(1n is even), the fonnulas analogolls to (4.10) hold for thc h01nogcneous components

of a ((Al - A)-I) anel of a ((A 2 - A)-1) .36 Hence for Re s > 0 we have

a-211 .'1-j (A~,(i)) (x,<):= 2
i r "\-~a-211-j ((Al - ,,\)-1) (x,<,"\)d"\ =
1r ir(,,)

= (-I)j a-2l1~-j (A~(ir)) (x, -<). (4.17)

Here we llSC that since A E CLf~1)(Jl4,E), the fornnI1as analogOllS to (4.10) are true

for a ((Al - ,,\)-1) (x, <, "\). Nanlely

CT_21 1 _ j (( A 1 - ,,\) -1) (x, - <,A) = (- l)i a_21 1 _ j (( A I - A) - 1
) (x, <,A). (4.18)

According to (2.11) for j E Z+ we have

CT-i (log(ir) Al) = -D.'I CT-21 18-i (A~(ir)) I~=o'

Hence by (4.17) we have for j E Z+

CT-i (Iog(ir) Al) (x, -~) = (_1)i CT_j (log(ir) Al) (x,c).

The sanle equality holds for CT-i (log(i)(A 2)), j E Z+. According to (2.11) and to

(4.17) we have also

a$CT_ rn8 (A~,(ir)) I~=o(x,c) -a8CT_ rn .'l (A2",(i)) 18=0 =

= a~CT-nu (A ~(ir)) I~=o (X, e/ lei) -
- a8CT-rn~ (A;'(ir)) l~=o(x,</I<I) E CL(_1)(l\I, E)/CL(~l)(!vJ, E).

Hence log(ir) Al -log(i) A2 E CL(_1)(A1, E). The proposition is proved. 0
Proof of Theorenl 4.1. By Relnark 4.1, the orders 1111 = 21 1 and 1n2 = 2/2 of A
anel Bare nonzero even integers. \Vc have /1, 12 , /1 + /2 E Z \ O. By Remark 2.6,
(2.34), we have

(4.19)

Hefe, Qt := AtA;-1 anel At is a smooth fanlily of operators betweenBt~)12 and A in the
odd dass elliptic operators such that the principal symbols CT2/1 (At) are sufficiently
dose to positive definite self-adjoint ones.

36For the sake of brievity we suppose here that f1l1 = 211 and 1112 = 2/2 are positive even numbers.
Jf I1 E Z-l we have 1.0 change (A - A)-1 by (A- 1 - A)-1 and 8 by -8.
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(4.22)

The numbers 7111 and 711.2 a.re even. So in the odd elass elliptic PDOs we can find
deformations At anel Bt of A anel B froln A = Al anel B = B1 to (L:1Al,E + Iel)ll = Ao
and (L:1M,E + Id)12 = Bo. Here, L:1M,E is the Laplacian Oll (M, g) corresponding to
same unitary connection on (E, hE ). Thc deformations can be chosen so that the
principal symbols 0'21 1 (Ad, 0'212 (Bd are sufficiently elose to positive definite self
aeljoint ones. Hence, applying the formula (4.19) twice (na.mely first to (At, B) anel

then to ((L:1M,E + Id)ll , B t )), we have by Proposition 4.2 and by ReInark 4.5)

F(A, B) = F ((6M,E + Id)ll ,(L:1M,E + Iel)12) = O.

We can cleduce froll1 (4.19) that F(A, B) = 0 using only one explicit dcfornlation

f A S .- Al/llB-l/l2 A .- ( t B I / (2 )1 1 I· t • cl fi I b (? 3) I' .o . et 17.- (jf) (1i') , t·- 1J(1i') (1i") (i)' W lCI e 77(if) IS e nce y -.I. 1. .Jet

11 E Z+. Then according to (2.6) we have

0'-2-j (A(i\/ll) (x,~):= i- r ),,-I/lla_211_j ((A - ),,)-1) (x,~,)")d)". (4.20)
27r JrUr )

(Here, f(jf) is the contour f(o) [rom (2.6) with 0 = ji- elose to 7r. The integral on the
right in (4.20) is absolutely convergent for 11 E IR+.)

Hence according to (4.20) and to (4.18) we have

0'-2-j (A(ii"\/ll) (x,~) = (-I)j 0'-2-j (A(ii"\/ll) (x, -~), (4.21)

i.e., we have A-1/ll E C,L"(!q(M, E) n Ellü
2 (A1, E) for 11 E Z+. For 11 E Z_ we

cau conclude that Al/li E CL(!1)(M,E) n Ello2(Nf,E) (changing ),,-1/11 by ),,1/1 1 in

(4.20)). Hence according to Renlark 4.2, we have

17 = AI/lI B-1 / 12 E C LO (1\1 E) n EIlO(A1 E)
(-1)' 0"

By Proposition 4.2 we conclude that

1J(jf) E CL(_1) (1\1, E) n Ellg(M, E),

11(jf)Bt:;2 E CL(_l)(I'vf,E) n EIl~(M,E). (4.23)

At E CL(~l)(M, E) n Ell~fl (M, E), Qt E CL(_1)(M, E),

According to (4.23), to Relnark 4.2, auel to COl'ollary 4.3, the operator

._ (O'(IOg(jf)At B ) _ O'(IOg(i)At)) ° I

Gt .- Qt 2/
1

+ 2/
2

2/
1

E CL (111, E)

is defined and it belongs to CL(_1)(1\1, E). By the equality (4.19) and by Ren1ark 4.5
we have

log ,F(A, B) = - r dt r rcsx 0' (Gd = o.Jo 1M
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Thus det(i)(AB) = det(i)(A) clet(i)(B). rrhcoren1 4.1 is provecl. D

4.1. Dirac operators. An iIl1portant cxan1ple of ocld dass elliptie operators is a
family of the Dirae operators D = D(A4, E, g, h) on a spinor ocld-ditnensional dosed
I11anifold !vI (with a given spinor strueture). The Dirae operator D aets on the spaee
of global smooth seetions f( S 0 E)

D = L ei \7ej • ( 4.24)

Hel'e, S is a spinoT bundle on 1\1, (E, h) is a I-Iennitian vector bundle on M, {ed
is a Ioeal orthonormal basis in Tx A1 (with l'espeet to a Riemannian 111etrie g), \7 =
1® \7 R + \7E ® 1, \7R is the RieIl1annian eonneetion (for g), \7E is a unitary eonncetion
on (E, h), ei (\7ei !) is the Clifford 111ldtiplication. The family {D} of Dirae operators
is parametrized by 9 and by \7E.

The operator Dg,vE is a forn1ally self-adjoint (with respeet to the natural sealar
produet on f( S (9 E) defined by 9 and by h) elliptie differential operator of the first
order. Hs speetrUITI Spee(D) is diserete. All the eigenvalues .A of Dg,'VE are real.
However Spee(D) has infinite nun1ber of points from IR+ as weil as points from IR_.

For the sake of sill1plieity suppose that D t anel D2 are invertible Dirae operators

eOl'l'csponcling to the Sall1e RieIl1annian metrie 9 and to suffieiently e10se (\7f, h1),

(\7f,h2).37 Then the operator J)IJ)2 E EIl~(M,E) c CLf_l)(M,E) is an invertible
elliptic operator with positive real parts of all the eigenvalues of its prineipal syn1bol
(72(D 1 D2 ). Hence for any pairs (1)1,02 ) and (D~, D;) of suffieiently e10se elelnents
of the falnily Dg,'VE Theoren1 4.1 clainls that

(4.25)

(4.26)

Let all four Dirae operators (D t , D2 ,D;, D;) be suffieiently dose. Then we have

det(i)(D1 D2)det(i)(n; D;) = det(i)(D t D;)det(i)(D2D;).

lndeed, aecording to (4.25) we have

det(i)(D1 D2 )det(i)(D;n;) = det(K)(D 1D2D;n;) = det(K)(n;D1 D2D;) =

= det(?i-)(.0;Ddclct(K)(D2D;) = det(j)(DID;)det(i)(D2D~). (4.27)

The equality (4.26) can be written in the forn1

det(Dt D;))
-1

det(D~D;) - .
(4.28)

371f a Riemannian metric 9 on /11 varies l then t,he spinor bundles 5(9) Oll /11 also varies l i.e.) to
identify the spaces f( 5(gl) 0 E) and r( 5(g'J) 0 E) we have to use a connection in the directions {g}
on the total vector bundle 5{g} over /ll x {g}. Here l {g} is the space of smooth Riemannian metries
on 1l1.
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Bence, if all the Dirac operators paratnetrized by a set U C {(V E , h)} are sufficiently
elose one to another, we see that the nlatrix

Au := (Aul,u'}.):= (det(i) (Du! Du'}.))

is a rank one matrix. Hence there are scalar functions f( u) on U such that

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4-.31 )

For instance, for 'Ul = U2 E U wc havc

det(i) (D~!) = det(tt) (D~l) = f( Ul)2,

f(u) = e(u) (det(1r) (D~1))1/2, e(u) = ±1.

The operator D~! is a positive definite elliptic operator frolll CLf-I)(M, E). (It can

have a nontrivial kernel Ker D~ = Ker Du, diIn Ker Du < 00.) The sign c:(u) has

to be adefinite number for Ker Du = O. Hence det(1r) (D~l) E IR+ U 0 (because thc

spectrunl of D~1 is real and discrete). This deternlinant belongs to IR+ if Ker Du! = O.

Corollary 4.4. For any pai1' 0/ Dirae ope1'atoTs DU1 J Du'}. J Uj E UJ we have

det(i) (Du! Du'}.) E IR.

Let besides DUj be inve1'tible. Then det(i) (Du! Du'}.) E IR. x and we have

det(if) (Du! Du'}.) = e(u])C:(U2) (clet(1r) (1)~1)) 1/2 (det(1I") (D~'}.)) 1/2 .

The deleT'minants on the right belongs io IR+.

Re'mark 4.9. The fUllction c:(u) = ±1 is constant on the connected eotnponents of
U \ {u EU, Ker Du =1= O}.

]f in a smooth one-parameter fanIily Du(t) (t is a loeal parameter near 0 E IR) only
oue eigenvalue ACl) für Du(t) (af tnultiplicity aue) crüsses the origin 0 E IR 3 A at
t =lo transversally (i.e., 8t Au (t)lt::;;to =1= 0), then the sign .s(u(t)) = ±1 changes at
t = to ta an apposite ane.

Rema1'k 4.1 O. It follows froIn (4.30) that

(4-.32)

is a globally defined function of u E {g, (\7 E , h)}. The sign e(u) = ±l can be

defined as a locally eonstant eontinuous function on the set u E {g, (\7E , h)} such
that Ker Du = O. The last assertion follows frol11 Relnark 4.9 alld from the equality
to zero of the eorresponding speetral flow [APS3].
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Len1n1a 4.1. The spectral fiow SF (D{u(lp)}) is equal t,o zero Jor a Jamily Du(lp) oJ

the Di1'ac ope'l'ato'rs paTa1nel1'ized by a snl,ooth 1nap r.p: SI ~ {g, (\7E, h) }.

Prüüf. TheorelTI 7.4 from [A PS3] (p. 94) computes the spectral Bow SF (D{y}) for a
family D{y} of Dirac operators paranletrized by a circle. Nanlely for Dirac operators

Dy = Du (My, EIM
lI

) on the fibers of a smooth fibration 1T: P ~ SI with closcd

spinal', odd-dilnensional anel oriented fibers Aly := 1T-
l (y). These Dirac operators act

in r (Fy 0 EIMy ), where Py is the spinor bundle on !vIy ancI E ~ P is a Hermitian

vector bundle with a unitary conncction \7E. This theorerTI c1airTIs that Si'''' (D{y}) =

- incI D+, where D+ : f(P+ '9 E) ~ r( F_ (9 E) is thc Dirac operator on an CVCIl
dimensional spinor Inanifold P (with ol'ientation (all' e), whel'e e is an orientatioll
basis in TxjYJy). Hence by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem we have

5F (D{y}) = - (A (T(P)) ch(E)) [P]' (4.33)

where A is the A-genus, T(P) is the tangent bundle. In our case P = A1'JQ X 51 is

a canonical direct product and E = 1f;E'JQ (for the projection 1f2: P ~ 111?JO)' Hence
the right siele in (4.33) is equal to zero. D

Thus we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.2. Lel D{u} be a Ja1nily oJ Dirne opeTators Du = Du (Al, \7~) on an odd
dimensional closed spinoT -manifold (Al, g) corresponding to a flennitian stl'uctu1'e hu
on a vector bundle E ~ M and lo 'unilary connections \7~ on (E, h). Then tlw're
exists n Junetion e(u) = ±1 defined Jor u such that Ker Du =1= 0, cOTl,bnuous and
locallv constant Jor these u, and such that

(4.34)

JOT aU pairs 'llt, 'll2 oJ sufficiently close paranwte1's in the fa1nily D{u}' (The square
roofs on fhe right in (4.34) a1'e (l'rithmeUcnl.)

RenUlrk 4.11. For a fall1ily of Dira.c operators J)u on an odd-dilnensional c10secl spinor
I11anifold NI the expression on thc right in (4.31) makes sense for all pairs (Ul' U2),
l.lj E {g, (V E , h)} according to RClllarks 4.9,4.10, and to Lenlma 4.1. However we

clon 't c1ailTI that the expression on the left in (4.31) also 11lakes sense. The expression
on the right in (4.31) nlay be proposed as one of possible definitions of det (Du! Du2 )

for a pair (Duj ) of Dirac operators corresponding to (M, E,9j, hj ).
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4.2. Detern1inants of products of odd class elliptic operators. Note that the
assertion (4.31) can be generalized as fallows.

Proposition 4.4. Let Du, 1l EU, be a sm.ool.h fa1nily oJ elliptic differential operators
acting on the sedions f( E) of a srnooth vccl.or bundle E over a dosed odd-dimensional
'manifold !vI. Let, Du be (formally) self-adjoint with resped to a scalar p1'oduet on
r(E) defined by a s1nooth positive density p(u) on M and by a f1e1'1nitian structure
h(1l) on E. Lel fo1' any pair 'U1, 'll2 E U the p1'incipal syn~bol (72 (Du} Du2 ) (x,~) be
sufficiently dose 10 a posl:tive definite self-adjoint symbol. Then lhe equality (4.31)
with e(Uj) = ±1 holds for det(jr) (Du1 Du2 )' The elliptic operato'l' Du} ,DU2 for general
(!LI, U2) is not a self-adjoint but (acco1'fling t.o (4.31)) its llel.e'T"Tninanl is areal n7.t1nber
for sufficicntly elose Ul, U2' Re'mm·k 4.9 is also lrue Jor the Ja1nay Du} u E U.

Proposition 4.5. The equality analogous to (4.31) is also valid Jo.,. a srnooth fa1nily
Du, u E U, oJ (fonnally) selJ-adjoint e//ipt.ic PDGs from Ell~1)(M,E):= E1l1M, E)n
CLf-l) (!11, E), 111, E Z+. Then the principal sy'mbols (i2m (Dul Du.J are sujJiciently
dose to positive definite ones Jor (Ut, 'U2) l:n a neighborhood oJ the diagonal in U x U.
So in partieular Jor such (U1, U2) we have det(~) (Du1 Du2 ) E IR. (Rut Du} DU2 is not
selJ-adjoint in genend.) However, in thi8 case (as weil as Jor Jam,ilies Du from Propo
sition 4.4), the asse'r/.ion of Lem1na 4.1 is not. valid in general. So in these cases the
approp1'iate spcet.ral j10ws are not l:dentity zeroes. Hence in general t.he faetors €(u)
in (4.31) are not. global/y defined fo7' such fanu:lies.

Proposition 4.6. Let Du) 'll E U) be a snwot.h fanüly oJ PDGs fl'om Ell(_t)(Al;E,F),
1n E Z+. (This dass consists oJ elh:ptie PDGs acting from. f(E) to r(F) and such that
their sy'mbols posse8S the propeTty analogO'lts to (4.1).) Suppose thai a s'Tnooth positive
density on M and Hennitian struetu1'es on E, F are given. Then a family Vu := D:
(adjoint 1.0 the Ja'mily Du) is defined, \~L is a s1nooth fa1nily !I'oTn Ell~ t) (M j F, E).
The assertion analogous 1.0 (4.31) is valid in the form

for any suffieient./y dose 'll1, HZ EU. The factoTs € (Uj) in (4.35) are ±1. However,
they are not globally defined on U Jor a general fanüly Du.

Proof of Proposition 4.6. Set A U1 ,U2 := det(~) (VUl DU2 ) for Ul, 1.t2 frOITI a sufficiently
elose neighborhood of the diagonal in U X U. (For such (u], U2) the principal syn1bol
of VUl DU2 is sufRciently elose to positi ve definite definite ones.) Then the lTIatrix
(A u1 ,u2) (for such pairs (Ul, uz)) has the rank one. lndeed, fol' any foul' sufficiently
elose (Ul,U2,U3,U4) such that D uJ , ~Lj are invertible we have by (4.25)

AUl ,U2 A u3 ,u", = det(i) (VU1 DU2 lIU3 Du",) = det(~) (Du", lIUl DU2 lIU3 ) =
-= det(i) (Du4 lIu } ) det(i) (Du2 \lu3 ) = A Ul ,U4 Au3 ,u2·
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Hence we have

clet(iT) (VU1 Du.) =: J.~ ('llI) k (1l2) , clet(iT) (VU1 DU1 ) = k (Ul)2 .

The proposition is proved. D

Remu1'k 4.12. A geOlnetrical origin of Dirac operators manifests itself in the struc
ture of the detenninants of their products (Theorenl 4.2, (4.34)). (Here, Ai is odd
dimensional.) Nanlcly thc structure of the expression for such deternlinants of prod
ucts of odd dass elliptic POGs on Al (Proposition 4.6, (4.35)). However the factors
[ (Uj) in (4.35) cannot in general be globally defined. Indeed, in general the spectral
flow for a fanlily of odd dass elliptic POGs on M (paranlctrized by a circle SI) is
nonzero. So for such a fanlily the l11ultiple € (ud cannot be defined as a locally con
stant [unction of t E 51 such that the corresponding opera,tors are invertible. The
corresponding spectral flow for a. fanlily of Dirac operators on A1 (paralnetrized by
SI) is zero (Lemrna 4.1). This fact is connectecl with the geornetrical origin of Dirac
operators.

4.3. Deterlninants of nlultiplication operators. Let Ni be an odcl-diInensional
c10sed manifold. Let E be a finite-dilllensional smooth vector bundle over M. Let
Q E End E be a Slllooth fiberwise endOlnorphisln of E such that for any x E !vI all
the eigenvalues Ai( Q,r) possess the property

IIn1Ai(Qx)1 < 1r - €,C: > o.
Then for all the eigenvalues Ai (exp(tQx)) for 0 ::; t ::; '1 we have

!argAi(exp(tQ,r))1 <7r-C.

The c1etenninant det(Jr)(expQ) is definecl according to (4.6) by

det(Jr)(expQ):= det(Jr)(AexpQ)/det(Jr)(A),

(4.36)

(4.37)

where A := .6. + Ic1. 38 Here, .6. is the Laplacian ß := .6.g ,VE on f(E) corresponding
to a Riemannian nletric 9 on NI and to a unitary connection \JE on (E, h). Then we
have

det(1t")(expQ):= det(1t") (expQ· (.6. + ld)) /det(Jr)(.6. + Id).

For 0 ::; t ::; 1 we have an analogons definition

det(Jr) (exp(tQ)):= det(1t") (exp(tQ)A) /det(1t")(A) =: F(Q,t).

38\Ve use the fact that a principal symbol of the Laplacian is scalar. Namely

(4.38)

(4.39)

where 6Af is the Laplacian for scalar funetiolls on (AI, g). Hence 0"2(exp(tQ) . 6) possesses a cut
L(~) for 0 ~ t :$ 1.
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Thus we havc F(Q, 0) = 1,

8t logF(Q, t) = -8t8~ Tl' ((exp(tQ)' (ß + fd))-") 18=0 =

= (1 +s8,,) Tl' (Q (exp(tQ) . (ß + Id) )-") 18=0 = 1M tr (Q(x )J(t,~(x, x)) 1,,=0' (4.40)

where f(t,,, (x, x) is an analytic continuation in s fro1l1 the d0111ain Re s > dinl1\1/2
of the restrietion to the diagonal the kernel of (.6. + Id)-8. Set At,t := exp(lQ) . Al.
Then we have ([Se], [Cl'))

where ao is the rO-coefficient in the asYlllptotic expansion as r -+ +0 for the kerne!
on the diagonal PT,t(x, x) of thc operator exp(-rAt). Since At is an elliptic DO of
the seconcl order and since all the real parts of all the eigenvalues Ai (0"2(At}(x,~))
are positive (for ~ =J 0), there is ([Cl')) an asYlnptotic expansion as r -+ +0

PT,t(x, x) f"V a_n(x, At)r-n/ 2 + a_(n-2)(X, At}r l
-

n/ 2 + ... +
+ a-l (x, A t )r-1/2+ al(x, A t )r1/2+ ... (4.41)

Hence we have

ao(x, Ad = 0, 8tlog }?(Q, t) = 0,

det(1r) exp(Q) = 1.

Thus we obtain the following.

(4.42)

(4,43)

Proposition 4.7. The det.e1"1ninant 01 a 1nultiplication opeTatO'1' on an odd-dimensio
'nal closed 'manifold is equal to oue.

Re7nar'k 4.13. To see that thc coefficients of r-(1-n)/2, r-(3-n)/2, ... in (4.41) are zero,
it is enough to note that the coefficient of r-(j-n)/2 is defined by a noncOllllllutative
residue density resx of the symbol 0" (A~(j-n)/2) ([Sh], eh. 11, (12.5)). If n - j /2 =
k E Z+, then we have

Since At E CLf_I)(lvI, E), we obtain (as in the proof of Theoren1 4.1)

0"-2k-j (A~k) (x,-~) = (-1)) 0"-2k-j (A~k) (x,~).
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4.4. Absolute value deternlinants. Let A be an invertible elliptie differential
operator on an odd-dinlensional elosed nlanirold jvI 1 A E Elld(M 1 E) C CLd(A1, E)l
d E Z+. Then we ean define

Idet lA := (det(A* A))1/2 E IR.+ 1 (4.44)

whel'e A* is adjoint to A with respeet to a sealar produet on f(E) defined by a Sll100th
positive density P Oll M anel by a Hern1itian structure h on E.

Rel1~a1'k 4.14. The deternlinant on the right in (4.44) is independent of P and of h.
Indeed, let a pair (PI, hd be ehanged by (P2, h2). Then

A* - Q- 1 A* QfJ2,h2 - Pt ,ht ' (4.45)

where Q E Aut (E C9 /\nT*A1), 11. = din1 NI, is defined by (/], /2)fJ2,h'J = (/1, Q/2)Pl ,hl .
The operator Q belongs to CL?-1)(M, E) alld ror (P2, h2 ) elose to (Pl' hd this operator
is elose to Id. Henee for (P2' h2) elose to (PI, h1 ) we have by Theorem 4.1 and by
Proposition 4.7

det(rr) (A;2,h2A) = det('rr) (Q-l A;t,htQA) =

= det(rr) (A;l,ht QA) = elet('rr) (QAA;l,hJ =

= det('rr) (AA;t,hJ = det(1r) (A;t,ht A). (4.46)

The equality (4.46) was obtained in [Seh].

Proposition 4.8. The junclional A ----. Idet JA is mu/tip/icalive, i. e., /01' a pair
(A, B) 0/ e//iptic differential ope1'at01's in r(E) on an odd-dirnensional closed NI we
have

Idet I(AB) = Idet IA . Idet IB.

Proof. By Theorenl 4.1 we have the following expression for (I det I(AB))2

(4.47)

detc~·) (B* A* AB) = det(1r) (BB* A* A) = det(1r) (A* A) det(Jr) (BE*) =

= (J det IA . Idet IB)2. (4.48)

D

Rel1~ark 4.15. All the assertions about absolute value detenninallts given above are
true also for elliptic PDGs rrom CL{-l)(M, E), n1. E tE, on a c10sed odd-diInensional
manifold M.
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. For 111 = 0 the operator A· A, where A E CL'_l)(NJ, E), is a self-adjo1nt positive

definite POO fronl CL'_I)(A1, E). Hence its determinant is defined by (4.6) as

where ßE is the Laplacian for (M, 9, E, \7 E, h) (\7 E is an h-unitary connection on
(E, h) and 9 is a Riel11annian 111etric on 1\1).

Thus absolute value eIetenllinants are defined for alt elliptie PDOs A of odel dass
CL(_1)(A1, E) n EUe(JH, E) on a closed odd-dil11ensional Ai. All the assertions ahout

.Idet JA given above are true for such PDOs A.

Let A be an invertibleelliptie PDO fronl Ell(~I)(iVl;E,F), rn. E Z+. (This dass is
introdueed in Proposi tion 4.6.) Let a smooth positive density p on A1 anel Hermitian
structures hE , hF on E, F be defined. Then the operator A* is defined, and the
absolute value determinant of A is defined by

IdetIA:= (det(A*A))1/2 E IR+.

Re1nark 4.16. 1'his absolute value dctenllinant is independent of p, hE , hF . Indeed,
under sma.ll defonnations of p, hE , hF, the operator A>I< transforms to Ql A*Q2, where
Qj are the autoll1orphisIn operators of the appropriate vector bundles and Qj are
sufficiently elose to IeI. So by Proposit1on 4.7 and by 1'heorenl 4.1 we ean produee
equalities silnilar to (4.46). Hence clet (A· A) 1S independent of (p, hE , hF ). (Note
that the set of (p, hE , hF ) 18 convex and so it is a connccted set.)

Proposition 4.9. An absolute value determinanl is lnu/üp/icativeJ i.e' J JOT invertib/e
e//iptic PDOs of the odd class A E Ell~\) (NI; E, PdJ B E ElI(!1) (A1-; ,F1 , ,F2 ) we have

1det lAB = Idet IA . Idet IB. (4.50)

Proof. The equalities (4.48) are applicable in this case. 0

Renl,ark 4.17. The absolute value detenl1inant Idet IA i8 canonically defined for A E
Ell~1) (Jvl; E, F) fol' any n~ E Z. Indeed, this detefll1inant is clefiIlccl for 1'n E Z \ o.
Für 7n = 0 it is defined by (4.49). The 111ldtiplicative property (4.50) holds for
absolute value cleternlinants of the odd dass elliptic PDOs on an odd-dimensional
elosed Il1anifold having arbi trary orders.
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4.5. A holomorphic on the space of PDOs detern1inant and its n10n
odron1Y·

Proposition 4.10. Thefunction (I det IA)2 on the space EUm (A1, E)nCL(_I) (111, E),

171. E Z J on an odd-di1nensional closed 1nanifo/d M is equal Lo lf( A) 1
2

J where f is a
m.ulti-valued analyt,ic f7.lnetion on the space of elliptic pseudo-diffe1'ential operators
fro1n CL7'-I)(M, J~)J i.c., on EUm(M, E) n CL7'-1)(M, E).

Proposition 4.11. The assertion (Idet IA)2 = I/(A)12 01 P'l'oposiUon 4.10 holdsfoT
A E Ell(_I)(Al; E, F). (This class is int1'oduccd in Proposition 4,6.) Here J f(A) 1,S n
holo'lnorphic in A '11l1lUi-valued f7.1'1lclion ort the space Ell(T~ 1) (M; E, .F).

The proofs of these propositions are in thc end of this subsection.

Re-mark 4.18. A natural c0111plex structure 011 the space Ell~1)(ll1,E):=C L0-1iNf,E)n
Ellm(NJ, E) =: X is defined as folIows. Note that ); is a fiber bundle over the space
of principal symbols SEll~1)(lll,E)/CS~~)(Af,E) := pS~I)(Al,E). Hs fiber is thc
space Ell~d,(_1)(M,E) := Icl +CL(~1)(A1, E) of zero order elliptic operators with the
principal sYll1bol Id. The fiber has a natural structure of an affine linear space
over C. Let the order 111. be even. Then the complex structure on pS(_I)(M, E) =

Aut(1r"Elp"M)39 is induced by cOlnplex linear structurcs of fibers 1r"'Elp.M. Let
s E pS~l)(A1,E). Then T"Aut(1r"Elp*)\t} = End (1r"El p•M ) has a natural structure
of an infinite-dinlensional space C. (Any v E End (1r" Elp*M) defines the tangent
vector vs E T" Aut (1r. E Ip*M).) Th is cOIl1plex structure on the tangent bundle to the
group Aut (1r"Elp.M) =: G' is invariant uudel' l'ight Il1ultiplications vs --t VSSI anel
under left multiplications vs --t Ad"l v· SIS 011 eleInents SI E G. So Aut (1r.Elp*M) is
an infinite-clitnensional cOlnplex 11lanifold.

Let Xx be the space of invertible elliptic operators froll1 .}{. Then the group
H X := ElI~d~_I)(A1,E) of invertible operators fron1 ElI~d~_I)(M, E) acts on Xx frOlTI
the right, Rh: x --t xh for h E HX, x E Xx. This action defines a principal fibration
q: Xx --t G with the fiber fix. Thc grollp H X acts from the left on Ell~d,(_1)(M,E),

Lh: y --t h- l y, ancl .}{ is canonically the total space of the bundle associated with the
principal bundle q. The cOlnplex stl'ucture on Ell?d,(_I)(M, E) (defined by a natural

C-structure on C L(~1) (ft1, E)) is invariant under this action of H x.

The natural cotnplex structure on T (X X) is definecI by the natural C-structure
on CL?_1)(ll1,E) = TId 4}{oX (where Xo

x corresponds to the case 111, = 0) under thc

identification TAX x~ T1d.}{oX, DA E TAXx --t 8A· A- 1 E T1dX;-. (Here, A E Xx.)

The cOlnplex structure on T1dXO
x is invariant under thc adjoint action of the Xo

x

on T1dXo
x

. Hence X o
x is an analytic infinite-dimensional ll1anifold. The cOlnplex

39Here, P* Al := Ass (T* 11'/ , Rpn -1) ,and 1r: p* 1'1 ----> A1 is a natural projedion.
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structure on T (Xo
x

) (induced from XO
X

) is invariant under the natural left anel right

actions of the elelnents of xt on Xx. So Xx possesses a natural structure of an
infinite-dinlensional cOlnplex Inanifold. This complex stl'ucture together with the
conlplex structure on thc fibers Ell~d,(_1)(A1, E) of the associated vector bundle de
fines a natural structure of an infinite-dimensional complex manifold on X. This
structure is in accordance with thc cOlnplex structures on the base G and on the
fibers Ell~d,(_1)(Al, E) of the natural fibration X -t G.

Let 111. E Z be odd. Then any invertible elliptic operator A E X m gives us the
isomorphism A-1: ~\""m ~ ~\""o, x -t A-1x. The cOlnplex structure on );0 defines a

cOlnplex structure on X m . Thc inclucecl cOInplex stl'ucture on X m is independent of
an invertible operator A fr0l11 X m .

A natural cOlnplex strllctllre on Ell(~1)(NJ; E, F) is induced by thc identificatioll

(4.51)

given by Illultiplying by an invertible operator A E Ell(_l)(M; E, F).

Proposition 4.12. Let a· b1'anch oJ the holo1norphic detenninant f(A), Proposi
tion 4.10 J be equal to det(,r) (~E + Id) ai the point Ao := ~E + Jd E Ell(~l),o(M, E).
(This can be done because the operator ~E + Id is self-adjoi'nt and positive definite.)
Then J01' any element A oJ EIl(~1 ),o( NI, E) sufficienlly dose Lo positive definite self
adjoint ones (with respect to a given smooth positive density on 1'1 and a flermitian
slructu1'e on E) we have

elet(,r)(A) = [(A). (4.52)

(He1>e J det(,r) is defined by an admissible Jor A cut.)

Corollary 4.5. The equality (4.52) holds for PDOs A sufficienlly dose to a positive
definite seIJ-ar/joint PDO (wilh res]Ject to any smooth density and any Jlermitian
structu1>e) .

Proof. For ~E defined by any slnooth elensity anel any Hennitian structure we have

Iclet I(~E + [cl) = det(ir) (~E + Iel) .

The set D of these operators is connectcd in Ell(~l),o(M, E). A branch of f(A) and
det(,r) (ßj} + ld) are restrictions to this set of holomol'phic functions which are equal
in a neighborhood of a point Ao E D. Hcnce these functions are equal Oll D. Thcn
we can apply Proposition 4,12 for any Rielnannian and Hennitian structures. 0

The statenlent of Proposition 4.12 follows ilnmediately frolll Theorem 4.1, Re
Inark 4.13, (4.47), Corollary 4.2, (4.7), Relnark 4.4, (4.9),01' froIn Leluma 4.4 (and
{roln its proof (4.53)) below.
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Len11na 4.2. The nwnodrolny oj the junctions f(A) defined in Pl'opositions 4.10 J

4.11 is given by a hOlno'mol'phism

where J( = J(o is the lopologiea! J( -funclorJ 'Tr: Ass (T* Al, Rpn-l) -4 M is a fibel'
bundle wilh its fiber Rpn-l .associated wilh T- kIn (n := din1 M).

Proof of Le1l1111a 4.2. First we prove this assertion for f(A) defined on Ell~I)(M,E).

By the multiplicative property (4.47) of the absolute value detern1inants, it is enough
to investigate 1110nodroI11Y of f(A) over a. doscd loop At in Ell(~I)(M, E) (k E Z+
is fixed). Let EI be a smooth bunclle over A1 such that E EB EI is iS0I110rphic to
a trivial N -dimensional complex vector bundle IN, where N E Z+ is large enough.
Then the l11onodromy of f(A) over a loop (Ad E 0 1 Ell(~1)(A1, E) is the same as the

monodronlY of f(A) for (!vI, IN) over a loop (At ffi (~El + Id/) E 0 1 El1(~I) (M, IN).

(Indeed, f (At ffi (~El +Td)k) = cf (Ad, where c # 0 is independent of t E [0,1]
anel is defined up to a constant cOlnplex factor of absolute value one. \"',Te can set

c:= det(1T) ((L~El + Id)k).)

The group 1(1 (Ass (T* M, Rpn-I)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the con
nected cOll1ponents of the space Ell(_I) (A1, IN) of elliptic PDDs frOll1 C L~I)(A1, IN)

(ln is fixed). The fundan1clltal group 'TrI (Ell(~1)(M,IN)) = 1rl (El1(_I) (M,IN))
can be interpreted as follows. Let P E CL(_I) (J11, IN) be a PDO-projector, i .e.,

p2 = P E C LO anel its symbol a(P) belong to an odd dass (4.1). (To remind, for
a(P) to be of this odd dass, it is enollgh for all the h01110geneous cOlllponents of a(P)
to satisfy (4.1) in S0l11e IDeal cover of !vI by cool'elinate charts.) The one-paralTIetric
cydic subgrollps exp(2'TritP) , 0 ::; t ::; 1, (exp(2'TriP) = Iel) are the generators of

1rl (Ell<_1) {1vf, IN))'
Indeed, it follows fron1 the Bott periodicity that 1(0 (Ass (T* M, Rpn-l)) is canon

ically identified with 'TrI (GLN(C(X))) far X:= Ass(T:f<lvJ,Rpn-l) and for N E Z+
large enough ([Co], 11.1). Here, C(X) is an algebra of continuous functions. Any
continllous map <.p: X x 51 -t G'LN(C) such that <.p(X x a) = Td, a E 51 is
fixecl, is horTIotopic ta a Coo-n1ap in this dass of continuOllS maps. So 1(0(X) (for
X = Ass (T- kI, Rpn-l )) is the fundalTIental grollp of the space of principal SYll1bols
for operators fro111 El1(_I) (lvI, IN)' Finite typc projective 1110dules over C(X) =: A
correspond canonically to finite rank vector bundles over X. For every such a 1110dule
E there exists a projector e E NfN(A), e2 = e, sllch that E ~ {f E kfN(A), ef = f}
(as a right A-n10dule, A := C(X)). Such a projector corresponds to a projection
p E End ('Tr:f<lN) [rom 'Tr:f<lN onto a finite rank vector bundle over X. Every such projec
tion pis hOITIotopic to a COO-projection. The space of elliptic operators EllC- l ) (A1, IN)
is hon10topic to the space of their principal syn1bols. For every sl1100th projection
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]J E End (7r*I N) there exists a zero order PDO-projector J E CL(-1) (M, IN) with the

principal symbol p. (For projectors P [rom CLO (Al, IN) this assertion is proved in
[\\103].)

The principal sYIl1bol ao(P) =: P deRnes a fiber-wise projector p E End (1T*IN) of
a trivial vector bundle 7r*IN over Ass (T*lvJ, Rpn-1), p2 = p. The iIl1age 11l1(p)
of p is a sn100th vector subbundle of 7r*IN anel Im(p) represents an eleInent of
J{O (Ass (T* Nl, Rpn-l)) and any element of this J{-functol' can be representeel as
Im(p) for a projector p E End (7r*IN), p2 = p, under the condition that 1'/ E Z+ is
large enough.

For any projector p E End (1T*I N) there is a PDO-projector PE CL(_I) (Al, IN)
with ao( P) = p. (An analogous result is obtained in [\'V03].) If ltn(p) and Im (PI)
reprcsent the saIne element of ]{O (Ass (T* M, Rpn-l )), then these projectors are ho
motopic (under the condition that f\l E Z+ is large enough with respect to din1 JH and
to rk(lIn(p))). If thc principal sYlnbols panel PI of PDO-projectors Panel PI (from
CL(_I) (/\1, IN)) are hOlnotopic, then exp(27ritP) allel exp (27ritPd define the scune

elelnent of .7r] (EIl(_l) (/\1, IN))' Hencc the Inonodromy of J(A) on Ell(~1) (M, IN)
(k E Z) defines a hOlnomorphisI11

epo: J{o (Ass (T* NI, Rpn-])) ---+ cx . (4.53)

lndeed, the value of 'Po[II11p] for an element [Imp] E J(O (Ass (T* Al, Rpn-])) =: ](,

p = ao(P) (for a PDO-projector P from CL~_]) (NI, IN) anel for N E Z+ large
enough), is defined aB the ratio

exp(21ritP) 0 Jo(A)/!o(A)lt:;;:] =: soo([hnp]) E CX
• (4.54)

Here, fo(A) is a branch of a multi-valued function f(A) neal" Ao anel exp(21ritP) 0

fo( A) It:;;:l is the analytic continuation of fo( A) along a c10sed curve Sp := exp(21ritP).
Ao, 0 ~ t ~ 1. This ratio is independent of a branch fo(A) of f(A) since for
any two branches fo( A) and f~(A) of f( A) (defined for A elose to Ao) their ratio
Jo(A)jf~(A) is a cOlnplex constant (with the absolute value equals one) and so the
analytic continuation of fo(A)j J~(A) a,long Sp is the same constant.

'vVe suppose froIn now on that lV E Z+ is large enough. The homon10rphisln soo is
defined since the elements [Tn1p] span the group J( = J(O and since if hnp] EB Imp2 =
!tn P3, then the curve exp (21TitP3 ) , 0 ~ t ~ 1, represents the sun1 in the COln-

Inutativegroup 1r] (EII(_l) (/\1, IN) ,Id) (= 1r] (SElI?_1)(M,I N ),Id)) oftheelements

representeel by the curves exp(27filPj ), 0 ~ t ~ 1. (Here, ao(Pj ) = pj.)
Let !tn(p) belong to a subgroup Jr*J(O(M) of J( := ](0 (Ass (T*M, Rpn-I)) (i.e.,

there is a slnooth vector bundle V over Al such that 1r* V represents the same el
ement of !( as lm(p) does). Wc can suppose that lln(p) = 1T*V. Indeed, let
In1p EB 1T*INt = 1r*V EB 1r*I Nt . Then this equality holds with N] E Z+ bounded
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by a constaut depending on dil11 Al. \·Ve suppose that N E Z is large enollgh.
Then for a projector PI E End (71'""'IN}) such that Iinpl = Inlp EB 71'""'INt C 71'"*IN
we can condllde that 1111 PI and 71'"* (V EB IN}) are snl00thly isotopic a.s subbundles
of 7r"'I N . (Here, \I EB IN) is a subbundle of IN') Hence the 1110nodromies coincide
'Po ([1111 PI]) = 'Po (7r* (V EB IN} )).

The assertion of Lemll1a 4.2 follows fro111 (4.53) anel fro111 Lenlma 4.3 below. The
identification of ITIOnOdrOlnies f(A) over EIl~1)(M,E) and ovel' Ell~I)(Mj E, F) is
given by the identification (4.51) of these spaces and by the nlltltiplicative property
of absolute value detenninants (Proposition 4.9, (4.50)). 0

Lenl11la 4.3. The ntOnOdrolny 'Po([I 111 pD (defined by (4.54)) of (he mulh-valued holo
m.o'l'phic function f(A) on Ell~I)(A1, E) is equal to 1 far [Inl])} E 71'""' J(0(1\1) on an
odd-dirnensional nUlnifold M.

Proof of Leluma 4.3. "Ve can suppose that In1 P = 71'"*V (as it is shown above). Then
there is a SI1100th homotopy of P = ao(P) (in the dass of projectors from End (7r"'IN)
with the rank equal to rk V) to a pl'ojector Po constant aJong the flbcl's of 7r, i.e., to
Po = 7r*PM for a pl'ojectol' PM E End (IN) over 1\1 (where f\l E Z+ is large enough).
Then exp(tpo) is the sytl1bol of the lnultiplication operator exp (tPM) E Aut (IN) over
A1 (jt I is Sillall ). It is shown in Proposition 4.7 that det (exp (tPAf)) is defined (for
such t) and that this detcrminant is equal to one. 0

Leluma 4.4. For elliptic PDOs A fro·rn EIlt-1) (A1, 1N) sufficiently dose to positive
definite self-adjoint ones (whe'/'e d is even and nonzero), the locally defincd bl'artch
fo(A) of a h%morphic in A Junction f(A) (fro'ffi Proposif,ion 4.10) is

fo(A) = c· det(ir)(A), (4.55)

where e E <C is a constani such thai. lej = 1. (Here, det(Jf)(A) is the zeta-'regulal'ized
delel'minant of A definel[ by an adm.issible spectral cut L(B) wilh 0 dose to 7r.)

Proof. By Theorenl 4.1, Corollary 4.2, anel RCl11ark 4.4 we have for such A

det(i)(A"' A) = det(i)(A"')det(ir)(A),

detOr) (A *) = (det(ir) (A)),

det(i)(A*A) = Jo(A)fo(A),

(4.56)

where det(ir)(A) anel Jo(A) are holOll1orphic in A (anel fo(A) is locally defined). Hence
locally we have Jo(A) = cdet(Jf)(A) with a constant c whose absolute value is equal
to one. 0

RC7nal'k 4.19. The assertion of Lemn1a 4.4 is also truc for A E Ellt-l) (iVJ, E).
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Relnark 4.20. It follows [rOln (4.54) and frOln (4.55) that the l11onod1'o111Y <po({Im p))
is given by the cquality

(4.57)

He1'e, A E Eilt_I) (1\1, IN) is an invertible elliptic PDO elose La a positive definite

self-adjoint one, d is even anel nonzero, P is a PDO-projector froln CLf-t) (M, IN)
with the principaJ sYlnbol CTo{P) = p, and det(i){exp(27ritP) . A) is the analytic
continuation in t, of the zeta-rcgularizccl detenl1ina,nt det(i) fron1 snlall t E [0, 1] to Cl.

point t = 1.

Re'mark 4.21. Thc analytic continuation of det(1i') (exp(27ritP) . A) to l = 1 for a fixed
A = Ao depends on the hOlllotOpy dass of [Im p] C 7r-lN only. Indeed, it is equal (up
to a constant factor c, lei = 1, locally independent of A) to the analytic continuation
of a holoo1orphic in A function fo(A)40 along the dosed curve exp(27ritP) . Ao in the
space EH(_t) (A1, IN) (d E 2(Z \ 0)). Hence it depends on the homotopy dass of a
elosed curve in this space fronl a fixed point Ao. Such homotopy c1asses are defined
by homotopy c1asses of [Imp] C 7r·lN.

Re'mark 4.22. By Theorelll 4.1 and by Corollary 4.1 we have for snlall Itl, t E C,

(4.58)

Here, A E Eilt-I) (M, IN) is sufFiciently elose to a positive definite self-adjoint PDO,

d E 2(Z \ 0), P is a PDO-projector frolll CL(_I) (M, IN)' The determinant of the

zero order rDO exp(tP), det(jr)(cxp(t,P)), is definecI by (4.6).

Rernark 4.23. It is shown above that for hn p = tr·V, V C IN, P = CTo( P), we havc

(4.59)

•

where PM E End (IN) is a projector frolll IN onto V (over 1\1) anel where exp (tPM) E
Aut (IN) is the multiplication operator. By (4.58) anel by Proposition 4.7 we have
for sI11all lt I

Here, A E Eilt-I) (Al, IN) is sufficiently elose to a positive definite self-adjoint PDO ,

d E 2(Z \ 0), and P is a PDO-projector fr0l11 CLC-t) (M, IN).

40Jo(A) is a branch of a holomorphic on EII(~ 1) (NI! IN) multi-valued function J{A) locally defined
near Ao. '
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Corollary 4.6. Under the conditions 0/ Re1'na1'k 4.23) we have by (4.58) aud with
1lsing the ana/ytie eontinuation in t 0/ the equa/ity (4.60)

Hence 'Po([Ilnp]) = Id for [hnp] E iT* ](O(lVJ). Lenllna 4.3 is proved. 0

Lemma 4.5. Any ele'lnent J 01 the abelian !Jl'OUp ](0 (Ass (T* M, Jipn-1)) /1r*](0(A1)
has as ils ol·der apower of two) J2

k
= Id. The nun"ber k E Z+ is estilnated frol1~ the

above by a eonst,anf dependin!J on 11. := elinl M onty. (He1'e, n is odd.)

Proposition 4.13. Fo'l' any closed loop in the space (UmEz Ell~ 1) (lvI, E), Ao) fhe

'IHonodro'tny of a 'tHu/t.i-va/ued h%rn01])hie in A E Ell~l)(M, E) funetion J(A) defined

by Proposition 4.10 is '11tu/tip/ying byeL Ck := exp(21ri/2k )) q E Z. The nU1nbel' k
l:S bounded by a eonstant depending on 11. := dirn M only. (He're) the 7nonodrorny 0/
f(A) is dejined by (4.54) and n is odd.)

This statelnent is an in11neeliate consequence of Len1mas 4.2, 4.5 and of Theorem 4.1
Proof of Lenuna 4.5. 1. For 1'n E Z+ the grollp 1'<0 (Rpm) := J(O (Rpm) /1r* J(O(pt)
is a finite cyclic group Z2e of order 2e

, where e := [rn/2] is the integer part of 7n/2
([Al]; [Hu], 15.12.5; [Kar], IV.6.47). The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence ([AR],
2.1) for /(q (Rp2m), 1n E Z+, implies ](1 (Rp2m) = O. lndeed, the term E~,q of
th is spcctral scquence is E~,q = HP (Rp2m , ](q (pt)). If Cf is odd, then E~,q = 0, if
q is even we have E~,q = 0 for odd p, E~,q = Z2 for even p, 0 < P ::; 2m., and
E~,q = O. The terms E'f;} for p + Cf = 1 are the graded groups associated with

the filtration FP ](1 (Rp2m) = Ker (J(l (ßP2m) --+ J(l (RP;:'I)) ' w here RP;~l is the

(p -l)-skeleton of Rp2m. So ffip+q=lE~,q = 0 = ffiE~q anel 1(1 (Rp2m) = O.
2. Let M be a cOlnpact c10sed sll100th (21'71. + 1)-dimensional manifolel. Then there

exists a slnooth tangent vector fielel v(x) on M without zeroes. This vector field
(together with the identification of 'TAt{ with T* NI given by a Rien1annian n1etric on
M) clefines a section v: !vI '---+ Ass (T* M, Rp2m). The cOlnposition of maps

is the ielentity Inap (since 1rV: 1'1 --+ l't/ is the identi ty 111ap). Hence

J(- (Ass (T* M, Rp2m)) = ](- (M) EB Ker v*.

(4.62)

(4.63)

Here, the subgroup Ker v* of ](- (Ass (T* At), ,Rp2m)) is independent of a tangent to M
vector field v wi thout zeroes anel is ison10rphic to ](- (Ass (T* AI, Rp2m)) / 1r*J(- (NI).
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There is a generalized Atiyah- I-lirzebruch spectral sequcnce for the 1(-functor of
the fiber bundlc of Ass (T" ~r..1, Rp2m) over 111 ([AH], 2.2; [Do], 4, Theorem 3; [A2],
§ 12, pp. 167-177; [I-li], eh. [11; [Hu], 15.12.2). Its ,E;'·-tcrm is

E~,q = HP (1'1, kA1 (Rp2m)) , (4.64)

where kAI (Rp2m) is a loeal SystCI11 with the fiber I(q (Rp2m) associated with the
fibration 7r: Ass (T* !vI, Rp2m) -t !vI. (The fiber of 7r is Rp2m.) Its E~q-terms with
p + q = i are groups assoeiated with the fibration

where lvlp- 1 is the (p - 1)-skeleton of A4.
The E~,q-terIn of the Atiyah-I-Iirzebrueh speetral sequenee for 1(·(lvJ) is equal to

HP (AI, 1(9 (pt)). The FP-filtration (4.65) in J{. (Ass (T* M, Rp2m)) (and in the spee
tral sequenee (4.63)) is in aeeordanee with the FP-filtration in J(·(M) (with respeet
to the direet-stun deeomposition (4.63)). The analogous direet-sum deeomposition is
valid for 1lP (M, klt (Rp2m)) anel for further terms E~,q. Henee

J(. (Ass (T* M, Rp2m)) = J<·(AI) ffi 1<· (Ass (T* M, Rp2m)) / 7r" (J(·(M)) ,

GrP J(i (Ass (T" 1'1, Rp2m)) = E~i-p(7r) = E~i-P(lvI) EB E~i-p( 7r), (4.66)

where E~,i-p(7[) := HP (AI, X{i P (Rp2m)) and E~,i-p(7r) are the fllrther tenns in the

eorresponding spcetral sequenee. Here, klt is the loeal system (analogous to kÄf)
with the redueed 1<-funetof l(q (Rp2m) as its fiber. We have for i = 0

E~'-P( 7r) = HP (A1, k'if (Rp 2m )) .

SO E~'-P = 0 for odd p and eaeh element of [i P(1\1, kAr (RP2m)) is of a finite order

2Cl
, Q' E tE, 0 ::; Q ::; 111,. BeHee only thc ternlS E~,-21(7r), I E Z, 0 ::; I::; rn, nlay

be unequal to zero. Thus every elclnent of J(O (Ass (T* A1, Rp2m )) / 7[" 1(°(lvI) has a
finite order 2ß with ß E Z, 0::; ß::; 111,2:= ((n -1)/2)2, n = dinlAI = 2m + 1. The
lelnlna is proved. D

Re1nal'k 4.24. The eOllllTIutative diagranl

J<. (7[-1 111) -------t 1\'. (7[-1 (Alp-d) -------+ 1(· (7r-1 (Jlt!p-2))

~o Hv. ~. Hvo ~. Hvo

1<·(J'1) -------+ J{. (A1p _ 1 ) -------t 1(· (A1p - 2 )

is used in the derivation of (4.66).
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Rernark 4.25. Theorem IV.6.4.5 in [Kar] provides us with thc exact sequence

~ J{i(X~) EB J{i(X) (Jr-,-O-) j(i(p(V)) ~ J{i+l (E\fffi1 (X)) ~ f(i+l(X) EB j{i+l(X).

Here, 1r: P( \I) ~ X is the projective bundle of areal vector bundle V over X,
0: E ~ ~ 0 1r-E, ~ is the canonicalline bundle over P(V), EV (X) is the category of
vector bundles over X with an action of thc Clifford bundle C(\I) ([Kar], IV.4.11).

Praof of Propositions 4.10 and 4.11. First we prove that thc absolute value
detcnninant Idet IA as a function on Ell~l)(M, .E) .has the fOrID I/(A) 1, where 1
is a l111Ilti-vallled holOillorphic [unction on El1(~I)(M,E'). Let X be the infinite
ditnensional analytic lnanifold

Ell(_l)(NI, E) := Elle (A1, E) n CL(_l)(1vJ, E).

Let X' be a lnanifold with the conjugate cOInplex structure on it. An element A E X
corresponds to an operator A* a.s to an element of X' (= X). Then the function

j(A, B) := det(i)(AB)

is defined on a sufficiently elose neighborhood of the diagonal )( L.....j. X X X' for an
a,dnlissible cut ir (elose to 1r) depending on AB. Here we suppose that 1n E Z+. Then
(AB,(rr)(S) is defined for Re s > dinl il1/2111. and its analytic continuation is regular at
zero. If m E Z_, the salne is true for ((AB)-l,(i)(S), Res> diln il1/2Iml. If 111 = 0,
the function det(AA-) is defined by the 111ltltiplicative pl'operty

det(AA-) := det ((ßE + Id) AA- (ßE + ld)) / (det (ßE + Id))2 .

Note that det(;~.)(AB) is defined for (A, B) with ra = 0 in a elose neighborhood of the
diagonal.

For pairs (A, B) ancl (At, Bt} of sufficiently elose points o[ X x X' in a elose
neighborhood of the diagonal X we havc by Theorcnl 4.1

det(,r) (ABA 1Bd = det(i) (B1 A) det(i) (BAI) = clet(,r) (ABd cIet(i) (AlB).

Hence the Inatrix with eleInents j(A, B) = det(i)(AB) for (A, B) [rOIn a elose neigh
borhood of a point (A, A-) E X '"-4 X X X' has the rank one. Hence there exist
locally def1ned functions 11 (A) and f2(B) such that for sufficiently elose A and B
(belonging to the dOInain of definition of 11 and 12) we have

The function It(A) is holomorphic in A since for invertible A,B E Ell~l)(l\tl,E) we
have
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(5.1 )

Here, the expression on the right has an ana.Iytic continuation in s to s = 0 and it
is regular at s = O. The sanle is true for f2(B) (with respect to the holOl11orphic
structure of X). .

The function /1 (A)/12 (A-) is (locally) analytic in A anc! it is areal function.
(Ineleeel, elet(AA*) = fl(A)j2(A*) anel If2(A-)1 2 = f2(A*)j2(A*) are real functions.)
Hence it is areal constant c. It is the ratio of two positive functions, det(,r)(AA*)
anel If2(A*)1 2

. Hence c E IR+. The function f(A) is defined as c-1
/

2 fl(A). Thus
f( A) is an ana.lytic function of A. The assertion that Idet IA as a, fllnction on
Ell~1)(iVJjE, F) 3 A has the form If(A)1 with a 11111lti-valued holoI110rphic f is
obtained frol11 the analogous assertion for Idet !A on Ell~1)(.NI;E, F) with using the
identification (4.51) of the spaces Ell(:1) (J\1, E) ~) Ell(_1) (J\!J; E, F) and with usin~

the I111dtiplicative pl'opel'ty (4.50) of absolute value detel'Illinants (Proposition 4.9).
o

.5. LIE ALGEBRA 01" LOGARITHMIC SYMBOLS AND JTS CENTRAL EXTENSION

SYlnbols a (A(o») for cOlllplex powers A(O) of elliptic PDGs A E Ell~(M, E) c
CLd(M, E), cl E IR X, are defined by (2.6), (2.7). (Here we suppose that the principal
sYI11bol ad(A) possesses a cut L(8) of the spectral plane.) The symbol of log(8) A is
defined as

DtJa (A(8») ItJ=o = L DtJb:d_i,O(x,~) ItJ=o'
jEZ+UO

The eqllali ties (2.11) hold for the cOlnponents on thc right in (5.1). Henee the

Lie algebra Slog(M, E) of sYlnbols a (log(8) A) is spanned as a linear space by its

subalgebra CSo (JVJ, E) of sYlnbols for C [o( 1\1, E) and by one element a (log(B) A).
Here, A is an elliptic operator from Ell~(1\1, E) c CLd ( 1\1, E) admitting a cut L(o),

d E }Rx. For 1:= (l/d)a (log(o) A) every c1CInent B E Slog(A1,E) has a fOrIll

B = ql + Ba, (5.2)

where fJ E C and Ba E CS'°(M, E). The nUlnber q in (5.2) is independent of A and
of B. Set 7'(B):= q. In Siog(!d,E) we have

[q11 + Ba, q21+ Co] = [I, ql Co - CJ2Bo]+ [Ba, Co] E CSO(iVf, E), (5.3)

since [I, Ba] E CS'°(M, E) according to (2.1..1). Note that CS'°(A1, E) is a Lie ideal
of codinlension one in Slog(A1, E). \Ve ca.lt Slog(!t1, E) a onc-dimensiona.I cocentral
extension of the Lie algebra CSO(Al, E),

o~ CSO(A1, E) ~ Slog(A1, E)~C ~ O. (5.4)

The left arrow of (5.4) is the natural inclusion.
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Lenlnla 5.1. An elc',nent I defi:nes a 2-cocycle for the Lie algebra g := Slog(M, E)
(with the coefficients i-n the trivial g-module)

(5.5)

The cocycles J(/ 101' different I E Slog( !v!, E) wiih 1'( I) = 1 a1'C cohom,ologo71s (i. c., 10'J'
IogaTith,nic symbols I 01 degTee one; here, l' is 11'01n (5.4)).

Proof. The linear forn1 !(/(Ba, Co) is skew-syn1111etric in Ba, Co as it follows fr01n

(2.16), (Here, we substitute c = a (A(B»)' I := a (log(B) A), a = Ba, b = Co into

(2.16) anel then take 8,,18=0')
Note that J-(/ is a cocycle because the antisYlnnletrization of the 3-1inear fOrIl1 on

Slog(M, E)

]{/ ([qoI + Aa, qlI +80 ] ,q21+Co) = J«(([qol + Aa,ql 1+ Ba], Co)

is equal to zero. Indeed, we have

J(I([Aa, Ba], Co) + !(1 ([Ba , Co], Ao) - /(I([Ao, Co], Ba) =

= ([I, Co], [Aa, Ba])res - ([I, Ao], [Bol CO])rc!! + ([I, Ba], [Aa, Ca])res =
= ([[I, Co], Ao] ,Bo)rcs + ([[I, Aal, Co] 1 BO)rcs - ([I, [A o, Co]], Ba)res = 0

by the Jacobi inelentity in Slog(M, E). We have also

J(/ ([qol, Ba] + [A o, q,l], Co) = ([qol, Ba] + [Ao, q1 /] ,[I, Conres'

([qoI, Ba] + [A o, q1/], [I, CO])rcs - ([goi, Co] + [A a, q21], [I, BO])res +
+ ([q1 /, Co] + [Bo, q21], [I, AoDres - O.

Hence J(l is a 2-cocycle for g = Slog( M, E) (with the coefficients in the trivial g
module C). For /1 E 1.-

1 (1) we have I1 = 1- La, La E CSO(A1, E),

](lt (A, B) - !(l(A, B) = ([Lo, A], B)res = (Lo, [A, B])res,

where A, B E CS°(.Nl,E). Ir A, B E Siog(NJ, E), A = qol + Ao, B = qtl + ,Ba, qj E C,
Ao, Ba E CSO(1\1, E), then we have

J(1 1 (A, B) - J(I(A, B) = - ([11, Ao+ qaLol ,Ba + q1 LO)res + ([I, Ao] ,Bo)res =
= (La, [Ao+ qoLo, Ba +QILoDres + (La, [A o, ql/])res + (La, [eIal, Ba +q1Lo])res =

= (La, [A, B])res'

Hence [(11 and [(1 are coholnologollS 2-cocycles. D

Re'mark 5.1. The cocyc1e J(/ defines a central extension of the Lie algebra g =
Slog(M, E)

(5.6)
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The Lie algebra structUl'e on 9(l) is given by

Here, fJjl + aj E Slog( A1, E) =: (t, Cj E C, 1 is the generator of the kernel C in the
extension (5.6).

Relnark 5.2. The extension of the Lie algebra of classical PDO-sYlnbols of integer
orders analogous to (.5.6), (5.7) (in the case of POOs acting on scalar functions allel
where I is the sYlnbol of log S, S is an elliptic 00 with a positive principal sY1l1bol) was
considered in [R], Section 3.4. The extension of the algebra of POO-sYlnbols of integer
orelers on the circle defined by the cocyclc ](Iog(d/dx) (on this algebra) is considered in
[KrKh], [KhZl], [I\hZ2]. A canonical associative systcTn of iSOlll0rphisnls of the Lie
algebras 9(/) for I E Slog( M, E), r( l) = 1 (for 7' as in (5.4)) is dcfincd in Proposition 5.1
below. Thus the Lie algebra g, a one-dilnensional canonical central extension of
Slog(M, E), is defined. A detenninant line bundle over the connected cOlllponent of
the space of elliptic sYlnbols SEll~ (M, E) is defined in Section 6 below. The nonzcro
elenlents of the fibers of this Ene bundle fOrIn a Lie group G(A1, E), Proposition 6.1.
(\Ne call it a determinant Lie g'1'oup.) The Lie algebra of G( A1, E) is canonically
iSOInorphic to 9 by Theorell1 6.1 below. This connection of the extensions 9(1), (5.6),
anel the detenninants of elliptic PDOs is a new fact.

Relnark 5.3. The deternlinant group is defined in Section 6. It is the central exten
sion of the group SEII~ (A1, E) with the help of CX. By Theol'Cnl 6.1 its Lie algebra is
canonically iSOl110rphic to the central extension 9(l) (defined with the help of the cocy
cle J(t). Lemma 6.8 claiIlls that (in the case of a trivial bundle E := IN, where 1\r E Z+
is large enough) over an orientahle closed Inanifold M the detenninant Lie group is
a nontri vial CX -extension of SElI~ (M, E). Namely for any orientahle c10sed M, the

assotiated line bundle L over SEIl~ (1'1, E) has a non-trivial (in J!2 (SEIl~ (lvI, E), Q))
the first eherll class Cl (L). If the cocycle ]{/ would be a coboudary of a continuous
one-cochain on Slog(JltJ, E) =: (t, then the Lie algebra splitting

(5.8)

would give us a Rat connection on the detenninant Lie group over SEll~ (M, E). So in

this case Cl (L) would be zero in JJ2 (SEll~ (A1, E), Q). Hence J(/ is not a coboundary

of a continuous cochain.

The cocyclcs 1(/ for different I E r- 1(1) C gare cohon101ogolls. We define a system
of iSOlTIOrphislllS of Lie algebras

(5.9)



(5.10)

(5.11 )

(5.14)
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which is associati ve, i.e., H/1213 HI1112 = H11113 . These isoIllorphislns l,V11l2 tranSfOrtll
ql l +al into the sanle elenlelü ql2 +a; = qll +al of Slog( lvI, E) = B, i.e., the following
cliagrall1 is COffill1utative

o ---t C ---t g(11} ---t 9 --t 0

+V111, 11

o --t C ---t B(12} --t 9 --t 0

Proposition 5.1. The syste'm, 0/ such isorno'1'phis1ns H111l2 , Ij E 1'-1 (1)) given by

VV1112(q/l + a + c· 1) = (q12 + a' + c' ·1),

whe1'e q/l + a + c· 1 E g(ld1 ql2+ (L' + c' ·1 E 9(12), and

qll + a = ql2 + a' in B,

c' = c + <I- flI2 (a) + qW11f2,

<I- 1112 (a) := (/1 -/2, a)res' Wl 112 := (/2 - 11, 12 -/dres /2.
is associative.

Proof. \Ve try to construct HI1112 using conditions of cOlnpatibility with the Lie
brackets.
1. Co-mpatibilily with the Lie b1'ackets. Let VV1112 (qj/l + aj + Cj . 1) = qj/2 +bj +Ij . 1,
j = 1,2. 'vVe want to prove that

[ql /1+al +Cl . 1, q2 /1+a2+ c2 . 1h, + (cI> l112 ([al, a2] + [lI, ql a2 - q2alJ)) . 1 =
..,11 )

= [qI /2+ bl +11 ·1, q212+ b2+ 12 . 1]'Ot , (5.12)
..,12)

Using the equa.Iity qj(/1 - 12 ) = bj - aj we can rewrite (5.12) as

!(12(b1, b2) - J(11 (at, (2) = <I-11b ([al, a2] + [I t , ql a2 - Q2 al])'

The left side of the last equality by the definitions of !(11 (al, a2) and of ](12 (bI; b2 )

and according to (2.16) allel to the skew-sYl111netry of (5.5) is equal to

](b (bi' b2) - ]{11 (al, a2) =
= ([11 -I2,alJ ,a2)res - ([/ 1,Ql(11 -12 )] ,a2)res - ([IllaI] ,q2(l1 -I2))res =

= (11 - /2, (al, a2] + [11, ql(l2 - Q2 al])rcB' (5.13)

\·Ve conclude conlparing (5.13) anel (5.12) that if we set

<l>1112(a) = (/1 - 12 , a)res'

C' - C= (11 - 12 , a )res + q\J!1112'

(für \J! Itl2 defineel by (5.11)), then the condi tion (5.12) is satisfieel.
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.) Associativity. We want to show that ~V/:;z13 ~Vlll:i! = W1113 (for Hf1ilj defined by
(5.11)). We have

(5.15)

where ~VI:i!l3 (q12 + a' + c' . 1) = ql3 + (1," + C" • 1 E (1(13)' Thus we have to show that

q\ll11/3 = qWl11:i! + qWl:i!13 + (/2 - 13, a' - a)res ,

where Ij E 1'-1(1), a' - a = q(/l -/2), We can rewrite (5.16) in the fonn

'l11113 = \I1h1:i! + \11 12l3 + (/3 - 12 ,12 - Idres'

(5.16)

(5.17)

It is clear that \lJ 1112 := (12 - 11 , 12 - Id res /2 provides us with a solution of the
system (5.17). The proposition is proved. D

Proposition 5.2. A syste1n 0/ quadratic forms

Al(ql + ~L + c· 1) := (a, a)res - 2qc

on g(1) ::> ql +a +c . 1, I E 1'-1 (1) J is invariant under the identifications W lll2 .

Proof. For Hll112 (ql + a + c· 1) =: qlI + (LI + Cl ·1 we have

([1 - (J = q(l- I,),

Cl - C = (l- /1, a)res + q (11 -I, /1 -/)res /2.
Hence we have

(5.18)

(5.19)

All (q/l + (1,1 + Cl ·1) := (al, altes - 2qCl =

= (a, a)res + q2 (lI - 1,11 -l)res + 2q (a,I- I.)res - 2qc + 2q (11 -I, a)res +
+ (_q2) (lI -1,11 - I)res = A/(ql + a + c· 1). (5.20)

The proposition is proved. 0

Corollary 5.1. The cones Cl in 9(l») I E ,.-1(1), defined by null vecfOTS fOT AIJ i.e.]

Cl := {ql + Cl + c· 1 E (1(I), Al(ql + a + c· 1) = o} ,
are inva1'iant unAer the identijications HII)l:i!

I'Vlll:i!Cll = Cl:i!'

Indeed, H/121 \ W1112 = Id, ~V1112 HI12ft = Id anel the quadratic [orms Al are invariant
nnder Wl1l:i!'
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Remark 5.4. Let go be a Lie algebra over e with a conjugate-invariant scalar product
(a,b)[tO,

([c,a],b)1)o + (a, [c,b])oo = 0 for a,b,c Ego.

Let (1 be a cocentral Lie algebra one-diInensional extension of (10,

o-+ (10 -r 9 ~ C -+ 0,

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

i.e., let go be a Lic ideal in 9 anel let 90 be of codimension one in 9 (thc left arrow in
(5.22) is the natural indusion, [a, b] E 90 for a, b E 9). Then the expression on the
Ieft in (5.21) lnakes sense for c E (1.

Let the scalar product (,){1 be also conjugate-invariant undel' g, i.e., let (5.21) hold
for a, b E 130 and for c E 13. (Note that this condition is satisfieel for the scalar product
(, )res on the Lie algebra CSO( NI, E) =: 90 for its central extension Slog( M, E) =: g.)
Then we define a central extension

o-+ C -+ 9(l) ~ 9 -+ 0

given by the 2-cocycle of g (with the coefficients in the trivial g-Inodule)

!(l(q11+al,Q2l+a2):= -([/,al],a2\1Q (5.24)

on 9, where aj E 90 and 1 E 1-1 (1) E 9 (1' is [rom (5.22)). These Lic algebras gel)
for 1 E 1.- 1(1) are identified by an associative system of Lie algebra isomorphisms
Wll12 : gUt} ----t g(l~) defined by the same formulas as isomorphisms (5.11) (with chang-

:::::::

ing (, )res by the scalar product (,)[10)' This system of isornorphisnls defines tbe
canonical central Lie algebra extension 0 -+ e --+ g --+ g --+ O. Thc quadratic form

AI(ql + a + c· 1) := (a, a)[tO - 2qc (5.25)

is defined on g(l)' This system o[ quadratic forms Al, 1 E /-1(1), is invariant under
identifications Wlll2 • The cones Cl C gU) of zero vectors for Al are identified under
lVl tl2' So these quadratic fonlls define a canonical quadratic form A on g.
Remalk 5.5. The previous construction can be reversed. Nalnely, let g' be a Lie
algebra over C with an invariant scalal' product, 1 E .0' be a central element with
(1,1) = O. "Ve assume that the linear form f: x --+ (1, x) on g' is not zero. Denote by
9 the quotient algebra 9' je . 1 and by 90 the subalgebra of 9 consisting of the kernel
of f. Then we have a scalar product on 90 invariant under the adjoint action of g,
e.i., the situation at thc beginning of Renlark 5.4.

\Ve claim that g' is canonically iSOlTIOrphic to thc central extension 9 constructed
from g.

The idea is to use null-vectors ~ 1(/)=1, ofthe quadratic form on g' for the systeJTI of
splittings (as vector spaces)

g' ---+ gEBe . 1.
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Re"mark 5.6. The associative systeln of Lie algebra isonlorphlsms H/1112 defined by tbc
fOl'll1ulas (5.11) is the onIy associative systenl of Lie algebra iSOInOrphisl11S whieh is
universal. This Ineans that the systenl is funetorial on the eategory of one-dilnensional
coccntral extensions of Lie algebras with invariant scalar produets. This is the eat
egory of cocentral extensions (5.22) having as its InorphisIllS the morphisms of the
diagrams (5.22) whieh are cquaJ to idcntity on C allel whieh save invariant sealar prod
uets on the cotl1ponents go. (This dass of extensions is considered in Reluark 5.4.)
The univcrsality of the systenl ~Vhb (5.11) follows inlIlleeliately fron1 the proof of
Proposition 5.1.

Re"mark 5.7. Let 9 be a eotnplex Lie algebra endowed with an invariant scalar product
B: 9 0 9 --t C,

B(x, y) = B(y, x), B (x, [y, zn = B ([x, y], z).

\Ve will eonstruct a 111ap

for eaeh integer k 2' O. Here we consider 9 as a g-tnodule via the adjoint action.
First of a11 , we can associate with B an elelnent REH 1 (g, gV) (gV is the dual

space) as the cohomology dass of 1-eoehain

B(x)(y) := B(x, y), x, Y E g.

The cup product (with cocfficients) by B deRnes a map

UR: llk(g, g) --t H k+1 (g, 9 0 gV) .

Thc eOInposition of this 1l1ap with thc map H· (g, 9 0 gV) --t H·(g, C) induced by
the Inorphislll of g-Inodules

9 ® g V --t C, x ® c.p --t c.p (x)

gives the desired map h•. On the level of cochains, I k is given by the fonnula

Ik(a) (Xl, ... , Xk+.) = Alt (B (Xl, a (X2,"" xk+d)).

Note that 10 111aps the center of g, Z(g) = JjO(g, g), into the "eocenter" (g/[g, g]) v =
H1(g, C).

Analogously, ./1 lllaps thc space of derivations of 9 lTIodulo interIOl' derivations (=
H 1 (g, g)) iuto the space of equivalence classes of one-ditnensional central extensions
(= Jf2 (g, C)). The spaee ]fl (g, g) can also be viewed as the set of equivalence classes
of ('eocentral extensions"

o--t g --t g --t C --t O.
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Let us denote by H1kew (g, g) the subspaee of 111(g, g) represented by eocycles
a: 9 -+ 9 whieh are skew-sYInmetric with respeet to B

B(ax,y) + B(x,ay) = 0, x,y E g.

Claim: for a non-degenerate sealar product B the maps 10 anel 11lH l are isolllor-
• .kew

phlsms.
It follows almost imnlediately from standard formulas for differentials in C*(g, g),

C*(g, C) and from the invariance of B.
In our eoncrete situation we see that the central extension of Slog( AI, E) corre

sponds to the homomorphisnl of degree

Slog(flIJ, E) -t C

and the noneommutative residue

res: CSO(M, E) -t C

corresponels to the eentral element

leIE E CSO(M, E).

We ean also change our Lie aJgebras in such a way that the scalar products are non
degenerate. Olle way is to replace C SO( Atl, E) by the Lie algebra of integer orders
PDO-sYlnbols. Another way is to consider the quotient algebra tnodulo thc ideal
CS-dimM-l(lv!, E).

6. DETERMINANT LIE GROUPS AND DETERMINANT BUNDLES OVER SPACES OF

ELLIPTIC SYMBOLS. CANONICAL DETERMINANTS

Let EU; (M, E) be the eonnected cOInponent of Id in thc group of invertible clliptic
PDOs. The deternlinant line bundle det Ell~ (!v!, E) is canonically defined over the
space SEIl; (M, E) of symbols for invertible elliptic operators with their principal
symbols homotopic to lel 1~10' (a E C) in Section 6.2. Hs associated (? -bundle (with
a Lie group structure on it) is defined as folIows.

The associated fiber bundle det* SEIl; (M, E) (with its fiber CX) of nonzero ele
ments in fibers of p: det EIl; (M, 'E) -+ SEU; (M, E) is defined as Fa \ EIl; (M, E).
Here, Fa is a. subgroup of the group F or invcrtiblc opera.tors of the forn1 ld +K,
where Je is a smoothing operator. (i.e., an operator with a c:o -kernel on AI x NI),
and Fa is the set of operators [roI11 F such that

(6.1 )

(detFr is the Fredholm determinant). The operator Je is a trace class operator in
L2(M, E) and hence the Freclholnl determinant in (6.1) is defined.

"Ve have

F\ EIl; (1\1, E) = SEl1~ (M, E). (6.2)
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Hence there is a natural projcction

p: det. SElI~ (1\1, E) --4 SEll~ (1'.1, E) (6.3)

with its fibel' Fa\F = CX.

Proposition 6.1. 'file buudle det. SEll~ (A1, E) has a nalu'ral group slruetu1'e.

Praaf. For an arbitrary A E Ell~ (lvI, E) we have

FoA = AFo

since for 1 +1{1 E F there exists ]{2 E F such that (1 + ](I)A = A(l +J(2)' Indeed,
J(2 := A-1J(IA is a sl1100thing operator. We have

detFr(l + J(2) = detFr (A(l + !(dA- 1
) = detFr(l + ](d. (6.4)

So 1 + ](2 E Fa for 1 + J(1 E Fa. Hence Fa is anormal subgroup in E1l5(M, E)
anel the quotient on the left in (6.2) has the group structure induced from the group
Eil; (NI, E). 0

We call this group det. SEll~ (!vI, E) =: G( M, E) the dete'I"'lnirtant Lie group.
A fiber-product of the groups Ell~ (A1, E) and G(Al, E) over their COlnmon quotient

SEll~ (A1, E) is defined by

DEll~(Al, .E) := EIl; (Al, E)SElit(M,E)Fo\ E1l5 (1'.1, E). (6.5)

This fiber-product consists of classes of equivalence for pairs

(A, B) E El~ (M, .E) x Ell~ (Al, E)

with equal sYlnbols a(A) = a(B), where the equivalence relation is (Al, BI) rv

(A 2 , B2 ) if Al = A2 and BIß:;l E Fa. Therc is a natural projection (A, B) --4 A,

PI: DE1l5 (1\1, E) --4 Ell~ (A1, E).

'vVe have a conlnlutative diagl'aITI

1 -----+ CX -----+ DEIl~ (lvI, E) -----+ E1l5 (Al, E) -----+ 1
PI

(6.6)

(6.7)

1 -----+ C X ~ Fo\Ell~(NI,E) ~ SEll~(NJ,E) ~ 1

where pdA, B) = A, P2(A, B) is the dass of B in G'(Al,E) (= Fa \ Ell~ (NI, E)
det* SEll~ (A1, E)), (J is the synlbol 1l1ap. The horizontal lines in this diagranl are
group extensions.

Proposition 6.2. The exf,ension DE1l5 (A1, E) 01 E1l5 (M, E) is trivial) i. e.) f,he pul/
back under (J 0/ the extension det. SEIt.;: (NI, E) --4 SEll~ (NJ, E) to Elt.;: (NI, E) is
is01norphic lo the dil'ect p1'oduet of g1'OUpS cx x Ell~ (M, E).
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Proof. The fiber PlI (A) (in the top line of (6.7)) is the set of B E Ell~ (M, E) with
a(B) = a(A) up to equivalence relation B '" BI if B E FoBl .

There is a canonical elelnent FoA in Pll(A) which is the equivalence dass of A,
Thus we clefine a. section of ]11. It is obviously a group hOlll0lDorphisnl. D

To any A E Ell~ (M, E) corresponds a point cll (A) E det. SEll~ (M, E) = G(A1, E).
Namely d) (A) is the illlage of A in Fa \ Ell~ (111, E) = G(!vl, E). The group strllctllre
on det. SEIl~ (lVJ, E) COIDes fronl Ell~ (AI!, E). So we have

for A, BEEIl; (Al, E).
Let Al = QA, whcre Q EF. Then wc have

cll (Ar) = detFr( Q) . cl) (A),

where detFr(Q) is defined by the inlage of Q in Fa\F = CX
•

The prohlenl is to describc thc Lie group

det. SEll~ (1\1, E) =: (;(Al, E)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

without the use of Freclholnl deterIllinants.
It occurs that the Lie algebra of this group is explicitly isomorphic to the Lie

algebra g. (This Lie algebra is defined by the associative system of identifications
W/t12: g(ld -t g(l2) of the Lie algebras g(lj)' These Lie algebra.s are defined by (5.6),
(5.7) and are identificd by W{112 gi ven by Proposition 5.1.) We call 9 the deielfninani
Lie algebra.

The fiber bundle (6.3) has a partia.lly defined ca.nonical section. Let a synlbol
S E SElI~(M, E) of an order cl E IR x elliptic operator adlllit a cut L(o) of the spectral

plane. Let A E El1~(M, E) be an elliptic operator with thc sYlnbol 5 = a(A) and
such that Spec(A) n L(o) = 0. Then clet(o)(A) is defined by (2.15). An element d1(A)
of the fiber p-l (5) of (6.3), ]1: (;(11/, E) -t SEll~ (Al, E), is also defined. This fiber
p-1 (5) is a principal homogeneous CX -space. Hence the elenlent

(6.11)

is defined. "'Te suppose froI11 now on that () = 1r.

Proposition 6.3. The elenzcnt da(A) is independent 0/ A E ])-1(5).

Proof. Let AI, A2 E ]1-1(5). Then A2 = QA), Q E F, dl (A 2 ) = detFr(Q) det(tr)(At}.
According to Proposition 6.4 below we have

det(1T)(QAr) = cletFr(Q)det(1\")(Ar}.

(We suppose that Spec(QAt} n L(1f) = 0.) D

(6.12)
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Rem.a'1'k 6.1. To define ddA), we elon't neeel the order of A to be real. To defined
det(A) for an elliptic PDO A of a nonzero oreler, we neeel a holon10rphic fatnily
A -" only. (Such a family 111ay exist even jf A does not have an aclmissi ble cut of the
spectral plane.) Ir such a fatnily is gi yen, then the elenlent dl (A)1det( A) E p-l (a( A))
is defined. (This elelnent depends on a faInily A -" and not on A only.) \~'e denote
the elen1ent dt{A)/det(A) by da(logA). (I-Iere, the fan1ily A-" is defincd by logA.)
, For a zeta-regularized dctenninant detd A) of an elliptic operator A E Ell~ (A1, E)
to be defined, its complex powers A -s have to be dcfined. Benee a, logaritilln log A
of A bas to be defined. However for (111, E) such that dirn !vI 2:: 2 anel rk E 2:: 2 there
are not any continuous logarithnls for a. nonen1pty open set of the principal SYl11bols
of elliptic operators froll1 Ell~ (Al, E). I-Ience for operators A with such principal
symbols their log A and det( (A) are not elefinecl.

Relnark 6.2. The principal symbol (Let of an elliptic operator A E EUg(M, E) defines
tbe eleInent (laIS.M E Aut(7r*E), where 7r: S*lv! --+ /v! is the natural projection. For
rk E 2:: 3 there is an open nonel11pty set of the autOlnorphis111s as folIows. There is a
point q E S*!v! such that fla(q) has a forn1

a" (q) = (~ ~) EIl a~ (q),

where a~(q) acts on an invariant (with respect to aa(q)) cot11plernent to the two
din1ensional A-eigenspace of aa (q) in (7r* E)q. (ln general, 111lI1tiple eigenvalues of
Aut( 7r*E) appeal' over a subset of codin1ension two in S* Pd, and dirn 5*111 2:: 3 for
dirn A1 2: 2. ln general, 111ultiple eigenvalues appeal' in Jordan blocks.) Then there is
a smooth curve j: (SI, pt) --+ (S* 111, q), t --+ j (t), such that two eigenval ues A over
q = j(ta) varyas Al(t) anel A2(t), where At(t) f:. A2(t) at tE SI \ ta anel Al(t)/IAdt)l
anel A2 (l) I1 A2(1.) I are the Inaps fi: (S\ pt) -+ SI, i = 1,2, of different clegrees. Hence
there is 00 contiouous logarithm log (/*aa) E End(j*1T* E) of aa(f(t)) over the cirele
of paran1eters t E SI. (Here, we suppose that 1*7r*E is a trivial bundle over SI.)
Such a curve f(t) can appeal' in a coordinate neighborhood of a point q E S* M
(and 7r* E is a trivial bundle over this curve). To see this, it is enough to take A3(t)
sufficiently elose to (Adt)A2(t) )-t. Then the Inap fron1 (SI, pt) to GfL 3 (C) equal to
Aut (:2) EB A3(l) (where Aut (([;2) has the eigenvalues Al(t), A2(t)) is homotopic to
a 111ap to SL3(C). Hence the t11ap SI --+ GL3 (C) is homotopic to a trivial nlap.
Let rk E = 2 anel let the degrees of fi: (SI, pt) --+ SI, J = 1, 2, be tbe opposite
nurnbers (i.e., L deg Ii = 0). Then I: (SI, pt) --+ GL2 (C) is honl0topic to a trivial
Inap. Hence for rk E 2:: 2 anel fot' diln A1 2: 2, a11 the conditions are sa.tisfied on an
open set in the space of principal elliptic SYll1bols. This open set is nonempty in a
connected cOlnponent of a trivial sYlnbol (because these conditions can be satisfied
over a sInooth closed curve in a coordinate neighborhood in S* A1, anel over thjs curve
a Inap f fron1 S1 1.0 C/Ln(C) is hOlllotopic to a triviallnap, n := rkc E).
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Re'lnark 6.3. Let us generalize the notion of a spectral cut to the case of operators
of cOlllplex orders. Let L E Slog(1\1, E) be a logarithInic sYlnbol of a nonzero oreIer
z E CX

• Let {Ud be a finite cover of Ai by 10ca.I coordinate charts (with loca,}
trivializations EluJ. Let V j C Ui be CL cover of ]v} by (closed) coordinate disks. Let

be the cOlllponents of this logarithmic sYlnbol in Uj • Set

(6.13)

Here, Spec Lo is thc spectl'lUll of a square Inatrix La (its size is I'k E). Thc symbol
L can be represented as a~ exp(sL)I,,=o. Hcl'c, exp(sL) =: (exp L)S is a holOInorphic
falnily of classical PDO-syn1bols. There is an explicit fornHIla for changing of space
coordinates in PDO-sYlnbols on a manifold, [Sh], Theoren1 4.2. By this fonnula we
conclude that o:(L), (6.13), is independent of local coordinates on A1 (for given L
and a smooth structure on M). We are sure that under the condition41

(6.14)

any inverlible elliptic PDG A E Ell~(AI, E) with its syntbol a( A) .- exp L has a
log A E t[[(A1, E). The sYlnbol exp L is defined as a solution stlt=l in SEllo(M, E) of
thc equation

(6.15)

Hypothesis. Let A be an inve-rlible elliptic PDG 0/ order z, Re z =1= 0. Let.
a(A) = expL Jo'1' L E Slog(M,E) (i.c., tel a(A) be 8tlt=1 Jo1' the solution 0/ (6.15)).
Then log A E t([( A1, E) with a(log A) = L exists and is unique up to a change 0/
an operator log A on a finite-di7nensional A-invarianf linear 8ubspace !( in r(E),
AJ( = J(. So a Jarnily A" 0/ cornplex powers /01' A exists and is unique up to a
redefinition of it. on a finit.e-dirnensional A-invariant subspace J(.

To explain the condition (6.14) and the hypothesis on L := a(log A), let us choose
an element B E e[[(A1, E) with thc symbol L, a(B) = L. Then thc element exp ,B E
EIl~(1\1, E) is defined as btlt=l for the solution of the equation 8tbt = Bbt , bo = Id, in
Ello(A1,E). Then a(expB) = a(A) and bt := expB is invertible. Let At be a smooth
curve in Ell~(M, E) such that Au = expB, Al = A, and a(At ) = a(A) for 'l E [0,1].
VVe want to prove that thel'e exists a smooth curve Bt in t{[(Jl1, .E), ord Bt = z, such
that exp Bt = At, i.e., to prove that there exists a SI1100th falnily of logaritillTIs42

B t := log At E e[[(J\tf,E), a(Bt ) = L fort E [0,1].

41 We suppose that z =f 0 and that z tf; lJR..

42This problem is connected with the problem of using a kind of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula
outside the domain of its convergence.
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To find B t , we have to prove the existence of a solution of an orelinary differential
equation

p-l (ad Bd 0 (DtAt . A~l) = DtBt, Bo := B. (6.16)

(Here we use Lenlma 6.6 and Relnark 6.17 below, F-1(t) := tj(expt -1). We use
also that B = log Ao exists.) Under thc conditiotl (6.14), we clainl that ael (Bd for
any B t with a (Bd = L has only a finite number of eigenvalues from 27riZ \ 0, and aU
these eigenvallles are of finite (algebraic) nllI1tiplicities. So the operator p-l (ael B t ) is
defined on an ael Brinvariant subspace of a finite coelinlension. Howcver the equation
(6.16) is nonlinear, anel it is difficult to prove the existence of its solution B t .

Suppose we can prove tha.t a sll100th falnily log At exists. Then we can prove
(Proposition 6.5) that thc following eqllality holeIs

det(Ad = det (Ao) detFr (A 1Aül
). (6.17)

(Here, A j are invertible, a (Ao) = a (Ad, A1 Aü1 E P.) This equality is a generaliza
tion of (6.12). We don't suppose in (6.17) that Al and Ao possess spectral cuts. We
suppose only that a sll100th in t family (Ad", 0 ::; t ::; 1, of complex powers exists
(i.e., that there is a SIll00th faIl1ily of logarithms log At E d[( AI, E) of order z elliptic
PDOs At).

Relnark 6.4. A given elliptic SYIllbol a( A) E Ell~( Al, E), z E CX , can have different
logarithmic synlbols a(log A). Let z (j. iIR.. Then the conelition (6.14) can be satisfied
for SOlne a(log A) E Slog(A1, E) and unsatisfied fol' another a(log A). This conelition
cannot be fonnulated as a conelition on u(A).

Proposition 6.4. The equalily (6.12) holds Jot" an inve'1'tible Q E {Iel +K} =: F
(where K is a slnoothing operatol', i.e'J l:t has a COO Schwa1"tz ke'l"nel on M x M)J
and /01' an in-vertible A E Ell~(NJ, E), d E IR. x J such that A is s'U.fJiciently close to a
positive defi'nite selJ-adjoint PDO.43

Proof. Let Q = Id +K be an operator fronl F (Je is a compact operator in L2 (M, E).
Hence its spectrum is discrete in C \ 0 with a unique possible accOlTIulation point at
zero.) Let thel'e be no eigenvalues of Q from IR_. Then 10g(Jr) Q is defined by the
integral analogolls to (2.30)

log(Jr)Q = !:- f 10g(Jr)A . (Q - A)-l dA. (6.18)
27r irR'fr

Hefe, (Q - A)-l is the resolvent of the bounded linear operator Q in L 2 (Nf, E). (The
contour r R,tr is the sanle as in (2.30) with TI- = 7r.) The operator log(tr) Q =: C is an
operator with a Coo-kernel on M x !vI.

43Under this condition operators A and QA possess a cut L(8) of the spectral plane for almost
aH () elose to 1r (i.e. 1 except a finite number of O's).
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For any E > 0 all the eigenvalues .-\ of Q except a finite number of theIn are in
the spectral cone {A: - c < arg A < c}. So, if Spec Q eIoes not contain 0, then in
an arbitraI'Y slllall conical neighborhood of L(lf) there is a spectral cut L(rn such that
Spec Qn L(o) = 0. For 0 ~ Spec Q the 10garithl11 log(o) Q =: C is definecl. It is definecl
as log(i) Q by (6.18) with the integration contour r n ,7i-.

Set Qt := exp(tC), 0 ::; t ::; 1, At := QtA. Let oreI A E IR+. We have for
Res> diIllM/ ord A

(6.19)

Here 1 r(i) is the contour r(O) fl'0111 (2.6) with an achnissible 0 suff-iciently elose to 7r

anel X(7i-~) is defineel as in (2.14). For such s we have

(6.20)

since (A t -A)-ICA t (A t -A)-l anel (A t -A)-2CA t are trace dass opera,tors in LiA1,E)

whosc trace Bonns are 0 (1.-\1- 1
) for .-\ E f(i)' So

(6.21)

for Re s > diIll 1\1/ oreI A. The ternl TI' (CA~(i)) on the right in (6.21) is a mer0I110r
phic fUIlction of 8 by Proposition 3.4 and Rel11ark 3.4. lt is a trace dass operator
for all sEC. Hence Tl' (C At~) is holoIllorphic in sEC anel it is equal to Tr C for
s = O.

Len1n1a 6.1. Under the condit.ioTtS oJ Proposition 6.4 and Jor ord A E IR+ 1 the equal
üy holds

(6.22)

llere, C := 10g(7i") Q is a tnlce class operator defined by (6.18).
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Corollary 6.1. Under the conditions 0/ Proposition 6.4} we haue

det(~)( QA) / det(~)(A) = exp (l dt Tr(C)) = exp(Tr( C)) =

= detFr(expC) = detFr(Q). (6.23)

Proposition 6.4 is proved. D

Proof of Lemma 6.1. The factor Tl' (C A~(ir)) on the right in (6.21) is defineel for

all sEC. (Indeed, C A~(ir) 1S a trace elass operator since C is of trace elass and

A~(,r) is a PDO from Ell~"oTdA(1\1,E).) Note that the value of Tl' (CA;-") at s = 0

is defined and is equal to Tr(C) (since A~(~)I,,=o = Td, A is invertible). Thus the
equality (6.22) follows fronl (6.21). D

Rema1'k 6.5. The equality (6.12) may be also obtaincel frolll the assertions a.s follows.
1. Note that for A E EI~( A1, E), d E IR. X, sufficiently elose to a positive self-aeljoint

PDO, the ratio det(i)(QA)/det(i)(A) =: /A(Q) is independent of A E Ellg(M, E) anel

of d E IR. x. Indeed, let A E Ell~l (lvI, E) anel C E Ellg2 (M, E), dj E IR. x, be two such
operators and let d1 =j:. d2 • Set B := A-1C E Ell~:;z-dl (M, E). Then according to
(2.17) we have

fAB(Q)/det(,r)(AB) = det(1r)(QAB) = F(QA, B)det(,r)(QA)det(i)(B) =
= fA(Q)F(QA, B)det(,r)(A)det(,r)(B) =

= fA(Q)F(QA, B)/ (F(A, B)· clet(i)(AB)). (6.24)

Here, F(A, B) anel F( QA, B) are defined by (2.17). By (2.20) F(A, B) depends on
symbols a(A), a(8) only, F(A, ß) = F(QA, B). Thus /A(Q) = /c(Q). (For d1 = d2

it is enough to take D E Ell~( lVI, E) with d > d1 sufficiently elose to a positive
definite self-adjoint PDO. We have fA(Q) = fD(Q) = Ic(Q).) Hence I(Q) := !A(Q)
is independent of A. Note that det(,r)(AQ) = det(1i")(QA) = I(Q)det(i)(A), since the
operator AQ is adjoint to QA = A- 1(AQ)A. The value /(Q) is defined for all Q E F
as det(ir)(QA)jdet(i)(A) anel is independent of an admissible cut L(i) by Remark 2.1.

2. The function /(Q) is multiplicative, i.e., / (QIQ2) = f (Qd f (Q2)'
Indeed, for PDOs A E Ell~l (lV!, E) anel B E Ell~2 (AI!, E), clj E IR.+, sufficiently elose

to positive definite self-adjoint PDOs we have

1 (QIQ2) det(lf)(AB) = e1et(lf) (QIQ2 AB) = det(i) (Q2 ABQt} =
= F(A, B)det(lf) (Q2 A ) det(,r) (BQd = 1(Qd J (Q2) det(lf)(AB). (6.25)
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3. Let A E EUg( M, E), d E IR.+, be a positive self-adjoint PDO. Let {ei}, i E Z+, be
an orthonornlal basis in thc LT coDlpletl0n of f(NJ, E) consisting of the eigenvectors
of A. (Such a basis exists according to [Sh], eh. I, § 8, Theorerll 8.2.)

Let Q be an operator with its 111atrix elernents with respect to the basis {ed,
Qei = ((,,\ - 1)81i + 1) ei, A E CX

• Then Q E F ancl we have

log det(i) (Q A) = -ßs (QA,(1i") (s) 1,,=0 = log,,\ + log (A,(i) (s) 1,,=0' (6.26)

Bence for this Q we have I(A) = A. Since the ]\l-fl1I1ctor J\l((:) is equal to CX
([Mi]) and since /(Q) is nntltiplicative in Q, we have f(Q) = clet(Q) for Q such that
Q - Id is a finite size invertible square Illatrix. (In (6.26) Q - Id is eql1al to A - 1.)

4. For an arbitral'Y Q E F anel for any s E IR, Pi E Z+ there exists a sequence of
Qi = Iel +](i E F with finite rank operators ]{i such that Qi tends to Q as i -4 00 as
a sequence of operators [rom the Sobolev space H"(l\1, E) into H,,+N(NJ, E).

Let N be greater than oreI A + eIim Al, oreI A E IR. x. Then det(1i")(QiA) tencIs to
det(1l") (Q A) as i tencls to infini ty. So we have

eIet(i) (Qi A) /clet(ir)(A) =: 1 (Qd = detFr (Qd,

I(Q) ;= det(i)(QA)/dct(if)(A) = l2!~ detFr (Qi) = detFr(Q).

The convergence det(1i") (QiA) -4 clct(1i")(QA) as i -4 00 follows [rom the Cauchy
integral fonnula for ßz ((QA(Z) - (Q;A(Z)),

Proposition 6.5. Let a smooth Jamily 0/ logarithrns log At E (([(Al, E), 0 ::; t ::; 1,
exisl /0'1' S011te slnooth curve At 0/ invertible elliplic operators in Ell~(Al, E), er (At) =
er(A), 0 ::; t ::; 1. Then the equaiity (6.17) holds.

Proof. Set (At (5) := TR (A t S
) for sz #- O. 'rhen by Proposition 3.4 Res,,=o (A, (s) =

- res Id = O. Hence by this Proposition (At(S) is regular at s = O. For Re(sz) >
dirn NI, the operators At" are of trace dass. In view of Renlark 3.4 we condude
(analogous to (2.25), (2.26)) that for Rc( 5Z) > dinl M the equalities hold

Tr(At") =TR(At") = (At(S),

ßt(A,(S) = -sTR(ÄtA;-l. A;-") = -sTr (ÄtA;I. A;").

Here, ÄtAt 1
=; CI, where Ct is a trace dass operator. Hence

(6.28)

The expression on the right in (6.28) for all s are the traces of trace dass operators.
Hence this expression is regular for all s, anel we can set s = 0 on thc right in (6.28),

atß" (-(At(S)) 1,,=0 = Tl' (Cd·
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(6.29)

The fonnula (6.17) is applicable to this case. 0
Definition. Let A be an invertible elliptic PDO of a. nonzero conlplex order

z E CX
, A E Ell~(.A1, E), such that a logarithmic synlbol O'(log A) E Siog(.A1, E)

exists (i.e., O'(A) = stlt=, for a. solution St of (6.13)). Let B be any element of
eH(1\1, E) with O'(B) = L. Then thc elenlent b := exp B E Ell~(i\1, E) is defined as a
solution bd t=1 of 8t bt = Eb" bo = Id. The canonical section of G( Nt, E) over exp L is
defilled by

do(B) := d) (exp B)/det(exp 13), det(exp 13) := exp (---a" TR(exp( -sB) )1,,=) ,(6.30)

det(exp B) E CX
• By Proposition 6.6 below (jo(B) depends on O'(B) = L E Slog(Nf, E)

only. Thus we can define Jo(a(1ogA)) by the expression on the right in (6.30) for any
B E e[((A1, E) with a(B) = a(1og A).

Re'Tnark 6.6. \,Ve don't suppose in the definition of Jo(a(log A)) that there exist a
JogA E eU(M,E). We can take any B E eU(M,E) with a(B) = a(logA) In
Slog(A1,E) and define do(a(logA)) as the expression on the right in (6.30).

Re'mark 6.7. The definition of do(a(log A)) provides us with a canonical prolongation
of the zeta-regularized det.eT'minants ta a dOlllain where zela-funct.ions of elliptic oper
ators da not exist. Nanlely let A E EII~(Jl1, E), z E CX, be an invel'tible elliptic PDO
such that a(log A) is defined. (Howevel' we do not suppose that a log A E d[( M, E')
exists. An element L E Siog(Jl1, E) is a sY111boi a(log A), if a(A) is equal to Stlt=1

for a solution St of (6.13).) Then det(A) (correspanding to a given L = a(logA)) is
defined by

det(A) := ddA)/Jo(a(log A)). (6.31)

If a(log A) exists but log A does not exist, then dct( A) can be canonically defined by
(6.31). However zeta-regularizecl cleterminants det{(A) are not defined in this case.
(lndeed, for any detd A) to be defincd, an appropria.te zeta-functioll CA (s) has to be
defined. But if a log A does not exist, then a falnily of conlplex powers A -3 does not
exist. )

The forrnula (6.31) provides us with a. definition of a canonical dete1lninant. of
elliptic PDOs in it.s natural donuün of definition. This detenninant is a function
of A E Ell~(M, E), cl E CX, and of a(log A). A silnple sufficient condition for the
existence of a(log A) is given in Retnark 6.9 below. For zero order elliptic PDOs of
the odd dass on an odd-dilnensiona.l closed nlanifold, adefinition of their canonical
determinant is given in Section 4, Corollal'Y 4.1.
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Some dearing and explanation of the problenl of the existence of a log A if a(log A)
exists, is contained in Relllark 6.3. Let A be an invertible elliptic PDO such that
a(1og A) exists anel ord A E CX bu t such that the conelition (6.14) for a(1og A) is
not satisfied. Then we are sure that in general log A does not exist (though a(1og A)
exists by our supposition).

Note also that if A is an elliptic operator of a real positive order cl and if ad(A)
is sufficiently dose La a positive definite self-adjoint symbol, the function (A (s) :=
(A,i( s) and log(~) A cau bc definccl by an achllissible cut L(ir) of thc spectral plane
(sufficiently dose to L('1r)) , Section 2. In this case, the detenninant (6.31) coincides
with clet«(A). Nanlely in this case,

do(A) = do(a(log(i) A)), det(A) = exp(-ßsl.,=o(A,i(s)I.,=o) = detdA). (6.32)

Relnark 6.8. Vvith respect to the exponential Illaps in the cleterminant Lie group
G(M, E) anel in the group EU; (M, E) of invertible elliptic PDOs of c0I11plex or
ders the situations are different. Nalnely these groups are fiber bundles over their
quotients,

Pa: (;(1\1, E) -+ SEll~ (Ai, E), (6.33)

PE: Ell;(M,E) -T SEll;(M,E). (6.34)

The fiber of (6.33) is Fo\F = C and the fiber of (6.34) is F (F and Fo are defined at
the beginning of this section, (6.1)). Thc image of the exponential t11ap in G(M, E),
(6.33), contains the whole fibers of Pa. Indeed, if a(log A) E Slog(A1, E) exists, then

{exp(a(log A) +c ·1) for cE C} in exp (g(l)) -T G(M, E) is CX . dl(A) = pc/(a(A)).
(If a a(logA) does not exist, then there are no points in Pe1(a(A)) belonging to
the ilnage of exp in G(lvJ, E).) But in Ell;(A1, E), (6.34), the picture is c0111pletely
different. Namely let A E EU~ (At, E), ord A =f. 0, anel let a(A) have a logarithm
a(log A). However let the condition (6.14) be not satisfied for a(log A). Then we
are sure that in general there are no log A with given a(log A). But it is deal' that
there is an element B E e(l(111, E) with a(B) = a(log A). So exp B E PE1 (a(A)) C
Ell~ (1\1, E) and the inlage of exp in Ell~ (A1, E) contains sonle points in PE1 (a(A)).
However if the conelition (6.14) is not saLisfied for a(log A), then the differential of
the Inap B -T exp B for B E c([(111, E), a(B) = a(log A), is not a nlap onto fibers of

T (PE/(a(A))).

Rernark 6.9. There is a rather simple sufficient conelition for the existence of a(logA) E
Slog(M, E) for a gi yen elliptic sYlnbol a( A) E EIl; (M, E). It is enough that there is
a smooth field of cuts L(8)(X,~) over points (x, <) of a cospherical bundle S· A1 such
that L(8)(X,~) is achnissible for the principal syn1bol ad(A)(x,~) (i.e., that ad(A)(x, <)
has no eigenvalues on L(8)) and that there is a smooth function f: S* M -T IR. such
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that 8(.7;, e) = f(x, e) 1l1odulo 21rZ. Under these conditions, the sYlllbol a (AZ) is
defined by the fonnulas (2.3), (2.6) of Section 2. Here the existence of f(x, e) is used
in the definition of ,,\z in (2.6) (since the branch of ,,\Z over (x, e) has to be changed
smoothly in (x, <) E S· J\1). The condition of the existence of f is equivalent to a
topological condition that the lllap 8: 5· M ---io 51 = 1R/21rZ is homotopic to a trivial
one.

Proposition 6.6. Let BI, B 2 be ele'ments 0/ eU( A1,E) with the sarne syn~bols, a(BD =
a (B2 ), and such t.hat ord B j E CX. Then da Cß.) = (10 (B2 ) (where ao (B) is defined
by (6.30)), l:.e.,

Proof. Let Bt , 1 :::; t :::; 2, be a smooth curve in e([(M, E) fr0l11 B1 to B2 such that

aCBt) = a(Bj ) fort E [1,2]. Then d l (expBd/det(expBt ) =: clo(Bd is defined for
t E [1,2]. By the definition of C;(NI, ,E) wc have

d1 (expB2 ) = d1 (expB2 exp(-Bd)d1 (expBt) =
= detFr (cxp B2 exp( -Bd) d1 (exp B1 ) (6.36)

(because exp B 2 exp( - Bd E Ji! and the identification Fa\F~ CX is given by the

Fredhol n1 determinant ).
Sy Proposition 6.5 we have

det(expB2 ) = detFr(expB2 exp(-B.))det(expB1 ). (6.37)

(Here, det (exp B j ) are defined by (6.:30).) So (6.35) follows inllnediately [rOln (6.36),
(6.37). 0

Corollary 6.2. The definition (6.30) 0/ (lo(B) is correcl.

\Ve have a partially defined section S -4 da(S) E p-l (S) of the fibration (6.3).
Since

d1(A)d}(B) = ddAB)

for A anel B [ron1 Ell~(AI, E), we have (using Remark 2.1)

det(K)(AB)jdet(i)(A)det(K)(.ß) . da(a(A)a(B)) = da(a(A))do(a(B)), (6.38)

i.e., F(A,B)do(AB) = rlo(A)rlo(B), where F(A,B) = F(a(A),a(B)) is given by
(2.19). Here we suppose that the principal sYlnbols of A and Bare sufficiently dose
to positive definite self-aeljoint ones and that orel A, orel B E IR x.
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Theorem 6.1. The Lie algebra g(M,E) 01 the Lie group GtM, E):= det*SEl~(M, E)
is canonieally isomorphie to t.he Lie algebra g defined by the central extension (5.6)
of the Lie algebra 9 := Siog(M, E).44

The identifieation 01 the Lie algebras g( M, E) and g is done by lhe identifieation
01 the (loeal) cocycles for the Lie g1'OUpS SEll~ (M, E) and exp (g) defined by partially
defined sections S -+ do(S) and by X -+ X (lhis seetion is given by (6.45) be/ow) of
ihe CX -fiber bund/es G( A/I, E) -t SEll~ (A1, E) and exp (g) --+ SEll~ (!v!, E).

Remark 6.10. On the Lie algebras level we have a central extension

o-+ C ~ g( 1\1, E) ~ 9 --+ 0

of 9 = Siog(M, E) and a cocentral extension

o--+ C8°(/1,1[, E) --+ 9 ~ C --+ o.
So we have a natural projection

(6.39)

rp: g( !vI, E) --+ C

to a trivial Lie algebra C. The central Lie subalgebra of g( A1, E) is C, (6.39). (How
ever rpi: C -+ C is the zero n1ap.) On the Lie groups level we have the extension

1 --+ CX -+ G( M, E) --+ SEll~ (M, E) -+ 1. (6.40)

(Here, the central subgroup CX appears from a natural construction of the deter
Ininant Lie group G( M, E) but not from the exponential map of the Lie algebras
extension (6.39).) The Lie group SEll~ (!vI, E) is a cocentral extension

1 -t SEllg(M, E) --+ SEll~ (M, E) -it C --+ 1, (6.41)

where q is the order of elliptic symbols.
Note that we have a silnilar situ~tion in case of the subgroup SEllg(M, E) in (6.41).

Namely there is a central subgroup C X := C X
• Td '-:1' SEl~(AI, E).

I

Set GSg(M, E) := SEllg(M, E)/iCx. Then the multiplicative residue res x , (1.10),
defines a homomorphisITI

(6.42)

auto (additive) group C. We have to note that res X was initially introduced on
SEll~(A1,E) ([\1\'02]). However it defines a homomorphism to C, (1.9), (1.10), and
is equal to zero on the nonnal subgroup CX . Id Y SEllg(M, E). So res x induces

44Note that g(1\1, E) is also canonically isomorphie to the Lie algebra g(l) defined by (5.6). Here,

I = (T (log A) is the symbol of an operator A E Ellb (M, E) such that log A exists (i .e., some root.
A I/k of A, k E Z+, possesses a eut L(i))' The eanonieal identifieations W111:J : g(ld --+ g(l:J) of Lie
algebras g(lj) define the Lie algebra g. The assoeiative system WI11:J of isomorphisms is given by
Proposition 5.1, (5.11).
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a hOlllolllorphislll (6.42). vVe have to underline that res x (a) (for a E SEII~(A1, E))
depends on a only and not on a snl00th curve a(t) from Id = a(O) to a = a(l) used
in (1.10). This assertion is equivalent to the equality

res P = 0 (6.43)

for any zero order PDO-projcctor P E CLO
( NI, E), p2 = P. (Here, res is the

noncolllIllutative rcsidue.) Thc cquality (6.43) is equivalent to thc indcpcndence of
CA(O) (for invertible A E Ell~(M, E), d =J. 0, such that cOll1plex powers AB exist) of a
hololl1orphic fanlily A", i.e., to the fact that CA (0) depends on A only. (The equality
(6.43) is proved in [\'Vol].)

However, "difficult" parts in the diagranls {(6.40), (6A1)}, and (6.42) are different.
In (6.40) it is not easy to see fr0111 the definition of 9 that the central subgroup of
G( Nt, E) is CX. (It is proved with the help of the direct definition of G( M, E) and
of Theorem 6.1.) The central subgroup of SEll~(M,E) is CX

• Id (and it is an easy
part). But the existence of the hOl110morphism (6.42) is equivalent to the equalities
(6.43) for all zero order PDO-projectors P. This fact is cquivalent to the existence
of 7l-invariants (and it is not so dear).

Proof of Theoren1 6.1. Let X E SElIg (kf, E), where d = d(X) E IR x. Let log(1f»)\"
exist. Set Ix := 10g(1r}Xjd(X). Then I = Ix defines a central extension g(l) (5.6) of
the Lie algebra 9 ;= Slog(ll1, E). \·Ve have the splitting of the linear space

(6.44)

(Here, 1 is the generator of the kernel C in (5.6). This splitting is defined by (5.7).)

Hence the eletnent I E Slog(A1,E) defines an element i E D(l), j:= 1+0·1.

Set X be an elcn1ellt

X := exp (d(X)/x) = exp (l~) , (6.4.5 )

----where 10g(1r)X is the inclusion of log(1r) X E Slog(M, E) in g(lx) with respect to the
------ ------splitting (6.44). Pronl now on by log X wc denote the ilnage of log X in Duuder thc

identification45 ~Vlx ; D(lx)~ g. The elelnent X in (6.45) is defined as the solution

X := X t It=l of the equation in G(A1, E)

(6.46)

45The identification Hf/: g(l) --=-" 9 is defined by the identifications vV/lj of 9(1) with 9(1j)'
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For an arbitrary A E Slog(M, E) set II1x ( A) be the inclusion of A into 9(lx) with

respect to the splitting (6.44). Let Y E SEll~O")(1\1, E), d(Y) E IR x, and let Iy :=

log Y E 9 be defined.46

Remark 6.11. For any elenlent X E SEll~(.NJ, E) and for any its logarithm dl, I E

Slog(AI, E), 1'(/) = 1, the element X(l) := eXPw
1
(dnll) in exp (g) is clefined (nIL is

considered as an element of g).

Lenlnla 6.2. IVe have

~Vlxl}, TI Ix ( A) = rr I y ( A) + (A - (1' (A)/2) (Ix + Iy ) , Ix - Iy )res . 1, (6.47)

[TI Ix (A ), II Ix (B )} = 111x ([A, ß]) + J{Ix (A, B). (6.48)

Here, r(A) (dejined by (5.2)) is the 0,,.de1' oJ a PDO-symbol expA Jo'" A E Slog(M, E) =:

9 and ]{l(a, b) is the 2-cocycle oJ 9 = CS°(JH, E) dejined by (5.24) (I E 1'-1(1) und
a, bEg).

(The equality (6.47) 1neans that, -under the l:dentijicatioTls Hf1tl2 : gUt} ~ 9(12 )

dcfined by Proposition 5.1 the elc'menls TI lt (A) E 9(1d are 1napped /0 the eleulcn/s
nI2 (A) + (A - (r(A)/2) (11 + 12 ) ,12 - Id . 1 oJ 9(12).)

Corollary 6.3. Unticr notations oJ Lemnla 6.2, for A E Slog(1\1, E) wdh 01'( A) = 0
we have

8~VIX (TIx(A)) = l'V1x (fI x (8A)) - (A - r(A)lx ,8Ix )res·1. (6.49)

Proof of Lenlnla 6.2. 1. For A := l'lx + (La E 9, l' := T(A), anel for II1xA ;=

rlx + ao + 0·1 E g(lx), 11 := Ix, 12 := Iy , we have

VVl112 II1l (A) = 1'/2 + a~ + {(/1 - 12 , aO)res + r (12 - 11, 12 - Idres /2} . 1,

where 1'11 +Go = rl2 + a~, i.e.,

VVltl2TIll (A) - n12 (A) = {(lI -12 , aO)res + l' (12 -lI, 12 -/1 )res /2} .1. (6,50)

The ternl on the fight in (6.50) can be transfornled as follows

(/ 1 - 12 , UD) res + r ('2 - 11 , 12 - 1\) res /2 =

= (A - r11 , 11 - 12 ) res + r (12 - 11, 12 - 11 ) res /2 = (A - (r / 2) (11 +12 ) 1 11 - 12 ) res '

The fonnula (6.47) is proved.

46 Under the Iatter con cl i tion, Y = ytl t:;: 1 is the SOll! tion cf the eq1I ation 8t l' =.log l' . Yt , 1'0 := Icl.
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? For A = 1'11 + (La, Tl := 1'(A), ao E 90, I := Ix, n1x (A) := 1'1 1+ ao + 0 . 1 E g(I),

anel for B = 1'21 + bo, 1'2 := T(B), B E 90, we have

[Illx(A), IT1x (B)] := [1'1 1+ (La +0.1,1'21+ bo +0 . 1][1(1) :=

= [1'1 1+ ao, 1'21+ bO]g + 1(1 (ao, bo) ·1 = [llx ([A,ß)) + 1(/ (ao, bo) . 1 E g(/). (6.51)

The fornHlla (6.48) is proved. 0

Proposition 6.7. Let X E EUgl (Al, E), Y E Ellg~ (Al, .E), and XY E EUgl +d~ (M, E)
possess a cut L(rr) 0/ lhe speet1'al plane. Let dl , d2 , and dl + d2 be fTom IR. x. Then the

ele'ments )(, Y, and XY aTe defined and the Jollowing equahty holds

XY (xy) -1 =F(a, b) E CX
•

[fere, a := a(X), b:= a(Y), and F(a, b) := F(X, Y) is defined by (2.19).

'vVe have the fixeel central extension

1 -+ CX
-+ exp (g) --+ SEll~ (M, E) -+ 1.

p

(6.52)

(6.53)

Since X E exp (g), Y and XY are the elements of the same group exp (g), and since

p (Xy) = p (Xy) = XY, the expression on the left in (6.52) is an elenlent of the

kernel CX of (6.53).

Re1naTk 6.12. Proposition 6.7 clainls that a partially eIefined cocyele

f(X, Y) := Xy (Xy)-1
coincides with the cocyele F(a(X), a(Y)) elefined by (2.19). The cocyele f(X, Y) is
elefined (in particular) for X anel Y sufficiently elose to synlbols of positive self-adjoint
elliptic PDOs of positive real orders.

Re'ma1'k 6.13. We use a non-standard and not conlpletely rigorous notion of a "par
tiaUy defined 2-cocyele" of a Lie group G (in our setting a subgroup of SEll~(A1,E)
consisting of real oreIer symbols). \\Te have in mind a function defined on an open
set of pairs of elernents of G obeying thc cocyele condition on a nonelnpty open set
of tripIes of group elenlents. The IUOSt elose kuown to us notion is the cohomology
of senligroups or 111onoids (see [l\1cL], Chapter X.5). Indeed, in formulas for one of
the standard cochain conlplexes computing the group cohonl0logy one does not use
inversion of elements of G. Nan1ely

n

(de) (gI, ... , 9n+d = I) -1)ie (gI, ... ,9i9i+l,'" ,gn+d·
i+l

Hefe c denotes n-cochain of G 3 gi with the values in auy trivial G-module, de is thc
coboundary of e.
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It is known in topology that undel' some lnild conditions, the cohoillology of a
semigroup coincides with the cohonlology of the universal group generalized by this
selnigroup (see [A3], § 3.2, pp. 92-93). Fornntlas (6.122)-(6.128) are applicahle in a
Inore general situation than ours. These fonnulas show explicitly how to pass froln
partially definecl 2-eocycles to gernls at identity of eohOlllologous group eoeycles.
Nloreovel', arglunents of Seetion 6.4 show that we have a eanonical associative systenl
of isomorphisI11S between eorresponding eentral extensions of loeal Lie groups. Henee
we obtain a eanonical eentral extension of the loeal Lie group and of the eorresponding
Lie algebra. We will not develop a general fonna.Iisnl of partially definecl eoeycles
here beeause in our situation we have lnade everything explicitly.

Proof of Proposition 6.7. T'he following lenllnas hold.

Len1111a 6.3. Let a /oga'l'ithm log X Ego/ X E EIIg (A4, E)) 0' =J. 0) exist. Se/,
I := log X/Ci. Then JOI' 8X wilh 8 ord X = 0 we have

~)((1)18);(l) = II(l) (X- 18X) . (6.54)

fiere) X-18X E 9 := Slog(M, E) and X(I)18X(I) E (1 (9 is the Lie algebra obtained by
the identifications VV1112 oJ the Lie algeb'ras (1(1), I E 1'-1 (1)).

Lemma 6.4. Set f(X, Y) := XV (xy) -1 E CX
• In the domain 0/ definition Jor

f(X, Y) the equality holds Jo.,. 8X) 8Y such Ihat 8 ord X = 0 = 80rd Y

(8x /)· /-11, = (X- 18X,lx -/l') + (y- I X- 1 8X. Y,ll' -Ixl' ) .(6.55)
(J\ ,l') res res

Lemnla 6.5. The expressl:on OTt the l'ight in (6.55) is equal to

(X~-18~X", Ix - Iyx) res = 8x f . j-11(x,l')' (6.56)

Re'ma1'k 6.14. According to (2.18), (2.19) for 8X with 8 ord X = 0 we have

8x logF(X, Y) = (8X. X-I,Ix -Ixy ) = (X- 18X, Ix -lyx) . (6.57)
res res

Indeed, by conjugation with X we obtain according to (2.16) that

(8X . X-I, Ix - IXl' ) = (X-18X,Ix - 11F X) .
res res

Thus for such 8X we have

8x log F(X, Y) = 8x f(X, Y). (6.58)
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Re'mark 6.15. For X = exp(1'1/), Y = exp(r2l)-(with I E 1'-1(1) C g, 1'j E IR X
) we

have

F(X, Y) = f(X, Y) = O.

Henee Proposition 6.7 follows [rOl11 Lemlnas 6.3, 6.4, 6.5. 0
Now we ean finish the proof of Theorem 6.1.
The (Ioeal) seetion S -+ do(S) o[ the CX -fiber bundle G(A1, E) -+ SEll~(M,E)

is also defined by the eoeycle _F(A, B) = J(A, B). Thus we conclude that the real
subaJgebras of real eodilnension ] o[ our Lie algebras, eonsisting of elelnents of real
orders, are eanonieally isomorphie (by Relllark 6.13 we have an iS0I110rphisl11 of 10
eal Lie groups). Moreover, this isol11orphisIll is e0111plex linear on the subaJgebras
eonsisting of elelnents of zero order. Henee the eOIllplexifieation of our isomorphisI11
along one real direetion (of ord) gives us a eanonical iSOInorphism of eomplex Lie
algebras. Theorenl 6.1 is provec1. 0 .

Rem.a1'k 6.16. The loeal section X of the CX -fiber bundle exp (g) --Jo SEIl; (A1, E) is
the exponential of the eone C C Pof the null vectors for the invariant quadratic fonn
on Pdefined by Proposition .5.2. Indeed, log X = ord X . Ix (for ord X #- 0) is an
element of the cone C 1x C P(lx) of thc null vectors for thc invariant quadratic form
Al on P(lx) (defined by (5.25)). These cones C/ are canonically identified with the
cone C C P(under the system of iS0I110rphisnls W1t12 , Proposition 5.1).

In the proof of Theoreln 6.1 we show that elements do(a(A)) E G(M, E) for elliptic
symbols a(A) with Q: :=ordA E IR x (anel such that the prineipal sYlnbols aa(A) are
sufficiently elose to posi ti ve definite self-adjoint ones) belong to the cxponential of
the canonical cone C C p.

V\fe define also the elelnents clo( a(log A)) for elliptic A with ord A E CX such
that a(log A) exists. It follows from the definition of Jo(a(log A)), (6.32), that such
elements fonn the exponential iInage of a CX -cone in the Lie algebra g(M, E) of
G(A1, E), g(M, E) is canonically identified with g by TheoreI11 6.l.

Thus there are two CX -cones in Pwhose intersections with the hyperplane of log
arithrnic sYlnbols of real orders coincide (in a, neighborhood of 0 E g). So these two
eones coincide.

Proof of Lenlnla 6.3. Let X t be a solution in SEil; (lvI, E) of an ordinary differential
equation

Xo:=Id. (6.59)

(Under the conditions of LeIllIlla 6.3, we have X = Xl. The solution of (6.59) exists
for 0 ::; t ::; 1.)

Let X t be a solution in G(A1, E) (6.10) of the equation

(6.60)
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By Len1Il1a 6.6 below, we have

öX . X-I = f Ad (X,) . Öx (alx) dt,

öxX , X-I = f Ad (X,) . Öx (allxlx)dt.

\\Te have also

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.66)

(6.69)

for mo E (1 := Siog(A1, E), 112t := Ad (Xt ) • 1'no.
Under the conditions of this lemn1a, an elen1ent mo := 8x (a1x) belangs to

CSO(M, E) =: go E Slog(NJ,E) =: 9 anel we have

I1 X Ot111.t = OtI1X111·t = ad (allxix ) . IIx7nt.

To prove (6.63), note that

TIxot7nt := llx (ad (alx ) . 111t) = ad (afIx Ix ) . rI x mt. (6.64)

The latter equality follows froI11 (5.7) anel from (5.5) since for an arbitrary C E 90
we have

[TIxalx, IIxC]'P{lx) = llx [0'/x , C]g + /(lx (Ix, 1'nd ·1, (6.65)

anel since !\l( I, C) = 0 for C E {10. Hence we have two dinamical systen1s

Dt,oC = ad (alx ) . C on 90 3 C,
Ot,(fx)C1 = ad (fIx (alx)) . Clon 9(fx) 3 C't,

such that they are in accorelance with a linear map I1x : (10 --+ 9(lx), i.e., we have

fIxDt,oC = I1 x (ad (alx) . C) = ad (l1x (axlx)) . fIxC = Dt,(lx)llxC. (6.67)

The equality

11 X 111t = Ad (XI) .I1x7no =: mt (6.68)

follows froln (6.67) anel (6.63) since the equation (6.60) has a unique solution. Fr0I11
(6.68) we have

111t E rI x 90,

since mt := Ad (Xd . 111.0 E {10 for 111.0 Ego.
It follows from (6.61), (6.63), (6.68) that

llx (öX . X-I) = llx 101

m,dt = 101

llxm,dt = 101

mtdt = öX . X-I. (6.70)
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To prove the equality (6.54), note that

(6.71)
X- I 8X = Ad (X-I) 0 (8X. X-I) ,
X- I8); = Ad (X-I) 0 (8X. X-I),

X-I = Xt]t=-l for the solution X t of (6.59), X-I = Xtlt=-l for X t [1'0111 (6.60).
We see frolll (6.70) anel froll1 (6.60) that

TI x (8X . ~~ -1) = 8~~ . ~~ -1 , 8~~ . X -I E go,

nxn~t = Ad (~~t) ·I1x n1.o

for 1no E 90, 111,t := Ad (Xd . rHo. Hence we obtain

(6.72)

X-I. 8X = Ad (X-I) (8X. X-I) = Ad (Xtlt=-I) 0 fix (8X. X-I) =

= TI x Ad (Xtlt=-d' fix (8X. X-I) = ITx (X- I 8X). (6.73)

The latter equaJity in (6.73) follows fron1 (6.65), (6.64), and from (6.59) since Ad (Xd·
();-18X) E 90. The leI11ma is proved. 0

Len11na 6.6. Let A be a sy'mbol /rom, SElI~ (Al, E) (0' E C) or let A be an elen~ent

0/ l.he g1'OU]J C-:(M, E) (defined by (6.10)). Let the1'c exist a logarithm 'cA 0/ A,
A := exp ('cA ).47 Let 8A do not change an 0'rde1' 0/ A. (F01' A E G(M, E) the 01yle,'!'
0/ p( A) E SEIt; (1\1, E) is defined, p: G( 1\1, E) ---+ SE1l5 ()\1, E).) Then we have

8A . A -1 = F (ad (,cA )) 0 8,CA , ( 6.74)

where

F (ad (.cA)) := l' dt Ad (At), At := exp (t.cA).

Proof. According to Duharnel principle we have for A := exp ('cA)

8A = fal A t8[AAI-t dt.

Hence we have

8A· A- 1 = l' Ad (Atl' 8[A.

(6.75)

(6.76)

47 LA is an element af g := Slog(A1, E) far A ESElI; (M, E) ar af g far A E 0(1\1, E). \'\Te have
A =Adt=!, where G/A t = LA . At, Ao := Icl.
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Re'ma'rk 6.17. According to the eqllality

l' dtexp(tz) = (expz - l)/z

the expression F(ad (.cA)) in (6.75) has rornlal properties of (expz -l)/zlz:=ad(CA )'

Proof of Lenlma 6.4. We have

8X f . f- 1 . 1= ~\'-I (8X f . f- 1 . 1) ~\'

since f E CX
• 1 E Ker p (p is froln (6.53)) anel since 8x f .1-1 is an elenlent of the

kernel C in the central extension (5.6). Hence

5x l. /-1.1 = X- 15X - Y (Xy)-l 8x (XY) y-1.

According to Lemnla 6.3 we have

X- 18X = TI x (X- 18X) ,

(Xy) -1 5x (XY) = TI x}r (( ~\'Y) -18x (X y)) =
=fI xy (Ad (y-l) 0 (X- 15X))

becallse 8x ord(XY) = O.
By Lelnlna 6.2 we have

(6.77)

(6.78)

11x (X- 1 5X) = TI 1' (X- 18X) + (X- 18X, Ix -I}')res'

OXY ((~yy)-18(XY))= TI1' (Ad (y-l) 0(X- 1 5X)) + (6.79)

+ (Ad (y-I) 0 (X-18X) ,Ix1' -Iy ) res

since X- 18); E {10' Hence we get

Exl' I-I ·1 = {ny (X-18X) - YTI}r (Ad (y-l) 0 (X-lEX)) y-l} +

+ (X-lEX, Ix -Iy)res + (Ad (y-I) 0 (X- I 8X) ,Iy -Ix1')res. (6.80)

The assertion of the lenuna follows fronl (6.80) anel fronl Lenllna 6.7 below. The
latter lemma claims that the first term on the right in (6.80) is equal to zero. 0

Lenlnla 6.7. Let Y be an elelnent fro'ln SEll~(NJ, E) 0/ nonzero 01'der 0' und such
that log Y = ahr is definclI. Then the linear operator ny : go ~ Q(ly) C01nmutes with

Ad(Y) and with Ad (y) :18 NanLely we have

Ael (Y) 0 ll1'Z = 01' (Ad(Y) 0 Z)

48To remind, Y := exp (Il}' (all')) lies in G(A1, E).

(6.81 )
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f01' Z E 90 (:= Slog(lvJ, E)).

Proof. Let yt be a solution of an ordinary differential equation in SEil; (M, E)

8t Y't = erly . 'rt, Yo := Tel.

Let ft be a solution in G( A1, E) of

Yo := Id.

Then we have Y' = Yl' Y = y;, anel

Ad (f~) TIyZ = TI y (Ad (yt) 0 Z)

according to (6.68). The lemIna is proved. 0
Proof of Lemnla 6.5. We have frOin (2.16) that

(A cl (y -1) 0 (); -1 8X) ,l}~ - lx y ) res = (X -I 8X, A cl (Y) 0 (l y - IX y )) res =

= (X-18X, ly - l}, X) . (6.82)
res

Hence, fronl (6.55) and from (6.82) we see that

(8xl' 1-1) I(x,}') = (X- 18X,lx -lyx).

The lemma is proved. 0

Re1nark 6.18. The holOlnorphic structure on the determinant CX -bunclle

p: 0(1'1, E) ~ SEIl; (1\1, E) (6.83)

is deflned. The feason is that all Lie algebras in our situation have natural cOInplex
structures and the isomorphisIll from Thcorenl 6.1 Is clefined ovel' C.

Proposition 6.8. Let C be a positive definite elliptic PDO oJ order 1n > 0, C =
exp(mJ), J E e([(M, E)J J := log(1i") C. Thcn the splitting (6.44) ofg(l) with I := u(J)

g(tT(J)) = gEBe· 1 (6.84)

is defined by a ho'mOl1~Ol'phisrn IJ: CLO(1\1 ,E) --? C J

fJ(L) := TR(L exp( -8J) - res u(L)/8) 1,,=0.

Namely for a curve exp( tL) E EI~CAt[, E) we have

8t log (d1(exp(tL))/cxp (lflo(J)u(L))) It=o = JJ(L). (6.85)

llere, d1 (exp(tL)) is the i"mage of exp(lL) in G(111,E) and exp (llla(J)u(L)) Z8 a
solution in G( lvI, E) of the equation

8tu t = (no(J)u(L)) Ut, Uo = Id,
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TIcr(J)a(L) is the inclusion 0/ a(L) C 90 C 9 into g(O'(J)) with l'espeet to the splitting
(6.84).

Proof. The fornntla (6.85) follows from Proposition 7.1, (7.7), (7.8) below. 0

6.1. Topological properties of detern1inant Lie groups as CX -bundles over
elliptic syn1bols. For the sake of silnplicity the following lenllna is written in the
case of a trivial C-vector bundle E := IN with N large enough.

Lel11111a 6.8. FOl' a trivial vedo.,. bundle IN =: E, whe7'e N is large enough, ove.,. an
odentable closed ntanifold Al, dilll Al > 0, tlIe CX -extension G(A1, E) oiSElI; (M, E)
is nontrivial.

l\'alne/y the ehern cI~aracter 01 the assocl:ated ll:nea1' bundle over SEll; (Al, E) is

nonl1'ivial in H- (SEll~ (NI, E), Q) .
Proof. 1. The pl'incipal sYlnbols of a family of elliptic operators [rom Ell~ (M, IN)

(parametrized by a lllap of a SIl100th manifold A, 'P: A ~ EI~ (M, IN)) define a
Sll100th lnap

'PtJymb: A x S- M ~ U(N). (6.86)

1f N is large enough, then thc space of such lllaps is hOlllOtOpy equivalent to the
space of maps froll1 A into U(oo). The J(-functor J(-I(A x S* M) is defined as
the set of hOInotopy dasses [A x S- NI; U(oo)] ([AH), 1.3). The ehern eharacter
eh: l\'-I(A X S- 111) ~ Hodd(A x 8- A1, Q) defines an iSOInOrphisI11 of !{-l 0 Q with
Hodd ([AH], 2.4).

2. The space EIla (M, IN) is a, bundle over SEll~ (M, IN) with a contractable fiber
F = {ld +K} = Jr- t (Id), where Je are operators with coo-SIllOOth kerneIs on 1\1 x 1\1
(i.e., SIlloothing operators). The detenllinant of the index bundle over Ello ()\tl, IN)
is isoIllorphic49 to the pull-back Jr- L to Ella (!vI, IN) of the associated with G (lvI, IN)
linear bundle L over SEll~ (M, IN). The ehern character of Jr-L restricted to a fan1ily
A of eIliptic operators is given by the Atiyah-Singer index thcoreln for fanlilies so

eh (lfJ;ymbL) = ch( 'P- Jr- L) = f T (S- Al) ch(UA)'
JS • M

Here, T(S*M) is the Todel dass for T(S* NI) 0 C, T corresponds to

rr ( -Yi . Yi )
1 - exp(Yi) 1 - exp( -Yi) ,

(6.87)

49This isomorphism of linear bundles is not canonical. The existence of such an isomorphism is
proved in SeetiOll 6.2.

50The orientat.ion of S· A1 differs from the orient.ation in [ASl], [AS2] and coincides with its
orient,ation in [P].
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where Yi are basic eharaeters of Inaxitnal torus of 0(11.) and the Pontrjagin classes
Pj (TX) are the elenlentary synll11ctrie funetions aj of {y;}, 7 = 1 - pl/12 + ....
The UA in (6.87) is an elenlent of [{-I (A X S* Al) eorl'csponding to <.p~lImb (6.86). lts
ehern eharaeter eh (UA) E Hodd

( A X S· Al) eorresponds to an elelnent eh (OUA) E
Hev(A X S· M, A X S* NI) in thc cxa.et sequenee of the pair (B· Al, S* A1) ([AH], 1.10).
Here, B* Al is the bundle of unit balls in T* A1 and 0: 1\"-1 (A X S* M) ------t ](O(A x
B* NI, A x S*1ltf) is the natural hOlll0lll0rphism. By the Bott periodieity,

3. The falllily 'P: A -40 Ello (1\1, IN) is a smooth Inap to the eonneeted eornponent
of the operators with their prineipa.l sYl11bois hOITIotopie to a trivial oncs. Henee for
allY a E A the Inap 'P.9ymb(a): a x S·111----7 U(1V) is h0l110topie to the Inap to a point
in U(J\l). Up to the multiplieation of the elenlelü 'u(a) := [<.p~ymb(a)] E ](I(S* M) by
a number 11. E Z+ the latter eondition is equivalent to the equality eh(u(a)) = 0 in
Hodd(S* /1.1, Q). (Here, we supposc that N is lal'ge enough. The torsion subgroup of
](1 (S· 1\1) is a finite group.)

Let A be an orientable closcd even-dimensional Il1anifold. Then there is a SIll00th
11lap <.p~ymb: A x S· A1 -40 U(N) (where 1V is large enough) such that

eh (<.p"ymb) [A x S· NI] =I- 0,

eh (<.p~ymb(a)) = o. (6.88)

4. Let A = ~ be an orientable eOlnpaet surfaee. Let a snlooth nlap <.p~ymb satisfy
(6.88). Then the integer multiple of <.p"ymb

n . r.p"ymb: ~ x S* M --4' U(nIV),

n E Z+ is hOlnotopie to a trivial oue undel' the restrietion to a X S*M for any a E 2:.
So there is a srnooth fanlily 'Pt of elliptie PDOs with their principal sYlnbol Inap
n . 'P.9ymb, 'Pt : ~ ----7 EIl; (M, InN). By (6.87) and (6.88) we have

eh (Ind <.pd [L:] = eh (<.pi 7r* L) [~] =
r 7(S· Al) eh (ur;) = eh (n<p~ymb) [5*111 x E] =I- O.
Js•MxE

Then eh( L) is nontrivial in Hodd (SEII~ (NI, I nN ) ,Q) because

eh( L) [<.pt~] = eh (Ind <.pd [L:] =I- O.

The lelnma is proved. 0
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6.2. Deternlinant bundles over spaces of elliptic operators and of elliptic
symbols. Thc line bundle aver SEll~ (NI, E) assaciated with the detenninant Lie
group G(l\1, E) can be defined as folIows. The cletcrminant line bundle over the group
Ell~ (lvI, E) of inverti ble elliptic operators is canonically trivialized (as Ker A = 0 =
eoker A for A E Ell~ (NI, E)). Any two operators Al, A2 E ElI~ (NI, E) with the sa.lne
sYl11bois diffcr by Inyltiplying by B = A2 A11 E {Id +K}, Kare smoothing. The
identification of fibers C = Linv (Ad :1 1 anel Linv (A 2 ) :1 lover Al anel A2 is definecl
as

(6.89)

Here, detFr(B) is thc Fl'celholnl detel'l11inant. These identifications define the line
bundle L over SEn~ (Al, E) canonically isonlorphic to the linear bunelle associated
with the principal CX -bundle G(A1, ,E) over SEll~(A1,E). The holomorphic structure
on the CX -bundle G( M, E) over SEn; (M, E) (dcfined in Reluark 6.18) gives us the
hololTIorphic structure on the associated line bundle L.

The group G(NI,E) is the group of nonzero elelnents of L. The inlage dl(A) of
A E Ell~ (A1, E) in Fo\ Ell~ (NI, E) = G(1\1, E) (satisfying the lTIultiplicative property
(6.8)) corresponds to the unit lA in C = Linv(A). The definition (6.89) is cOlllpatible
with (6.8) bccause for ~ E CX we have

~ ·lA I = ~. d(Ad = ~. d (A1A;I) .d(A 2 ) = ~/detFr (A 2A;1) ·lA2'

Here we use for A 1A2"1 =: B the equality

(where F are invertible operators of the form Tel +K, K is sI11oothing).
The deternlinant bundle cletEll ovel' the space of elliptic PDOs has the detenninant

line det(Coker A)0(dct(Ker A))-l = detEll(A) as its fiber over a point A E Ell(M, E).
Here, det(V) := Amaxv for a finite-dimensional vector space V over C and L- l is the
dual space to a one-dinlensional (>linear space L. (An elliptic PDO A E Ellq(NI, E)
of any order q defines the Fredhohn operator between Sobolev spaces IJ(IJ)(M, E)
and H(IJ-m)(Nl,E), whel'e rn:= Req, and KerA C COO(Nf"E) is independent of 5,

[Hö2], Theorem 19.2.1 and Theorenl 18.1.13 aJso. The space eokel' A is antidual to
Kel' A* C COO(lVJ, E* 0 .0), where E* is antidual ta E anel .0 is the line bundle of
del1si ties on !vI.)

Let det~1l be the restirction af detElI to the connected cOlllponent Ello(1\1, E) of ld
of the space of elliptic PDOs. The natural fibration

Jr: Ello(A1, E) -t SEll5 (A1, E) (6.90)

over the space of symbols of invel'tible elliptic PDOs has contractible fibers (Tel +K)· A
(where A is an invertible elliptic PDO with a given sYlnbol and Kare snloothing
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operators, i.e., their Schwartz kerneis are Coo on M x M). Hence thel'c are global
sections of this fibration.

Proposition 6.9. The lineal' bundlc detEll over Ello(l\1, E) is l:solnorphic to 7I"* L J

where L is the linear bundle ovcr SEIl; (111, E) associaled with the determinanl Lie
gTOUp rand 7I" is the p1'ojection (6.90)). This identijicatiorl, is not canonical. Any
global section s: SEll~ (lW, E) -t Ello(M, E) dejines a cano.,üca! identijication 01line
bundles s* dct~ll und Lover SEil; (lVl, E).

This assertion is proved with the help of the following lenlnla.

Le111111a 6.9. The'l'e is an associative syste'm, <PA t ,A2: detEll (Al) ~ detEiI (A 2) 01

canonical linear ülerdijicalions fOT Aj fro'm the sa'11U fiber 01 7I". // Al und A 2 al'e
inveTtible elliptic PDOs, then detEIl (A j ) is canonically ce and <t'A1 ,A2 is the 1nultipli
cation by the F1'edhobn detenninant (detFr(B))-l, B := A2 A11

.

Proof. These identifications are defined a.s folIows. Let Ao, Al, A2 be elliptic PDOs
from tbe sanle fiber of 7I" and let Ao be invertible. There are smoothing operators 5j ,

j = 1,2, such that

Aj = (Id +5j ) Ao.

The detenninant line Linv(Ao) is canonically ce. The PDO Ao defines (in a canon
ical way) the identification of Linv(Ao) with (det(Ed) '3) (det(Eo))-l, wherc Eo c
r(M, E) is a finite-dimensiona.l space of smooth sections, EI := AoEo. Let Eo,
E} be finite-diInensional subspaces of r(M, E) such that Ker Al C Eo and the im
age of the natural map frOln EI into Coker Al is Coker Al- Then the detenninant
line detEll (A d is canonically isoIllorphic (by the action of the operator A d with

det (EI) ® (det (Eo)) -1. In particular, it is canonically identified (by Ad with

dct (AoEo) 0 (det (Eo))-1 , (6.91)

where J{-l (5d is the (algebraic) eigenspace for SI corresponding to 5 t -eigenvalue
(-1) (1.e., dinlC J(-l is the algeb'1'aic lnultiplicity of (-1) for 5d. Thc operator 51 is
a. compact one in L2 (PvJ,E). Hence climEo(A l ,Ao) = cliInJ(_l (5d < 00. \1\/e have
tbe composition of canonical isoillorphisms (for Eo := Eo (Al, Ao)) clefined by the
operators Ao and Al,

",,(Aa) (~) ( (- ))-1 ""(AdLinv (Ao)~ det Ao,Eo ® det Eo ~ detEll (At} . (6.92)

The truncated Fredholm detenninant det~r (leI +51) is defined as the Fredholm
deternlinant of the operator (Id +81) restricted to the invariant subspace for (Id +51 )
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eomplelnentary to 1(-1 (Sd in L2 (A1, E). The identifieation of the lines

c.pAo ,At: Linv (Ao)~ detEll (Al)

is the COIllposition of thc identifications (6.92) 111ultiplied by (det~r (ld +51)) -1. (Note
that if Al is invertible, then Ea = 0, det (Ea) is eanonically C, and detFr (Id +Sd =
c1et (A 1An1

). So this defini tion is eOlllpati blc with (6.89).) The identifieation of the
lines

(6.93)

is definecl as 'PAo,A2 • (rpAo,Al )-1.

Lell1111a 6.10. The is01120rphisTn (6.93) is independent 0/ an inverlible PDO Aa fro'Tn
lhe sa1ne fiber.

Proof. Indeed, let A~ be another invertible POG with the saIlle symbol as Cf (Ao).
Then we have

(6.94)

where rpAo,Ab is the identifieation (6.89) of the lines L inv (Ao) = detEll (Ao) and
detEll (A~).

1'0 prove (6.94), we use the interpretation of the isomorphism rp Ao,At as folIows.
We have

<PAo,A t (lA o ) = det~r (A 1Ao1
) • (Aoea!\ eol

), (6.95)

where Co E det (Eo) , Co -=1= 0, and Aoeo is the ilnage of Co in det (EI) := det (AaEo).

(Here, Ej are the satne as in (6.91). The determinant line bundle det (EI) 0

(det (EO))-1 is identified with detEll (Ad by 1/J (Al)') Let EI be a finite-clilnensional

invariant subspaee eorresponding to algebraic eigenspaces for Al Anl with eigenvalues

A E Spec (A I An1
), lAI< C, C E IR.+. SO EI C EI. Set Eo := AÖ

1EI. Then we have

(
I ( _1))-1

c.pAo,A\ = detFr (1 - ]JEt) A1Ao rpAo,A t (E.),

where rpAo,A t (E.) is thc COll1position of iclenLifications (defined by Ao anel Ad

(A ) 1fJE.(Ao) I () (-I) 1fJE.(A\) d ()L inv 0 _) (et EI 0 det E o ( _ etEIl Al ,

(6.96)

(6.97)

and PEt is the spectral projeetion of L2 ( /vI, E) on the algebraic eigenspaces for
A1 Aoi = Jd +SI with eigenva,lues A, lAI< C. The detenninant lines det(E.) :=
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(det (Ed) C5I (det (EO))-1 and det(E.) := (det (EI)) C5I (det (Eo)) -1 in (6.97) and in

(6.91) are identifieel by Ao,

7Pet,Et (Ao) : det (E.) ~ det(E.). (6.98)

The elelnents in these eleterminant lines corresponding to the same element a E
det (Ad, a #- 0, are connected by the identification (6.98). (This assertion is compat
ihle with the ratio of Fl'cdholIn detern1inant factors in the expressions for )OAo,A 1 with

the help of 1/JAo,Al(E.) anel 'l/JAo,A 1 (E.).) Hence )OAo,Ai (IAo) can be interpreted as

an eleillent of thc systen1 of eletenninant lines elet(E.) identified by 'l/Jftt,Et (Ao) with

det (E.). This assertion tneans that fonnally 'P Ao,A 1 (1 Ao) has the properties of the

expression Aoe I\. e- 1
, where e is a nonzel'O "volume elen1ent" from "det (Lz(lvJ, E))"

and Aoe is the ilnage of e in "det (IJ( -m) (M, E))", rn := Re (ord Ao). Here, e is de

fineel by a basis (eI, ... ,en , ... ) froln a. dass of aeln1issible basises in L 2(M, E). This
dass is defined as an orbit of a given orthonormal basis by the action on it of the
group F of invertible operators of the fonn Iel +K:, K: are smoothing.

Let e be the volun1e element defined by an adtnissible basis (eh"" en , •.. ) anel
let I be the volume elen1ent elefined by (/1, ... , In,"') = B (eI"'" en , .•. ), B E F.
Then we have

/ = cletFr(B) . e, At = detFr(B) . Ae. (6.99)

(This interpretation has SOIne analogy with the construction of the detenninant bun
die over the Grassn1anian of a Hilbert space in [SW], § 3.)

Let Ao be an invertible POO with the salne sYIl1bol as a (Ao). Hence we have by
(6.95), (6.99)

'PAb,Al (lAb) =A~el\.e-I =det(A~Aöl) (Aoel\.e- 1
) =det(A~Aol)'PAo,Al (lAo)'

So the equality (6.93) is proved since

)OAo,Ab (lAo) = (detFr (A~Aol))-l . lAb'

The letTItna is provecl. 0
Proof of Proposition 6.9. Let oS be a section of thc fibration (6.90), 7rS = Iel on
SEll~ (A1, E). Then thc line bundle ,5* dctEll over SElI~ (M, E) is isolnorphic to the
line bundle L associated with the CX -fibration of the determinant Lie group over
SEll~(A1,E). Nan1ely the associative SYStClll )OA 1 ,A2 identifies linearly the fibers of
detEIl for Al, A2 froln any fiber of 1T" and defines a line bunclle LI over SEll~ (111, E)
isol11orphic to L. The linear bundle detEll is isoillorphic to 7r*LI = 7r*L since 7r is a
fibration with constructible fibers. We have

L >I< *L * *L *cl tO= S 7r = S 7r 1 = S e EU'
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Thc canonical identification L = LI follows iITIlnediately fron1 the coincidence of thc
identifications (6.89) with <P Al ,A2 for invertible Al, A 2 and froll1 the associati vity of
<P Al ,A:iI given by Len11TIa 6.9. 0

Relnark 6.19. (A holoI110rphic structure on det~ll) A natural hololl10rphic structul'e
on Ello( /&1, E) is dcfined as folIows. '""Te have a natural projection

p: Ello(1\1, E) ~ SElIo(NI, E) (6.100)

with an affine fiber {Id +K}, where Kare sI110othing. (Elelnetlts of this fiber tllay
havc the zero Fredhohn detenninant..) A projection PI: Ello(M,E) ---+ ]Js(M, E) on
the spaee of prineipal elliptic syn1bols (of all eOInplex orders) has as its fiber an affinc
space Id +CL -1 (1'1, E). These fibcrs have a natural complex structure invariant
under the adjoint action of the group El~ (1\1, E). of invertible elliptic PDOs. The
base ps(lvf, E) has a natural eornplcx structure (analogous to thc one defined in
Relnark 4.18. This strlleture indllces complexes strlletures on all other connceted
eotnponents of EIl( /&1, E) by (left 01" right) IDllltiplying by represcntatives of these
cOlnponents.

The line bundle det~ll over ElIo(1\1, E) has a natural hololTIorphic structure. It is
the strueture indueed [roln a holOlllorphie structure on the deterlllinant Ene bundle
L on SEIl; (M, E) (assoeiated with G(M, E)51) uuder a (loeal) holomorphiq section
r of p, r: U ---+ p- IU. A holomorphie section of detßu over r(U) defines a section of
det~1l over p-l (U) with the help of the canonical assoeiative systenl of identifications
(defined in Lemnla 6.9) of tbe fibers of det~ll over the fibers p-l(X), x E U. These
seetions over p-l (U) define a natural holon10rphic strueture on det~lI.

6.3. Odd class operators and the canonical deternlinant. Thc odd dass PDOs
a.re introdueed in Seetioll 4. They are a generalizatioll of DOs. Let EIlt'_l)(M, E) C

Ell~(JVI, E) be a subgroup of invertible elliptie PDOs of the odd cIasS. 52 Then thc
subgroup of Ellri (1\1, E) generatcd by elliptic DOs is eontained in Ellt'-l) (Al, E) and

evcry element of Ellt'_l) (Al, E) has an integer order.
The l11ultiplieative anomaly on an odd-dimensional cIosed manifolcl is zero for op

erators A,B E Ell(_I)(M,E) such that oreI A,ordB,ord A+orcl BE Z\ü. Thus tlsing
the I1nI1tiplicative property, we ean clcfine unanlbiguotlsly a deterl11inant det( A) for
zero order A E Ellt_l).oOll, E) with ao( A) elose to a positive definite self-adjoint
one, Corollary 4.1. The canonica.l cletefll1inant clet(_l)(A) for any odd dass invert
ible zero order elliptie PDO A (on an odd-dil11ensional M) with a given a(log A) E
CSr_1)(M,E) is defined below, (6.111). These two determinants are equal for odd

51The line bundle L over SEll~ (1\1 1 E) is explieitly defined at the beginning of this subseetion. A
natu ral holomorphie struct.ure on it is defi !lee! wi th the hel p of Remark 6.18 ..

52 Eil; (1\1, E) is the group of invertible elliptie POOs of eomplex orders.
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dass elliptic A of zero order sufficiently elose to positive definite self-adjoint ones and
for an appropria,te a(log A). (I t is proved below.)

Let G(_t)(A1, E) be the determinant Lie group restricted to the odd dass elliptic
PDOs, i.e., G(_I)(Nf, E) he the quotient Fo\ Ell<-l),o(M, E).

Let Ell<_I),o(A1, E) 3 Id be a connecteel component of Ell(_l) (NI, E) anel let

G<_t)(lW, E) := Fo\ Ell<_1),o(A1, E)

be a,n appropriate detcnninant Lic group. Then the Lie algebra e([(_I)(M, E) of

Ell<_I),o(1\1, E) is equal Lo CL(_1)(1'1, E) by Proposition 4.2.

Let lj := a (log(oj) A j ) / ord Aj , where Ai E Ell(.!'I),o(M, E), 111'1 are even, mj f= 0,
and L(8j) are aeltnissible (for Ai) cuts of the spectral plane. Let B(-l),(lj) be a. one
dimensional central extension of thc Lie algebra CSr_l)(M, E) given by the cocyde
J{(lj)(M, E), LernIna 5.1, (5.5), Relnark 5.1, (5.6), (5.7).

Re7nark 6.20. In the definition of logarithIllic synlbols a (log Ai) it is enough to use
a smooth field of admissible for (A j - ;\)-1 spectral cuts 0i: p. M ---+ SI = 1R/27rZ as
in Renlark 4.8. (This I1lap has to be homotopic to a tri vial one.) These fields of cuts
Inay depend on A j.

For such defined logal'ithnlic sYlnbols Ij = a (log Aj) / ord Aj , Propositions 6.10,
6.11, Lemnla 6.11 (anel Corollary 6.4) are valid. The existcnce of such fields of
spectral cuts is a property of a synlbol a (A j ) (but not of an even order PDO A j

itself). lf these fields exist, then the Lie algebras (over Z) g~-I),(ld ~ fi~-I),(12)

(defined bclow) are canonically identified by Wl 112 , Proposition 6.11.

Proposition 6.10. The extensions 9(-1),(lj) 0/ the Lie algeb1'u CSr_l)(M, E) fo1' a
closed odd-dünensional AI a'l'e canonically idenlljied by an associative sysle"m 0/ iso
'Tn07'phisms l-Vh (2 : g(-1),( ft) ---+ B( -1) ,(l2) defined in Proposit ion 5.1) (5.11) . Th ese iso
'morphis1ns are Id with respeet Lo fhe coordhtates in (5.11).

Proof. By Corollary 4.3 and by ReJllark 4.7 h -/2 belongs to CSr_l)(M, E). So the

identification (5.11), vVh12 (a +c ·1) = a +c' ·1, for a E CSr-t){1'1,E) is given by

(6.101)

in view of Renlark 4.5, i.e" Wll12 = Tel. 0
However the logarithlns of the add dass elliptic PDOs fornl a Lie subalgebra (ovel'

Z) e[(f-1) (lVJ, E) c e[[(Nl, E). Elements of C[[~_1)(lvJ,E) take the fornl 'TnL + a, where

1n E Z, a E C SO(M, E), anel 2L is a logarithln of an eleInent of Ell'_I),o(M, E)
(for example, of D..E + Id, D..E is the Laplacian of a unitary connection "\JE on E).
Analogous subgroups fif-l),(lj) of Q(lj) are deflned.
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Proposition 6.11. Thc idenlijicahons ~V1112' (5.ll),

W -z -z
1\12: p(-l),(ld~ g(-I),(12)

are Id (over S'(-l),log(M, E), llte Lie algeb1'a over Z 01 SEII(_l),o(M, E)) on an odd
dl~1nensional closed 1\1 with respect, to the coordinates (5.11) in !'he cent.ral extensions.
(lIere, Ij are under the sa'me condilions as in P1'oposition 6.10.)

Proof. An elen1ent qll + a + c . 1 E ijf-l),(lj)' q E Z, is identified by ~Vltl2 with

ql2 +a' + c' . 1 E g~-I),(l2)' where

(6.102)
q/l + a = ql2 +a

l
E S(-I),log(AI, E),

Cl = C + (11 - 12 , (l ) res + q (1 1 - 12 , / 1 - 12 )res /2.
d = c because /1 - 12 E CSr-J)(M, E) by Corollary 4.3 and byBy Relnark 4.5,

Relnark4.7. 0
The associative systen1 of identifications l,V/t12: gf-l),Ud ~ gf-l),(12) defines a

canonical Lie algebra :or-I) over Z which is a central extension of S(-I),log(JlI, E) with
thc help of C.

Le01ma 6.11. The cocycle ](l, (5.5), is trivial on S(-I),log(M, E) 10'1' a closed odd
di1nensional M. He're, I satisfies the sal1~e conditions as Ij in Proposition 6.10.

Proof. By ReInark 4.5 it is enough to show that [l, a] E CS?_l)(AI, E) for SOIne even
nL Then exp(1nl) E SEll~1),0(A1, E). There is an invertible A E Ell~l),oCNJ, E) with
a(A) = exp(nd). By (4.17) and by Remark 4.7 we have

(6.103)

for an admissible for A cut L(o). So we have

(6.104)

Taking 0.,18=0 of (6.104), we obtain 1n[/, a] E CSf-I)(M, E). The len1ma is proved.
o

Corollary 6.4. The cent..l'al extension gf-l) (NJ, E) 0/ 5'(-t),log(M, E) is canonically
trivial.

Indeed , by Proposition 6.11 the coordinates c . 1 in gf-1),(lj) with respect to the

splittings gf-l),(lj) = S(-1),log(A1, E) ffi C . 1 do not change under the identifications

l'V~112' By LeInIna 6.11 the C-extensions :of-l),(lj) of S(-l),log(AI, E) are trivial with
respect to these splittings.
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The canonical splitting 9(-1) = 5'(-1),log(Al, E) EB C of this central extension gives
HS a canollical connection on the CX -bundle G(-1)(lvJ, E) ---+ SEll(_1),0(M, E). Hence
we can clefine 10cally a holonlorphic function on the space of odd dass elliptic PDOs
on an odd-diInensional closed Al. (A natural complex structure on Ell(_l),o(M, E) is

defined in ReInark 4.18.) Nanlely, if for A elose to Ao we choose as do(A) a locally
flat section ove!' er(A) (with respcct to thc connection on G(_t)(Al, E)), then

is holoI110rphic in A. Of course in general we cannot find aglobaI flat scction do(A).
However we can define (lo(A) as a 111ulti-valued flat section of Ci(_1)(Al, E) over zero

order symbols of the odd elass such that lio(A) is an anlytic continuation of thc Hat

section do(A) near er (Ao) = Id, where do(Id) is the ielentity of G(_1)(M, ,E).

Let ~E be the Lapla~ian on (Al, E) for (9Al' \7E), where gM is a Riemannian

structure anel \7E is a unitary connection. Then we define Jo(A) for ord A = 21'n,
m E Z+ U 0, as a ITIulti-valued Hat section of G(_1)(M, E) over SEll(~l).o(M,E) such

that (lo (~E + [cl) = d1 (ßE+ Id) / det(Jr) (ßE+ Id).

Proposition 6.12. Por such a seetion do(A) the dclcnninanl

(6.105)

gives us a (multi-valued) hol01norphic dele'T"Tninanl 0/ A E Ell(_1),o(M, E) defi..ncd in
Seetion 4.5, Proposition 4.10.

Re1n(l'l'k 6.21. This holoIllorphic cleternlinant is a multi-valued function J(A) defined
up a constant factor c E CX

, lei = 1. Here we define a branch of f( A) equal to
det(,r) (ßE+ Id) at the point Ao := ß'E + Iel E Ell(~1),0(M, E). \Ve can do this since

(6.106)

Here wc use that ß E+ Id is self-adjoint anel positive definite.

Corollary 6.5. The rnonodr01ny 0/ det(A) defined by (6.105) over closed loops Ü~

Ell(_I),o(M, E) is given by '1nultip/yin,g by rools 0/ order 2m 0/ I) where 1n depends o'n
dirn M only. (This aS8crlion follows from P1'oposdion 4.13.)

Let A E Ell(_I),o(Al, E) be an elliptic roo of odd dass on an odd-dimensional

elosecl Al with a fixed logarithnlic symbol er (log A) E C5'(-1) (N!, E). Then A has a
canonical deterrninant defined with the help of the Tr(_1tfunctional, Proposition 4.1,
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(4.2). This functional is defined for thc odd dass POOs CL(_1)(Al, E) on an odd
dinlensional dosed Al. Namely let B E e{[(_I)(A1, E) be an opera.tor with a(B) =
a(log A). Then the elelnent

ri(-I),o(u(logA)) = d1(expB)jdet(_1)(expB) (6.107)

is defined, where ddexp B) is the inlage of exp B E Ell<_l),o(Nf, E) in G(-1) (lvI, E),
FoexpB, and

det(_1)(exp B) := exp (-fJ~ Tr(_I)(exp( -.sB))I~=o) E CX
• (6.108)

For 3011 sEC an elliptic operator exp( -8 B) belongs to Eil,-1),0(M,E) c CL( -1)( M, E).
Hence Tr(_1)(exp(-.sB)) is defined for aB sEC and Is regular in s.

Lemma 6.12. The elenlenl d(-I),o(a(1og A)) E G(_1)(A1,E) is independent 01 a chOl:ce
01 B with a(B) = a(log A).

Proof. Let BI E e([(_1)(M, E) anel a(B) = a (Bt}. Then

d1 (exp Bt} = detFr (exp BI exp( -B)) d1 (exp B),

det(_l) (exp Bd = exp ( -8$ TI'(_l) exp (-sBd I~=o) =

= det(_ 1)(exp B) exp ( -8j TI'(_I) (exp (-sBd - exp( -sB)) 1$=0)' (6.109)

An operator exp (-sB1 ) - exp( -sB) is of trace dass for all sEC. It is even a
Sll100thing operator. (An operator exp( -sB) is defined in L2 (A1, E) by (3.30), B is
bounded in L2 (A1, E), and a (Bd = a(8).) Thus

Tr(_l) (exp (-sEt} - exp( -sB)) = Tl' (exp (-sBd - exp( -sB)) . (6.110)

Si1nilarly to (2.25), (2.26), to Remark 3.4, and to Proposition 6.5, (6.29), we conclude
that

exp (-a~Tr(_l) (exp (-sBd - exp( -sB))) = exp (Tl' (BI - B)) =
= detFr (expB1 exp( -B)).

The lenltna i8 proved. 0

Definition. An (odd dass) deternlinant A E ElI'_l),o(NI, E) with a given loga

rithmicsynlbol a(logA) E CS(_l}(NI,E) is defined by

(6.111)

where cl(_l},o(a(logA)) E G(_1)(M,E) is elefined by the expression on the fight in
(6.107) with any operator B E e[((_1) (.NI, E) = CL(_l)(Nf, E) such that a(B) =
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a(1og A). The expression on the right in (6.111) is independent of B with a(B) =
a(1og A) by Len1ma 6.12.

Proposition 6.13. Lel A E Ell(_l),o(Al, E) (1\1 is odd-di-rnensional) be sufficiently
dose 10 positive definite self-adjoint PDOs. Then

det(_l)(A) = det(A)l (6.112)

whc'I'c det( A) is defincd with fhe help oJ the 'TTntltiplicative p'rope1'ty, Theorem 4-.1,

Corol/ary 4.1. In (6.112) we suppose thai an approp7'iate a(log A), TLam,ely a(log(i)A),
is used in Ihe definition 0/ elet( -l} (A). (This sym,bol is defined by (4.12).)

Proof. 1. Let L := log A E e[[(_1)(A1 1 E) = CL?_1)(lvJ 1 E) exist. The det(_1}(A)
corresponding to a(L) E CSO(Al, E) is given by

(6.113)

(This formula ca~ be read as det(_l}(A) = exp (Tl'(_1)(1og A)). The functional 1'1'(_1)

is defined by Proposition 4.1, (4.2).)
1'0 prove (6.113), note that for any A E CL(_1)(A1,E) we have Tr(_l}(A) =

TR (AC(~)) 18=0 for any positive definite sclf-adjoint C E E11(~l ),0 (J\![1 E), 71~ E Z+.
In particular,

(6.114)

1'he family exp( -sL )C-"1 is a holomorphic faIl1ily of e11iptic PDOs. So the fUIlctioIl
TR (exp( -SL)C-"I) is regular at SI = 0 (since exp( -sL) is a PDO of the odd dass
anel since M is odd-din1ellsional) and then at s = O. We can rewrite (6.114) as

det(_l)(A) = exp (- (TR (-Lexp( -SL)0-"1) 1,,1=0) 1,,=0) =

= exp (-Tl'(_1)(-Lexp(-sL))I,,=o) = exp (1'1'(_1) L).

2. The detefll1inant det(A) of A := expL, L E e[l(-1)(Jltf1E)1 (defined by Corol
lary 4.1) für L sufficicntly snlall is

det(A) = det(i)((expL)C)jdet(i)(C),

For a11 sufficiently sIllall t we have

det(exp( tL)) = exp (ta" log det(exp(sL )0) 1,,=0) ,

a" log det(exp(sL )C) 18=0~) TR (LC- z
) Iz=o = 1'1'(-1) L.

(6.115)
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The equality ~) in (6.115) follows fronl the variation fornHtlas (2.28), (2.29), (7.24)
for 810gdet (C,,), C/j := exp(sL)C,

83 log det (C3 )= ((I+z8z)Tl' (LC;z)) Iz=o =1"1' (LC;z -res u(L)/zord Cs) Iz=o =
= Tl' (LC3 ) ]Z=O. (6.116)

(By Relnark 4.5 res u( L) = 0 since L is an odd elass P 00 and 1'1 is odd-dilnensional).
The expression Tl' (LC;Z) is equal to TR (LC;Z) for ord C . Re z > dirn M. So
Tl' (LC;Z) Iz=o = 1"1'(-1) L. Then we conelude that

det(_l)(A) = exp (Tr(_1)(tL)) = det(A)

for A = exp tL, where t is sufficiently snlall. Thc functions det(*)(A) and det(A) are
analytic in A (in their dODlains of definition). Ir log(i) A is defined, then det(A) is
also defined. The dOlnain of definition of det(i)(A) is connected. Thc proposition is
proved. 0
Proof of Proposition 6.12. 1. First we prove that det(A) = det(A) for POOs A
from Ell(_1),0(M, E) sufficicntly elose to Id. (Here, det(A) := f(A) is a branch of a
holonlorphic deterrninant, Proposition 4.10, !(ld) = 1.)

Let A := exp(tL), L E CL(_1) (i\1, E), C E Ell(~1),o(.NI, E), 1TI. E Z+, be a positive
definite self-adjoint POO, J := log(i) C. Then by Proposition 6.8, (6.85), we havc

8tlog (d1(exp(tL))/exp (t,TIa(J)O"(L))) It=o = TR(Lexp(-.sJ) - resu(L)/s)!3=O =

= TR(L cxp( -sJ)) 13=0 = Tr(_l) L. (6.117)

Here we use that res O"(L) = 0 for LEeLC_I)(lvI, E) by Rcmark 4.5 and by the
definition (4.2), Proposition 4.1, of Tr(_l) L (/vI is odd-dilnensional). In view of

(6.113) we have det(_1)(exp(tL)) = exp (Tr(_1)(tL)) ,

Bt log det( -1) (exp( tL)) lt=o = 1"r( -1) L. (6.118)

'vVe conclude from (6.117), (6.118) and [roin Proposition 6.13 that

Bt 10gdet(exp(tL))1 =at log (dt(exp(tL))/ exp (tTIa(J)O"(L))) I =t=O t+O

= 1"1'(_1) L = 8t 10gdet(_n(exp(tL))lt=O = Bi logdet(exp(tL))lt=o. (6.119)

Thus we have two equal characters of the Lie algebra e[[(_1)(A1, E) = C L?_l) (!vJ, E) 3

L. Hence thc corresponding characters of exp (d[( -1) (lV[, E)) are also equal. The

exponential rnap is a map onto a neighborhood of Id in Ell'_t).o(M, E) (and even in

Ellg(1'1, E)). lndeed, for any A E EUg(NJ, E) elose to Jd we can take log(i) A, and

it belongs to d(_1)(M,E) for A E Ell(_1),o(A1, E) by Proposition 4.2, (4.12). So the
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branehes of the analytie funetions det( A) and f( A) eoineide in a neighborhood of
Id E Ell~_l),o(NJ, E).

VVe know that aeeording to Corollary 4.2 anel to Proposition 4.12, det(A) =
det(i)(A) in a neighbol'hooel of Iel in Ell(_l),o(M, E) anel that det(A) is a (Ioeal)

o -eharaeter of Ell(_l),o(M, E). We have only to prove that clet(A) defines a (Ioeal)

eharaeter of Ell(_1),o(A1,E). It is enough to prove that for L1,L2 E CL(_1)(A1,E)
anel for suffieiently slnall t 1, t2 E C we have

exp (t1IIu(J)a (Ld) exp (t 2nU (J)a (L 2 )) =

= exp (nu(J)log(i) (exp(t 1a (Ld)exp(t2a (L 2 )))) . (6.120)

(For suffieiently S111 a.l I t], t 2 this Iogarithnl exists by the Ca.nlpbell-Hauselorff for
t11ula.) The equality (6.120) follows fronl the equality J«(1(J) (aha2) = 0 for A 1,a2 E
C5(_1)(1\1, E), Lemllla 6.11, Corollary 6.4.

2. Let 2111. = ordA, m E Z+. We pl'ove the equality det(A) = det(A) in a
neighborhood of Ao := ß.E+ Id. From Theorenl 4.1, Corollary 4.2 we know that
det(ir) (Ad det(i") (A 2 ) = dct(i") (A1A').) for odd dass elliptie PDOs elose to positive
definite self-adjoint PDOs. Thus by Proposition 4.12, det(A) = clet(B) det (A o) for
B := AAö1 E Ell~_1),0(J'1, E) in a neighborhood of Ao.

Let us prove that det(A) = det(B)det(Ao). Note that d1 (A) = d1 (B)d1 (Ao) in

(;(-1)(1'1, E) aod that the Ioeal seelioH do(A) of G(-1) (lvJ, E) over SEll(_1),o(.A1, E) is
defined as a solution of the equation

99- 1 E II(1(J)g, (la (Ao) := dl (Ao)/det(i) (ßE+ Tel) .

So the assertion of Proposition 6.12, (6.105), for ordA = 2m. follows froln the same
assertion for 111 = O. 0

6.4. Coherent systems of detern1inant cocycles on the group of elliptic
symbols. Let a, b be the SYlllbols of elliptic PDOs A, B of positive orders such that
A and Bare suffieiently elose to positive definite self-adjoint PDOs (with respcet to a,

SIll00th positive density on J\1 a.nd to a Hel'nlitian structure on E). Then the coeycle

f(a,b):= logF(A,B) (6.121)

is defined on the grotlp SEll~ (J\1, E) of elliptie sYlllbols by (2.19) (and it depends on
CL = a(A) anel on b = a(B) only).

Then the (partia.lly defined) eoeycle f(a, b) ean be replaeed by a cohotllological one

f x ,y ( a, b) := f (x a, by) + f (;r, y) - f (x a, y) - f (x, by), (6.122)

where x anel y are the sYlnbols of positive definite self-adjoint elliptie PDOs of positive
orders. Note that the terms on thc right in (6.122) are defined also in the ease when
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the sYlnbols a and bare rather elose to lcl. (They are defined also for ord a > - ord x,
ord b > - orel y if the symbols a, xa, b, anel by are sufficiently elose to the syn1bols
of positive definite self-aeljoint PDOs. Under these conditions, the formula (2.19) for
thc tenns on the right in (6.122), (6.121) is derivcel.) We have

fx,y(a, b) - f(a, b) = d7'x,y(a, b),

d1'x,y(a, b) := 1'x,y(ab) - 1'x,y(a) - rx,y(b),

'T'x,y := f(yx, a).

Note that

(
det(1f)(X ABY)det(1f)(XY))

!x,y(a, b) - f(a, b) = log(i) elet(1f) (X AY)elet(1f)(XBY) ,

() I ( det(1f)(XAY) )
7'x,y a = og(1f) det(1f)(A)det(1f)(XY)

under the conditions that the detenninants on the right in (6.124) are defined anel
that fx,y (a, b) anel /(a, b) are cIefined. (Here, LU!) = L(o) is an adlnissible cut of the
spectral plane with e sufficiently elose to 1r, A allel Bare elliptic PDOs wi th the
sYlnbols a := O'(A) and b := a(B).)

Re1na1'k 6.22. Let x, y, x', and y' be the sYlnbols of positive definite self-adjoint
elliptic PDOs X, Y, X', and Y' of positive orders. Then the cochain

PX,y;XI,yl(a) := 1'x,y(a) - rx',y/(a)

is sll100th in a in a neigh borhood of Iel E SE115 (M, E).
Indeed, we have by (6.124)

(6.125)

(6.126)
. 1 (det(1f)(XAY)det(lf)(X'Y'))

PX,y;XI,yl(a):= og(i) det(1f)(XY)det(1f)(X'AY') .

\\Te have also by (2.32) and by (2.19) for variations oa such that oord a = 0

(

-I 0' (log(ir)(AY~X")) 0' (log(1f)(AY' X')) )
8px y·xl yl(a) = - oa'a , - res'

" , ordA +orcLX" +ol'dY orelA +ord)(, +ordY'

The term on the right depends on the sYlnbols O'(A), O'(X), O'(Y), O'(X' ), and O'(Y')
only. It is equal to the integral over 1\1 of a density locally defined by the h0I110geneous
cOlnponents of these SYlllbols.

'vVe have by (6.126)

Px,y;xl,yl(a) +Px/,yl;xlI,yl/(a) + PxlI,yll;x,y(a) == 0 (6,127)

for the symbols x, x', x", y, V', anel y" of self-aeljoint positive definite elliptic POOs
of positive orders.
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Hy (6.12.5), (6.124) we have

/x,y(Cl, b) - /xf,yl(a, b) = (dpX,y;Xf,y/) (a, b). (6.128)

(6.129)

(6.130)

Hence we have a. natural functorial systenl of (partially elefined) cocycles fx,y( Cl, b)
on the group SEll~ (lvI, E). All of thenl are coholTIologous to the cocyele /(a, b)
elefinecl by the l11ultiplicative anolnaly (2.19) of the zeta-rcgularizecl deternlinants.
The cocycle f( Cl, b) is sY1nmet.ric, f( Cl, b) = f( b, a) (as it is the logarithm of thc
I11ultiplicative anoI11aly). I-Iowever this cocycle inchlces a COholll010gica,l to it skew
synnuetric cocyele53 1(1 (ü, ß) (defined by (5.5)) on the Lie algebra Slog( A1, E) of the
group SEll~ (1\1, E) as folIows.

Note that fx,y(a, b) is defined for ord xa anel orel x elose to zero if orel by > 0 anel
ord y > 0 (and if xa, by are sufficiently elose to the symbols of positive definite
self-adjoint PDOs). IneIeeeI,

._ (det(,r)(X ABY)det(if)(XY))
fx,y( a, b) .- log(if) det(,r)(X AY)det(-if) (XBY)

(where a = a(A) and so on). Hence Jl,y(a, b) is defined for oreI y > 0 and for a, b
elose to Id.

I{ ord y > 0, b is elose to Id, and ü E (rp)-1 (0) = CSO(M, E) c Slog(M, E), we
have by (2.19)

(
a(log(if)(BY)) a(IOg(,r)(Y)))

8t fl,y(exp(tü), b)lt=o = - ü, d b cl - cl
01' + 01' Y 01' Y

res

Let b := exp( ,ß), ß E CSO(M, E), alld let 1 be elose to 0 E lR.. Then by (6.130),

8..." (8t /1 ,y (exp(tü),exp('/ß) )It=o) 1/=0 = - (ü, varß (log(j-) Y) ) res ' (6.131 )

where varß (log(i) Y) := 8..."a (log(if)(exp(tß)Y)) 1/=0 for Y E Ell~ (1\1, E) with a(Y) =
y, ß E CLO(M, E), is an operator with a(ß) equal to ß.

Let 14(ü,ß) be the bi linear fornl given by thc left side of (6.131). Then thc
antisyn1metrization ARy(ü, ß) of thc form Ry( ü, ß) is given by (6.131) as

Here, ü and ß are sYlnbols fr0l11 C SO( lvI, E).

53The cocycle [(1 defines the cent.ral extension 9(1) (defined by (5.6), (5.7)) of the Lie algebra
g := Slag(A!, E). Sy Theorem 6.1, the Lie algebra 9(1) is canonieally isomorphie to the Lie algebra
g(M, E) of the determinant Lie group G(M, E).
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Let us conlpute the right part of (6.1:32) for ordy = E up to O(E) (for E -t 0). By
Canlpbell-Hausdorff fonnula we see that for a(a) = 0:, a(13) = ß

varo (log(iT) Y) = 8t a (log(jf)(exp(iit)Y)) It=o =
= 8t (a (log(ir) Y) + o:t, + t [o:,log(ir) y]) It=o" + 0 ((orel y)2) =

= 0: + [0-,0" (log(iT) Y)] /2 + 0 ((ord y)2) , (6.133)

varß (log(iT) Y) = ß+ [ß,a (log(iT) Y)] /2 + 0 ((oreI y)2).

Here, 0 ((oreI y)2) is considered with rcspect to a Frechet structure on CSO( AI, E)
defined by natural selni-nornlS (8.20) (with respect to a finite cover {Ud of A1).
Hence we have

ARy(o-, ß) = (ß, [0', logY])res/2 - (0', [ß, logY])res/2, (6.134)

where logy:= a (log(iT) Y). For logy = I E (rp)-l(l) C Slog(M,E) we conelude that

(6.135)

for 0-, ß E CSO(M, E). The cocyele !(1 has a trivial continuation (5.5) from CS~M, E)
to Slog(NI, E) under the splitting (5.2). Hence the partially defined symlnetric cocycle
f( (l, b) on SElld (NI, E) produces a skew-sYlnlnetric cocyele ](1 (0', ß) on its Lie algebra
g(NJ, E). (Nalllely on the Lie algebra 0(1) canonically iS0l110rphic to g(M, E) by
Theoren16.1.)

Rerna1'k 6.23. Note that 14(0', ß) has a singularity of order 1/ ord y if orel Y '"'-J O.

6.5. Multiplicative ano111aly cocycle for Lie algebras. \Ve want to produce
the Inultiplicative anoI11aly fornHlla without using the detenninants of elliptic PDOs.
This approach is more general than in Section 2. We begin with tbc variation formula
(2.19) (01' (6.136) below). This Inakes sense for central (and cocentral) extensions of
Lie algebras go with conjugate-invariant scalar proelucts, Remark 5.4, (5.21)-(5.24).
In cOlnputations below it is enough to replace (, )res by an invariant scalar product on

go and a (log(*) YX) (anel so on) is defined as logarithms of elements of a fornlal grollp

corresponding to the Lie algebra g, (5.22). Then Proposition 6.14 anel Corollary 6.6
below provide us with adefinition (by integrating of differential [orms) of a (partial
defined) multiplicative anomaly cocyc1e in a general situation of Reluark 5.4.

The proof of Theorenl 6.1 provicles llS with a. pa,rtially defined cocyele. I t is given by
the exponential (6.47) of the quadratic cone in 0, Proposition 5.2. This cone is defined
in the situation of Relnark 5.4 also. Here we obtain the results on the multiplicative
anolnaly for Lie algebras without using this quadratic cone. Propositions 6.14, 6.15
and Corollary 6.6 below, as weIl as their proofs, are valid for central extensions of
Lie algebras (Renlark 5.4) after trivial changing of notations.
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(6.139)

For elliptic PDOs X and Y of positive orders sufficiently dose to positive defi
nite self-adjoint elliptic P DOs, let va.riations oX, oY be such tha.t o(ord Y) = 0 =
o(ord X). Then by (2.19) we have

OX,Y log (det(i)(XY)/det(i)(X)det(,r)(Y)) =

__ (Sy .y-l a (logp;)(YX)) _ _a (...:.....-lo_g(ir_)Y---,-))
- , ord x + ord y ord y

res

_(sx. x-I, a (log(*l(XY)) _ a (log(*J X)) , (6.136)
ord x +ord y ord x

res

where X = a(~\""), y = a(V). T'he tenns on the l'ight depend on x and on y only.
Hence we have a differential I-fornl w;,JI on thc donlain in SEll~1 (/vI, E) X SEll~2 (Al, E),
w here Cl := ord X, C2 := ord Y, Cj E IR x, Cl + C2 E IR. x .

Proposition 6.14. The form W~,y is closed in the direetions 0/ the components 0/
lhe direct. product SEll~l (1\1, E) X SEllg2 (A1, E).

Corollary 6.6. The /1tnction logF(A, B) in llte /ormula 0/ the ntultiplicative an01naly
(2.19) is defined by the integration 0/ the I-form w;,JI on x und then on y (since

log(-Il") F (st~), st;)) = 0 101' powers 01 a positive definite selJ-adjoint S E Ellb(M, E)).

Proposition 6.15. The /orrn W;,y is a (parlially dejined) 2-cocycle on SEll~(M,E),
i. e., on lhe group 0/ ellipüc sY17~bols 0/ real orde1's. This assertion 1neans ihai

(dcochainWl) (x, y, z) :=wl (y, z) -wl(xy, z) +wl (x, yz) _wl (x, y) = 0, (6.137)

if lhe ter'ms on lhe ,ighl are defined.

Proof. By (6.136) and by (6.137) the terms with dx· X-I in dcochainwl(x,y,z) are

(d
-1 log(xyz) log(xy) log(xyz)

x·x - - +
, ord x +ord y +ord z ord x +ord y ord X +ord y +ord z

+ log X + log(xy) _ log X) = O. (6.138)
ord x ord x + ord y ord x

(Here, log(xyz):= a (log(i)(XYZ)) ancl so on.) 0
Proof of Proposition 6.14. Set a := dx . X-I. Then wc have

d I __ ([ ]/1 log(xy) _ ]Ogx)
xWxy - a,a .... , +

, ord x +ord y ord x

(
dx log(xy) dx log x)+ a, - ,

ord x +ord y ord x



(6.141)
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where log(xy) ;= a (log(1f) (XY)). We have by Lelllina 6.6

dx log(xy) = (ad(log(xy)) (exp(ad(log(xy))) - 1)-1) 0 (dx(xy) .(xy)-I) . (6.140)

The term on the right is defined as (F(ad(log(xy))))-t for F (ad (.cA)) given by (6.75),
where A = exp(.cA) belongs to Ell~(lV[, E). Note that dx(xy)' (xy)-l = a. The series
z/(exp z - 1) on the right in (6.140) is of the form

z/(expz - 1) = 1 - z/2 + L C2k Z2 \

k~l

C2k = -((1 - 2k)/(2k - I)!, C2k+l = (( -2k)/(2k)! = 0,

where ((s) is the zeta-funct ion of Riemann.
Since a is a one-form, we have f~)f k E Z+ U 0

(a, ad2k(log( xy)) 0 a) = ( _1)k (adk(log(xy)) 0 a, adk(log( xy)) 0 a) = O.
res res

In the second tenn on the right in (6.139) the term -z/2 in (6.141) (for z
ad(log(xy)) anel for z = ad(log(x))) correspond to

_ (a/2, [log(xy),a] _ [IOgx,a]) = ([a,al/2, log(xy) _ lOgx) .
ord x + ord y ord x ord x + ord y ord xres res

Hence dxw~,y = O. The equality dyw;,y = 0 is proved similarly. 0

Re1nark 6.24. In (6.136) and in the proofs of Propositions 6.14, 6.15 we do not use

that a (log(,") XY), a (log(1f) X) ,... are logarithmic symbols with respect to the
same cut 01' that they are defined by cuts elose to L(1f)' We use here only that these
expressions are same logarithmic symbols for a(XY), a(X),... . This assertion
makes sense in the case of a formal Lie group corresponding to a Lie algebra 9 in the
situation of Remark 5.4.

6.6. Canonical trace and determinant Lie algebra. It is proved in Theorem 3.1
that the derivatives at zero of the zeta-functions for elliptic PDOs of order one are
the restrietion of the quadratic fonn -T2(cl +Bo) (defined hy (3.64)) on the linear
space {cl + B} := log Ell~ (1\1, E) to the hyperplane c = 1. (Here, I is a logarithm of
an elliptic PDO A of order one.)

In this section we deduce the structure of the determinant Lie algebra g(llt/, E)
(corresponding to the Lie group G(M, E) defined by (6.10)) frolll Theorelll 3.1 and
Proposition 3.6. Their statements are consequences of the existence of the introduced
in Section 3 canonical trace TR defined on PDOs of noninteger orders.

The text of this subsection can be considerecl as an alternative proof of Theo
rem 6.1.
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First of all, as a Lie algebra, g( M, E) is equal to the quotient of c[[( lvI, E) modulo
the ideal fa = {Klf( is smoothing" anel Tl' [( = O}. vVe claim that fa belongs to the
kernel of the bilinear form associatc with 12, (3.64), i.e.,

T2 (x + f) = T2 (x) for f E fa, x E c[[(M, E).

In fact, recall that T2 gives values of the zeta-regularizeel eletenninants anel in the
proof of Proposition 6.5 we established thc formula relating variations of determinants
and traces for defoflTIations of PDOs by smoothing operators. Hence T2 induces
an invariant bilinear fonTI on g( M, E). lt is easy to see that the irn?-ge under the
exponential map of the cone of null-veetors {lIT2( l) = O} in G( Ai, E) is exactly the
scction da (a(log A)), (6.30).

Aigebraically, we have a situation studied in Section 3:
1) a Lie algebra g' := g( M, E) endowed with an invariant sealar product (,) (ob

tained by the polarization fro111 T2 ),

2) a nonzero isotropie central element

1 E g', (1, 1) = 0,

3) a nonzero hOITIOmorphism (order)

r: g' -+ C

given by the formula m(x) = (x, 1).

The quotient algebra g'Je· 1 is e"qual to Slog( Ai, E). The sealar product (, ) induccs
a scalar product on the codimcnsion one ideal CSO(NJ, E) invariant under the adjoint
action. By Proposition 3.9 this scalar product coincides (up to a nonzero constant
factor) with the pail'ing induced by the noncommutative residue. "

Using Remark 5.5 we see that g' is canonically isomorphie to g constructed in
Section 5. Thus we proved the coincidence of g( M, E) anel the canonical extension
without variational formulas.

7. GENERALIZED SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY AND A GLOßAL STRUCTURE OF

DETERMINANT LIE GROUPS

The global structure of the detenninant Lie group G(M, E) (i.e., of the central
C X -extension Fo\ ElI~ (Al, E) of the group of elliptie sYlnbols SEll~ (M, E)) is defined
with the help of a eertain kind of global speetral invariants generalizing spectral
asymmetryas folIows.

The fundaInental group 7fl (SEll~(M, E)) is spanned by loops exp(27fitp), where p is

the symbol of a PDO-projector of order zero anel 0 ::; t ::; 1. Indeecl, the fundamental
group of SEllg(M, E) is the same as the fundamental group of the principal symbols
7T'1 (Aut 7T'"' E), where 7T': S"' M -+ M is the natural projection of the co-spherical bun
dIe. For the vector bundle IN on M it is proved in the proof of Lenlma 4.2 that
7T'1 (Aut 7T'"'lN) i8 spanned by the loops exp(27fita), 0 ::; t ::; 1, where a E End (7T'"'IN)
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is a projection a2 = a. For any such a there exists a zero order PDO-projector
A E CLO (M, IN) with the principal syrnbol a ([vVo3]). Thc same assertions are also
true for E instead of IN. A eloscd oue-parameter subgroup exp(tq), 0 :s; t :s; 1, of
CSO( NI, E) is of the form

(7.1)
I

where mj E Z and {Pj} is a finite set of pairwise commuting zero order POO
projectors [rom CSO( A1, E)

P; = Pi, pjPk = Pk]Jj' (7.2)

For A E C LO( A1, E) the section54 d1 (exp(tA)) gives us a trivialization of the (;X_

bundle

p: G( Jlt!, E) -r SEll~ (A1, E) (7.3)

over a curve a(exp(tA)) C SEllg(Nf, E).
Let X be an elliptic POO of a real positive order d := orel X. Let X be sufficiently

elose to a positive self-adjoint PpO. Then its complex powers X(ir) are defined. A
generalized zeta-function

(7.4)

for Re s > dirn A1(d has a IneroIllorphic continuation to thc wholc conlplex plane.
Hs singularities are siInple poles at the points of an arithmetic progression anel its
residue at zero is equal to

Res..=o (x,(ir)(A; s) = res(a(A))(d, (7.5)

Relnark 3.17. Here res is the noncommutative residue [vVo2], [Kas]. For a PDO
projector A = P E CLO(NI, E) of order zero its noncommutative residue is equal to
zero [vVol]. (Hence (x,(n-) (P; s) is nonsingular at zero.)

Such an operator X E Ell~( A1, E) defines another trivialization of the bundle (7.3)
over the curve a(exp(tA)) in SEllg(M, E). Namcly

exp (tI1x a(A)) E p-1(a(exp(tA))), (7.6)

where I1x a(A) is the inelusion of a(A) into Q(lx)llx := a (log(ir) X) /d, with respect

to the splitting (6.44). The element ilxa(A) depends on the sYlnbols a(X) anel a(A)
only. The Lie algebra Q(lx) is canonically identified with thc Lie algebra g(kf, E)
of G(AtJ, E) by Thearern 6.1. Under this identification, the quadratic C X -cone55

log S c g( M, E) corresponds to the zero-cone C1x for the quadratic form A/x given

54The operator exp(tA) is defi ned by the integral IrR exp L\ . (A - ..\) - 1dA 1 where r R is defined

as in the integral (2.30).
55The partially defined section S ---t do(S) := Sof the C X -fibration (7.3) is defined by (6.11).
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by (5.18). Quadratic forms Al and cones Cl are invariant under identifications Wl
t
l
2

by Proposition 5.2 anel Corollary 5.1. (Note that exp (tTIxA) belongs to a Lie group
exp (g), where g is the Lie algebra defined by ielentifieations ]1flll2 of g(l).) The
Lie group exp (g) is eanonieally loeal iSOInorphie to G(M, E). For 'f E C with Itl
small enough, we denote by exp (tTIxA) an element of G(A1, E) corresponding to the
elelnent of exp (g) defined by this expression.

Henee we have two trivialization-s d1(exp( tA)) alld exp (tTIxa( A)) of the CX -bulldle
(7.3) restricted to a(exp(tA)) for tEe with III small enough.

Proposition 7.1. The equality holds for such A, X, and t

d1(exp(tA)) / exp (t (I1 x a(A))) = exp(tf(A, X)),

f(A,X):= (ex,(i)(A;s) - res(a(A))/sd) 1,,=0'

Here, d := ord X E IR+.

(7.7)

(7.8)

Note that f(A, X) is a spectral invariant of a pair (A, X) of POGs, where A E
CLO(M, E) and where X E Ellg(M, E) is sufficiently elose to a self-adjoint positive
definite POG.

Renlark 7.1. For a POO-projector P of zero order, P E C LO(Jl![, E), we have

f(P, X) = eX,(ir)(P; 0). (7.9)

Lenlma 7.1. For a PDO-projecto'r P of zero o'rder, the specf:ral invariant 01 lhe pai1'
(P, X) wilh ils values in C/Z

!o(P, X) := f(P, X)( mod Z)

depends on the sy'mbols 0'( P) and 0'(X) only.

(7.10)

Re'Tnark 7.2. For a general PDO-projeetor P of zero order, !o(P, X) cannot be uni
versal expressed as an integral over M of a density loeally defineel by homogeneous
cOillponents of sYlnbols a(P) allel a(X) in loeal eoordinate charts on At/.

Definition. A generalized speclral asy'mmetry of a pair (P, X) of P DOs is defineel as

fo( a(P), O"(X)) = Tr (pX<*;) 1.9=o( moel Z). (7.11)

Here, P E C LO( 1'1, E) is a PDO-projector of order zero anel X E Ell~( M, E) (with
d E IR X) is sufficiently elose to a self-adjoint positive definite POO.
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Remark 7.3. Let X E EIl~(1\1, E) with d E IR+ be self-adjoint. 56 Let P := (X +
IXI)/2IX! be the PDO-projector to the subspace spanned by cigenvectors of P with

positive eigenvalues. (Here, lXI := (X2)t~~.) The spectral asymll1etry of X ([APS1]
[A PS3]) is defined as the value at 8 = 0 of the analytic continuation from Re 8 >
dirn Al/li of

17x(8) := L sign,\ ·1,\1-" ,
where the sum is over the eigenvalues of X including their Il1ultiplicities. The speetral
asymmetry of X is eonneeted with f(P, X) a.s follows

7lx(s) = Tl' (P(X2)"(rr!l(2) - Tl' ((1 - P)(X2)(1f!l(2)

= 2Tr (P(X2)(1f)/2) - Tl' ((X2)"(;(2) ,
17x (0) = 2f( P, X 2

) - (x 2 ,(1f) (0),

/0 (0"(P),O"(X 2)) = ((x 2 ,(1f)(0) + 17X(O)) /2( 1110d Z).

This exarnple explains the name of the invariant 10 (O"(P), 0"(X2
)).

Remark 7.4. For A = 2rriP, where P E C LO(1\1, E) is a PDO-projeetor of zero order,
we have

d1(exp A) = lcl E Gf(lvJ, E), exp (2rriO x O"(P)) = exp (-2rrifo(P, X)). (7.13)

Henee the invariant 10(P, X) (= f (O"( P), 0"(X)) by Lelnlna 7.1) defines the elenlent
exp (2rriITx O"( P)) E CX

• 1 = p-l (Icl) (where 1 -t CX -t G( /vI, E) -4 SEIl; (M, E) -t
p

1 is the eentral extension). Hence fo{ P, X) defines the strueture of the subgroup
p-t (exp(2rritO"( P))) c G( lvI, E) over a one-parametrie closed subgroup exp(2rritO"( P))
in the base SEll~ (N!, E) of this central extension. Invariants /o( P, ~\') define the
group strueture of this central extension over any one-paranletrie closed subgroup in
SEIl; (A1, E). Suppose that we ean compute invariants 10( P, X). Then we know the
Lie algebra g( M, E) of the grollp G( M, E) (canonically isonlorphie to the Lie algebra
g(l) by Theorem 6.1), the group strueture of SElI; (kl, E), anel thc group strueture
of Ci(lv!, E) over closed onc-parametrie subgroups in SEIt; (Ai, E). These data define
the global strueture of thc detenninant Lie group G( lV!, E). Henee the problem of the
algebraic definition of G(1\1, E) reduees to the probletl1 of eomputing the invariants
!o{P, X) E C/Z.

Re'mark 7.5. Thc elenlent IIxO"(P) E 9(1x) is the element O"(P) + 0 ·1 with respeet
to the splitting (5.7). Under the identification lVlX1Y of Proposition 5.1 (where Ix :=

0" (loge") x) / orcl X and ly is analogous), this element transfornls to

(7.14)

56For t.he sake of simplicity we suppose here t,hat X has no zero eigenvailles.
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with respect to the splitting (5.7) for 9(1y). Hence we have

exp (2rriIIx a(P)) j exp (2~iI1ya(P)) = exp (2rri (Lx - Ly ,a( P))res) . (7.15)

The term on the right (Lx - ly, a(P) )res is the integral over M' of the density locally
defineel by SYlllbols a(log X), a(log }/), and a(P). vVe have

cl log (exp (2rriax( P))) = 2rri (dlx , a( P) )res ,

where dLx := cl (a(log X)j orel X) is an exact one-form on the cOInplelnent to the
hyperplane CSO( 1\1, E) in the Lie algebra Slog( lvI, E) of logarithtns of elliptic synlbols
(anel CSO(M, E) is its Lie subalgebra corresponding to the symbols of order zero,
Section 5). Hence according to (7.13) it is enough to compute !o(P, ~\') for an elliptic
operator X E Ellg(Al, E) with cl E IR x such that log(i) X exists.

Rema'rk 7.6. A variation 0P =: L of a zero order PDO-projector P E C LO( AI, E)
(i.e., PI = P + eL + 0(e2

), e --+ 0, is a fanlily of zero order PDO-projectors) is
connected with P by the equations

LP = (:I - P)L, L(l - P) = PL. (7.16)

Hence L 11laps ltn P into Im(1 - P) and hn(1 - P) into lInP. Any L of tbe form

L:= [P,Y] (7.17)

with Y E CLO( AI, E) gives us a solution of (7.16). (Note also that res[P, Y] = 0.)
For a family of PDO-projectors of zero order we have

oP = [[oP, P]' P]. (7.18)

Hence the equality (7.17) holds with Y = [öP,P] E CLO(!v!,E). For L of the type
(7.17) we have

op log (exp (2;riTI x a(P))) = 2rriop!o(P, X),

Ja(P,X) = /0 (APA-t,AXA- 1
) E C/71

for any A E EllO(1\1, E). Hence for Ae = exp(eY) E EIIg(i\1, E), e --+ 0, we have

op log (exp (2rriITx a(P))) = ox log (exp (2rriTIx a(P))) 18X=[Y,XJ =

= 2rri (oa(log X)/ ord X, a(P)) I . (7.19)
res laX =[Y,X]

(Here, <5 orel X = 0.) By Lenlma 6.6 we have

<5a(logX)! ' " = (ad(a(logX)) (exp(ad(a(logX))) _1)-1) 0 ([Y,X] . X-lI.
8X =[} ,X] (1.20)

Hence the variation of Jo( P, X) in a smooth fanlily of zero order PDO-projectors can
be transforll1ed to the variation of an elliptic operator X given by (7.19), (7.20).
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Remark 7.7. Tbe generalizeel spectral asymn1etry fo(P, X) E CjZ is independent of
a zero order PDO-projector Pt in a sn100tb family of such projectors, if variations
OtPt in this family are PDOs frOln CL- dimM-l(A1, E). Tbis assertion follows from
(7.18), (7.19), anel (7.20) since

orel (oa(logX)lsx:=[Y',xJ,Y:=[S?,Pl) ::; ord Y ::; ord(oP)

anel since the noncomnlutative resielue res(a) for a symbol a E CS- dimM-l(111, E) is
zero.

The analogous assertion is valid for smootb faIl1ilies of boundeel projectors in a
separable Hilbert space. Na.lnely, ·let Pt be such a family and let 01 P be from trace
classes. Then the formula (7.18) for OtP hofds. So

(7.21)

because [OtP, P] is a trace dass operator anel Pt is bouncled. Hence Ptl - Pt'}. is a
trace dass operator anel

(7.22)

for any projectors from this family.
Problenl. To cOlnpute the generalized spectral asymInetry invariants /o( P, X) E
CjZ in algebraic tenns (i.e., without using the analytic continuation anel the Fred
holm determinants).

Proof of Proposition 7.1. 'rVe have

d1(exp(tA))/ exp(tI1x a(A)) = d1(exp(tA)· 4~)dl(X)-1 exp(-tI1x a(A)) =

= dc(exp(tA)· A)do(X)-1 exp(-tnx a(A))det(1f) (exp(tA)· X) (det(1f) (A)) -I. (7.23)

Here, do(S) =: S is defined by (6.11) with e= 7T for S sufficiently dose to a positive
definite self-adjoint PDO of a nonzero real order. The paralneter tEe in (7.23) is
such that ltl is small enough. In this case, thc PDO exp(tA) . X is sufficiently elose
to a positive definite self-adjoint PDO. For the scalar factor on the right in (7.23),
we have the equality analogous to (2.27)

8t log (det(1f)(exp(tA)' X)/elet(1f) (X)) =

= -fJ, (-ST!' (A .XI' - r::;d~)) 1.=0 =: J(A,X,) (7.24)

(where X t := exp(tA) . X) because OIXt . X t-
1 = A. On the right in (7.24) we

take the restriction at s = 0 of an analytic continuation (for the trace) from Re s >
diln M j ord X. The expression on t he right in (7.24) is regular at s = 0 according to
(7.5). (Note also that 8,,(s(res a(A)j S ord X)) == 0 and it is used in (7.24).)
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The nonscalar factor on thc fight in (7.23)

!(t := da (Xd da (X)-1 exp (-tI1 x a(A)) (7.25)

belongs to the connectecl component C X of the centraJ subgroup in the group exp (g).
Hence log !(t E C is clcfined. Wc have to C0111pute Gt log K t ror tEe with Itl
small enough. To do this, note first that under the canonical identification of the
Lie algebras gand g( M, E) (given by Theorem 6.1) thc invariant quadratic CX -cone

log S c g(M, E) corresponds to a eX-cone 10gX in g, where

x = exp (fixa (log(fr) X)) (7.26)

(7.29)

(7.32)

for a PDO X of a nonzero real order sufficiently dose to a self-adjoint positive definite
PDO. Hence

[(t = X t (X) -1 exp (-tI1 x a(A)) , (7.27)

where X t := exp (I1x a (log(fr) X t )) anel !tl is small enough. We have

8 t log !(t = Gt!(t . [(t- 1 = -!(t . (Hxa(A)) . [(t- I + 8 t X t . X t-
l =

= -TIxa(A) + DtXt • X t-
I

. (7.28)

Accoreling to (6.70) we have

DtXt . X t-
I = TIx, (DtXt . );t- I

) = Dxta(A).

By Lemma 6.2 anel by (7.28), we have

I1 xta(A) = rIxa(A) + (a(A), lX t - Lx )res ·1 E 9,
DtlogI<t = DtXt · xt-

l -l1x a(A) = (a(A),lx t -lx)res ·1,

where Ix := a (log(fr) X) / ord X (and the same is true for lx t ). Hence

log (dl(exp(tA))j exp (tI1x a(A))) = f (A,Xt} + (a(A),lxt -lx )res· (7.30)

By Proposition 2.2 we have

f (A, Xt) - f(A, X) = - (a(A), a (log Xt) / ord X - a(logX)/ ord X)rcs. (7.31)

Proposition 7.1 follows from (7.30), (7.31), anel from (7.29). 0

Proof of Leo101a 7.1. Let Xl be a PDO of areal nonzero order sufficiently dose
to a positive definite self-adjoint PDO. Then by Proposition 2.2 we have

f (A X ) _ j(A X) = _ ( (A) a (logUf) Xl) _ a (1og(fr) X))
,I , a, dX IX'

01' 1 ore
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In particular, for o-C\'") = o-(Xd we have f(A, X) = f (A, Xd. It is true even more
strong statement. Nan1ely, if XI - X E CLord X -dirn M -1 (1\1, E), then t he tenn on thc
fight in (7.32) is equal to zero because o-(A) E C LO(M, E) and because under this
condition,

0- (log(1i-) Xl) - 0- (log(1i-) X) E cs- dimM-I(A1, E).

Hence the dependence f(A, X) on X can be expressed with thc help of its dependence
on the image 0-( X) in Csord X (Jl!I, E) / C Bord X -dirn M -1 (1\1, E). .

Let Pt anel P be PDO-projectors belonging to CLO(!vf, E) such that

PI - P E CL-dimM-l(ll/[, E).

Then (PI - P)X-ß for Re s > -1/ ord X is a trace dass operator. 'vVe have

(7.33)

The assertion Tl' (PI - P) E Z immediately follows from Proposition 7.2 below. 0

7.1. PDO-projectors and a relative index.

Proposition 7.2. 1. Let PI and P2 be PDO-p1'ojeetors fr01n C LO
( !vI, E) such that

Pt - P2 E CL - dimA1-1 (lV!, E). Consider the ope'rator P2 := P21ImPil

(7.34)

Then Ker?2 and eoker P2 a1'C Jinite-dhnentional. For the index 0/ P2 the equality
holds

(7.35)

2. The sam,e equality holds JOT' a paiT PI) P2 01 (bo1tnded) projeetors aeting in a
sepa1'able flUberl space Hand such thai Pt - P2 l:S 01 trace class. Na'mely

(7.36)

Corollary 7.1. Under the condilions 01 Proposition 7.2) we have

(7.37)

Proof of Proposition 7.2. Set PI - P2 =: S.
1. The operator F2 := P2ltm PI has a finite-dimensional kernel because

P2 = PI - S, (7.38)

PI = Id on 1111 PI C L2(1\1, E), and S: L2(fltl, E) --t fl( _dimM -1) (Al, E) <......+ L2(1\1, E)
is a compact operator. (Here, H(3) is the Sobolev space.) Hence the space of solutions
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for tbe equation Se = e, e E L2(NJ, E), is finite-dilnensional.

2. The operator Fz has a finite-dimensional eokernel beeause [rorn (7.38) we have

(7.39)

Thc operator [( = P2S'!Im P2: lrn P2 -t T111 P2 is a eotnpaet operator on thc Hilbcrt
spaee L = IIn P2. (L is a c10sed subspace of L2 (lvf, E) beeausc Pi = P2 anel be
eause P2 E C LO(lvI, E) is a bounded linear operator on L2 (M, E).) For m E L we
have 111. = 1nr + [(1n, whcl'c 1nl := Pr11L Let the opcrator PZhmPI have an infinite
dimensional eokernel. (The operator Pzhm PI: Im PI -t Tn1 Pz is doscd sinee it is the
restriction of the closed operator Pz: Lz(A1, E) -t L2 ( lvI, E) to a Hilbert subspace
Im PI C L2(M, E).) Then the spaee of 1n E L such that III(mll > 111nll/2 (with re
speet to the sealal' produet IIxl12 := (x, x) in L2 (1\1, E)) is infinite-dilnensional. Henee
eodim F2 < 00.

3. Note that Tl' (PI - P2) depends (if PI - P2 is a traee dass operator) on the
ilnages Im Pj C L2 ( 1\1, E) only. The equivalent assertion is the following.

Let P and Pt be bounded projeetors with Im PI = 1111 P. Then

Tr(P - Pd = O. (7.40)

Let H t := ltn PI, H2 := Ker PI, and let L2(M, E) := H = H1 EB F/2 be the direet
SUffi decomposition. Then thc projector P is conjugate to PI, i.e., P = gPIg-l with

-1 = (IdJh - L)
9 0 Td 'H2

whcre L is of tl'ace dass anel (Id H2 +L) : Flz --+ Ker P. For a fanlily of bounded

projectors P(t),

we have

8,P(i) = [G ~) ,P(i)] .

Here, L is a trace dass operator. So OtP(t) is of traee dass. By Remark 7.7, (7.22), we
conclude that Tl' (P (tt) - P (tz)) = O. The equality (7.40) is proved since P =: P(l),
Pt =: P(O).

4. The clecol11position of L2 (M, E) in the direet sutn of H t (P2) := Im P2 a.nel
/12 (P2) := Ker P2 can be produced ([S\N], § 3) by the action of an invertible operator
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9 in H written in a block form with respect to the decomposition 11 = H 1 ffi If2 with
Hj = Hj (Pd

(7.41 )

where operators band c are of trace dass and P2 := gPIg- 1• Here, the operators a
and d are antomatically Fredholm allel thc index of a: fl l --+ BI is wcll-defined. vVe
have

Ind PI = ind a, (7.42)

where PI: Im P2 --+ Im PI is PillmP2' Wc have the analogons equality for ind F2 ,

where

-1 (0: ß)
9 := /0 '

ind P2 = ind a, (7.43)

(7.44)

(Hefe, the operator g-I: H --+ H is written in the block form with respect to the
decolnposition B = BI (P2) ffi H2 (P2).)

Len1ma 7.2. Let g: H --+ J) be an inverUble operator in a sepa1'able Hilbert space H
under the same conditions as in (7.41). Then the eq'llality holds

ind a + ind a = O.

(fIere, a and er are defined by (7.41) and by (7.44).)

This lemma is proved in the end of this section.

Remark 7.8. By (7.43), (7.42), (7.45) we have

ind J\ = - ind J\.

(7.45)

(7.46)

By (7.31) the index ind F2 depends on P2 and on Im PI only. The analogous statement
is true for ind i\. So by (7.46) ind 1\ depends on Im PI, Im P2 only. Hence the both
sieles of (7.32) depend on 1m PI and on ltn P2 only. (Here, we suppose that PI - P2

is a trace dass operator.)
Let us continuc our proof of Proposition 7.2.
5. We can suppose that ind PI = 0 = iod F2 • Indecd, let indPz = m, E Z_ (i.e.,

ind a = -m E Z+). Then there is a (bounded) projector Pt in L2 ( N!, E) such that
Im Pln =:> Im PI

Tl' (Pt" - PI) = -n1.,

ind P2hmP} = -m + ind P2'

(7.47)

(7.48)
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(In particular, Pt - P2 is a trace dass operator.) lt follows from (7.47) that

Tl' (P1
n

- P2) = -m +Tl' (PI - P2), ind l\n = O.

To produce such a projector pr, it is enough to take a finite rank projector p in
L2 ( AI, E) such that

rkp = -m, Imp eKel' PI, Im PI C Kerp.

Then pr := PI + P is a (bounded) projector in L2 (l\I, E) satisfying (7.47). The
equality (7.48) holds for pr since Im P C Im pr is a dosed subspace in Im PI of
codimension 11L

6. Let ind F\ = 0 = ind F2. The nUlnbers Tl' (Pt - P2) and ind Pj depend on Im PI
and on Im P2 only. The operators a and d in the transformation 9 (7.41) are of the
fonn (since inel a = 0 = ind cl)

a = (IdH1 +Ld qa, cl = (Td H2 +12 ) qcn

where qa, qa are invertible operators in [ft , H2 anel Lj are trace dass operators in H j .

Transformat ions

qa: H I --+ H 1, qd: H2 --+ H2, C --+ cq;;l, b --+ bq;;1

do not change Hj anel B j (P2 ). Hence we can supposc (in the case ind Pt = 0 = ind F2 )

that the operator 9 in (7.41) has a block form (with respect to II = HI ffi //2) where
a - IdH1 , d - IdH2 , b, c are trace dass operators. So the following lemma gives us a
proof of Proposition 7.2.

Lenlma 7.3. Let P be a (bounded) projector in a separab/e I/i/bert space H with
infinite-di'rnensional Ker P := H2 and with Im P := BI (H = H1 ffi H2). Let 9 =

(: ~) be a bounded linear operator in H written in a block form with respect to the

decomposition HI ffi H2 and such that a - IdH1 , d - Id H2 , b, and c are trace class
operators. Then S := P - gPg- 1 is a trace class operator in Hand Tl' S = O.

Proof. 1. Let G be the group of invertible operators 9 in H where a - IdH1 , cl - IdH2 ,

b, and c are of trace dass. Then the equality Tl' S = 0 follows from the assertion
that G is connected. Indeed, in this case, for any 9 E G there is a smooth curve g(t)
in G from Jd E G to 9 = g(1). Then g(t) == 8tg(t) is of trace dass in l[ and für
Pt ;= g(t)Pg(t)-1 we see that

Pt = [g(t), Pt]
is oftrace dass. I-Ience by Remark 7.7, (7.21), we have

Tl' P + t = 0,

because gPg- t =: PI'
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? For any 9 E G set 9 - Iel =: A = A(g). Then A is of trace dass. So A is
compact and for any nonzero eigenvalue Aof A the corresponding algcbraic eigenspace
L;., = L;.,(A) is finite-dimensional.

Set L := ffiL;., over A-eigenvalues A with lAI ~ E:. Then L is a finite-dimensional
invariant subspace with respect to A. Let Q be A-invariant subspace complementary
to L, H = LffiQ. Then Q i8 a separable Hilbert space (with the induccd Hilbert norm)
and A = AL ffi AQ with respect to L ffi Q. The group G L( L) = Aute L is connected.
Let 9L(t) be a smooth curve in Autc L fronl Id L to IdL +AL . Thc operator norm of
AQ in Q is Icss than 1/2 (for E: slnall enough). Then g(t) := gL(t) EB (IdQ +tAQ ) for
o :::; t :::; 1 is a sInooth curve in G from leIH to 9 = IdH +A (written with rcspect to
H = L ffi Q). Indeed, IdQ +tAQ , Itl :::; 1, is invertible in Q since the L2-operatol' norm

of A Q , IIAQI!2, is less than 1/2. For the tl'ace nornl of (IdQ+tAQ)-l - IdQ =: BQ(t)
the estimate holds (for It I ~ 1)

IIBQ(t)lltr ~ IltAQIIt.r + II(tAQ/ll~r +... + 11(tAQ )nll tr +... ~
~ IltAQ Iitr (1 + IItAQl1 2+... + (lltAQ I12)n-I +... ) ::; 21lAQ Iitr.

So g(t) E G. Hence the group GI is connected. The lelnnla is proved. 0
Proof of Lenlnla 7.2. By (7.42) anel (7.43) we have

ind a + ind 0: = ind PI + ind P2 , (7.49)

where PI = PI hmP2 : lln P2 --t Iin PI and F2: = P21Im PI' Operators PI, P2' anel
PI P2: Im PI --t Im PI are Fredholm. So

(7.50)

However, F\?2 PI P2 PI 11m PI and PIP2 PlhmPI = IdImPI +A, where A: ImPI --t
Im PI is of trace dass. Hence

(7.51)

The lemma is proved. 0

8. DETERMINANTS OF GENERAL ELLIPTIC OPERATORS

In (6.31) we extended the defiqition of the zeta-regularized detenninant det((A)
to elliptic opcrators A, ord A f. 0, with a choice of the logarithnl of their symbols
o-(1og A). (In (6.31) we supposc that some a(1og A) exists but do not suppose that
log A exists.)

Later on we will call them canonical determinants and denote by det( A) for an
operator A. We try to gencralize these determinants to the case of general clliptic
PDOs (i.e., without of the supposition that their 10garitl~Inicsymbols exist).

Let at, 0 ~ t ::; 1, be a Slllooth curve in the Lie algebra e[[( Ai, E) of loga
rithnls for classical elliptic PDOs such that at E (rp )-1 (C) ,eE CX. (To ..eInind,
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p: e[(( M, E) --+ Slog( M, E) is the natural projection and 1': Slog( Al, E) -t C is the
order homomorphism from the extension (5.4).) Let At, °::; t ::; 1, be the solution
of an ordinary differential equatioil

Ao := Iel. (8.1 )

Then At is the elliptic operator frOin EUg (Jltf, E). The sYlnbol of thc operator At,t+~ :=

At+~Atl has a canonicallogarithln in Slog(A4, E) elose to zero (if c > °is sufficiently

snlall). Indeeel, in this case, thc principal symbol U a (At+~Atl) on S* M is sufficiently

elose to leI. Hence the 10garithInic sYlnbol of a (At+~AtI) exists by Remark 6.957 Thus

det (At,t+~) is defined.
Let A E Ell~(1'1, E), c E C X

, and a smooth curve (Lb °::; t ::; 1, in (rp)-l(c) C
e[[( M, E) be such that A = All 1=1, wherc At is the solution of (8.1). Then the
determinant of the pair (A, ad is defined by

(8.2)

where {Ei} are finite sets of ci > °such that L [i = 1. Here, to = 0, ti = co + ... +ci-l
for i 2:: 1, ti +[i = ti+1.

Rema'rk 8.1. Let at == a be independent of 'l E [0,1]. Then the lnap fronl a E
Slog( M, E) to the value Al at l = 1 of the solution of (8.1) with at == a is the
exponential map of Slog(Al, E) into EIl; (A1, E) since Al = exp a.

Let a E (rp)-I(c) C e([(1\1, E), cE C X
• Then the detenninant (8.2) for A = A1(a)

is the zeta-regularized (anel eanonieal) detenuinant

det(A) = det(A, a). (8.3)

In this ease, the eanonieal deternlinant eoineides with the zeta-regularized determi

nant det[R(A) := exp (-a,,(I~(s)18=o), Here, the zeta-funetion of A is defined as

(l~(s) ;= TR(exp( -sa)), TR is the eanonieal traee, (A,a(S) is regular at s = °by
Proposition 3.6.

Henee the detenninant (8.2) is an extension of a zeta-regularized determinant COf

responding to the ease at =a in (8.2) (where a E (l'p)-1 (eX) c e[[(A1, E)).58

57Here it is enough to use a spectral cut LCII")'

58There is an unsolved problem. The determinant of an elliptic operator A E Ell~(A11 EL c E CX
,

has to be defined as a (multiplicative) funetional integral

Det(A) :== Jdet,(A, adVat

over the space of curves at in (rp)-l (c) C ctt(lH, E) such that Al == A for the solution At of (8.1)
(with at as the coefficien t on the righ t in (8.1)). The problem is how to defi ne such an integral and
what are t he properties of Det (A) .
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Remark 8.2. Let S be a positive defin~teself-adjoint elliptic operator fr9m Ell~U\1, E).
Then the solution At of (8.1) defines a solution Bt = S(;r)t At of the equati?n

Bo := fel, (8.4 )

and bt is a curve in (1'p)-l(O) = CLO(Iv[, E),

bt ;= S(;r)t atSt;) - c log(n) S. (8.5)

The operator A = At It=l is definecl by Sand by a Sll100th curve bt in CLO
( M, E).

Remark 8.3. A smooth curvc (Lt, 0 ~ t ~ 1, in (rp)-I (c) is defined by a slTIooth curvc
O't from the origin i11 eH( IvI , E) such that O't E (rp) -1 (ci) anel

(8.6)

The dass of solutions of the equation (8.1) for snl00th curves at in (rp )-1 (c) C
e[[( M , E) coincides with slllooth curves At, 0 ::;t < 1, in E1l5 (lvI, E) such that
Ao = ld and ord At = ct.

Proposition 8.1. An inverlible elliptic PDO A E Ell~(l\1, E) wilh c E CX cun be
1'epresented as the vahle at t = 1 0/ a solution At oJ (8.1) with some s1nooth curve at
in (rp )-I ( c) C e[[ (Iv!, E) .

Theoren1 8.1. The determinanl det(A, (Lt) (where A) at are as in (8.2)) is defined,
i.e.) the li'mit on lhe 1'ight in (8.2) exists.

Corollary 8.1. Tlte detenninant det (A, at) is invariant under srnooth 1'cpa1'ametriza
tions 0/ a curve (lt).

Remark 8.4. Let A be a product A = A2AI of elliptic PDOs frolll E1l5(A1, E). Let
Aj ,!, j = 1,2, 0 :s t ::; 1, be srriooth curves in E115 (1'1, E) such that ord Aj,i are
monotonie in t ancl Aj,o = IcI, Aj,l = A j . Then det (A, ai) is also defined for a
piecewise-smooth curve at in c[[( M, E) 1

ai := (OrAl r' A~~) I =: GI 2t for 0 ::; t ::; 1/2,
, 'T=2t '

Gt := (aT A 2 T • A2~) I =: (t2 2t-l for 1/2 ::; I ::; 1.
, 'T=2t-1 '

(In general, this curve is disconnectecl at t = 1/2.) vVe have

det (A 2 , (t2,t) det (Al, (L1,t) = det (A 2A I , at).

Here, thc orders of PDOs A j have to bc nonzero. However we don't suppose that
A2A I is an elliptic PDO of a nonzero order.
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Proof of Proposition 8.1. For an arbitrary A E Ell~(M, E), c E CX
, thcrc exists

a smooth curve A(i) in Ell~ (M, E) such that A(O) = [cl, A(i) E Ell~t(A1, E), and
A(1) = A. Then OtA(i) = atA(i), where at E (rp)-l(c) C c([(M, E). Hence for
A E Ell~(1\1, E), c E CX

, there cxists a curve at which satisfies the san1e conditions
as in (8.2). 0
Proof of Theorenl 8.1. The product of detern1inants on the right in (8.2) can be
written in thc fOrIn

n~öldet(ir) (A tj ,tj+1) = Il~öl (d l (A tj ,ti+1) /da(A ti ,ti+1))' (8.7)

Here, i a = 0 < i} < ... < im = 1 anel Ci := ii+l - ii are supposed to be sn1all enough.
The element d t (A) E G( !vI, E) for A E Ell~ (lVI, E) is defined in Section 6 as the ill1age
of A in Fa\ Ell~(l\tf, E) =: G(lH, E) (the normal subgroup Fa is defined by (6.1)).
The elelnents da(A) are defined for elliptic PDOs A of real nonzero orders sufficiently
elose to positive definite ones as d} (A)/det(lf)(A) E G(1\1, E). By Proposition 6.3 the
element da(A) E G(M, E) depends on the symbol a(A) of A only. The local section
da(A) is definccI by Theorem 6.1 as the exponential of the CX -cone of null-vectors in
g(M, E) = 9 for the invariant quadratic form (5.18) on g.

The extension of the Lie groups

1 --+ C X --+ G( 1\;{, E) --+ SEll~ (Al, E) --+ 1

is central. Hence the product of dctcrminants on thc left in (8.7) cau be represented
in the forn1

d l (Atm_\,tm) eil (Atm _2 ,tm_t) ... d l (Ato,tJ / da (A tm_t,tm) ... da (Ato,tJ . (8.8)

By (6.8) the numerator of (8.8) is equal to dt{A). (To relnind, A := Adt=l') The

denominator in (8.8) depends on sYlnbols a (Atj,tj+t) ' 0 :::; i :::; rn - 1, only. Hence it
is enough to prove the assertion as folIows.

Proposition 8.2. The lirnit exisls

Ein da (Atm_t,tm) ... da (A to ,l1) . (8.9)
SUP{~i}-to

Here, {Ci} a1'e finite sets (co, ... ,cm-d, rn E Z+, of Ci > 0 such thal co + Cl + ... +
Cm-l = 1, io = 0 < i t < ... < im = 1, ii+l - ii = ci fOT 0 :::; i :::; m - 1 and Ci are
supposed to be sma/l enough (when do (Ati,ti+t) aTe defined).

Proof. Sct lt := a(at)/c (whcrc Clt E (rp)-l(c) C c[[(1\1, E)). Let a PDO B E
Ellg(Nf, E), cl i= 0, be sufficiently elose to a positive definite self-adjoint PDO.59

S9Here we use only that O'"d(B)ls'M is sufficiently elose to a positive definite and self-acljoint PDO.

In this case J 0'" (log( j) B) are defined on S' A1. So 0'" (B Z
) can be elefi ned on T* M \ A1 by mul tiplying

appropriate terms of this symbol by tz - k
1 t E IR.+.
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Then under the canonical local identification G( 1'1, E) = exp Cg) of Theorcill 6.1,

do(B) corresponds to the element exp (d . nil) of exp (9) = exp (g(l)), where 1 :=

(j (log(1f) B) / d and Tl l : 9 Y 9(l) is the indusion of 9 : S\og( 1\1', E) into 9(1) under

the splitting (5.8), (6.44). (To relnind, the Lie algebras 9(1) and 9Utl are canonically
identified by an associative systelll of the Lie algebras isomorphisms IVi,i1 given by
Proposition 5.1. Hence this systeln of isomorphisITIS defines the canonical Lie algebra
g.) Let W l : 9U) ---+ 9 be the canonical isomorphism of Lie algebras (defined by the

systenl WI,l t of isolllorphisms). Let Ft E exp (9) be a solution of the equation

(8.10)

(I-Iere, c E CX is the constant sllch qlat at E (1'p)-1 (c).) This cquation can bc solved
by the substitution

Ft := exp (c. t.l) .!(t(l) , (8.11)

where I := Wi (IlIl), 1 E 1'-1 (1) (for instance, 1 := lo), and !(t (l) E exp (g) is a solution
of the equation

at!lt = c.exp (-c. t ·0 .l'Vl (TI1lt + (lt, Idres /2 . 1) . exp (c .t . 0[(t (8.12)

for [(o(l) := Id, ft := lt -l E CS'°(A1, E). Indeed, let Ft be the solution of (8.10).
Then by (6.4 7) wc have

lVl, (I1 lt lt ) = W1 (Hll t + (Lt - (Lt + l) /2, lt - l)res . 1) =

= / + lVi ([lIft + (It, Idres /2 ·1) , (8.13)

atFt = c ./Ft "+ exp (c. t ·0 ·8t [{t(L).

Hencc 8t K t (l) is givcn by (8.12) (and [la(l) := Id).
The factor

u(t) := exp (-c. t .l) H/1 (Dilt + (ft, ft)res /2 . 1) exp (c. t . 0 (8.14)

on thc right in (8.12) is a snlooth curve

u: t E [0, 1] --t 'U ( t) E (rq)- 1(0) = q-1 90 C g.

(Here, q: g --t 9 := Slog( AI, E) is the natural projection, l' is the order h0l1101TIOrphism
from (5.4), anel 90 := C 5°(1'1, E).) Hence the equations (8.12), (8.10) have unique
solu tions. (This assertion i8 provcd in Lemma 8.2.)

The approxilnation similar to Euler polygon line for the ordi nary differential equa
tion (8.10) on the determinant Lie group G(M, E) is defined for any given finite set
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(8.15)

{ciJ with ci > 0, Li ci = 1, as thc solution of the equation60

OteO (t, {ci}) = c· /0 (t, {ci}) . eo (I, {Ci}), eo (0, {eiJ) = Td,

/0 (t, {eJ) = lti for t E (ti, ti+d, Lt:= Hili (nltl t).

The product of do (A ti '/i+l) in (8.9) is equal to the value at t = 1 of the solution of
the equation

Ot el (t, {ci}) = C. f 1(t, {e:i} ) . e1 (t, {ed ) , e1 (0, {e:i}) = 1d,

11 (t, {e:d) = Li for l E (ti, ti+d ,li := a (log (A t;,t;t 1 )) /ai.
(8.16)

(8.17)

(Hefe, it is supposed that ci = ti+l - ti are snlall enough for log a ((At;,t;t 1 )) to
exist. )

The differenee li - lti E CSO( IvI, E) ean be estimatcd as folIows. Set B(t) :=

a (AtA4~!)' ß(t) := a (log (AtA4~!))' Hefe, I is real anel elose to ti+l' By (8.1),
(8.16), aud by (6.75), we have

b(t)lt=t; = exp (-c. e:i ·li) ,

Ot b(t)lt=t,b(td- 1 = cl ti ,

Btb(t)lt=t,b(ti)-l = ota(At)·a (A~l) ]t=ti =

= F (ad (-CCili)) 0 otß(l)lt=tj = F (acl (-CCJi)) 0 (cli - cciO(y(l)lt=t,) ,

where F(ad I) is defined by (6.75) and by RClnark 6.17. Here, ,(t) := ß(t)/c (t - ti+d,
,(ti) = Li, ,(ti+d := ltit!' So we have

Otb(t) It=t;b (td -1 = cli + cF (ad (-aili)) 0 ( -eiOt,(t) It=tJ . (8.18)

\Ve eonelude that

(8.19)

The spaee CSO(M, E) is a Freehet spaee with semi-norms defined as folIows. Let
{Ui} be a finite cover of /l'! by coordinate charts anel let {\~}, \~ c Ui, be a subor
dinate finite cover of 1\1 such that \~ are cmnpact. The sell1i-nonns are labeled by
k E Z+ U°and by nlltlti-indexes 0 = (al, ... ,an), W = (WI,'" ,Wn) (ajWj E Z+ U 0).
For 0' E C SO(M, E) the corresponding senli-norm is

(8.20)

60This solution is a piecewise-smooth continuous curve eo: [0, t] ---+ G(M, E), eo is smooth ex
cept points eo (t j J {ed). To remind, loeally G (M, E) and exp (9) are eanonieally isomorph ie by
Theorem 6.1.
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where a_k 1S if positive homogeneolls component of a in coordinates Ui 3 x. This
Frechet structtire is independent (up to equivalence) of a finite cover of lV[ by coor
dinate charts.

The proof of Proposition 8.2 uses the following lemmas.

Lemlna 8.1. The diJJerence It ; -li is 0 (6d (as 6i lends to zero) with 1'espeet to any
finite set of se1ni-noT'1ns (8.20). Na'mely for any finite set (k, 0', w)i' j ~ 1; ... , I'l, of
indexes in (8.12) there al'e constants Cl > 0, 6, 1 > 6 > 0, such t.hat -

Corollary 8.2. The differenee 0/ the eoefficients /1 (t, {6J)- Ja (t, {6J) in the linear
equations (8.16) and (8.15) is 0 (6i) (as ci tends /'0 zero) wilh respeet to any finite
set 0/ semi-norms (8.20) 1tlufo'1'1nly in t E (ti, ti+d and in ti, °:::; ti ::; 1 - ci. Nan1ely
the Logarithnüe symbols Li and lti are 01 order one, li, I ti E r- 1(.1). By (6.47) and
(8.13) we haue

(8.21 )

By Le'mma 8.1, lti - Li is 0 (Ci) ras ci tends to zero) wilh respect to any semi-nor'Tn
(8.20). Henee (Lti -li, Lti -/dres = 0 (67) and [ti -li is 0 (6i)'

Lemlna 8.2. There is a unique solution Pt of the equation (8.10). H/e haue

li in eo (t, {6i}) = Pt
sup{!'i}--tO

unifor'mly in 'l E [0,1L sUPi {6J.

Remark 8.5. The convergencc in G(lvf, E) is defined as follows.
1. A sequence {gm} C G(AtI, E), n1 E Z+, is convergent to a point g E Ci(A1, E), if

there is lno E Z+ such that for m '2:: 7110

g-l gm E exp (lIV1g(1))

(for S0111e fixed I E 1'-1(1) c Slog(M, E)) and if Wt-
11og (g-lgm) =: um E g(l) are

convergent to zero iü 9(1)' The points Um E g(l) are written in the form

(8.22)

with respect to the splitting (6.44) defined by l. (Here, qm, Gm E C, 1l.~ E CSO(lW, E),
anel 1 is thc central elelnent in 9(l).) The assertion Um -+ 0 in 9(1) (as 1n -+ 00) means
that qm -+ 0, Gm -+ 0, and any selni-norm (8.20) of u~, IllL~lIk,Q,w' tends to zero.
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2. Let !f:: t E [O,l} ---+ !f:(l) E G(lvJ,E) be a. fanlily of curves in G(Nf,E). We say
that !f: tends to a curve /0 in G(A1, E) uniformly in l (as c tends to zero), if
1) there is co > °such that fol' °< c < co

fo(t)-lff:(t) =: exp(Hf1Uf;(t)) E exp (lV1g(l)) ,

2) for the components of the elenlents

Uf;(t) := (h(l)l + u~(t) + Cf;(t) . 1 E g(l)

written with respect to the splitting (6.44) (sinlilarly to (8.22)), it holels unifonnly in
t and with respect to any selni-nornl (8.20)

Il u~(t)ll. ---+0.
k,o:,w

(These conditions are independent of I E 1'-1 (1) C 51og(M, ,E) by Proposition 5.1 anc!
by Theorell1 6.1.)

3. The extension g(l) of Slog(A1, E) :) 90 := C5°(M, E) is defined by a cocycle
]{l, (5.5). The rcstriction to 90 o[ this cocycle, ](/ (Ba, Co), depends only on ilnages
of sYlnbols Ba, Co in C50 (111, E)/Cs-n-l (lW, ll;) (n := dinl1\1). By Proposition 5.1,
the identificatiolls VV11 h : g(ld~ 9(12) with 11 - 12 E Cs-n-l (AI, E) do not change

the coordinate c oE the central elclnents c· 1 in 9(1t} and in 9(1:;1)'

A sequence {gm} C G(1I1, E) is convergent to 9 E G(M, ll;), if the following condi
tions hold.

1) The sY111bo18 Sm := P(Ym) are convergent in SEll~(lvI,E) to S := P(9). rt
means that the orders {Jm ;= ord Sm E C are convergent to q := ord sand that thc
restrictions of Sm to S"' Mare covcrgent to sls+M. Namely let {Ud be a finite covcr
of 111 by coordinate charts and let {\~}, ,~ C Ui, be a subordinate finite cover of
j\1 such that Vi are C0111pact (as in (8.20)). Then the restrictions to S"' .ft/I of thc
positive hOIDogeneous cOIuponents (Sm)qm- k (x,~), k E Z+uü, (defined by Sm and by

a cover {Ud) are convergent over all Vi to (s )q-k (x,~) Is+ M together with their partial
derivatives with respect to (x, ~). (This is a. condition of convergence with respect to
semi-nofIl1s siInilar to (8.20). Here, the factors with powers of 1~1 in thesc senli-nornls
can be replaced by 1 since ~ E S·1\1.) Ir such a convergence holds with respect to
S0111e finite cover of .!vI by coordinate charts, then it holds with respect to any finite
cover of M by coordinate charts.

2) The ilnages C[ (um) of elenleIlts Um E Q(I), exp (HflUm ) .- g-l gm , under thc
natural projection

(8.23)

are convergent (as m. ~ 00) to zero. Here, 9 := Slog(1\1, E) is inlbeddcd (as a, linear
spacc) into g(1) with rcspect to the splitting (6.44) defincd by I. Thc projection
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CI depends on thc iInage o[ I in g/C S'-n-l (1"\1, E) only (n := dirn NI). Nanlely [01'

/1, 12 E 7,-1 (1) C 9 such that /1 - /2 E CS'-n-l (lvI, E) we have

(8.24 )

The group structure o[ G(A1, E) is incluced by tbe group structure of Ell~ (Ar, E).
This structure is in accordance with the convergence in G(Jd, E).

Lenlnla 8.3. The estin/'ate

da (a (Ati+1 A~I)) exp ( -CEJt;) := exp (CEJt;) exp ( -CE)t;) = Id +0 (c~) (8.25)

holds in G( Al, E) unifoT'ln/y in i} ti (as Ci tends to ze1'o).

Re'mark 8.6. The estin1ate (8.25) 1l1eanS that its left siele has a fonl1 exp (Wru), wherc
u E 9(l) ([01' S0I11e I E 1,-1 (1) c S'log(111, E)) and that 1l is 0 (ef) in g(l) (unifonnly in
'i, ti)' The latter condition means that with respect to the splitting (6.44) (elefincd
by l) we have

7.L = 0 . I + Uo + c . 1 E 9(l)

(because r(li) = r(ltJ = 1 and so Tq(U) = 0), where c is O(e;) and Uo is 0(6;) in
CS'°(A1, E) with respect to any selni-norn1 (8.20) (as ci tends to zero). This concIition
is independent of 1E 1'-1(1) by Proposition 5.1 and by Theorem 6.1.

Now we return to the proof o[ Proposition 8.2. We have to prove tbe convergence
of the product

do({Ati , cd ) := do(A tm _ 1 tm) ... do(Atotl )=: exp (c€m-l Im-l) ... exp (aoIo) (8.26)

as SUPi {cd tends to zero. By Lemma 8.2, the solution el (t, {cd) of (8.15) tencls (in
G(kI, E)) to Pt as sUPi {ed -t O. (Here, Ft is the solution of (8.10).) In particlllar,

el (1, {cd) := exp (ccm-t1tm_l) ... exp (ccolio) (8.27)

tends to ,PI' So the product eI (1,{ed) convergcs (as SllPi{cd -t 0).
By Len11na 8.3 we have

exp (ceJi) = exp (VV1Ui) exp (ceJti) (8.28)

with Uj = 0 (cn in ~(I) llniforn11y in i, lj. By Lelnlna 8.2 we conclude that for any
{Cj} with SUPj {Cj} small enough, the products

Pi ({Cj}):= exp (ceJti) exp (CCj-l lt;_l)" .exp (aolto) (8.29)

belong to a bounded set B in G(lvJ, E) for any ch tj. lndecd, (8.29) tends Lo Ft ;

unifonnly in i, ti as SUPj {Cj} tends to zero. There is an open set 0 E U C ~(l)

such that the products (8.29) belang to Ft; exp (vV1U) for all ti (if SUPj {Cj} is s111all
cllough) anel U is bounded in g(l). (Thc latter condi tioB Ineans that the clircct sunl
conlponents of elelnents of U in 9(1) = C· / EB CS'0( A1, J~) EB C· 1 splitted by (6.44) are
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bounded. A set Bo C CSO( Al, E) is bounded, if it is bounded with respect to all semi
norms (8.20).) So Qi := Pi ({ej} )-1 exp (HI/ Ui ) Pi ({ej}) is Id +0 (cD uniformly in i,
{tj}, if SUPj {Cj} is small cnough. (The latter condition nleans that Qi = cxp (W1k i ),

where ki is 0 (cD in g(l)' Note that Qi depends not on Pi ({Cj}) but only on its
sYlnbol P(Pi ({Cj})) ESElI; (1\1, E).) vVe have

do({Ati,ej}) = exp (l'Vl llm -dexp (ccm-lltm_I)" . exp(Wtllo) exp (ccolto) =

=exp(1'V1um-d exp(ccm - 11tm_l) ... exp (Hfl1li+d exp (CEi+l1titl) Pi ({Cj}) Qi ... Qo=

= Pm-l ({Cj}) Qm-I ... Qo = Cl (1, {Cj}) Qm-l ... Qo. (8.30)

We see also that the proeluct Qm-l ... Qo tends to Id E G(lvI, E) as SUPj {Cj} -+ O.

Indeed, Qj is ld +0 (E;) uniformly in j anel the product

I1 j (1+ CEj) :s; exp (C 2:>j) :s; exp ( C . s~p {Ej})

tends to zero as sup{Cj} -+ O. (Here, C > 0, {Ej} is a finite set, LEj = 1, Ej > 0.)
Proposition 8.2 is proved. 0

Theorem 8.1 follows fronl (8.8) and [rom Proposition 8.2. 0
Hence the definition (8.2) of the determinant det (A, (Lt) is correct.

Proof of Lenlma 8.1. By (8.19), it is enough to prove that for sufficiently small
Ei> 0,

,c (ci, At) := F (acl (-CCili)) 0 Bt,(t) It;;;;ti is 0(1) (8.31)

uniformly in ti. Here, ,'Cl) = a (log (AtA4~))) /c(t - ti+d E 1.-
1(1) C Slog(1\1,E),

,tit) (t) := ,(t). Let l E 1"-1 (1) c Slog(1'1, E) be fixed. Then '?I (t) := 'tl (t) - l E
CSO(A1, E) is dcfined for any point (tb t) of [2, I = [0,1], sufficiently e10se to thc
diagonal in 12

• The derivative 8t,(t)lt;;;;t; in (8.31) (whcrc ,(t) := ,titl (t)) is equal to
8t'~tl (t) It;;;;ti and so it is an element of C SO( /11, E). The assertion (8.31) nleans that
for sufficiently slnall ti an elelnent ,c (ti, At} E CSO( M, E) is defined anel that any
semi-norm (8.20) Il'cllk,a,w of ,c with respect to a finite cover {Ud of M by coordinate
charts is bounded by C(k,a,w) uniformly inli, Ci. The derivative 8tf~l(t) (for t
sufficiently elose to td exists, if all the homogeneous components ('?I ,t) -k (x,~) of

the symbol,?} (t) E CSO(1\1, E) wl'itten in local coordinates Ui are smooth in t, x, ~,

~ # O.
Let us prove that 8t'~1 (t) is O( 1) in CSO( !vI, E) uniformly in (tI, t) froln S0111e

neighborhood of the diagonal in [2. The synlbol 8tl (t) := a (AtA~l) is a solution of
the equation

(8.32)
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Here, St} (t) E SEl1~(t-td (M, E) is a smooth curve in SEIl; (M, E) (i.e., the curve
exp (-c Cl - t l ) l) Stl (t) is srnooth in SEll~( IvI, E)). This assertion follows from the
Peano differentiability theorem for ordinary differential equations ([Ha), V. 3). For
equations equivaJent to (8.32) its proof is contained in the proof of Lelnma 8.2.

For small It - td the synlbol Stl (t) is elose to Td on S· Jlt[ and (J (log (AtA~I)) E

Slog(M,E) is defined. Thc curve ßtt(t):= (j (log (AtA~I)) is sInooth in Slog(M,E)
for small lt - tII, ß?I (t) = ßtl (t) - c (t - td I is a SI1100th curve in CSO( Al, E), i.e., in
local coordinates on Al all the hOInogeneous conlponents of ßtl (t) are smooth in t, tI,
x, ~ for sIllall lt - t 1I anel ~ #- O. We have atß~ (t) 1t;;;;t I = C (Ltl - l) E C SO( M, E) anel
C(ltl -l) = atl - cl is a smooth curve in C50(1\1, E) (under the conditions of (8.1)).
So l t t(t) -I = ßtl(t)/C(t - td -I is bouneleel with respect to any semi-norm (8.20)
Ilftl (t)llk a w uniformly in (LI, t) fronl sonle small neighborhood of thc diagonal in /2.
(Here, rt', (t)lt;;;;tl is defined as Itl')

It is enough to prove that F (- ad (cili)) transforms a bouneled set B in C5°(M, E)
into a bouneled set BI in CSO( A1, E) for all sufficiently small Ci uniformly in i, Li. Thc
operator ad (cili) acts on B c C5°( /\1, E) as Ci [li, b]. (Tt is proved above that Li - I
are unifornlly bouneled in C5°(/vl, E).) Let {Uj } be a finite cover of Al by coordinate
charts anel let {ll;}, \~. c Uj, be a. subordinate cover with Vj cOIl1pact in Uj • Then
Idv. = log I~I . Td +!dv., where ~ corresponds to local coordinates of achart Uj and

J J

fi belongs to tbc restriction to \I j of a büu nded set B c CSo (Uj, E IVj) uni formly in
li. So wc have

[li, b] Iv; = L {L ~IÖ( log I~I .D~b_k(X,~) +
q,kEZ+uO lal2:': I .

+ 2::= (ur; (!i( x, ~) )_q D~ b_ k ( x, ~) - Dr; b_ k ( x, ~) D~ (!i(x,~))_q) }Iv.' (8.33)
02:':0 J

The symbol [li, b] belongs to C SO( !vI, E) anel by (8.33) its hOInogcneous components
[li, b]_m' rn E Z+, can be estimated as follows. Let the sem i-norm II·IIN in CSO(M, E)
be defined as the sunl LII·llkow over (k,n,w) with 0 ~ k+ Inl + Iwl:::; lV. Thcn
the Frechet structure given b~ 'the semi-norms II·IIN' f.l E Z+ U 0, on CSO( 111, E) is
equivalent to the one given by the semi-nornls L 11·llk,cr,w' 'vVe have by (8.33)

(8.34 )
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Indeed, by (8.33) and by Leibniz' fonnula, thc cstimate holds

2: ~lP (Ila:D~ [li, b]_m (x, ~)III~lm+ß) ::;
m+IßI+lwl::;N xEVj,e#O

5.: CN ( sup lor log I~II + sup orD~ (fi(X, ~))_q) x
le1#0,1S10:ISN xEVj , le 1#0,0::; 11'1+ 10: I+q::; N ,qEZ+UO

X sup (11D;o~b~kll'I~lk+10:1) 5.: CN (1 + 11filvj ll
N

) IlblvJ,IIN (8.35)
XEVj,tT!o

0::; h'1+10: l+lkl::;N

and IlfilvjllN::; CN (ßUj ) for fi from a bounded set BUj in CSO(Nf, E)lu
J
,. So the op

erator norn1 of ad (li) in C80(111, E) with respect to the selni-nonn 11·IIN in CSO(A1, E)
is bounded by C( AT, L), \vhere L c CSO( Ai, E) is a bounded set such that all the
elelnents li belong to l + L for all {Ek}.

The action of F (ad (-CEili)) on an element b E C8°(M, E) is defined by Re
mark 6.17 as

zn-l

F( z) 0 blz=-lZi ad(ld == L -, 0 blz=-lZi ad(Ij)'
n>l n.

(8.36)

The operator norm of z := -CEi ad (Li) in CSO(1\1, E) with respect to the selni-norm
II·IIN is bounded by CEiC(lV, L). Hence the operator nonn of F(z) in (CSO(M', E), IHIN)
is bounded by L (CEiC(lV, L)r- 1 In!. This series is convergent uniformly in Ei, 0 ::;
Ei ::; 1. (Note that this convergence is not uniform with respect to N E Z+ U 0.)
So F(z) is a bounded operator with respect to aU serni-norms II·IIN' It is proved
above that ot1'(t)lt=t. belongs to a bounded in CSO(1\l, E) set uniforn11y in i, ti, Ei.
So F(z) . O(y(t)!t=ti is bounded in CSO(A1, E) uniformly in i, ti, Ei. Len1Ina 8.1 is
proved. D
Proof of Len1ma 8.3. For sufficiently small Ei, the product on the left in (8.25)
belongs to exp (9(1)) by the CampbeU-I-Iausdorff formula. In our case this formula
takes the [onn

log (exp (CEJti) exp (-CEJi)) = CEi (lti -li) + c;c; [lti -li, -li] 12 +

+ C
3E; ([-lti' [lti -li, -li]] + [-li, [-li,lti -li]]) 112 + ... (8.37)

By Lemma 8.1 Lti -li is 0 (Ei) in CSO(i\tf, E) uniformly in i, ti, Ei, i.e., (Lii -li) lEi
belongs to a bounded set B in CSO(M, E). Tt is provcd in Lemn1a. 8.1 that ad (Li) is
a bounded operator in (CSO( NI, E), 11·IIN) for any AT E Z+ U O.

Note that Iti -li belongs to Po = (rp)-l (0) C p. The identifications l'V11 h: g(lr) -r
9(l2) transfonn the Lie suba,lgebra 90 C 9(lJ) into itself by Proposition 5.1, (5.11).
I-Iowever these identifications for general ll, l2 E 7,-1 (1) da not act as 1d on 90. By
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(8.21), Iti - 1i is also 0 (ci) in go with respect to the natural extension of the seIlli

norm 11·11 N to go for any lV 2:: n := diIn AI!. Thc operator ad (li) is also bounded in

go C gU) with respcct to II·IIN' f\l 2:: n. Note that by Proposition 5.1, (5.11), the senli
norm 11·IIN on go C g(l) is transformed to an equivalent semi-nornl II·IIN on .(10 C .(1Ud
under the identification I'Vl,I!: g(l) ---+ g(ld when lV 2:: n. So it is enough to show

that ad (li) is bounded in (.(1, II·IIN)' go C g(l)' The elenlent 111/-1 (li) = Hl/ j ,t (I11Ji) is
given by

Hlt-l (li) = nlli + (li - I, li -l)res /2 . 1 E .(1(l). (8.38)

Any element of 90 C g(l) is of the form n1a + c· 1, where a E go = CSO(lvf, E) and
cE C. So we have by (8.38), (6.48), (5.7)

ad (HI1-· (li)) (I11a + c· 1) = 111([li, aD + }(l (li -l, a) ·1,

[(1 (Li -~, a) := - ([l, li -I], a)res = ([li, I], a)rcs'

vVe know that ad (Li) is a bounded operator in go := (CSO( M, E), 11·IIN)' The
operator ([li, l] , a)res is a bounded linear operator [rOin ÜJo 3 a, Il·IIN) to C for f\l 2: n.

Hence ad (li) is bounded in .(10 C .(1(1)'

So the first term in (8.37) is estimated in the semi-norm Il·IIN by Oc1, thc second
term is estimated by CN . Ccr/2, the third one is estiInated by CJv . Cc1 /6. Hence for
sufficiently snlall Ci > 0 the serics (8.37) is convergent with respect to the selni-nOrJll
II·lIN on 90 C 9(l) (because this series is convergent in a ncighborhood of zero in a
normed Lie algebra). Its lI·lIN semi-nornl is estimatcd by 0161 uniformly in Ci for
sInall Ci.

However it is difficult to prove the sinllIltaneous convergence of the series (8.37)
with respect to all semi-norms II·IIN (for a fixed small ci).61 But the existence of a
logarithnl for a given elelnent 9 E G( !11, E) (i.e., the existence of an element h E 9
such that exp( h) = g) depends on thc propcrties of thc principal symbol (pg )ordg ror
the image pg E SEll~ (A1, E) of g, Remark 6.8. (The order of the expression on the
left in (8.24) is zero.) The convcrgencc of the Canlpbcll-Hausdorff serics (8.37) with
respect to semi-norols lI'IIN' AT ::; AT., Ineans that in our case (for sufficiently small
ci > 0) the first hOInogencous tenns (log(pg)) -k (X, ~), k = 0, 1, ... , NI, cxist and that
D~ {JZ (log(pg)) -k (x,~) exist for 10'1 + Iwl +k ::; 1\T1• Hence log 9 E gexists in our ca.se
for sufficiently small Ci > O. To obtain the cstinlate of log 9 by 0 (cD with respect to
all semi-norms 11·IIN (as ci tends to zero), note that in our case logg E .(10 C 9= HI/.(1(1)
is defined for snlall ci. So the semi-nornls IlloggllN are defined for all N E Z+ U O.
For a fixed lV 2: n := dirn lvI the series (8.37) is convergent with l'espect to 11·1Lv on

61 Jt may be so that there are no ci > 0 such th at the series (8.37) is convergent wi th respect to
all semi-norms 11·lI N , N E Z+ U 0, simultaneously.
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go für 0 ~ ci ~ c(N), c(N) > 0.62 So by the written above estimates of thc ternlS on
the right in (8.37) with rcspect to II·IIN, we see that the 11·11 N semi-nornl of the series
(8.37) is 0 (cf) for 0 ~ ci ~ c(f\l).

The sarne estimate can be also producecl with the heIp of ordinary differential
equations. Namely set v(t) := exp (tlti) exp (-tli). Then we have v(O) = Tcl E

G(A1, E),

Otv(t) = exp (tlti) (lti -li) exp (-tli) = v( t) exp (tli) (lti -li) exp (-tli). (8.40)

VVe claiIn that

(8.41)

(8.42)

for aHA' E Z+ uD as ci tends to zero. Here, 11·IIN is the operator norm in (Uo, II·IIN)'
i.e., IIAI1NllfilN 2:: IIAfllN for any f E Uo anel IIAIIN is the infinuIn of numbers with
such a prüperty. If IIAfllN ~ 0 on Uo, then IIAIIN > O.

Set

q(t) := exp (tli) (lti -li) exp (-tli) =: AelexP(tli) (lti -li) E 90,

Otq(t) = ael (li) 0 q(t), q(O):= lti -li.

It is shown in the proof of LeInma 8.1 that the operator ael (li) in (CSO(M, E), II·IIN)
is bounded (since Li belongs to a bounded set in (C SO( A1, E), 11·ILv) for any lV E Z+UO
uniformly in i, ti, cd. The operator acl (li) is also bounded in UD with respect tü the

natural prolongation of II·IIN rron~ C SO( M, E) to UD := (rp )-1 (0) C U(lJl. (Hefe, we
suppose that N 2:: n := dirn 1'1.) So by LenlIna 8.1 and by (8.42), (8.21) wc have for
all N 2:: n, 0 < ci ~ c(i\l)

Ilq(t) IIN ~ CN Illti -lillN~ C;"ci.

By (8.40), (8.43) we haveG3

Bt Ilv(t)IIN ::; IIOtv(t)IIN ::; CN llv(t)lINllq(t)lIN.

(8.43)

(8.44)

Here, we use that Ila· bil N ::; CN Ila IIN ·llbllN for a, b E C SO( 1\1, E). vVe use also that the

analogous estimates hold for a E exp (Uo) C exp (g(lJl) , b E 90 := (rp)-1 (0) C UUd.
(In that case IlaiiN is the operator norm in (go, 11·1IN). We have Il a llN ~ exp (1IaIIN)

62Note that IIallN1 ~ IlalIN:l for Nt ~ N2 ~ O. So this series is convergent with respect to 11·IIN
forallNEZ+UO.

63We denote the constants in (8,43L (8.44L and below depending only on N by the same symbols
CN, C~, etc..
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for a = exp a, Q E 9o.) So the following estimates for the operator nonns in (go, 11·11 N )

hold by (8.44), (8.43)

Ilv(t)IIN::; Ilv(O)IIN exp (CNC~€it),

11atv(i)II N ::; CNCNciexp (CNCNEi t ) 11 v(0)IIN'

Ilv(t) - v(O) IIN :s: fa' 11 OTV ( r) 11 dr :s: IIv(O) IIN (exp (CNC;'c;t) - 1) , (8.45)

!Iv (CCi) - IdllN ::; C;:"EZ

for 0 ::; Ei ::; E(O), i.e., the estilnate (8.41) is proved. Thus LeInma 8.3 is proved. D
Proof of Len1n1a 8.2. The equation (8.10) is equivalent to (8.12) with /'(0 := Id,
ft := lt - 1E CSO(Iv!, E), Le.,

atI(t = cu(t)I(t, u(t):= exp (- ct0(Hfl (lll!t + (ft, !t)res /2 . 1)) exp (ct0.
(8.46)

Here, !(t E CO( IvI, E) := p- 1 (SEllg( 1\1, E)), u(t) E go := Hit (PlI C SO( 1\1, E)) , where

Pl: 9(1) --+ Slog(M, E) and p: G( 1\1, E) --+ SEll~( 1\1, E) are the natural projections.
(The Lie subalgebra 90 c 9 is independent of 1E 1'-1(1) C Slog(M, E).)

The extension p: G( 1\1, E) --+ SEIt; (At!, E) is central. So for kt := pI(t we have the
equation in SEll~(M, E)

8tkt = ul(t)kt , ko := Lcl, Ul(t):= c· pu(t).

The coefficient Ul(t) belongs to CSO(1\1,E),

UI(t) = qo(t; x,~) +q-l(l; x,~) +... +q-m(tj x,~) +...

(8.47)

in local coordinates x on 1\1. (I-Iere, q_j is positive homogeneous of degree (-j) in
~.) The synlbol kt belangs to SEll~(M,E) and

kt = ko(t; x,~) + k-l (t; x,~) + ...

in local coordinates. The SYlllbol is a local notion. So (8.4 7) is equivalent to the
system of ordinary equations

8,ko = qoko,

8t k_ 1 = qOk_ 1 +Q-l kO +2:= 8e;qoDx ;ko,
1

(8.48)
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(Here, r, j E Z+UO and the SUffi on thc right for atk_m is over (r, j, 0') wi th r+ j + 10'1 =
'In, 10'1 + r > 0, and Dx := i-lax.) ·This systeITI has a triangle fornl. Its first equation
(written with respect to a sl1l0oth Ioeal trivialization of E) for fixed (:t, e) is a linear
equation

(8.49)

on GLN(C), N := rkc E. Its coefficient qo(t; x, e) is snlooth in t, x, e(for e=I- 0),
o ::; t ::; 1. So its solution ko is unique and smooth in such t, x, e. The second
equation is a linear equation on NfN (C) with k-l (0; :c, e) = 0 and with known smooth
in (t, x, e) for e=I- 0 coefficients qo(tj x, e) and (q-l ko+ L aeiqoDxi ko) (tj x, e)· So its
solution k_l(t;x,e) is unique ancl SITIooth in (t,x,e) for e =I- 0, 0 ::;t ::; 1. The
equation for k-m (in (8.48)) is also linear in l)ttN (C) with k_m(Oj x, e) = 0 and with
known sl1100th in (t, x, e) (e =j:. 0) coefficients. So k_m(t; x, e) is unique and slTIooth in
such t, x, e. Hence the solution kt of (8.47) exists anel is uniquc, anel kt E SEUg(iVf, E).

Therefore we know kt := pI<t and have to find I(t E CO( Al, E). Let J{~, 0 ::; t ::; 1,
be a smooth curve in GO(lvf, E) with l(g = Id and pI(? = kt • Set I<t := !(?Vt. Then
Vt E p-l (ld) ~ C X c G(!v1, E), where C X is a central subgroup of G(M, E). (The

Lie algebra C . 1 of CX is ltVI (PLI (0)). Note that the identifications I'VI'll restrieted

to piI(O) = C· 1 aet as Id on C.) Thc equation (8.46) is cquivalent to

(8.50)

The coefficient of this linear equation is a smooth function <p: [0,1] -+ C . 1 :=

W1 (PlI (0)). Indeed, the image of <p( t) in Slog( AI, E) is

_k;l (atkt + uI(t)kd = 0,

and so <p(t) E C· 1 C Po c g. The curve l{~ is a SITIooth curve in CO(M, E).
So - (I<?)-l atI<? and Ad(I{n- 1 cu(t) are smooth curves in 90 (beeause u(t) is a

smooth curve in 90)' So <p(t) E C . 1 C 90 is snlooth. Thc solution of (8.50) is

Vt := exp (fci <p(t )dt). Hence the equation (8.46) has a unique solution I(t and the

equation (8.10) (equivalent to (8.46)) has a unique solution Ft .

We have to prove that the solution eo(t, {Cl:}) of (8.]5) convcrges to the solu
tion F t of (8.10) uniformly in t E [0,1], as SUPi {ci} tends to zero. Set eo(t, I) :=

exp (-etD eo (l, {Ei} ). (Here, 1 E r- l (1) c Slog( AI, E) IS the same as in (8.11),
(8.46).) Then eo(t, l) := et is the solution of the equation

atet = cx(t)et, eo = Id,

x(t):= exp (-etD (lVI (Olftj + (fti'ftJres/2 ·l))exp (etD = u(td
(8.51 )
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for t E (ti, ti+d = (ti, ti + ci)' (IIere, u(t) is defined by (8.46) and ft := Lt -I. Recall

that the analogous equation for !{t = exp (-etD Ft is Ot!(t = cu(t) I(t, !(o = Ld.)

In (8.51) et is a curve in CO( lV[, E) and x( t) E 90. Thc image ef = pet in
SEll~ (M, E) of the curve et is the solution of the equation

Ote~ = xl(t)e~, e~ = Id, Xl(t) = c· px(t) E 080(1\1, E). (8.52)

Here, Xl(t) fort E (ti, ti+.) is equal to Ul (ti), where Ul(-t) is the eoeffieient of the
equation (8.47). The symbol ef belongs to SEUg(lW, E) and in loeal coordinates it
takes the form

ef = 111.0(t; x,~) + 111_1 (t; X, () +... ,
where 1'n_j is positive hOll10geneolls of degree (-j) in r Thc symbol is a loeal
notion. So the equation (8.52) is equivaJent to the systeln of the form (8.48) with k_ i
changed by rn_j and with q-j(tj x, e), t E (ti, ti+I), changed by q=-j := q-j (Li; x, e).
Here, k_j(O; x,~) = q_j(O; X,~) = Sj,O Ld. The first equations of these systems

(8.53)

for fixed (x, (), ( i= 0, are linear equations on GfLN(C), N := rkc E. So kö'rno =:

Ta E GLN(C) is the solution of the equation

OtTo(t) = (kÖ' (qg - qo) ko) 1'0(t) =: so(t)ro(t), 1'0(0) = lcl. (8.54)

Here, the eoeffieients qo and qü are

qo(t) = Adexp(-ctl) Oft, q~(t) = Adexp(-ctl) Oftj

for t E (ti, ti+.). The symbol exp( -ell) belongs to SEllöct (1\1, E) and it can be
locally expressed by the symbol l (as in Section 2). So for sUPi {ci} s111all enough,
the differenee qo(t) - qg(t) is sn1all uniformly in t E [0,1], x, ( (( =I- 0). The salne
assertion is true for any finite nur~ber of partial derivatives o(D~ (qo( t) - qg( t)), i.e.,
Ilqo( t) - qg(t) IIN für °::; lV ::; lVI and any fixed lVI E Z+ is uniforInly srnaU in t as
sUPi {ci} tends to zero. (Here, II-IIN is the same semi-nonn over a local eoordinate
chart Vi as in (8.34), (8.35).)

The principal sYlnbol ko(t) := ko(t; x, () in (8.54) is a fixed sn100th curve in
SEUg(M, E)/CS-I (M, E). So Adkol (t) (qü - qo) (t) is slnall uniformly in t, x, ~ (( =I- 0)

with respect to semi-norms 11·IIN over Vi for °:::; lV :::; NI as SUI\ {ci} tends to zero.
Henee by (8.54) we claim that for any c > 0, j\ll E Z+, there is 8 > °such that for
0:::; N:::; NI

Ilro(t) - IdllN < c

uniformly in t E [0,1] a.s SUPi {ci} < J.

(8.55)
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The second equations of (8.48) and of the analogous system for 7n_j are

o,k_ , = <JOkl + (<J-l ko+2t oe'<JoDx,ko) ,

O,1n_1 = <J~1JLI + (<J~l1nO + 2t0e'<J~DXi1nO) ,

1n-l(OjX,~) = k-l(OjX,~) = 0.

(8.56)

For fixed (x, ~), ~ =1= 0, these equations are linear with known coefficients such that
the estimates Ilqo - q8!IN < c anel

hold unifornlly in t E [0,1] for °~ I'l ~ lVI as sUPi {ci} < O. (This assertion is true
for any given c > 0, Nt E Z+, if J is sufficiently smalI.) From (8.56) we conclude
that Ilk_1 - nl-Ill N is small uniformly in t E [0,1] for °~ lV ~ Nt, if sUPi {ci} is
sufficiently small.

Let this assertion be true for Ilk_j - m_jlI N , 0 :S lV ~ 1\', (with any Nt E Z+), if
o ~ j :S a - 1 (a E Z+). Then with the help of the linear equations for k-a from
the system (8.48) and with the help of the analogous equations for m_a we conclude
that the same assertion is true for 11 k-a - rn_aIIN uniformly int E [0,1] as sUPi {ci}
tends to zero. Therefore, the soll1tions eü(t) E SElIg( 111, E) of (8.52) (for different
{cd) tend to the solution k( t) of (8.47) l1niforn11y int E [0,1] with respect to all
semi-norms 11·11 N as SUl\ {cd tends to zero.

Set 7't := [(t-Iet E (/°(111, E), °~ t ::; 1. (vVe know already that p1't E SEllg(A1, E)
tends to LeI unifol'Inly in t E [0, 1] with respect to II·IIN as SllPi {Ei} --+ 0.) The cUI've
7't is the solution of the eqllation

(8.57)

(The coefficient in (8.57) belongs to '00. The selni-nOI'111S II·lIN on 90 := C SO( 111, E)
have natural continuatioIlS to the semi-norms lI·IIN on '00 C '0(1).) The coefficient in
(8.57) is snlall with respect to II·IIN' 0 :S N ::; Nt, uniformly int E [0,1] as SUPi {Ei}
tends to zero. The projection prt E SEllg( )\tf, E) is elose to Ld with l'espect to II·lIN
uniforn1ly in t E [0,1] undel' the salne conditioIlS. An elenlent 9 E GO(lvf, E) has a
logarithm in 9(1), if pg E SEllg(J1!f, E) has a 10garitillTI in 90 := CSO(A1, E). Note that
log pr't exists because !J7't is dose to Id in II·IIN' 1 ::; N ~ LVi. So the equation (8.57)
for 7't cau be written as the equation fol' Pt := log Tt E 90 c 9(1) (by Letnma 6.6).
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Namely, by (6.74), (6.141), the equation (8.57) is equivalent to the equation for

Pt E 90

atpt = cF- I (ael (Pt)) AdK-l (x(t) - ll(t)), Po = 0,
t

F-1(ad(pt}):= z I =1_z/2_E((1-2k) z2k l . (8.58)
exp z - 11z=ad(pt} k2:

1
(2k - 1)! z:::ad(pt}

(The series F- 1(z) is convergent for Izl < 2rr.) Taking into account (8.58) we conelude
that

at IlptllN :s; 118tptlLv :s; c II F - 1
(ad (pt})IIN IIAdK;-l (x(t) - y(t))IIN' (8.59)

One can try to prove that Ilpt IIN is small for t E [0,1], °::; N ::; NI using the
estiInates analogous to (8.59) anel the Picarcl approximations. However we prefer to
use the structure of (8.58) anel the information about I!PPt!IN'

Note that ad (ad = ad (a2) in 90 (for aj E 90)' if GI - a2 belongs to the central Lie
subalgebra C . 1 of 90. So acl (Pt) (as an operator in Po) depenels on PPt E Po only.
Set ad (ppd := ad (p~) for any p~ with pp~ = PPt. We know the solution PPt of the
equation in 90 which is thc projection of (8.58) to Po. Namely PPt is the solution of
the equation

at (PPt) = cF- I (ad (ppd) p (AdK;-1 (x(t) - u(t))) ==

=F- I (ad (ppd) Adk-I (XI(t) -1l1(t)) , (8.60)
t

and we know that tipPt IIN is sInall unifor111ly in t E [0,1], lV for °::; N ~ NI as
sUPi {Ei} is small enough. Let 1E r- 1(1) C Slog(1\1, E) be fixed. Then the equation
(8.58) in 9U) written with respect to the splitting (6.44) is

atpt = F- I (ad (Ppt}). (p (AdK;-1 (x(t) - ll(t)) ffi f(t) .1)) , (8.61)

where f: [0, I} --+ C is a Sillooth function anel If(t) I is small uniformly in t E [0, I} as
sUPi {Ei} is sInall enough. \Ve know that Ilad (PPt) IIN is sIllall in Po for N ::; lVI. So
it is sIllall also in Po for n := di m 1\1 ~ N ~ Nt. Set Pt = PPt E:B 'Wt . 1, 'Wt E C, with
respect to the splitting (6.44). Then in view of (8.60), (8.61) we conelude that Wt is
the solution of an ordinary differential equation

8tWt = f(t) + (PPt, [I, (1 -z/2 - L ~(~ - 2~~ Z2k-l) I ll tJ). (8.62)2 ~ - 1 . z=nd(ppt)
res

Here, llt ;= Adk-I (Xl (t) - 111 (t)) anel a.d (ppd in (8.62) acts on Po := C SO(!vI, E).
t

To prove that Pt is sl11all in ('90, II·II N) for 0 ::; 1V ::; Nt, it is enough to prove that
IWt I is small for t E [0, 1}, if SUPi {Ei} is small enollgh. vVe know that PPt anel Ut are
small in (go, II·IIN) for °~ 1\' ::; NI' It is proved in (8.34) that ad( I) is a bounded
operator in 90 with respect to 11·IIN' The operator ad (PP,) in (Po, 11·IIN) has the nonn
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(8.63)

Ilad (ppdllN not greater than eN IlpPtiiN by (8.35). So the series on the fight in (8.62)
is convergent and the estinlate

11
[ ( /

'"'" ((
1

- 2k) 2k t) I ] 11 Il, 1 - z 2 - L- (2k _ 1)! Z - z=ad(ppt}Ut N:::; CN II U tllN

~
is valid for SUl\ {Ci} small enough. vVe have by (8.62), by the estinlate I(a, b)resl :::;
!lallNllbllN for Cl, b Ego, N ~ n, and by (8.63)

Iw(t)1 ~ !a'IJ(T)ldT + C~ !a'llpPTIIN lI u TIIN dT

for any 1V ~ n. So Iw(t)l is small for t E [0,1], if SUPi {Ci} is small enough. Hence for
such {cd the logarithm Pt of Tt is sInall in (go, II·IIN) for aUt E [0,1], °:::; f\l :::; N1 .

Thus Tt E Cfl( A1, E) is uniformly in t E [0,1] elose to Id E GO( 111, E) with respect to
aU 11· II N as sUPi {cd tends to zero. LeIlllua 8.2 is proveel. 0

8.1. Connections on deternlinant bundles given by 10garitl1l11ic symbols.
Another determinant for general elliptic PDOs. Let l be the SYlllbol of log(8) A,
where A E E1l6( NI, E) and L(8) is an admissible (for A) cut of thc spectral plane.
Then the central CX -extension g(1) of the Lie algebra Slog( M, E) =: g is elefined anel
l also defines the splitting (6.44)

(8.64)

Theorenl 6.1 provides us with a canonieal isomorphisIll between 9(1) and the Lie
algebra g( 1\1, E) of the determinant Lie group G( k!, E). Hence thc splitting (8.64)
defines a connection on the C X -bundle p: G( Atl, E) -t SEll~ (M, E). Namely a local
smooth curve gt E G(1I1, E), t E [-c, cl, is horizontal with respect to this conneetion,
if 9t . gi 1 belangs to the subspace 9 of g(NI, E) = 9(1) with respect to thc splitting
(8.64).

Let an operator B E Ell~ (M, E) bc fixecl.64 There exists a smooth curve bt E
Slog( A1, E), t E [0,1], such that the symbol a( B) is equal to the value at t = 1 of the
solution St of the equation in SEll~ (NI, E)

(8.65)

Let bt be such a curve in SEll~ (1'1, E). Then for a fixed l (= a (log(8) A), A E

E116( M, E)) the conncction on G( IvI, E) defined by l gives us a canonical pull-back of
the curve St C SEll~ (111, E) to the curve St C G( Ivf, E). This curve St is the solution
of the equation in G( 111, E)

BtSt = (I1(1)bt) . St, St = Tel, (8.66)

64 In this subsection we don't suppose that B has areal or a nonzero order.
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where IT(I): 9 Y g(l) = gUv!, E) is the inclusion with respect to thc splitting (8.64)
(and to the canonical identification given by Theorem 6.1).

Definition. Let the operator B E EIl~ (1'1, E), the logaritllInic sYlnbol Lof a first
order elliptic PDO A E Ellb( NI, E), and a curve bt in Slog( A1, E) such that the solution
St of (8.64) is equal to o-(B) at t = 1, be fixed. Then the detern1inant of B is defined
by

(8.67)

Here, d1(B) is the image of B E Ell~ (M, E) in the quotient G(f11, E):= Fo\Ell~(Al, E),
where the normal subgroup Fo of EI~ (A1, E) is defined by (6.1). The term 8\ in (8.67)
is the value at t = 1 of thc solution St for (8.66) with the coefficient bt .

Relnark 8.7. This determinant is invariant under smooth repararTIctrizations of a
curve bt . This detcnninant is defined for any S1l10oth curve St, 0 ::; t ::; 1, in
SEll~ (lvI, E) such that So = Id, SI = O'(B). (Here, b~ := GtSt . si l

.)

Remark 8.8. \Ve have PSt = St, where p: G( A1, E) --+ SEll~ (NI, E) is the natural
projection. Hence SI E p- I (O'( B)). vVe have det (B, (L, bt )) E CX since the fibers of
p are principal homogeneous CX-spaces because Po\F = CX and because F, Fo are
normal subgroups in Ell~ (M, E) (defincd in Section 6).

Relnark 8.9. The determinant det (B, (L, bt )) depends on a curve bt in the space of log
arithmic symbols (in contrast with a curve at from the definition (8.2), at C e{[(1'1, E),
i.e., it is a curve in the space of logarithms for c1assical elliptic PDOs). The deter
minant det (B, (l, bt )) is defined fot all classical elliptic PDOs, not only for PDOs of
real nonzero orelers. In contrast, the detern1inant (8.2) is defined for PDOs of real
nonzero orders.

Re1nark 8.10. Let a logarithmic symbol LI = 0' (log(tld Al) be fixeeI. (llere, Al E

E1I6( M, E) anel L(Bd is an admissible for A I cut of the spectral plane.) Then by
(6.47), we have

SI (lJl / SI (I) = exp (t dt (I1(1tl b, - I1 (I)b,) ) =

= exp (t dt (b, - r (b,) (11 + I) /2,1 - IJlre8) =: exp f (bi; I, I.). (8.68)

Note that f (b t ; L, Ld is the integra.l over lVI x [0,1] of a density locally defined by the
symbols of bt , L, anel of 11. By (8.68) wc have

det (B, (L, bt )) / det (B, (LI, bt )) = exp f (bt ; L, L\) . (8.69)
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Renlark 8.11. By (6.48) we have thc fornHlla for a curvatu rc of thc connection defined
by l = o(logA), A E EI~(l\l, E), on the CX-bundle p: G(A1, E) -+ SEll~(M, E).
Nalnely, if !11, g2 E Tg (SEll~ (!v!, E)) are two tangent vectors, then the valne of the
curvature fOrIn is given by

R1([]I 1 g2) = [(i (919- 1,929-1
) , (8.70)

where /(/ is thc 2-cocyde Oll Siog(M, E) elefineel by (5.5) (anel by Lemma 5.1), 9jg-1 E
Slog(1\1, E) =: g. Let bt and b~, t E [0,1], be two curves in 9 such that the solutions
of (8.65) with the coefficients bt and b~ have o(B) as their values at t = 1 and are
hOInotopic curves in SEIt; (1\1/, E) from Jd to a( B). Then we have

SI (b;) /.1, (b t ) =exp UD2 <p* RI) , (8.71)

where R1 is defined by (8.70) and r.p: D2 -+ SE1l6 (M, E) is CL smooth homotopy
between s(b~) and s(bt ) in SEll~(A1,E). Note that R1 is a 2-forrn on SE1l6(!v!,E)

with the values on (91,92) E Tg (SEll~ (M, E)) given by an integral over M of a

density locally defined by the symbols 9, 9j, l. vVe have by (8.67), (8.71)

det (8, (I, bt )) / det (8, (I, b;)) = exp UD2 <p* R1) (8.72)

(8.73)

with the same Ineaning of r.p as in (8.71). By Remarks 8.10,8.11, we can control the
dependence of the integral (8.67) on I anel on curves St, s~ in SEll6 (NI, E) froIn Id to
o(B) [rOln the saIne homotopy dass.

Rernark 8.12. Let BI, 8 2 E Ell6 (1\11, E) and let SI (t) and S2(t) be smooth curves from
Id to o(Bd anel to 0(82 ) in SElI~(A1,E). Set bj,t:= 8t sj (t). Let the logarithnlic
sYInbol1 = o (log A), A E E1l6(N!, E), be fixed. Then we have

cl} (B2 Bd = cl l (B2 ) dl (Bd,

The latter equality follows from (8.65), (8.66). Hence in vicw of cl t / SI E CX, wc have

(8.74)

Here, b2,t U bl,t corresponds to a piccewise-smooth curve S2 U SI from Lei to 0 (B2Bd
through 0 (Bd which coincidcs with SI (2t) for t E [0,1/2] anel with s2(2t - 1) for
tE [1/2,1].

It follows fronl Remarks S.ll, 8.12 that to investigate the dependence of the dc
ternünant det (B, (I, bt )) on the hotnotoPY dass of a sInooth curve St frOln Id to 0(8)
in SEll~(All, E), it is enough to conlpute

elet(lel, (1, 2iTip)) =: k(p, I) (8.75)
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for projectors pE OS8(1'1[, E), p2;= p, in the algebra csg of elassical PDO-synlbols of
order zero. Eaeh of these projeeto.rs eorresponds to a eyelic subgroup exr(27fitp), 0:::;
t :::; 1, in SEllg(M, Ej. Such subgrollps span the funclaTTIcnta,l group 7fT (S EUg(i\1, E), 1(9 .
This stat~thent is proved in thc proof of Lenlma 4.2 in Seetion 4.5.

Rema'rk 8.13. To eompute (8.75), we use Proposition 7.1). Namely we have

det(ld,(l,2?Tip)):= lcl·exp (-2/TiIT(l)p) = d1(cxp(27fiP)) exp(-f(2rriP, A)) =
= exp( -2rrif( P, A)). (8.76)

Here, P is a PDO-projector P E CLO( lV[, E), p 2 = P, with a( P) = p. (Such a
projector P exists by [\\103].) The operator A in (8.76) is an invertiblc elliptie PDO,
A E EIl6(A1, E), with its sYlnbol a(A) equal to expl. Thc spcctral f(P,A) of a pair
(P, A) is defined by (7.9). Hence

det{Id, (l, 2/Tip)) = exp( -21rifo(p, exp l)),
fo(p, exp l) E CjZ, fo(pexp l) == f(P, A)( I110d Z).

By Lelnma 7.1 the gcneralizcd spectral asymnletry f(P, A)( nl0d Z) depends on
sYlnhols a(P) = p, 0'( A) = exp l only.

Re~arks 8.11, 8.12, 8.13 exprcs~ the dependence of the determinant dct(B,(l,bt ))

on bt and on 1 through generalizE:d speetral aSYlnnletries !o(p, exp l)), p2 = ]J, P E
oSO( Nf, E), and through the integrals (8.68), (8.72) of densities locally canonically
defined by hOTl1ogeneous tenns of symbols in arbitrary eoordinate charts.

8.2. The deternlinant defined by a logarithmic symbol as an extension of
the zeta-regularized deternlinant.

Rema.,.k 8.14. For A E Ell~(ll1, E)', for l E Slog(A1, E) such that exp l = a(A), and
for bt =I, we have 51 = O'(-A) (where 5t is the solution or (8.6.5)). Hence

(8.78)

where A is defined by (6.45).
vVe suppose that there exists I E Slog( 1'1, E) such that exp I = 0'( A). Hence the

syn1bol exp(fl) for c E IR.+ sma11 enough is sufficiently elose to a positive definite
SYIl1bol. Hence B := A~ possesses a spcctral cut L(i) elose to L Crr ) and (8,(,;-) (5) is
defined. Set

cIet(i)(A) := exp (-c:-la~(B,(,;-)(s)I~=o).

By Proposition 6.3 the eleInent

(8.79)

(8.80)
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depends on a( A) := exp l only. Here, p: G( A1, E) --t SElld (A1, E) is the natural
projection. Hence by (8.78), (8.80) we have

det(A, (t, t)) = det(if)(A) . do(exp/)j exp (rr(l)/) . (8.81 )

The elements do(exp l) anel exp (TI (1)1) correspond one to another uncler the local iden

tification of the Lie groups G(A1, E) anel exp (9) == exp (9(1)) given by Theorem 6.1.
Hence we obtain the assertion as folIows.

Proposition 8.3. Let A E Ellb(jvJ, E) haue a logarit.hmic sY'17~bol I E Slog(J'1, E),
i.e.) a(A) = exp I, wherc exp I is defined as thc value al T = 1 of the solution of the
equation in SEll~ (kl, E)

Then the equality holds

Ao = Id.

det(lT)(A) = det(A, (I, I)), (8.82)

where the zeta-regularized detenninant det(ir)(A) is defined by (8.79) fOT B := A€
with c E IR+ such that Ae possesscs a speclral cut L(if) elose lo L(-rr)' The determinant
on the rigJ-d in (8.82) is lhe deteTminant (8.67) with bt == 1 fOT t E [0,1], whc're A is
substituted instead of B.

Remark 8.15. Let A E Ellg(J\t{, E) be an elliptic operator of areal nonzero order d(A)
sllch that therc exists a logaritillnic sYlnbol d(A)1 E Slog(M, E) of A, exp(d(A)/) =
a(A). Then det(if)(A) in the sense of (8.79) is defined (and it is independent of a
sufficiently small c E IR+. The tenn det(A, (I, d(A)/)) (i.e., the determinant (8.67)
with bt == d( A)/) is also clefined. The equalitics hold (analogous to (8.81))

clet(A, (I, d( A)/)) =det(if) (A )do(exp(d( A)/)) / exp (IT(l)d( A)l) =det(if) (A), (8.83)

since do(exp(d( A)/)) corresponds to exp (n(l)d( A)I) under the local identification

G(M, E) = exp an given by Theorem 6.1. Hence the eleterrninant elet(A, (I, d(A)I))
given by (8.67) for an elliptic PDO A of areal nonzero order d( A) (anel such that a
logarithmic sYlnbol d(A) ·1 of A exists) is equal to the zeta-regularized detern1inant
det(,r)(A).

ThllS thc determinant (8.67) gives us an e.'rtension 0/ the zeta-reg1llarized dete1"Tn1:
nant det,(A) to thc dass of general elliptic PDOs Ell~ (J'1, E) of all c01nplex ordeTs
from the connected componcnt of the operator Id E Ellg( A1, E). Note that the de
tenninant (8.67) dcpends not only on A and on 1 but also on an appropriate Cllrve
bt , t E [0,1), in the Lie algebra Slog(lVJ, E) of logarithmic syn1bols.
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8.3. Determinants near the donlain where logarithnls of symbols do not
exist. Let A(z) E Ell~(%)(lvJ, E) be a, holomorphic family of elliptic POOs of order
a(z). We suppose that o:(z) E CX

• Here, z belongs to a onc-connected neighborhood
U of 1:= [0,1] C C 3 z. Let for z E [O,zo) a logarithm of a(A(z)) exist. We are
interested in the asymptotic behavior as z --+ Zo of deterIllinants of A(z) "Ve claim
that there is a locally defined by the symbols a(A(z)), a(logA(z)) object which
controls det( A (z)) as z --+ Zo along I.

Namely let l E r- 1(1) C Slog( 1'1, E) be a logarithmic synlbol of order one (1' is frolll
(5.4)). Then l defines the splitting (8.64) of 9 := Wt9(l)' Hence a ~onnection on the
CX-bundle C;( 1\1, E) over SEIl; (lvI, E) is defined by l. A vector iJ( t) E Tg(t)G( M, E)
belongs to a horizontal subspace, if iJ(t)g-l(t) E vVtg. (Here, 9 := Slog(M, E) is
identified with the image of 9 in g(l) under the splitting (8.64).)

The scction U --+ G(A1, E), U :;'I z --+ d1(A(z)) E G(M, E), over U :3 z --+
a(A(z)) E SEIl;(lvI,E) is defined.65 lt is holonlorphic in z EU. Let lo(z): U 3 z--+
G( AI, E) be anothcr section of p: C;( Ai, E) --+ SEIl; (M, E) which is a holol110rphic
curve in G(1'1, E) horizontal with rcspect to the connection defined by l anel such
that 10(A(0)) = d1(A(0)), °E U. (Note that this connection is holOlllorphic. Thus
such a holomorphic curve exists a:pcl is unique.)

Then d t (z) / Jo( z) E C is a holomo17Jhic funetion of z E U ancl Jo( z) is locally defined
by the symbols a(A(z)) of our family. ("Ve suppose here that d1(A(0)) is known. For
exaluple, if A(O) = Id E Ell~(Nf, E), then dl(A(O)) = rcl E G(M, E).)

Let a log A(z) E c[(( A1, E) exist. Then by Renlark 3.4 and by Proposi tions 3.4, 3.5
we have66

det,(A(z)) := cxp (-os TR exp( -3 log A(z)) 18=0) . (8.84)

Let a(log A(z)) = 0:( z)/+ao(z), where l is a logari thmic symbol of an order one elliptic
PDO, ao(z) C CSO(M, E) is holomorphic in z for z E [0, zo), and ao(z) diverges as
z -t zoo

By Proposition 6.6, by Corollary 6.2, anel by (6.30) we have a section

S --+ do(a (log A (z) ))

of the eX-bundle G(lvI, E) over S' = S(z) := a(A(z)), z E [0, zo), elepending on
cr(1og A(z)) only. lf log A(z) exists, then by the definition of c7o(a(log A(z))) the
zeta-regularized determinant (8.84) is equal to

det,(.4(z)) = dt (A(z))/do(a(1og A(z))). (8.85)

65The element ddA) is the image of A E Ell~ (1\1, E) in G(A1, E) := Fo\ EII~ (1\1, E), Section 5.
66Tr is the canonical trace for PDOs of noninteger orders defined in Section 3. By Proposition 3.4

the residue of the zeta-funetion on the right in (8.84) at s =0 is - res(ld) =O. Hence the expression
on the fight in (8.84) is defined.
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Here, d1(A) is defined as the dass FoA in the dcterminant Lie group GI(M, E) 
Fa \ Ell~ (Ai, E).

However the canonical detenninant det( A) is defined for more wide dass of elliptic
PDOs than the dass of PDOs A such that log A exists, Relnark 6.7, (6.31). Nalnely
if a(1og A) E Slog( M, E) is defined, then

det(A).:= ddA)/do(a(1og A)). (8.86)

This deternlinant can be clefined evcn if thc zeta-regularized determinant det,( A) is
not defined, Remark 6.7. (The definition (8.86) cloes not use log A. However log A is
defined, if (A(S) exists.)

Proposition 8.4. Thcre is a sea/m' Junct.ion

B(z) := dO((T(log A(z)))/lo((T(A(z)))

h%morphie in z E [0, zo) and defined by sYlnbo/s (and by /ogarilhmie sYlnbo/s) oJ
our h%lnorphie Jalnay and sueh thai the divergenee 01 the eanoniea/ dete'1'7ninant
det(A(z)) as z --+ Zo a/ong I is defined by the behavior 018(z) as z --+ Zo a/ong
[0, zo).

Proof. By (8.85) and by the definition of lo(z) wc havc

det(A(z)) = (ddA(z))/lo(z)) / 8(z).

Tbe factor ddA(z))/lo(z) is holomorphic in z for z E U. 0
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